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Forword
There is no doubt that the modern societies or, better, the modern society as a
whole, has to cope with an extremely interesting and, at the same time, equally
critical social phenomenon of change. Although both social change and the management of change are not unknown in the history of human civilization and not
outside the experience of the human race, this specific case has nevertheless the
characteristics of a very difficult, serious and urgent problem as concerns both
the present and the future of human societies.
It is obvious that the reference here is to the sudden, unexpected, extremely rapid and unbelievably wide and deep penetration of the so called Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in almost every aspect and side of the modern human life. The quality of this change, i.e. the creation of a parallel digital
environment for human day to day activities (e-banking, e-learning etc.) and the
quantity of this change, expressed in terms of speed, size, areas of influence and
magnitude of power, make this case of change unique in the history of humankind and, at the same time, its management by the modern societies extremely
difficult.
We should take into account that an enormous amount of changes, bringing forth
a lot of new and hitherto unknown things, activities, capabilities, possibilities,
media etc., took place almost within a single human generation. We should, thus,
admit that the society and especially the scientific society must react both in time
and with the broader possible view of the whole situation, if we are to cope effectively with this modern kind of the «genie of Aladdin». And, fortunately, this
is obviously the case, if we take into account the extensive number of scientific
activities (conferences, workshops, publications etc.), organized, taking place all
over the world and covering every aspect of the problem at hand.
The workshop entitled ‘Surveillance in Academia’, organized by the Ionian University, Department of Archive and Library Sciences, in collaboration with LiSS
(Living in Surveillance Societies Programme), is a very good example of such a
scientific reaction and approach, which tries not only to handle the unavoidable
technicalities of a new environment, but, at the same time, to address very important aspects of the whole situation, aspects having to do with attitudes, ethical and moral issues, established practices etc. The table of contents of this volume is characteristic from this point of view. In this concern, however, it should
be stressed that this workshop is not a single event. It is in fact a part in a series
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of similar activities, having the same goal and organized by the Department, due,
mainly, to the continuous efforts, and related scientific interests of Mrs Bottis
and her colleagues.
George Bokos
Professor Emeritus
Ionian University

Introduction
The Ionian University, School of Information Science and Informatics, Department of Archive and Library Sciences, in collaboration with LiSS (Living in Surveillance Societies Programme), organized a workshop titled ‘Surveillance in
Academia’, which took place in Athens, February 23-24, 2012. A series of papers were presented in the two-days seminar, in which more than 25 speakers
discussed their work together in Athens. The Seminar was selected for funding
after a review process of many workshop proposals, by the European LiSS Management Committee. This volume is the workshop’s proceedings, where some papers from the International Conference on Information Law and Ethics 2011 and
2012 were added, to make a more complete work. The aim is to offer a volume
not only on surveillance in connection to academia, although this is the main
theme, but more widely, on modern privacy issues as well. Twenty one papers
comprise this volume.
I thank Professor William Webster, Chair of LiSS, for his constant support of my
work and especially of this Seminar. I could not be more grateful. I thank Ass.
Professor and Head of the Library of the Hellenic-American University in Athens, Dr. Roxana Theodorou for her participation and the wonderful poster she
designed for the Seminar. I thank Dr. Andreas Giannakoulopoulos, Lecturer, Ionian University and Mrs. Roubini Oikonomidou, MSc., for the beautiful website
they designed and run, for the Seminar. I thank my publisher, Nomiki Bibliothiki
–thank you Lila Karatza!-for hosting the seminar in one of the most inspiring venues in Athens, Lycavittos Hall. I thank Theodore Mastrogiannis, Art director of
this edition, Andreas Menounos, producer, and Aristea Diakomopoulou and Theoni Charalabaki. I thank you all for your excellent work and patience.
I thank all the colleagues who accepted the invitation and came to present their
work, especially Mihalis Lianos, Professor, who flew in from France, Nikitas
Hatzimihail, Assoc. Professor, who flew in from Cyprus and Minas Samatas, Professor, who came from Crete. I believe all of us will have a very positive recollection of this workshop, as evident also from the photos we have uploaded in the
workshop site (http://confereces.ionio.gr/surveillance2012). This is the kind of
work academia is about, and I am grateful to all participants for these two days
in Athens, in late February 2012.
Maria Bottis
Ass. Professor
Information Law
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I. Privacy: theory

Social control after Foucault
Michalis Lianos

Introduction
Whilst one cannot pretend that the question of social control has been completely forgotten, it is in many respects stagnant1. The smokescreen of globalisation
and the link between crime and immigration are two perspectives that, both on
the left and right, produce simplistic demonizing and idealizing discourses on
control. For the remainder, the stagnation takes different forms inside different
analytical cultures. If in continental Europe there is little discussion or writing on
the question of control, the international, English-speaking, debate mainly develops on two levels: the definition of terms that are appropriate for the conduct
of the debate (for two very different examples see: Galloway, 2001; and Valier,
2001), and the link between reflection on control and the debate around modernity in its past and present forms (for example: Staples, 2000; Poster, 1990).
It is not difficult to explain this stagnation. In spite of its diversity, it reflects
the difficulty of introducing the problematics of control into a post-Foucauldian stage. There are several reasons for this. First of all, the question of control
presents itself inevitably in the light – or should one say in the shadow? – of its
social utility. Secondly, it seems impossible to separate the analysis of control
from questions of domination and stratification. Thirdly, theoretical propositions on contemporary society have not succeeded until now in providing any
serious explanatory answers regarding the organisation of domination and stratification and their relationship with the restructuring of culture and identity. In
other words, it is difficult to find the next link in the intellectual chain from Durkheim to Foucault. It would not be useful to review once more Foucault’s contributions, both direct and indirect, on the question of control, via his analyses
of power and the subject. These contributions are still actively discussed, particularly outside France, but this has not abated the persistence of several con1. The text was translated by David Wood and Mihalis Lianos. Centre for Empirically Informed
Social Theory (CEIST), University of Portsmouth, UK. mailto: michalis.lianos@port.ac.uk
website: http://www.port.ac.uk/research/ceist/ and Global Urban Research Unit (GURU),
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, mailto: d.f.j.wood@ncl.ac.uk. Published by
persmission from Surveillance and Society 1 (3): 412-430, http://www.surveillance-andsociety.org.
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spiratorial and centralising interpretations, which do not do justice to his ideas
(see: Lacombe, 1996). The first step towards a less biased approach of Foucault’s
contribution on control would be to focus on a consistently disregarded point:
that the Foucauldian model of control, and consequently its explanatory power,
refers to the past and is not concerned with the emergence of the contemporary
postindustrial subject. This is almost self-evident but often put aside in order to
make things easier for today’s analysts and to project Foucault’s thesis on modernity unaltered onto the late capitalist present. Such unconscious blindness also
disregards the fact that the analysis of control was for Foucault yet another axis
of a clear cross-cutting theme in his research: the constitution of the human being as subject (ibid.: 348-349). However, things have advanced too far to reverse
all that is based on this arbitrary reasoning. Only a model which takes the risk of
referring directly, and not by analogy, to the contemporary condition, can supply
the debate on control with a sound basis for addressing the questions of the late
modern environment.
It is certain that such a model could not exist if one approached control as an isolated subject. Several questions exist upstream, namely the question of a theory
of the socio-cultural development of contemporary capitalist society as a whole.
It is only within such a broader explanatory frame that the debate around control can take on new meaning. Furthermore, such an informed debate on control
would be useful only insofar as it reinforced the explanatory capacity of its theoretical frame and was in harmony with parallel research in other areas. The theses put forward in this article rely partially on such a theory of the post-industrial
society, the first volume of which has been published in French (Lianos, 2001a).
Without expanding on this approach, it is possible to introduce here some major
strands of the proposed theoretical model of control and to illustrate some aspects of its specificity in relation to contemporary western societies. Naturally,
this model revolves around some important transitions in current social conditions that must be seriously taken into account for an adequate reconceptualisation of social control.

Institutional Control
“Institution” is used here to indicate any source of mediating activity between
human beings. In this sense, all private and public organisations and establishments are institutions because they regulate aspects of human behaviour as third
parties, i.e. without being subject to cultural negotiation (Lianos, 2001a: 16ff.;
2001b; 2000). A super-market, a bank, a ministry and a web portal are all important sources of institutional sociality and normativity, and they should be understood, because of their combined effects on their users, as parts of the same regu-
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lating universe. These combined effects generate a new stage in the development
of social regulation.
Until very recently it was not difficult to avoid the question of the origins of social control. Social control was understood as a diverse social register produced
by human coexistence, and the role of that register was to maintain that coexistence on one of its possible lines of coherent continuity. It depended on socioeconomic and historical conjunctures which of these lines would be followed. At
this level, it matters little for the social analyst to know whether this type of control is intended or conscious as it is in either case obvious that the social universe
is shaped by certain aspects of the relations that make it up. However, the development of organisational systems devoted exclusively to such aspects of human
relations poses new problems. The spectrum of such systems expands rapidly and
ranges from private services in law and order to bureaucracies that monitor and
validate highly specific sides of citizen behaviour, e.g. accident prevention authorities or credit-rating agencies. This organizational processing introduces an
entirely new level into the constitution of the human subject. From paying local tax instalments to taking cars for an MOT, we live through a multiple range
of institutional activities that monitor and verify conformity. It is rather easy to
observe that the largest part of behaviour regulation is not generated in today’s
capitalist societies by the relational networks of sociality but as a result of operating within institutional frames of activity. Little attention has been paid to this,
although Discipline and Punish considerably generalised and deepened our suspicions regarding all structures that channel and homogenise social behaviour.
There is, however, a series of problems with the propagation of this Foucauldian
suspicion. The first one is that this suspicion has been propagated without pairing each phase of its development with a proper analytical base. Control is accordingly conceived of in terms of arbitrarily presumed restrictive effects and not
in terms of a reliable analysis of its production, content, reception and articulation with other social registers. This preconceived mistrust, to which several authors have fallen victims to various degrees (for example: Cohen and Scull, 1983;
Cohen, 1985; Marx, 1988; Mathiesen, 1980), conceal important developments
that have been sweeping the domain of control. A second problem is that the
same deep mistrust underlies both the production and the reception of research
on control. This results in a particular climate, which defines this research as a
discourse that refers as a matter of routine to the erosion of liberties and the capture of society by dark and totalitarian forces. This preconceived assimilation of
research and political critique damages both areas because it is superficial and
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analytically unfounded, and because it pre-empts the feelings and opinions of the
public, usually with great inaccuracy2.
It is possible that this state of things be at the same time a symptom of intellectual laziness and a desire to continue to confuse perspectives of class struggle
and emancipation, with an opposition to the institution as such (see for example:
Fox, 2001). Whatever the reason, it is a simplification to attribute as a matter
of course specific intentions to all acts or mechanisms of control without taking
the trouble to carry out an analysis of the complexity that causes their birth, survival and proliferation. On the other hand, it is necessary to examine the question
of social control in relation to the institution, that is to say, the instrument for
the conscious and planned management of socialised human activity. In the first
place, it is for several reasons very useful to distinguish between control generated by the skein of links between groups or individuals and control deriving from
the activity of institutions.
a) This institutional control is not spontaneous as is the case in social communities. It is produced as a planned managerial activity corresponding to the complex
mode of organisation of contemporary Western society.
b) It is integral to specific acts or activities, usually bureaucratic, and is part both
of the rationale and the outcome of these activities. It would be reductive and
unjustified to see such activities as relating exclusively or principally to control;
it would be equally simplistic to insist on the distinction between the ‘controlling’ and the non-controlling aspects. For instance, one could look at a CCTV system which monitors the traffic on a road network; is this dispositif3 about repressive surveillance (traffic offences), detective surveillance (stolen vehicles), the
regulation of traffic flow (reduction of congestions), support for planning (recording information on all aspects of traffic), accident prevention (transmission
of information to drivers on obstacles to anticipate) or the improvement of access
times for emergency services (breakdowns, accidents)? Evidently, this list is far
from exhaustive but it is comprehensive enough to lead to a useful answer: the
dispositif is about everything at once. It is the same for insurance forms that ask if
the potential client is a smoker (to calculate premiums, assess, and sanction behaviour); the request to present identification to collect a parcel sent in the post
(verification of effective management, simultaneous constraint and protection of
the privacy of the individual) and a myriad of situations that make up everyday
life. This type of activity is not divisible into categories that are comfortable for

2. It is happened, for instance, with the public acceptance of CCTV.
3. As used by Foucault, the French word «dispositif» has no single direct English equivalent. It
can mean any or all of «sociotechnical system», «device», «mechanism».
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the analyst and this shows in itself the increasing impossibility of talking about
control without examining its connection with other domains and registers of
social organisation.
c) This institutional control is often perceived as beneficial and sometimes even
liberating4 as much as constraining; it establishes a pre-existing set of conditions
and is often part of a service offered to the public as a whole in their capacity as
‘users’. For the client, controlled parking space in a shopping centre is a good reason to choose it compared with another shopping centre which offers free-access
parking without security personnel or CCTV; baggage control in airports delivers
welcome protection for the controlled user, and requesting ‘no smoking’ at the
reservation desk avoids one being surrounded by smoke.
d) In parallel, these types of service necessarily fragment the social environment
as they attempt to isolate the legitimate user from a dangerous Other (‘thief’, ‘terrorist’, ‘smoker’). This process of fragmentation is an efficient machine for producing social identities and ideotypical situations of threat that are subject to the
broader structures of social stratification. Thus, unlike control in relational networks where sociality operates directly, institutional control is centrifugal and
fragmenting.
e) Finally, let us remind ourselves of what clearly follows from this. Institutional
control is neither inter-subjective nor group-based. On the contrary, it is by definition impersonal in its origin and atomised in its reception, because it is conceived
and applied by an institution as part of the homogeneous distribution of a certain
activity. Between the institution and the user, there exists no interaction, except
for a managerial monitoring and feedback cycle. The growing emergence of precision in the delivery of services and their establishment as high-class contemporary commodities, makes the capitalist market and the Western State unable to
function without users who are completely individualised in their contacts with
administrations and businesses. Therefore a remote, often invisible and diffuse,
entity provides its services to isolated individuals. This immediately raises the
question of the contribution of this state of affairs to the evolution of socialisation and sociality as such. To respond, it is necessary to examine in more detail
how institutional services are being provided.
I have already described a context which allows us to conceive of institutional
control as a factor embedded in the development of the institution, further still as
an aspect of all institutional mediation, including domains of relations that exist
as a matter of individual option, such as consumption, exchange, life-planning,
4. See also Pecora’s original argument (2002) on the profound need to be the subject of
surveillance.
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etc. In the first instance, this confirms the forgotten truism that all organization
involves control. But at the same time, it is important to clarify that in the postindustrial condition this does not mean that organisation is built on control; this
nuance is a new development in comparison with the past, both pre-modern and
modern, and a development that remains largely unassimilated by the analysts of
normativity. Observing this development is more a question of perception than
of reference to any ‘objective’ external indicator. It is, however, crucial to take
that nuance into account because in current conditions the majority of what one
can call control does not focus on practices of constraint, nor on oppressing behaviour
and expression, but on the organisation and the contextualisation of what is often
intended or even desired by a sovereign subject. Thus, analysing everyday environments like the supermarket and the Underground in terms of incarceration makes
little sense, whereas the inverse seems more and more justified (see: Digneffe
at al., 2002). This inversion is not neutral; it calls for the construction of a new
framework of analytical premises.
The most useful characteristic of such a framework should be to acknowledge
that the criterion for deciding what belongs or not to the sphere of control is neither the
consciousness of the subject or the group involved, nor the will of those who produce the
‘controlling’ effect in question, but mainly the conditions that shape the interaction between those two parties. This does not imply that control itself is ‘neutral’, in terms
of its production or its reception, but that there is no longer any reason to believe
in direct correspondence and symmetry between these two stages. It is, consequently, necessary to recognise the existence of types of activity where control
arises in many ways that were often not intended to produce a controlling effect.

Technology
There is a powerful inertia when it comes to updating analytical tools regarding the technologies of control. The epistemic, methodological and empirical
conceptualisation and practice seems to have solidified under the weight of the
‘disciplinary’ era and has been unable to reshape itself since. As a result, present
developments are immediately drawn into a binary disciplinary/antidisciplinary
problematics. This explains the fact that the technological systems have been
considered solely with regard to their operational or quantitative potential in a
generalised context of surveillance (Marx, 1988; Ocqueteau, 1992; Ocqueteau
and Pottier, 1995; Haggerty and Ericson, 2000). In his examination of the recent
development of surveillance technologies, Marx (2002: 15) remarks:
The new surveillance relative to traditional surveillance extends the senses
and has low visibility or is invisible. It is more likely to be unintended. Data collection is often integrated into routine activity. It is more likely to in-
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volve manipulation than direct coercion. Data collection is more likely to
be automated involving machines rather than (or in addition to) involving
humans. It is relatively inexpensive per unit of data collected. Data collection is often mediated through remote means rather than on scene and the
data often resides with third parties. Data is available in real time and data
collection can be continuous and offer information on the past, present
and future (ala statistical predictions). The subject of data collection goes
beyond the individual suspect to categories of interest. The individual as a
subject of data collection may also become the object of an intervention.
There may be only a short interval between the discovery of the information and the taking of action.
We can see here how data-matching, resulting from “routine activities”,
can easily come to be represented as menacing ‘manipulation’, rather than
what it really is, i.e.: an accessory side effect in the operation of an institutional web that is ever more dense and efficient in the provision of
services, and on which our life depends almost entirely with the exception
of very intimate moments. Marx opens his most recent critique of the ‘new
surveillance’ with the following incident:
In an interview with the individual responsible for an all-purpose student
ID access card used for building entrance, the library, meals and purchases
at a large Southern university I encountered the following case: The registrar came into his office and discovered an arson effort that failed. A long
burn mark on the carpet led to a Gatorade bottle full of flammable liquid
in a closet. In an adjacent building police found the area where the bomb
was assembled. They requested card access records for that building. A review of the logs found some early morning card swipes which looked suspicious. They also checked the lot number on the Gatorade bottle that was
holding the liquid and determined it had been delivered to a campus convenience store. Upon matching the records of purchasers of Gatorade with
those entering the building where the bomb making materials were found,
the police got a hit. They confronted the suspect and he confessed to arson. His motive was to burn up his academic records, as he was failing
several classes and didn’t want to disappoint his parents. This high tech
discovery of human spoors needs only to be bolstered by a video camera,
DNA matching and thermal lie detection to serve as a paradigmatic case
of the “new surveillance”. New technologies for collecting personal information which transcend the physical, liberty enhancing limitations of the
old means are constantly appearing. These probe more deeply, widely and
softly than traditional methods, transcending natural (distance, darkness,
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skin, time and microscopic size) and constructed (walls, sealed envelopes)
barriers that historically protected personal information.
What is brushed aside in approaching such incidents is that the lot numbers on
products are not put there to fight against arson but to transport goods quickly
and precisely for the lowest cost, which consumers appreciate. In the same way,
supplying access cards reassures the residents of a large building more than it
annoys them; in most cases, access cards tend to substitute for the constant presence of people in many areas, which was previously taken for granted and which
would have probably guided the police in the same direction. There is in fact
nothing more efficient than good old communitarian social control – which resembles more what Marx calls “traditional methods” – to saturate the socialised
being to its greatest depth. The ‘external’ power of data-matching, albeit effective from a forensic angle, does not target the ‘soul’ of the subject. It only logs
practical conditions and facts that can be of investigative use.
Theoretical ‘BigBrotherism’ undoubtedly seduces us as much with its simplicity and its capacity to mark our thoughts, as with its interpretation of control
and domination. However, after scratching the surface, one rapidly discovers
the limits of these analyses that look at contemporary control as part of a larger
scheme of socio-political domination or hegemony. An obvious pitfall is that we
are asked to accept a ‘Big Brotherism’ without ‘Big Brother’. This, besides the injustice done to Orwell, speaks more of our need to subject the development of a
highly technological environment to conceptual schemata that refer to the premodern world or at most to the emergence of modernity. This predilection for
the past patently disregards the understanding of technology itself and the consequences of specific technological applications whose effects are not only varied
(see for example: Bellamy and Hanewicz, 1999) but sometimes in conflict and
competition with each other. Building socio-technological dystopias peopled by
clones and cyborgs (for example: Bogard, 1996) responds to this heterogeneous
melange of perspectives which fails to take into account an essential point: the
organisation and the nature of power cannot remain immutable and subject to atemporal criteria whilst sociality transforms itself in a radical way. Once the dynamics
of the social universe are disregarded, it is easy to produce dark visions by simply focusing on the likely operation of future technological systems, which will
presumably become more complex and accurate in their interaction with human
behaviour, social, private or intimate.
The first thing that is noticeable about technological applications is the huge and
growing field that they open up for shaping and monitoring their environment.
A technological system is by definition a system of control of a certain environment. When this environment has a direct link with socialised human behaviour,
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the social universe is faced with new constraints. For many authors this implicitly presupposes the false idea that the social and the technological are two independent registers and that the first imposes itself in some way upon the second in
an external, occasional and atemporal manner5. This then produces a circularity
of reasoning which confirms that the mechanisms of control indeed control effectively, threaten our liberties and lead to totalitarian developments6. I will discuss here as an example a concrete technological device7 and I will try to briefly
sketch out an alternative perspective to that circular reasoning, which approaches the issue in a manner at once more synthetic and more empirical.
The magnetic tagging of products against theft is by now an old practice. A magnetised element (button, band, etc.) is attached or inserted into the protected object. Magnetic sensors exist at all the exits of the protected space and an alarm is
set off if a magnetic tag passes between. Besides stores and shops, most libraries
use such systems. It is clear from the start both for the user and for the observer
that this is an anti-theft device. The sensors are visible at the entrances and, if
the system is to be effective, it is necessary to detect and isolate objects taken in
from outside which might set off the alarm. The device transforms its field of
operation into an isolated and isolating universe, that is to say an environment
that needs to be self-referential in order to be effective. The position of the user
can be seen as an obligatory acceptance of the preconceived and pre-applied rules
of the game to which she adheres by the simple fact of having entered the space
protected by the device. This is often reinforced by a material reminder for the
existence and role of the anti-theft system which maintains the system’s visibility
in a constant way, for example the magnetic studs attached to clothes, which are
removed when one pays at the counter. It would be, however, preposterously
biased to argue that the involvement with the system is a central part of the experience of the customer. In the first instance, it seems plausible that the customers
are more interested in the clothes than in the magnetic studs which accompany
them. Secondly, the device is by now too familiar to attract any interest as such;
it represents a rather banal element integrated into the space, an expected ompo-

5. Even in the case of theoretical models that wish to reconcile these registers in a ‘seamless
fabric’ (Latour 1991), this problem persists in a less visible but nevertheless clear manner.
The central question remains that of the ‘integration’ of technology in the context of the
distinction between nature / culture / society, rather than the analysis of its content, which
would bring to light the implicit modalities of the proposed continuity of different registers.
6. See Salomon 1984 for a discussion that separates the managerial centralisation that results
from processing information in general, from the danger of totalitarianism.
7. I use “device” here in the broadest sense, to include both technological applications and the
notion of the dispositif.
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nent absorbed into the architectural background and forgotten in the middle of
the principal, consuming purposes of the protected space.
To those excited by surveillance, this set-up poses a problem because the behaviour of the users is not directly monitored8. At the same time, it is difficult to
suggest that the device is about indirect surveillance, properly speaking, since
the movements and the condition of the tagged objects are not monitored either; the only thing that is detected is their eventual contact with the limits of
the delineated space. On the other hand, the proponents of situational prevention (Clarke 1992) see here only an effective and fair application of a justified
defence principle, particularly since the liberty of the users is not affected; the
system does not infringe on their private lives and the only loser is the possible
offender whose job becomes a little more difficult. It is possible to accept the
well-rehearsed, dominant dilemma between ‘security’ and ‘liberties’, often presented as a trade-off in the sphere of citizen well being; the proliferation of views
that take this trade-off for granted is rather worrying, for a critical perspective
on the question should address every security device as a generator of conditions
and circumstances that modify the social environment and the relations that develop – or are kept from developing – in it. This critical perspective can be summarised in a twofold question: what is the impact of a security device on the
relationship between the users and their activity, and between the users and the
institution? Firstly, the device is not applied to persons but to things, with a reference to a possible activity of persons. Otherwise put, we are dealing here with
an indiscriminate form of control which aims to isolate a single, specific type of
behaviour, the attempt to take an article beyond spatial limits; this possibility
presumably justifies the saturation of the entire environment, without any distinction, with the uniform functions of a security device. Several conclusions can
be drawn from this:
a) The system projects onto all the users a uniform, collective reasoning. The
environment is controlled to avert what is presumably disapproved of on a social level, i.e. shoplifting. The integration of controlling parameters into a specific principal activity (in this case shopping) implicitly projects on all users their
passive approval of certain values. From this point of view, the protected space
becomes a field of ubiquitous, albeit subconscious, normative reminders; something like a theme park on the prevention of shoplifting.

8. This explains perhaps the unilateral concentration on CCTV devices and the exclusion
from the debate on control of many other systems, which do not focus on channelling or
monitoring human behaviour directly.
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b) The device transforms the spatial threshold of the institution into a threshold
of legitimacy. It is completely legitimate to carry a tagged object up to the line
that is determined by the magnetic sensors and completely illegitimate to cross
this threshold9. The interesting point here is that all situations of uncertainty are
suppressed. We deal with a binary choice between yes and no, legitimate or illegitimate, accept or be sanctioned. This is a serious qualitative transition in the
development of control. As a primordial aspect of all human relations, social control – even in its most formal expressions – has always been based on the ‘regressiveness’ of conformity, that is to say, on the possibility of negotiating via degrees
of behaviour seen as ‘suspicious’, ‘dubious’ in relation to a norm. If one observes
the increasingly rare situation where a shop is still supervised by its owner, or
by personnel whose principal professional activity is not surveillance, one can
notice there a relative extension of relational control that is not qualitatively different from social control as we knew it. This control, which is based on ‘direct
sociality’, reacts to a person or a behaviour that seems suspect, without predetermining a threshold of tolerance, but by monitoring what happens and negotiating
its limits (Lianos 2001b). Such conditions are structurally impossible in the case
of the device that I described. Otherwise put, the spectrum of regressive legitimacy that is constantly recreated by the inherent negotiation of social relations,
is now being transformed into a normatively binary domain, exclusively determined in advance by the institution.
c) It is implicit in the description so far that the functioning of the device radically changes in effect the framework for the perception of theft prevention and
of the practices developed in relation to it. If control – and more specifically surveillance – by humans is possible, this is largely due to the constant assessment
of their social environment. This assessment is being made on the basis of social
representations applied to concrete circumstances and produces an anticipation
of either conformity or deviance regarding the norm. Put differently, suspicion is
selective and contains a large part of preconception as to who and what is suspect,
so that a considerable gap is being formed between the – prejudiced and unjust –
assessment of a young male from Brixton and that of an old woman from Hampstead. Inversely, it is the mobilisation of signs that are likely to inspire trust that
makes cultural negotiation and normative regressiveness possible. It is the use of
such cultural and behavioural signs that decides whether the surveilling gaze will
be attracted or a suspicion will be raised, and determines which thresholds of

9. There are of course ‘false alarms’, e.g. an object that has not been properly demagnetised can
set off the alarm and lead to the security guard asking for proof of purchase; these exceptions
reinforce the suggestions put forward here, but I preferred not to complicate the argument
excessively.
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legitimacy will be applied and what will be the nature of any likely sanctions. All
this social know-how is rendered completely irrelevant by the technological device. On the contrary, it is the device itself, which now stands above all suspicion
because it is simply absurd to suspect that it may change its reaction, depending
on the user concerned each time.
The social consequences of this new configuration10 are directly linked to the
disappearance of the fundamental motivation of all socialised individuals to ‘appear’ credible by their general behaviour, that is to say the behaviour that is not
specifically related to the domain of control (in this case, carrying a large bag,
taking articles from shelves, trying clothes or shoes on, etc.). From this point of
view, the technological device performs a strong ‘de-culturing’ function in the
surveilled social environment. It erodes the norms and the modalities of their application in their capacity as intentional, accentuated aspects of social relations;
then it reinvents them as nonnegotiable constraints that are homogeneous and
external to all participants.
d) The purpose of the device is made public by its very existence, contrary to control in direct sociality, where it is the knowledge of values formed by socialisation that silently establishes the acceptable limits of what is perceived as threatening. Put otherwise, it is a fait accompli by the very visibility of the device that
the protected space is constantly subject to the threat of an offence and that this
offence is incontestably a threat since a sophisticated protection is used to prevent it. The device warns the users of a problem that they would otherwise not notice
and projects onto them a shared consent; as from the moment that one is conscious
of an anti-theft device, two conditions must be taken for granted. Firstly, that all
users share the idea that theft is an active threat, and secondly, that they position
themselves by definition in either a positive or a negative way vis-à-vis the device
by deciding whether they are likely offenders or not. The mere visibility of the
system on the one hand sustains in users the constant awareness of the probability of a threat and, on the other hand, automatically transforms the usual consumer into a ‘non-thief’. This combination forms one of the most solid foundations
for the growing culture of dangerisation, wherein others constitute by default a
source of threat, unless one has good reason to think otherwise.
e) It follows that, seen from the outside, this combination of factors is oriented
equally towards all users. For the device, there are no users who are less or more
suspect, less or more dangerous than any others; this has two implications:

10. These consequences are too extensive to summarise here. For a brief presentation, see
Lianos 2001b and 2000.
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(i) a new type of equality emerges; its credentials are unquestionable since it is
not only applied but guaranteed by the very technological nature of the device.
From this point of view, the machine makes possible for the first time a nonstratified ‘social environment’, even if this development is based on a single criterion, that is to say, trustworthiness regarding a specific normative priority.
(ii) however, the make-up of this equality calls for discussion. What the device
distributes equally is not the positive assessment of the users with regard to the
norm, but with regard to breaching it; they all become suspects and, most importantly, suspects that are no longer presumed innocent. Although, this levelling
out towards the lowest point does not call into question the egalitarian application of the function of the device, it does pose new questions. For example, to
what extent can this normative discounting be seen as ‘true’ equality? What are
the broader consequences for contemporary sociality as such devices become increasingly frequent? Is it possible to resist to such consequences? What are the issues that arise regarding domination? Is this negative equality in the last analysis
desirable, and for whom?
These new questions will be increasingly debated as we become conscious of the
problems posed by the deep transitions that take place in the sphere of control.
It is impossible to tackle these questions without addressing the problematics of
risk, the problematics of consumption, and above all, the institutional sociality
that is engendered by the increasing density of the web of institutional activity.
We also cannot separate these questions from questions around the fear of victimisation and the intentionality of contemporary control. Since I have already
discussed the ‘dangerisation’ of control elsewhere (Lianos and Douglas, 2000; Lianos, 1999), I will focus here on the question of intentionality.

Intentionality
To acknowledge and understand the great changes in the field we must update
the theorisation of control, which cannot start without calling into question the
quality of social control. If the institution colonises the largest part the exercise of
control and if it does this principally by using technological systems, is it a correct reading to see the result of this process as a socially articulated product? To
respond, it is best to divide the question into several levels. More particularly, we
must separate the question of new developments in the sphere of control from that of a
more general change in sociality, so as not to mistake a change that is peculiar to a
particular area from social change as a whole.
It is no longer helpful to think of control as a dimension of social interaction that
is exclusively and immediately produced by individuals and groups. On the other
hand, the modalities of control in institutional contexts must be explored in de-
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tail. The thesis of the ‘dispersion of discipline’ in contemporary society (Cohen,
1979; Garland and Young, 1983; Shearing and Stenning, 1985) is not sufficient
as an explanatory basis, above all because it ignores both the managerial rationality of socio-technical devices and the reception of this rationality by the users
who assimilate it as a necessity for ensuring the delivery of goods and services
that they wish to have. It is equally important to draw a similar conclusion regarding the relation between control and the will to control. Thus, in the majority
of cases, a context or a device of institutional normativity does not involve any
attempt to structure the internal premises of user behaviour. It is enough that
one does not steal from the shelves and a matter of complete indifference whether one believes that shoplifting is acceptable or even legitimate behaviour. Ticket
checks in buses aim at no more than reducing the loss of income for the operating
company and safeguarding the general smooth running of the system. It is simply
not part of managing the controlled environment to project values towards those
who use it. The justification for the requested degree of conformity is exclusively limited to operating in accordance with the predetermined parameters of
the formal channel of interaction that the institution designs and monitors, e.g.
a till transaction to purchase goods for a store, a proper administrative request
or decision for a local authority, joining the queue in a customer service lounge
at a train station etc. Deontological and value-based perspectives are not part of
such contexts of interaction. An ATM, that is to say a banking network, does not
ask if the user is a legitimate client but compares a series of numbers (the ‘PIN
code’) with stored information. So long as the match is assured, the transaction
is authorised. What the subject thinks, does or believes, is irrelevant to what the
institution controls; it is simply meaningless for the technological device. In the
thousands of daily transactions with institutional outlets, which weave together
the sociocultural resources of the postmodern subject, there is not a single wish
to build and promote a cognitive and moral universe. The exclusive objective that
is being pursued is to stimulate and facilitate behaviours that are favourable to
the effective functioning of organisations.
As a result, we must stop looking at the purpose and the consequences of institutional control as a prolongation of subjection, either in the sense of submission
or in the Foucauldian sense of the constitution of the socialised human being as
a subject. The broad, moral and disciplinary, modernist vision of control is no
longer operational in the overwhelming majority of contemporary environments
where collective interaction takes place. On the contrary, institutional control is
about the ‘de-subjectification’ of the individual, who is being largely transformed
into a fragmented user, since the object of control is to regulate exclusively the
specific institutional shell of activity concerned each time. In this context, the
diverse forms of deviance are stripped of their evaluative context; a rise in shop-
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lifting is for a department store a dysfunction, an organisational threat to tackle,
exactly like long queues and incompetitive prices. The distinction between the
behaviour of the user and its channelling by the institution becomes superfluous
as the two registers only exist inasmuch as they merge into a totality that is efficiently regulated by the institution. In both these registers, questions arise only as
organisational problems that are dealt with as internal matters of the institution,
and are resolved without reference to the user’s opinion, thought or values.
These conditions introduce three main lines of critique. Institutional control is:
a) fragmented, not integrated or coherent, b) externally constrained but denuded
of evaluative content, c) normative, because it is managerial, but not the reverse.
In a nutshell, we are faced with a new, ‘unintended’ control (Lianos 2001a : 25,
49-50, 198), which is produced only in as a de facto effect of institutional activity and which allows the subject total liberty, except in the area where that
subject is engaged as a user of the managed environment. At the same time, it
is important to note that the intention to control is not a necessary precondition
for effectively producing serious consequences in the sphere of control. In breaking this correspondence between motive and outcome, one can examine the causes
and the results of diverse contexts and devices of control by analysing their specificity,
without feeling obliged to have recourse to a centralised explanation, which is by the
same token reductionist. This perspective also leads to a more synthetic approach
on the link between technology, values and meaning, and allows us to bypass
the recurring question of whether it is possible to assign technology a particular
organisational function and a coherent sociocultural role. In fact, both the critics
of technology and its uses (e.g. Ellul 1988) and those who call for an ideological
design’ and a ‘social command of technology’ (Deforge 1993) are voluntarist positions because they approach the technological environment as observable and
perceivable in itself. I suggest here that we should take the opposite direction
and envisage substituting the theorisation of the technological with the analysis
of its purely social content, which constitutes by definition its only meaning. It
is precisely the way in which the technological device modifies the social world
that makes technology meaningful at many levels at once. From that angle, it
would be very useful to separate the analysis of technology from its critical, indeed philosophical, problematisation, with the aim of doing better in both areas.

‘Social’ Control?
The lack of a centralised and integrated dominant vision does not mean that it
would be impossible to understand developments in the area of control in an organised manner. This conceptual organisation must respond at the same time to
the transitions that take place in the interaction between the user and the systems that surround him, and to the theoretical questions regarding the role and
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the importance of these transitions in postindustrial societies. From this perspective we can now revisit the obvious question of the social nature of institutional,
unintended control, which remains largely within the confines of technological
systems. To what extent is this regulation of collective human existence properly ‘social’? Firstly, we are faced with a dilemma regarding the sociality that is
introduced by institutional control. Its effects are profoundly atomizing because
it is indispensable for the controlling device to deal with identifiable – thus indictable – individuals, and to avoid generating collective effects capable of blurring the parameters of the interaction between the user and the institution, thus
diluting responsibility between individuals or among groups. From this point of
view, institutional normativity leads to the destructuring of the social, to acute
desocialisation. Secondly, it is becoming more and more difficult in such a context
to mobilise the cultural resources that are peculiar to social stratification in order to avert control, both at the level of suspicion and at the level of its effects.
This amounts to the elimination of a crucial margin of social negotiation and to
the consequent decline of the motivation for acquiring cultural resources that are
likely to increase respect, credibility and trustworthiness. The competition for
reaching a social status that inspires respect and places its bearer beyond suspicion has been one of the most significant foundations of social belonging. In the
course of the few decades since the 1960s the ‘egalitarian’ premises and effects
of institutional control have seriously eroded this foundation. In doing so, institutional normativity, and institutional sociality more generally, have created the
ideal terrain for the rapid disengagement of users from social belonging. Thirdly,
the evaluative base of institutional normativity is extremely weak. The previously indispensable evaluative grid of social control is replaced by an administrative,
managerial and technological plexus, constituted as a field of consensus between
the institution and the users, and exclusively focused on the effectiveness of their
interaction. Thus, in an unprecedented development, the generalised conformity
of relational networks undergoes precipitated atrophy and is solely substituted
by the mediating capacity of the institution and the systems that serve it. On the
other hand, all these tendencies develop in an arena clearly much larger than that
of control, which involves environments, systems and devices which act upon a
field of interaction in order to produce an integrated result in many domains at
once.
We can best comprehend the transitions in control as part of the massive changes
in the area of contemporary sociality and the broader atrophy of the social universe. Besides putting an end to the long and imaginative demonisation of control, this angle links the emergence of institutional normativity to overarching social change. Thus, it is not control that becomes desocialised, but sociality which
institutionalises itself; it is not surveillance which intensifies and spreads, but the
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demand for systems and networks which propagates itself and favours the fluid –
albeit atomised – channelling of individuals; it is not liberty that is in decline but
its content that shifts towards access and use of systems; it is not stratification
that disappears, but dependency on institutional mediation that increases; it is
not the norm and its socialising function that founders, but its foundation that is
being rebuilt beyond the boundary of internalised values.
Foucault’s work, which was so important for the understanding of the grand
enterprise of control launched by modernity, managed to bring the premises of
moral engineering to the fore and show that they were put in place for the production of a mentally sovereign and normatively self-disciplining subject. At the
same time, it has acted as much as a critique of the social sciences, their involvement in the humanist project and their analysis of that project; but the critique of
the Panopticon, and of the technologies of control which the Panopticon symbolised so perfectly, has been passively projected by analysts of all convictions onto
every possible setting and device of social regulation. Without much hesitation,
we continue to take for granted that the wish to control is embedded in a project
of shaping the self, and to accept uncritically that normative power is always exerted via the injection of values into the subject. In doing so, we brush aside the
patent and complete explosion of the evaluative universe, the institutional competition for the legitimising gaze of the greatest possible number of individuals,
the focusing of regulation and normativity on organisational effectiveness, and
even the celebrated postmodern fragmentation and the death of the grand narrative as a totalising socio-cultural project. We disregard all that only to salvage a
comfortable account that attributes control to moralising intentions and directs it
to the soul, the soul which is itself put to death every day as much by the advances in biochemistry as by the uninhibited proliferation of lifestyles.
We could ask ourselves if the Foucauldian critique of modern normativity has not
become, far from what its author intended, a sacred narrative which comforts the
analysts of today by its reference to a coherent project, and brings unity to disaggregated world in which the parties are linked only by an overall dynamic which
supersedes them all. In the meantime, the evidence for profound desocialisation
and the regression of collectivity to a defensive position is growing, as Castells
(1997:11) remarks:
[…] the constitution of subjects, at the heart of the process of social
change, takes a different route to the one we knew during modernity, and
late modernity […] While in modernity (early or late) project identity was
constituted from civil society (as in the case of socialism on the basis of
the labor movement), in the network society, project identity, if it develops at all, grows from communal resistance.
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and further (1996:469): [the] networking logic induces a social determination of a higher level than that of the specific social interests expressed
through the networks: the power of flows takes precedence over the flows
of power. Presence or absence in the network and the dynamics of each
network vis-à-vis others are critical sources of domination a d change in
our society: a society […] characterized by the preeminence f social morphology over social action.
This unstable orphology, established on the power of flows of institutional and
organisational efficiency, cannot reasonably tolerate the critiques addressed to
the sovereign project of modern conditions. The flows of institutional efficiency
restructure and fragment constantly the cultural and spatial conditions of existence (Graham and Marvin, 2001) and depend at every instant to maintain themselves in place as much on their capacity to seduce their users, as on fierce competition which weakens the individual to an extreme point11. In the only other
proposition12 that, to my knowledge, takes account of the consequences of these
developments in the domain of normativity, Mathiesen (1997) reflects on a postpanoptic model in order to get to grips with social and technological control. This
reflection does not explore the socio-cultural changes which inspire it, but it expresses the need to undertake such an exploration. My model (2001a) addresses
the recasting of the problematics of control as an indispensable part of the theorisation of late modernity in terms of radical transitions in sociality. It attributes to
institutional sociality a great capacity for social and cultural transformation, that
leads, beyond the decline of the evaluative grid, to a new type of social regulation, which develops on the three tendencies of privatisation, dangerisation, and
periopticity. These three categories are also useful when asking to what extent
the new type of control remains social. A long examination indicates that the
social character of control must be extensively reconceptualised under the pressure of the expanding institutional web. This reconceptualisation is a conscious
attempt to maintain normativity within the domain of social relations rather than
to address it as an ensemble of constraints which are external to that domain.
Although this second perspective is becoming increasingly legitimate today, it is
not the most appropriate for representing the cultural internalisation of external
constraints imposed by institutional normativity; this internalisation still remains
an element of conscious thought and collective belonging, and in that sense, the
last obstacle to a total desocialisation of control. As a result of the transitory and

11. This process is indeed the motor for the production of organisational efficiency and of the
institutional sociality which accompanies it (Dobré and Lianos, 2002; Lianos, 2003).
12. I do not include in this category the critical assessments of the theoretical work of Foucault
and other authors such as Deleuze (for example: Hardt, 1998; Pfaff, 2001; Lyon, 1993).
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complex change that is taking place across all dimensions of sociality, there can
be several responses to the question of the social dimension of control. If one is
tempted by a certain degree of theoretical positivism, one will conclude that control is much less social than it was when evaluative culture still operated as the
principal assessment grid for behaviour in modern societies, that is to say until
around the 1970s. We should, however, seriously doubt our capacity to conceptualise what we experience as daily present. From this point of view, it is possible to argue more moderately that social control still exists and it is simply the
social universe which, expectedly, renews itself all the time. Whichever the argument, what is of primary importance is not to definitively establish the nature of
contemporary social regulation, but to explore it with the same critical finesse
that the analyses of Foucault applied to the exploration of the modern subject. To
do this, we must stop projecting his analyses onto objects of study that they were
not made for, and take the risk of approaching these objects of study with the
subtlety and originality that they demand.
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Elements of convergence in the historical origins
and ideological foundations of the US and European
privacy law: the nexus between the “right to be let
alone” and continental jurisdictions
Konstantia-Christine Lachana

1. Introduction
In comparative privacy law studies, the interaction between the birth of US
privacy law doctrine and the early development of European data protection
legal scholarship has long been at the center of scholarly attention and debate.
Although much of this theoretical debate has revolved around the question of
which of these distinct privacy legal traditions takes historical precedence over
the other, there is generally no argument against their striking resemblances at
their stage de naissance and even more so in the early era of data protection lawmaking in Europe and the US1. This similar point of departure stands in stark
contrast to the subsequent evolution of the privacy protective landscape across
the two sides of the Atlantic, since, due to variant domestic political reasons and

1. See Bignami F. (2007), European versus American Liberty: A Comparative Privacy Analysis
of Antiterrorism Data Mining, Boston College Law Review, vol. 8, pp. 609ff., at 682-683,
who maintains that the first national data protection statutes adopted in the early 1970s in
Europe and the United States displayed remarkable similarities (were “near-identical”) and
that those similarities were reinforced by the focus, in both the US and Europe on public sector information abuses (emphasis on the original). In the same direction, Hondius F. (1975),
Emerging Data Protection in Europe, North-Holland/American Elsevier, 6ff. Cf. also the very
enlightening comparative study of data protection regulation in the United States, Sweden,
Germany and the United Kingdom, performed by the political scientist Colin Bennett (1992,
Regulating Privacy: Data Protection and Public Policy in Europe and the United States, Cornell University Press, at 44ff.), who argues that: “evidence from political rhetoric, scholarly
analysis and survey research suggest that there are no major differences in the way the problem (i.e. of data protection in the information age) was conceived or defined in each country
(in the early 1970s), even though it is tempting to think that élite and mass attitudes toward
privacy might provide some intriguing insights into different national cultures”. The author
adds that the “only real difference was in the regulatory styles used to advance the privacy
foals- informal and negotiated in Germany and the United Kingdom, bureaucratic in Sweden
and legalistic in the United States”.
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grievous experiences of the past involving flagrant human rights’ violations2, the
second half of the last century has brought to the surface two very divergent,
oft-reported as clashing, “information cultures”3 which have induced discrepancies and structural inequalities in the corresponding regulatory regimes. Without
wishing to downplay those systematic and cultural divergences or advance any
oversimplified and therefore false generalizations, the aim of this article is to focus on and illustrate the nexus between the underlying ideological substratum
of the right-to-be-let-alone privacy conceptualization and the one underpinning
two of the most representative continental visualizations of privacy, namely the
German and the French one.

2. The non-interference approach or else “the right to be let
alone” in focus
It is common place in the privacy legal scholarship that the foundation stone for
the subsequent recognition of the right to privacy in American law was laid on
December 15th, 1890, when Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis, two young Boston law partners, published their ground-breaking and extraordinarily influential
article, The Right to Privacy.4 Placed on the historical, socio-economic context of
2. See identically Bignami F., European versus American Liberty.., supra, at 684ff., who argues
that the European and American data protection systems have come to diverge so radically
in recent years due to at least three institutional forces which are not tied together to the
substance of informational privacy policy, namely the enforcement strategies, the growth of
executive power in the US and finally the Nazi regime and the Holocaust during the World
War II in Europe, which has no American equivalent, whereas “for most of Western Europe
[it was] an experience in profound national humiliation, [particularly for] the Germans [on
whose] feet lies the responsibility for the atrocious human rights abuses of the Nazi regime”.
Similarly Movius L./Krup N. (2009), U.S. and E.U. Privacy Policy: Comparison of Regulatory
Approaches, International Journal of Communication, vol. 3, pp. 169-187, who argue at 172,
that: “still healing from memories such as Nazi’s Gestapo and the Soviet’s KGB, Europeans
remain highly sensitized to the collection of personal data files”, as well as Rubin N. (1998), A
Convergence of 1996 and 1997 Global Efforts to Curb Corruption and Bribery in International Business Transactions: The Legal Implications of the OECD Recommendations and Convention for the United States, Germany and Switzerland, American University International Law
Review, vol. 14, pp. 257ff., who analyzes the historical context of data protection in Europe.
3. See esp. Swire P./Litan R. (1998), None of Your Business: World Data Flows, Electronic Commerce and the European Data Protection Directive, Brookings Institution Press, at 153.
4. Warren, S.D. & Brandeis, L.D. (1890), The Right to Privacy, Harvard Law Review, vol. 4, n.
5, pp. 193-220, excerpted in Schoeman F.D. (ed.), Philosophical Dimensions of Privacy: An
Anthology, Cambridge University Press, 1984, pp. 76. The popularity of the specific article
is so huge that it has been described with so vivid expressions such as, for instance, “the most
influential law review article of all” [see Kalven H. (1966), Privacy in Tort Law: Were War-
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the late 19th century, their monumental contribution consisted essentially in a
plea for man’s freedom from tasteless gossip, on the one hand, which “is no longer the resource of the idle and of the vicious, but has become a trade, which is
pursued with industry as well as effrontery” and from the salacious eyes of the
press, on the other, which “is overstepping in every direction the obvious boundaries of propriety and decency”5. They contemplated privacy as the right to be
ren and Brandeis Wrong? Law & Contemporary Problems, vol. 31, n. 2, pp. 326-341 (327),
Bezanson R. (1992), The Right to Privacy Revisited: Privacy, News and Social Change, 18901990, California Law Review, vol. 80, n. 5, pp. 1133-1175, Etzioni A. (1999), The Limits of
Privacy, Basic Books), or “manipulative stroke of genius”, see Blume P. (2002), Protection of
Informational Privacy, DJØF Publishing, Copenhagen, at 14.
5. Warren & Brandeis, ibid, p. 196. For the fact that the expanding communication and new
media technological innovations in the United States of the late 19th cent. (e.g. instant photographs and the widely distributed tabloid press) were the main historical catalysts which
urged the two authors to craft their article, see inter alia the interesting analysis of Gormley
K. (1992), One Hundred Years of Privacy, Wisconsin Law Review, pp. 1335 ff. who points
out (1352): “[..] there is little doubt that the significant upheaval in American journalism
and photography between 1870 and 1890 - and the concomitant abuses of the press and
photographers in culling and disseminating information - was the historical force which propelled Warren and Brandeis toward publishing The Right to Privacy in late 1890.[..] The precise catalyst which thus introduced an explicit right of privacy in 1890, and thereafter led to
its slow but steady acceptance throughout the United States, was the transformation of the
American press, photography and the ability to engage in mass-circulation of information in a
newly-urbanized society”. On the socio-cultural circumstances of that time see also Bezanson
R. (1992), The Right to Privacy Revisited: Privacy, News and Social Change, 1890-1990, California Law Review, vol. 80, n. 5, pp. 1133-1175, who argues (1135) that: “in 1890, privacy
was rooted in rural values representing an effort to maintain social organizations and values
that were threatened by urbanization”. For an overall and more detailed discussion on the historical coincidences surrounding the article, see Pember D. (1972), Privacy and the Press. The
Law, the Mass Media and the First Amendment, Washington University Press. What remains
under dispute, however, is the specific impetus which gave the signal for this fierce protest.
According to William Prosser’s version of the story (Privacy, California Law Review, vol. 48,
n. 3, 1960, pp. 383-423), it was Warren’s distress about newspaper publicity concerning his
daughter’s wedding. According to Brandeis’ biographer, Alfred Lief, (Brandeis: The Personal
History of an American Ideal, 1936, cited in Gormley, op.cit.), it was the publication of the
pictures of Warren’s baby, which outraged him and made him turn to Brandeis, leading thus
to their collaboration. A third, and quite different, version of the story is presented by another
biographer of Brandeis, named Mason Alpheus Tomas (Brandeis: A Free Man’s Life, The Viking Press, New York, 1956, cited in Bloustein E. (1964), Privacy as an Aspect of Human
Dignity: An Answer to Dean Prosser, New York University Law Review, vol. 39, pp. 962ff,
reprinted in Bloustein E. (2002), Individual & Group Privacy, 2nd ed., Transactions Publishers,
pp. 1-46, at 5) according to whom, Warren was annoyed by the publication, in lurid detail,
of his daily activities with his wife, Mrs. Mabel Bayard, by a reporter of the Sunday Evening
Gazette, a blat which specialized in “blue blood items”.
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free from the unwanted gaze and prying ears of the others and cherished man’s
need to retreat from the world and seek solitude as a response to the increasing intensity and complexity of life due to advancing civilization and the escalating intrusiveness of the “new journalism”6. Annoyed by the upheaval of the “yellow press” in the newly-urbanized American society of the turn-of-the-century
which had “invaded the sacred precincts of private and domestic life”, as well
as by the urge of new technological means, namely the “numerous mechanical
devices” which “threaten to make good the prediction that “what is whispered
in the closet shall be proclaimed from the house-tops””7, Warren and Brandeis,
urged strongly for the legal armor of individuals, who are “subject to mental pain
and distress”, as a result of their privacy being invaded.
In an effort to remedy the tort law’s inadequacy to afford protection against
the infliction of emotional harm (which they named “injury to the feelings” and
“mental sufferings”), the two authors distinguished privacy from similar actions
for defamation such as slander and libel, which simply extend the protection surrounding physical property to intangible property rights such as reputation and
posited privacy as a right in itself. Quoting a famous tort treatise that was published a few years earlier8, they championed in favour of a “right to be let alone”,
which they captured as part and parcel of the common law right of the individual
to “determine, ordinarily, to what extent, his thoughts, sentiments and emotions
shall be communicated to others”9.
According to this understanding, privacy does not stem from the right to private
property but it is premised instead upon a representation of selfhood which the
two scholars named the “principle of inviolate personality”, or else the right to

6. Warren & Brandeis, id.: “The intensity and complexity of life, attendant upon advancing civilization, have rendered necessary some retreat from the world, and man, under the refining
influence of culture, has become more sensitive to publicity, so that solitude and privacy have
become more essential to the individual; but modern enterprise and invention have, through
invasions upon his privacy, subjected him to mental pain and distress, far greater than could
be inflicted by mere bodily injury”.
7. Id., p. 196.
8. The “right to be let alone”, as the right “to one’s person and a right of personal immunity, was
first initiated by Judge Thomas Cooley in 1880, in his famous tort treatise entitled: “A Treatise
on the Law of Torts or the Wrongs which Arise Independent of Contract”, Callaghan & Co.,
Chicago.
9. “These considerations lead to the conclusion that the protection afforded to thoughts, sentiments, and emotions, expressed through the medium of writing or of the arts, so far as it consists in preventing publication, is merely an instance of the enforcement of the more general
right of the individual to be let alone”. Id.
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the immunity of the person, the right to ones’ personality10. Although not precisely circumscribed within the article, the ideal of inviolate personality was
meant to denote “a condition and right that is essentially tied to human dignity,
the principle of equal respect for persons and the notion of personhood itself”11.
Therefore,-and this merits special emphasis-, by advocating in favour of an expansion of the common law of torts, Warren and Brandeis were merely enunciating a belief firmly ingrained in the collective understandings and intuitions
of civil society, namely that a right to privacy exists and is entitled to legal entrenchment. Articulated as such, the idea of privacy abuts on sentimental/subjective reflections which draw the borderline between minimal injuries to the inner
person and unacceptable affronts to privacy on the basis of the sacredness and
sanctity of one’s private and domestic precincts12.

10. Id., at 207. According to James Whitman (2004), The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity versus Liberty, 113 Yale Law Journal, pp. 1151ff. (1206), Warren & Brandeis borrowed
the concept of “personality” from the German legal and philosophical tradition, so their
“tort” should be seen not as “a great American innovation, but as an unsuccessful continental
transplant”. Contra F. Rigaux, supra, pp. 618-619, who argues that “the right to privacy as
defined by Warren & Brandeis has a much more limited scope and object that the right to
personality pursuant to the German doctrine of their era”, and therefore the two authors’ appeal to the right to personality does not seem to be a “loan” from the German terminology (as
opposed to the use of the term by Roscoe Pound).
11. See the definition provided for (later on) by Turkington R. (1990), Legacy of the Warren
and Brandeis Article: The Emerging Unencumbered Constitutional Right to Informational
Privacy, Northern Illinois University Law Review, 10, pp. 479ff. (484-485). Similarly, Wagner DeCew J. (1997), In Pursuit of Privacy.., op.cit., 16, referring to the principle of “inviolate personality”: “Their discussion of “inviolate personality” indicates their concern for
values that might today be described using terms such as “personhood” and “self-identity””
and Bloustein E., Privacy as an Aspect of Human Dignity.., op.cit, at 10: “I take the principle
of “inviolate personality” to posit the individual’s independence, dignity and integrity; it defines man’s essence as a unique and self-determining being”.
12. Cf. Post R. (1989), The Social Foundations of Privacy: Community and the Self in the Common Law Torts, California Law Review, vol. 77, n. 5, pp. 957-1010, at 958: “[..]the function
of the common law tort of invasion of privacy is usually said to be protecting the “subjective” interests of individuals against “injury to the inner person”. The stated purpose of the
tort is to provide redress for “injury to [a] plaintiff’s emotions and his mental suffering”. The
right to privacy as envisioned by the two scholars does not imply that such a right is unrestricted and unlimited. Indeed, the two authors, in an effort to balance the right to privacy
with other competing ones, propose six points for further discussion, including the thoughts
that “the right to privacy does not prohibit any publication of matter which is of public or
general interest” and that “the right to privacy ceases upon the publication of the facts by the
individual or with his consent”, id., pp. 214ff.
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The influence exerted by Warren and Brandeis’ concept of the “right to be let
alone”, “the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized
men”13 to the formation of privacy’s protective landscape in the US is uncontested14. In the years that followed the publication of the article, the right to be let

13. The phrase appeared in Justice Brandeis’ eloquent dissent in one of the most cited US Supreme Court’s rulings: Olmstead v. United States, 277 US 438 (1928) in which the Court considered – and eventually adjudicated negatively- as to whether the Fourth Amendment applied to wiretapping in the event that there was no intrusion into a person’s home. Objecting
to the Court’s view, Brandeis delivered, once again, an impassioned defense of every citizen’s
right to be let alone, and stated among others that: “The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the significance of man’s spiritual nature, of his feelings and of his intellect. They knew that only a part
of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things. They sought
to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations.
They conferred, as against the government, the right to be let alone-the most comprehensive
of rights and the right most valued by civilized men. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by the government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means
employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment”, Olmstead v. United States,
277 US 438 (1928), p. 478 (Brandeis J. dissenting).
14. Cf. inter alia Richards N. & Solove D. (2007), Privacy’s Other Path: Rediscovering the Law
of Confidentiality, The Georgetown Law Journal, vol. 96, 1, pp. 123-186, at 156: “Warren
and Brandeis’s conception of privacy thus did not just influence the privacy torts; it also had
a wide-ranging effect on the law of privacy more generally”, Id., Confidentiality and Privacy
Law: A Transatlantic Comparison, (2008). Washington University Law Magazine, pp. 1011, available online at: http://law.wustl.edu/Alumni/Magazine/Spring2008/transatlantic.
pdf, last access June 10, 2013, “the article spawned at least four torts and more importantly,
structured the conceptual landscape of privacy, shaping the development of statutory, constitutional and other privacy protections”; Bratman B. (2002), Brandeis and Warren’s The
Right to Privacy and the Birth of the Right to Privacy, Tennessee Law Review, vol. 69, pp.
623-651, at 624: “[..]But the influence of Brandeis and Warren’s article now extends far beyond the limited realm of tort law. In the more than 110 years since its publication, Brandeis
and Warren’s article has attained what some might call legendary status. It has been widely
recognized by scholars and judges, past and present, as the seminal force in the development
of a “right to privacy” in American law.” In this direction, Ken Gormley, One Hundred Years
of Privacy, op.cit., postulated (at 1340, 1342-1343) that there are five areas of privacy law
(namely the privacy of Warren and Brandeis or else the tort privacy, the Fourth Amendment
Privacy, the First Amendment Privacy, the Fundamental-Decision Privacy and the State
Constitutional Privacy) and contended that the seeds of each one of them were planted by
Warren and Brandeis.
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alone branched out in tort, regulatory15 and statutory16 law with increasing fecundity, and in fact, sparked off the evolution of modern US tort law of invasions
of privacy17; it was greeted with warm reception by a large part of legal theoriticians who, following the path that had been paved in 1890, enthusiastically supported the legal protection of an individual’s private space from unnecessary and
unsanctioned public disclosure18; and finally, it was hailed with approbation by a
15. Examples of recent regulatory laws include the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule,
16 C.F.R. §§ 312.1-.12 (2008) and the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)
Regulations, 34 C.F.R. §§ 99.1-.76(2008).
16. See for instance: Federal Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a (2000); Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act of 1998, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6506 (2000); Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521, 2710-2711, 3121-3127 (2000 & Supp.
2002); Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 20 U.S.C. § 1232g (2000). For
further examples of US privacy protection in evidence, contract, criminal, constitutional and
statutory law see Solove D., Rotenberg M. & Schwartz M. (2006), Privacy, Information and
Technology, Aspen Publishers, pp. 26ff. and Gellman R. (2005), The American Way of Privacy, Paper presented at the Colloque Informatique: Servitude ou Libertés? Sponsored by
the National Commission for Information Technology and Liberties, French Senate, Université Pantheon-Assas Paris II, Palais du Luxembourg, Paris, November 7-8 2005.
17. Indeed, seventy years after Warren and Brandeis set the conceptual stage for privacy torts,
Dean William Prosser cemented the concept’s place in American jurisprudence. Prosser’s influential article (Privacy, supra, p. 389) categorized, synthesized, and formalized privacy
law into four distinct torts: 1) unreasonable intrusion upon the seclusion of another (“unreasonable intrusion upon the plaintiff’s seclusion or solitude or into his private affairs”)
2) unreasonable publicity given to another’s private life (“public disclosure of embarrassing
private facts about the plaintiff” 3) appropriation of another’s name or likeliness and 4) publicity that unreasonably places another in a false light (in the public light). Prosser’s classifications are now incorporated into the Restatement of Torts [Restatement (Second) of Torts §
652B-E (1977)] and form the foundation of privacy law in virtually every jurisdiction in the
United States. See likewise among many others Post R., The Social Foundations.., ibid, Richards N. & Solove D. (2007), Privacy’s Other Path…, op.cit., pp. 148ff., Heinke R. (1994),
Media Law, Bureau of National Affairs, Washington D.C., BNA Books, pp. 157ff.
18. See inter alia Ernst M.L. & Schwartz A.U. (1962), The Right to Be Let Alone, New York,
Macmillan & Co., p. 17: “[Privacy consists in being] protected from intrusion upon himself,
his home, his family, his relationships and communications with others, his property and
his business affairs, including intrusion by spying, prying, watching and besetting and the
unauthorized overhearing ... of spoken words.”; Emerson T. (1970), The System of Freedom of Expression, New York, Random House, p. 545: “[P]rivacy [law] attempts to draw
a line between the individual and the collective, between self and society. It seeks to assure
the individual a zone in which to be an individual, not a member of the community. In that
zone he can think his own thoughts, have his own secrets, live his own life, reveal only what
he wants to the outside world”; Hallborg R. (1986), Principles of Liberty and the Right to
Privacy, Law & Philosophy, vol. 5, n. 2., pp. 175-218, at 177: “the right to privacy is [..] a
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large stream of the twentieth century jurisprudence, as the frequent references to
the right to privacy in many privacy-related cases show19.

right not to be observed when one is in private”; Robertson A.H. (1973), Privacy and Human
Rights, Manchester University Press, viii: “the right [to privacy] is based essentially upon the
recognition of the individual’s interest that he should be protected against any intrusion into
his intimate life and into any part of his existence which he might legitimately desire to keep
to himself. This should include protection against intrusion into one’s private affairs, against
the public disclosure of private facts, and against publicity which places one in a false light
in the public eye”; Rössler B. (2004), Privacies: An Overview, in Rössler B. (ed.), PrivaciesPhilosophical Evaluations, Stanford University Press, pp. 1-18, at 9: “Privacy is here defined
as a condition in which one is protected in various respects from the unwanted interference
from others”; as well as the authors quoted by Parent W. (1983), Privacy, Morality and the
Law, Philosophy & Public Affairs, vol. 12, n. 4, pp. 269-288, at 272 (ft. 7).
19. In Pavesich v. New England Life Insurance Co., decided in 1905 (50 S.E 68, 70-71, Ga. 1905),
the Supreme Court of Georgia held that the use of a photograph and name in an advertisement constituted an invasion of privacy and became the first court of last resort to recognize
a right of privacy similar to the one advocated by Warren and Brandeis. This example was
followed by many state and federal rulings in which not only does one find references to
Warren & Brandeis’ conception, but also, in some cases, analyses of the article’s arguments
as part of the opinion’s reasoning. (For an overview of those decisions see identically Bratman B., Brandeis’ and Warren’s, supra, p. 626, Johnson J. (1994), Constitutional Privacy,
Law & Philosophy, vol. 13, n. 2, pp. 161-193, Glen R. (2003), The Right to Privacy: Rights
and Liberties under the Law, ABC-CLIO, pp. 291 ff., Cloud M. (2002), Rube Goldberg Meets
the Constitution: The Supreme Court, Technology and the Fourth Amendment, Mississippi
Law Journal, vol. 72, 1, pp. 5-49) Most notable is the famous case of Katz v. United States,
(389 US 347, 1967) in which the US Supreme Court, overruling Olmstead, adopted Justice Brandeis’ view and held that the Fourth Amendment protection against unreasonable
searches and seizures extended to protect telecommunications from interception without a
warrant. Although in the US privacy doctrine it is widely accepted that the there are two
distinct rights to privacy that are protected, namely the one developed in tort and Fourth
Amendment law and the other first announced in 1965 as a constitutional right of privacy in
Griswold v. Connecticut, (in which Justice William Douglas writing for the majority, ruled that
the right of privacy was to be found in the absence of a provision in the Bill of Rights, in the
“penumbra” of other constitutional protections, 381 U.S. 479, 1965; in this case the constitutional right to privacy was found in the marital relationship and encompassed the right of
married couples to obtain and use contraceptives, while a few years later in Roe v. Wade, 410
U.S. 113, 1973, the right was extended to include the qualified right of a woman to terminate her pregnancy) some authors argue that some of the basis for the constitutional right
to privacy are traced back to Warren & Brandeis’ concept, see on this discussion Bratman B.,
Brandeis’.., supra, p. 625.
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3. Tracing the underlying common thread to continental
privacy law theories: the examples of Germany and France
Interestingly, seeds of Warren and Brandeis’ conceptual approach have germinated, albeit within culturally and historically divergent contours20, in non-American soil as well. In fact, if one attempts to trace the conceptual underpinnings of
some of the most representative continental law theoretical constructions of privacy, he will find that quite a few among them bear a strong resemblance to the
American paradigm of noninterference/“none of their business” vision of privacy
as a type of seclusion. This resemblance is hardly coincidental. A comparative
analysis of the above privacy formulations would reveal that the latter, in spite
of the wide spectrum of their varying interpretational settings and their linguistic
aberrations, do share in any event a fundamentally common ideological groundwork; a common denominator which largely qualified their subsequent evolution21.
Analytically speaking, it is widely accepted that the value of privacy as a determinant of one’s individuality/uniqueness and a constitutive factor of his personality, is squarely rooted in the historical belief in man’s spirituality and inherent need for voluntary withdrawal from the world into solitude22. Originating
20. See inter alia, Whitman J., The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity versus Liberty,
op.cit. at 1155, who identifies the cultural clashes in etiquette, legal framework and general
attitude between the US and the EU, which, in his view, reflect the “unmistakable differences in sensibilities about what ought to be kept “private”. This theory which juxtaposes
and differentiates the so-called dignity-based European privacy culture versus the libertyanchored American tradition of privacy was partly rebutted by Bignami F., European versus
American Liberty.., supra, 681ff., who demonstrated not only that European law protects
liberty as well, but also that it does so even more sufficiently than the American law, at least
in the context of antiterrorism data mining.
21. See e.g. the interesting analysis of Sharma Suresh Kumar, a civil practitioner from the Delhi
High Court, (1993), Privacy Law- A Comparative Study, Atlantic Publishers & Distributors,
who illustrates those common characteristics by associating privacy with the very essence
of human existence, individuality and dignity. Cf. also Bier W. (1980), Privacy: A Vanishing
Value? Fordham University Press, New York, who examines, among others, the cultural and
philosophical underpinnings of privacy in the traditions of the Western world.
22. Cf. esp. Biel W., Privacy, supra, pp. 10-11: “privacy is perceived by the individual as the
privileged life-space within which he functions as himself, in which he experiences, exercises and enjoys his uniqueness. It fulfills a need as profound as a need to be social [..] privacy is a voluntary retreat in behalf of self-experience and spiritual regeneration”, as well
as Benn S.(1971), Privacy, Freedom and Respect for Persons, in Pennock R. & Chapman J.
(Eds.), Privacy, NOMOS XIII, Atherton, New York, pp. 1ff, who submits that: “some minimal right to immunity from uninvited observation and reporting is required by certain basic
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initially from the eternal clash and intersection between the public and private
spheres which lies at the heart of liberal philosophy since time immemorial23, the
features of our conception of a person”, and goes on to further suggest that privacy, in its
most rudimentary expression, maybe a universal phaenomenon, as it represents a necessary
consequence of human existence. In the same direction Dreyer E. (2005), Le respect de la
vie privée, objet d’ un droit fondamental, Communication commerce électronique, Étude
18, pp.21-26: «Le libre épanouissement de la personne est favorisé à travers ce «droit d’être
laissé tranquille». Sans même recourir aux enseignements de la psychanalyse, l’ on comprend
en effet qu’une «sphère» privée est nécessaire au développement de chaque individu dans sa
vie quotidienne. Pour être supportable, le regard des autres ne doit pas être permanent ; la
personne ne doit pas être en représentation constante».
23. From a historical perspective, the etymology of the English term “private” stems from the
Latin “privatus”, meaning “withdrawn from public life, set apart, belonging to oneself” (and
not to the state), used in contrast to publicus, communis, which in turn derives from the verb
“privare”, meaning “to separate, deprive, differentiate from others public and private affairs”
[see Simpson J. & Weiner E. (1989), The Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed., vol.12, p. 515
ff.] The distinction between public and private activity per se traces back to Greek antiquity,
as, according to historic records, it was firmly entrenched in Greek society. At the cradle
of democracy, the distinction was typically cast in terms of political activity (pertaining
to the communal sphere: “koinon”) as opposed to isolated intellectual pursuits (developed
within the private realm: “idion”) and was feverishly advocated by some of the greatest philosophers of all times, like Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. See for instance Arendt H. (1958),
Human Condition, Chicago, University of Chicago Press, at 28: the “decisive division (is)
between the public and private realms, between the sphere of the polis and the sphere of
household and family, and, finally, between activities related to a common world and those
related to the maintenance of life.”; Swanson J. (1992), The Public and the Private in Aristotle’s Political Philosophy, Ithaca Cornell University Press and Habermas J. (1989), The
Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere (originally published as “Strukturwandel der
Öffentlicheit” in 1962 and translated by Burger T. and Lawrence F.), MIT Press, Cambridge,
p. 10: “In the fully developed Greek city-state the sphere of polis, which was common to the
free citizens, was strictly separated from the sphere of the oikos; in the sphere of the oikos,
each individual is in his own realm”. Also, the Romans clearly discerned between publice
and privatim, the res publica was juxtaposed to the res familiaris, as the house and family life
became gradually protected by the church and societal rules. Modern libertarians such as
Locke, Mill, Constant, and Tocqueville defended similar accounts of privacy (although from
different moral perspectives) and asserted “that there ought to exist a certain minimum area
of personal freedom” which must never be violated. Liberty in this sense is the condition in
which an individual has immunity from the arbitrary exercise of (public) authority. It presupposes some frontiers of freedom that nobody should be permitted to cross. Mill and Constant went even further than requiring the minimum, and demanded “a maximum degree of
noninterference compatible with the maximum demands of social life” [see Berlin I. (2002),
Liberty: Incorporating “Four Essays on Liberty”, in Hardy H. (ed.), Oxford University Press,
p. 171 ff.]. Cf. also Benn S. & Gaus G. (1983), The Public and the Private: Concepts and Actions, in Benn S. & Gaus G. (eds.), Public and Private in Social Life, Croom Helm, St. Mar-
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idea of bestowing upon an individual a private “zone” or “realm” of activity in
which he may become and remain “himself”, shielded from external intrusions,
has become part of the heritage of Western, democratic civilizations.
In this traditional sense, which is also subordinated by psychological and sociological findings, privacy is occasionally experienced as a “room to grow in”; a
freedom from interference; a quality or condition of being secluded from the
presence or view of others, which is woven into the fabric of human development and is essential for the proper functioning of human beings24. As such, it
tin’s Press, London, New York, pp. 3-27, discussing the public/private distinction as a practical one that organizes social life, its culture, norms and expectations as well as Gutwirth S.
(2002), Privacy and the Information Age, (translated by Casert R.), Rowman & Littlefield, at
30, who, analyzing the embedment of privacy and the concomitant distinction between public and private areas in the contemporary democratic constitutional state, states that: “privacy is a core concept of a society which wants to guarantee the public interest and social cohesion as well as personal freedom and diversity. The public and private domains have to dovetail without fully overlapping. There has to be a public domain where the common will of
the people finds its expression, yet there also has to be room for privacy so that those citizens
can enjoy their individual freedom and express their personality. The interaction between
the public and the private areas is an ongoing process which continuously specifies where
both domains link up with each other”. From a different, gender, perspective, the distinction
between the “separate spheres” evoked feminist critiques of the historical construction of
the “private” sphere as an arena of hierarchical male dominance over women, which resulted
in a demand for the elimination of the distinction as it is believed to maintain female subordination by men, see e.g. McKinnon C. (1988), Feminism Unmodified: Discourses on Life
and Law, Harvard University Press, pp. 93-102, Id. (2002), Toward a Feminist Theory of
the State, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA, at 191: “For women the measure of the
intimacy has been the measure of oppression[..] This is why feminism has seen the personal
as the political. The private is public for those for whom the personal is political. In this
sense there is no private, either normatively or empirically. See also McKinnon C. (1991),
Reflections on Sex Equality Under Law, 100, Yale Law Journal, pp. 1281ff.(at 1311), who
argues that “the law’s privacy is a sphere of sanctified isolation, impunity and unaccountability” and Siegel R. (1996), “The Rule of Love”: Wife Beating as Prerogative and Privacy,
105 Yale Law Journal, pp. 2117ff. (at 2122-23), observing that the law of privacy has been
employed by the courts to implicitly sanction domestic violence against women. For a cogent overview of many feminist critiques of privacy see esp. Gavison R. (1992), Feminism
and the Public/Private Distinction, 45, Stanford Law Review, 1, pp. 43ff.
24. Indeed, this point is substantiated by a wealth of social psychological and anthropological
evidence which has suggested that every society, even the most primitive, adopts mechanisms and structures (even as simple as the building of walls) that allow individuals to resist encroachment from other individuals or groups. See also the survey conducted by Alan
Westin (1967), Privacy and Freedom, New York: Athenaeum, p. 8ff and Roberts J./Gregor
P. (1971), Privacy: A Cultural View, in Pennock R./Chapman J. (eds.), Privacy, supra, pp.
199-225, who point out (at 200) that: “societies stemming from quite different cultural tra-
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illuminates man’s-being-for-himself –to the extent that this is necessary– potentiates desirable growth of his personality and defines his relations with others. Those interpersonal relations are further illustrated in terms of a series of
zones or regions of privacy leading to a “core self”. In other words, the “core self”
-which strongly resembles Warren and Brandeis’ notion of “inviolate personality”- is commonly pictured as surrounded by a series of layer consecutive circles.
The inner, most intimate and “sacred” circle (“inner sanctum”) shelters the individual’s ultimate secrets, hopes, fears and aspirations that are beyond sharing
with anyone and for this reason it is usually considered impenetrable25.
All the above general remarks lead to the assertion that there exists a common
consensus with regards to the fact that some aspects of the private life should, in
any event, “be let alone”, intact and “inviolate”26. This in turn explains why and
ditions such as the Mechinacu and the Zuni do not lack rules and barriers restricting the
flow of information within the community, but the management and the functions of privacy may be quite different”. Cf. also McLean D. (1995). Privacy and its Invasion, Praeger
Publishers, 9 ff., who argues that: “anthropological and history evidence[..] is sufficient to
indicate that the demand for various kinds of privacy and an intuitive understanding of them
are built into human beings”.
25. See inter alia the development of Alan Westin (1966), Science, Privacy and Freedom: Issues
and Proposals for the 1970’s: Part I- The Current Impact of Surveillance on Privacy, Columbia Law Review, vol. 66, n. 6, pp. 1003-1050, at 1022-1023, analyzing the “personal autonomy” function of privacy. Cf. also Fried C. (1968), Privacy, supra, at 477, who, underlying
privacy’s necessity for intimate behavior stresses that: “to respect, love, trust, feel affection
for others, and to regard ourselves as the objects of love, trust and affection is at the heart of
our notion of ourselves as persons among persons, and privacy is the necessary atmosphere
for these attitudes and actions, as oxygen is for combustion”. In the same direction Rosen J.
(2000). The Unwanted Gaze: The Destruction of Privacy in America, Random House, New
York, at 8: “In order to flourish, the intimate relationships on which true knowledge of another person depends need space as well as time: sanctuaries from the gaze of the crowd in
which slow mutual self-disclosure is possible”; Archard D. (2006), The Value of Privacy, in
Claes E., Duff A. & Gutwirth S. (eds.), Privacy and the Criminal Law, Intersentia, Antwerpen - Oxford, pp. 13-31, at 21: “it is an important fact about us that in successfully living
together we feel and act on the strong need to conduct some of our activities behind a veil”;
Gilliom J. (2001), Overseers of the Poor: Surveillance, Resistance and the Limits of Privacy,
University of Chicago Press, at 785: “there must be a zone of privacy for each individual
beyond which neither government not private power can push- a hiding place from the allpervasive system of regulation and control”.
26. Cf. Maurias K. (1982), The Constitutional right to privacy, A. Sakkoulas (in Greek), at 22,
who claims that “privacy” is a common to human beings “tendency towards elusiveness and
evasion” reigned by a regime of biological causality and therefore the degree to which it becomes perceptible is commensurate to the interference of the respective biological need. In
the same direction, Aronstein C.-J. (1975) Plaidoyer pour notre vie privée, Luxembourg, As-
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how the principle permeates through the contemporary European privacy law
traditions and accounts for the commensurate notional approaches to privacy
that have been postulated therein. Expounding on this last point a bit further in
order to substantiate our main argument with respect to the elements of approximation between the European privacy definitions and the primal approach of
noninterference, we could start by briefly cross- examining those different continental privacy conceptualizations27. In doing so, we would necessarily ascertain
that the individual’s right to claim respect for his private life, as a fundamental
component of and a prerequisite needed for the free unfolding and unhindered
development of his personality is deeply embedded into the German and French
privacy law doctrines and jurisprudence, to name only two of the most representative legal traditions of the “Old Continent”28.
sociation internationale des jeunes avocats, p. 32, envisages privacy as a modern biological
human right (“droit biologique”).
27. For an interesting discussion over the possible grounds of harmonisation of privacy law in
the European Union, see Engle E. (2005), Harmonisation of Rights of Privacy and Personality in the European Union, London Law Review, vol. 1, n. 2, pp. 215-240, retrievable from
the SSRN website: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1335084. He examines the similarities between the common law and civil law systems by focusing on the examples of the UK, US,
France and Germany. See also Gellman R. (2000), Privacy and Harmonisation, in Engel C. &
Keller K. (eds.), Governance of Global Networks in the Light of Differing Local Values, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. Baden-Baden, pp. 71-81.
28. In Germany, the guarantee of an individual’s privacy derives from the general personality right
(“Allgemeines Persönlichkeitsrecht”), which in turn was judicially construed upon the combined interpretation of the fundamental rights to human dignity and personal freedom (as laid
down in art. 2(1) in tandem with art.1 (1) of the Grundgesetz). As Joseph Cannataci notes
(2008, Lex Personalitatis and Technology-driven Law, SCRIPT-ed, vol. 5, 1, p. 5): The latter
grants protection to “valuable aspects/qualities/attributes (“Egeinschaften”) of the human
personality, (“Persönlichkeitsgüter”) not already protected elsewhere (e.g. by §828 I BGB) and
forms a final barrier against the erosion/penetration of privacy in the personal domain”. Cf. also Klein E. (2002) Human Dignity in German Law, in Kretzmer D./Klein E. (eds.) The Concept
of Human Dignity in Human Rights Discourse, The Minerva Center for Human Rights, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Tel Aviv University, Kluwer Law International, pp. 145-161(at
155: “the right to personality has been developed as a special guarantee of privacy as a distinct
right based upon art. 2 par. 1 in conjunction with art.1 par. 1”). In France, the right under
discussion is enshrined in art. 9 of the Civil Code (introduced by the Law n.70-643 of the 17th
July 1970 entitled: “Law to strengthen the guarantee of the individual rights of citizens”) and,
albeit the absence of an explicit mention in both the 1789 Declaration and the French Constitution, it has recently gained constitutional status by the Conseil Constitutionnel. See generally
Koering- Joulin R. (1990), De l’ art de faire l’ économie d’ une loi: à propos de l’ arrêt Kruslin
et de ses suites, Dalloz, Chronique, pp. 187ff .: «le droit à la vie privée englobe tout ce réseau
de libertés et de droits individuels à la confluence desquels se forge ce qu’ on appelle une personnalité» ; Nerson R. (1971), La protection de la vie privée en droit positif français, Revue
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The example of the above national legal orders was not chosen at random. It is
particularly illustrative from a comparative perspective, given that the historical thrust for the subsequent development of privacy law in those two countries
had the same point of departure as the stimulus that fueled the debate in the US,
that is to say the rise of new technologies at the late nineteenth century and more
specifically the appearance of what the two forward-thinking American scholars
identified as the “instantaneous photography”29. In a similar vein, therefore, the

International de Droit Comparé, vol. 23, n. 4, pp. 737-764 and Bourgorgue-Larsen L. (2005)
L’ appréhension constitutionnelle de la vie privée en Europe- Analyse croisée des systèmes constitutionnels allemand, espagnol et français, in Sudre F. (ed.), Le droit à la vie privée au sens de
la Convention européenne des droits de l’ homme, Bruyant, Bruxelles, pp. 69-115.
29. Cf. in the same direction Cannataci J. (2008) Lex Personalitatis and Technology-driven Law,
op.cit.: “In Germany, like France and the US, personality rights were largely born out of
technological development, this time the birth of photography in the nineteenth century”.
Indeed, the first application of the tort law principles for the privacy protection coincided
with the unauthorized publication of peoples’ (posthumous) images in both countries. In
France, the Rachel affair, decided in 1858 by the Tribunal de Première Instance de la Seine
rendered illegal the making of a mortuary facial masque of the actress Rachel and ordered
the extraordinary measure of seizure and destruction of the sketches and photographs that
were circulated without the prior consent of the plaintiff (Civ. Seine, 16.6.1858, Félix c.
O’ Connell, D.P., 1868, 3, 62). For the fact that the Rachel case, in correlation with what happened in the US after the publication of Warren & Brandeis’ article, laid the foundation stone
for the development of privacy protection in France see Kayser P. (1995) La protection de la
vie privée par le droit-Protection du secret de la vie privée, 3rd ed., Presses Universitaires d’
Aix-Marseille, La protection de la vie privée, p. 112 Cf. also Dreyer E., Le respect de la vie
privée, op.cit.: “L’ idée – d’ origine américaine – d’ un Right of Privacy est présente depuis
longtemps dans notre droit. Même si elle n’a pas atteint l’ absolutisme d’ outre-Atlantique
[..] la vie privée «européenne» s’ inscrit dans une même approche fonctionnelle”. Similarly,
in Germany, the Bismarck case, decided in 1898 by the Reichsgericht (the Supreme Court
of Germany from 1879 until 1945) provided the same solution for the unauthorized publication of the photograph of chancellor Bismarck’s mortal remains on his death bed (RG
28.12.1898, Bismarck, RGZ 45, 170. The case under discussion led in 1907 to the insertion
of the Copyright Clauses in the Law relating to Artistic Copyright (Kunsturhebergesetz) in
§22 which it granted rights to an individual captured in a portrait - Both these cases are cited
in Rigaux F. (1991), La liberté de la vie privée, Droit International de Droit Comparé, vol.
43, n. 3, pp. 539-563, at 544. Another interesting similarity with respect to the German
privacy law is that around the time that Warren & Brandeis published their article, and specifically in 1895, the German legal philosopher Otto Friedrich von Gierke in his oft-quoted
treatise “Deutsches Privatrecht” (Leipzig, Duncker and Humblot), also advocated in favour
of a “general right to personality”, during the debate that surrounded the adoption of the
BGH. However, his call was not heard by the drafters of the German Civil Code of 1896 who
chose not to incorporate the right in the final text, see likewise Krause H. (1965) The Right
to Privacy in Germany…, supra, at 485.
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legal recognition of privacy rights as specific personality rights in both European
countries sprang out of the need to place restrictions upon the freedom of the
press and mitigate the fear that privacy interests are imperiled by unwanted and
uncalled-for publicity.
The privacy protective mechanisms deployed in this case, in an effort to attenuate fear and ameliorate an individual’s vulnerable and disadvantageous position
(i.e. the so-called “Theory of the Spheres” -“Sphären- theorie”-30 and the metaphorical construction of the “wall” surrounding the private life -or else “le mur de
la vie privée”31-respectively), were premised upon and revolved around a central,
30. The “Sphärentheorie” was the product of the judicial inventiveness on the part of the German Federal Constitutional Court’s Judges (BVerfGE), who, in the process of line-drawing
and specifically demarcating the innermost personal sphere, calibrated the personality interests and ascribed to them different degree of constitutional protection, on the basis of their
intimacy and social connectedness. As the title of this theoretical construction suggests, an
individual’s private life is divided into spheres, which according to their approximation to
their inner self are generally divided in the following categories from a reversed cyclic order:
starting from the outer or social sphere (Sozialsphäre), which has little or no intimate character and encompasses only interests that are most connected to society, going next to the
private sphere lato sensu (Privatsphäre) which has a more limited scope and comprises every
experience that the individual wishes to withdraw from the common knowledge (esp. from
publicity, such as his vacation or recreational habits) and, finally, culminating in the private
sphere stricto sensu or intimate sphere (Intimsphäre), which is the most “sacred” and inviolable of the three and covers issues like the individual’s sexual relations, marriage e.tc. Despite
its numerous advantages, the inability to adequately distinguish the “spheres” led the Court
to abandon the theory as such in the Census Actus Case (65 BVerfGE at 45) and it is now
applying a balancing test on a case-by-case approach. See the analysis of Eberle E. (1997)
Human Dignity, Privacy and Personality in German and American Constitutional Law, Utah
Law Review, p. 963ff., at 997 who nevertheless laments the fact that “since that abandonment [of the theory] no satisfactory replacement theory has been forthcoming”, as well as
Craig J. & Nolte N. (1998) Privacy and Free Speech in Germany and Canada: Lessons for an
English Privacy Tort, European Human Rights Law Review, vol. 2, pp. 162-180, at 172ff.
For a more detailed overview of the theory under discussion see identically Hasselkuss J. &
Kaminski C.J. (1993), Persönlichkeitsrecht und Datenschutz, in Killian W., Lenk K. & Steinmüller W. (Hrsg.), Datenschutz-Juristische Grundfragen beim Einsatz elektronischer Datenverarbeitungsanlagen in Wirtschaft und Verwaltung, Frankfurt a.M., 109ff. (at 111-126)
and Sasse C. (1978) Persönlichkeitsrecht und Datenschutzgesetzgebung in Deutschland,
Festschrift für Walter Mallmann, Baden-Baden.
31. The expression “la vie privée murée” is attributed to Royer-Collard, a French liberal, during
a speech that he delivered on 27th of April 1819 within a parliamentary discussion over the
law of the 17th May 1819 regulating the abusive exploitation of the freedom of the press
(“loi du 17 mai 1819 sur la répression des crimes et délits commis par la voie de la presse ou
par tout autre moyen de publication“, S. 1819, II, 227). He stated: «Voilà donc la vie privée
murée, si je puis me servir de cette expression; elle est déclarée invisible, elle est renfermée
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underlying axis, namely the idea that everyone is entitled to a personal and unalienable “realm”, within which he has the right to claim full sovereignty and dominion by prohibiting third-party intrusions. Essentially, the focus on the inner
side of human personality through the erection of a personal sphere that delimits
an essential core of privacy, tranquility and repose is acclaimed to complement,
in both jurisdictions, the protection afforded to the outward manifestations of an
individual’s external activities within his social encounters, which form, together
with this personal sphere, the core of his essence as a self-existent entity32.

dans l’ intérieur des maisons. Maintenant la question est de savoir si vous murerez de la
même manière la vie publique et si vous la déclarerez également invisible», Archives
parlementaires de 1787 à 1860, 2e série (1800-1860), Paris, Librairie administrative de
Paul Dupont, t. XXIV (1873), p. 71, cited in Rigaux F. (2000), L’ individu: sujet ou objet de
la société de l’ information, in Tabatoni B. (ed.), La protection de la vie privée dans la société
de l’ information, Presses Universitaires de France (PUF), Cahiers des Sciences morales
et politiques, Tome I, pp. 122-137, at 126; see also Lindon R. (1974) Les droits de la
personnalité, Paris, Dalloz, cited in Rigaux F., La protection de la vie privée.., op.cit., p. 694.
As Delporte C. [(2008) Quand la peopolisation des hommes politiques a-t-elle commencé ?
Le cas français, Le Temps des Médias, vol. 1, n. 10, pp. 27-52], observes: «À vrai dire,
lorsque la loi est votée, la vie intime est jugée si sacrée et son dévoilement si étranger à
la mission du journaliste qu’il ne semble guère utile de le préciser par des dispositions
limitatives particulières». Following this public enunciation, the judiciary assumed the role
of circumscribing the contours of the right to privacy, cf. Belen V. (2005) Les tentatives
de protection des données personnelles des individus: difficultés de définition et risques
nouveaux, Market Management, vol. 1, n. 2, pp. 65-80, at 67: «Ce sont les tribunaux qui,
depuis le «mur de la vie privée» de Royer-Collard, ont progressivement dégagé les contours
d’un droit au respect de la vie privée», and adds that: «L’ activité d’ information, exercée dans
le cadre de la liberté d’ expression et d’ information, mais aussi dans celui de la liberté de
commerce heurte le droit de chacun à être respecté et à être laissé tranquille». The power of
this metaphor was so profound in literature that it was reproduced on a number of cases, see
generally Jouffroy A. (1960) Le mur de la vie privée, Paris, Grasset and Toulemon A. (1968),
Le mur de la vie privée, Gazette du Palais, 1, Doctr. 50.
32. For the two components of the German personality rights, namely the freedom of action
(as expressed in the Elfes and Falconry Licensing case) which is outward in focus and the
guarantee of a personal sphere (illustrated in Microcensus and the Criminal Diary case)
which is inward in orientation, see generally Eberle E., Human Dignity, Privacy.., op.cit, p.
980ff., Id. (2007) The German Idea of Freedom, Roger Williams University School of Law,
Paper 13, p. 26 et. seq. (analyzing at 29 ff. the deep intellectual and cultural roots of the
“German focus on inner life and its protection of an interior citadel to human freedom”).
For the similar and generally prevailing distinction in France between the (public) liberty
and the secrecy of the private life see among many others Kayser P., La protection de la vie
privée.., op.cit., passim, Tabatoni B. (2000), Indétermination et dynamique de la vie privéePoints de vue in Tabatoni B.(ed.), La protection de la vie privée.., op.cit., pp. 1-23, (at 5) and
Maitrot de la Motte A., Le droit au respect de la vie privée, contained in the same collective
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Before bringing this comparative overview to an end, it is worth taking a brief
glance at some of the various theoretical and jurisprudential notional approaches
for the term “privacy” which reflect all the above principles. Hence, as far as the
Federal Republic of Germany is concerned, the ascertainment of a “private sphere
or ultimate domain of inviolability in which a person is free to shape his life as
he or she sees fit”33 indwells in the country’s constitutional culture and it has
been legally recognised especially through the case law of the Federal Constitutional Court. Endorsing the academic conceptualizations which captured privacy
as “that region of tranquility, seclusion and isolation, where the individual is armored against the curiosity of his fellow beings and can mould his life pursuant
to his wishes”34, the Court, on the occasion of a census inquiry in the Microcensus
case, advanced one step forward by carving out meticulously an “intimate space”
(“Innenraum”), in which the individual, being a “master of his own”, can “withdraw into himself, to the total exclusion of the outer world and enjoy the right to
solitude”35.
In the absence of a statutory and generally acknowledged definition for the “right
to privacy”, the contribution of the jurisprudence to the formation of the circumference of the private life was equally substantial in France and reached a zenith in
1995, when, in the video surveillance decision, the Constitutional Court ascribed
to the right a constitutional status36. Theory remains to a large extent divided and

Tome, pp. 255-359, at 256: «Le droit au respect de la vie privée regroupe ainsi deux droits.
Le premier droit consiste à ne pas voir sa vie privée espionnée ou divulguée. Et le second
droit impose que les relations avec autrui, dans un cadre public, ne soient pas conditionnées
par la vie privée. Aucune discrimination ou aucune sollicitation abusive ne doit dépendre de
la vie privée d’ un individu si celui-ci désire qu’ elle ne soit pas exposée. Le droit au respect
de la vie privée a pour objet de défendre les citoyens contre l’ exclusion, de même qu’ il leur
reconnaît un droit à être laissé tranquille». In sum, as Emmanuel Dreyer eloquently puts
it (Le respect de la vie privée.., op.cit.): «le droit interne français s’ est fourvoyé en essayant
d’ opposer à la vie «publique» une vie «privée» et, dans son cœur, une zone «d’intimité».
33. See Kommers D. (1997), The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the Federal Republic
of Germany, 2nd ed., Duke University Press, p. 313 et. seq., as well as Eberle E., Human
Dignity.., supra, at 992.
34. According to the classic definition of Heinrich Hubmann (1967), Das Persönlichkeitsrecht,
Wien-Köln-Graz: Böhlau, p. 320, cited in Maurias K., The constitutional right to privacy...,
op.cit., p. 63.
35. Microcensus case (Mikrozensus Urteil), Beschluss des Ersten Senats vom 16 Juli 1969: Zur
Verfassungs- mässigkeit einer Repräsentativstatistik, 27 BVerfGE I (1969), translated in
Kommers D., The Constitutional Jurisprudence.., supra, at 299.
36. Conseil Constitutionnel, Décision n° 94-352 DC du 18 janvier 1995, relative à la
vidéosurveillance, see Bourgorgue-Larsen L., L’appréhension constitutionnelle.., op.cit,, at
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undetermined as to the possibility (and necessity) for a legal definition in this
case37. However, the most popular privacy conceptualizations, including the ones
that are negatively articulated, highlight the importance of an inaccessible personal
domain “in which every indiscrete, curiosity-driven, intrusion should be banned”38

69 for further references. Cf. also Conseil Constitutionnel, Décision n° 2004-499 DC du 29
juillet 2004, Loi relative à la protection des personnes physiques à l’ égard des traitements
de données à caractère personnel et modifiant la loi n° 78-17 du 6 janvier 1978 relative
à l’ informatique, aux fichiers et aux libertés, considérant 2. There, the Constitutional
Council recognised respect for private life as one of the liberties protected under Art. 2 of
the Declaration of the Rights of Men and Citizens of 1789, which is considered part of the
French Constitution of the reference to the Declaration in the preamble to the Constitution.
37. See e.g. critically F. Rigaux, La protection de la vie privée…op.cit., at 724-725. Commenting
on the inadequacies of the current definitions provided for privacy (most notably the ones
that define the private life negatively, that is to say in contrast to the public life) Rigaux
concludes that: «il est donc impossible-et au surplus, inutile-de définir la vie privée. Le mur
n’ est pas la grande muraille tançant un obstacle continu et réputé infranchissable entre la
barbarie et la civilisation, il s’ agit plutôt d’une limite stratégique qui se déplace au gré des
circonstances».
38. See for instance, Badinter R., Le droit au respect de la vie privée.., op.cit. who is among
the theoriticians who define the private life negatively: «[il faut] mettre l’ accent sur la
primauté de la vie privée, celle-ci, interdite à toute intrusion indiscrète, étant pour chacun
le sort commun, le reste, c’ est-à-dire la vie publique ouverte à la curiosité de tous, étant l’
exception». Cf. Rivero J. (1991), Les libertés publiques, 6th ed., PUF, 74: «La vie privée est
cette sphère de chaque existence dans laquelle nul ne peut s’ immiscer sans y être convié. La
liberté de la vie privée est la reconnaissance, au profit de chacun, d’une zone d’activité qui
lui est propre et qu’ il est maître d’ interdire à autrui», Ravanas J. (1978), La protection des
personnes contre la réalisation et la publication de leur image, coll. Bibliothèque de droit
privé, t.CLV, Paris, Librairie générale de droit et de jurisprudence, at 135: «La vie privée
est pour l’ individu une sphère secrète d’ ou il a le pouvoir d’ écarter les tiers», admitting, on
the other hand (at 518) that: «les situations ou les activités à propos desquelles la personne
a «le droit d’ être laisse tranquille» font [..] partie du domaine de la vie privée»; in the same
direction, Morange J. (1995), Droits de l’ homme et libertés publiques, 3rd ed., PUF, Paris,
at 16, who takes private life to be «the secret sphere where every individual has the right
to be left in peace»(«la sphère secrète où l’ individu aura le droit d’ être laissé tranquille»),
as well as Robert J. (1996), Droits de l’ homme et libertés fondamentales, 6th ed.,
Montchrestien, p. 372: «l’ expression «vie privée», d’ un usage relativement récent, recouvre
une réalité aussi ancienne que la volonté des personnes d’ être à l’ abri du pouvoir des
autres», who goes on to lament on the non-specifically defined content of the notion under
investigation, p.397:«les textes ont proclamé le principe- respect de l’ intimité de la vie
privée- sans que le contenu de la notion soit davantage précisé. La jurisprudence française
ou européenne, ainsi que les avis de la CNIL ont contribué davantage à cerner les éléments
de la personnalité qui composent la vie privée et qui, -à ce titre- doivent être respectés».
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and make reference to the fundamental right of an individual “to be free to live
his life with the minimum of exterior interferences”39.

4. Conclusion
To the extent that Warren and Brandeis’ inchoate conception of privacy rights (as
an aspect of a broader interest in being left alone which finds its justification in
an individual’s inviolate personality) is associated with deep-seated and crosscultural principles, such as the inviolability of the personal sphere and the concomitant demand for non-intrusion into private matters, the leverage, to varying
degrees in each case, of the non-interference approach in the early development of
the privacy legal scholarship worldwide is self-evident and its’ links to the continental privacy law traditions, easily comprehensible40. The examples of Germany
39. «Le droit pour une personne d’ être libre de mener sa propre existence comme elle l’entend,
avec le minimum d’ ingérences extérieures», see Kayser P., La protection de la vie privée…,
op.cit, at 329, as well as Arrêt Cour d’Appel de Paris, 15 mai 1970, D.1970, J., p. 466,
note P.A. and H.M. For an overview of the doctrinal and jurisprudential conceptualizations
regarding the private life as well as a comparison between the penal and civil notions of
privacy and intimacy see esp. Lolies I. (1999), La protection pénale de la vie privée,
Université de Droit, d’ Économie et des Sciences d’ Aix-Marseille, Institut de Sciences
Pénales et de Criminologie, Laboratoire de Recherche sur la Délinquance et les Déviances,
Presses Universitaires d’Aix-Marseille, Faculté de Droit et de Science Politique, p. 32 et. seq.
40. Apart from the notional approaches previously developed, other national privacy
conceptualizations with reference to this hard core “intimate” realm, include, identically,
from the Greek constitutional law doctrine: Michailidis-Nouaros G. (1983), Inviolability of
private life and freedom of the Press (in Greek), ToS, pp. 369-391 (at 379), Chryssogonos
K. (2002), Individuals and Human Rights (in Greek), 2nd ed., A. Sakkoulas and Svolos A./
Blachos G. (1955), The Greek Constitution (in Greek), Part I, volume B΄, Athens, p. 311.
In Spain, where the right to intimacy is constitutionally entrenched as such in the art. 8§1,
the aforementioned approach is, unarguably, much more proliferous, see e.g. BourgorgueLarsen L., L’ appréhension constitutionnelle.., supra, at 70 and Escobar de la Serna S./
Delcampo Urbano S. (2000), Le droit à l’intimité dans l’ordre juridique espagnol, contained
in the collective volume: La protection de la vie privée dans la société d’ information, supra,
pp. 161-177. For a comparative overview of various regulations on personality and privacy
rights in different countries see the research project conducted by the AHRC Research
Center for Studies in Intellectual Property and Technology Law, entitled: “Property, Privacy
and Personality Research Stream. Comparative Aspects of Personality Rights: Research
Project and Case Studies”, available online at: http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/ahrc/files/92_
pppcasestudiesfinaljan07.pdf; “La protection de la vie privée face aux medias”, available
online at:http://www.senat.fr/lc/lc33/lc33mono.html, as well as Banisar D./Davies
S. (1999), Global Trends in Privacy Protection: An International Survey of Privacy, Data
Protection and Surveillance Laws and Developments, John Marshall Journal of Computer
and Information Law, vol. 18, n. 1, pp. 1-11). At the international and European level, cf.
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and France are illuminating in this respect, but, of course, this remark holds true
regardless of how and where one identifies the origins of the modern right to privacy: whether he credits the American innovative thinking, as voiced by Warren
and Brandeis, with having imparted its’ wisdom to the European data protection
discourse and by extension, whether he admits that the latter draws its’ descent
from and was heavily influenced by the former41; or conversely, whether he re-

esp. the enunciation of art. 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (10.12.1948):
“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right
to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks”. (Cf. also Rotenberg M./
Laurant C., Privacy and Human Rights 2004, Privacy Overview for Privacy International,
available online at: http://www.privacyinternational.org/ article.shtml?cmd[347]=x-347
542782&als[theme]=Privacy%20and%20Human%20Rights%202004: “privacy protection
is frequently seen as a way of drawing the line at how far society can intrude into a person’s
affairs”). For the ECHR, the emphasis of the non-interference prohibition is placed mostly
on intrusions made by public authorities (art. 8§2: “There shall be no interference by a
public authority with the exercise of this right…). The official interpretation of art. 8 by
the ECHR is generally very broad, as the latter has ruled on a number of occasions that it
is not restricted to the protection of the “inner circle”, but extends also to activities of a
professional or business nature. In their dissenting opinions, some judges have equated the
right to privacy with the right to be let alone, see Dudgeon v. United Kingdom, 22.10. 1981,
Judge Walsh (dis.) p. 35§8: “Perhaps the best and most succinct legal definition of privacy is
that given by Warren and Brandeis– it is “the right to be let alone””, Jasper v. United Kingdom,
16.2.2000, Judge Zupancic (dis.) p. 29: “if the citizen is to have the right to be left alone by
the Government, any exception to this must be justified in advance of the intrusion itself”,
making reference to a “fundamental human right to be left alone”; an opinion which he
reiterated in Fitt v. United Kingdom, 16.2.2000, p. 25, while in Von Hannover v. Germany,
24.09.2004, he is even more explicit as he claims (at p. 33) that: “Privacy, on the other
hand, is the right to be left alone”. Finally, it is interesting to note that the “right to be let
alone” has been identified with one of the underlying components of penal policy, see
Torny M. (2001), Symbol, Substance and Severity in Western Penal Policies, Punishment &
Society, vol. 3, n. 4, pp. 517-536, at 519: “penal policy encompasses the fundamental values
of freedom from fear and harm and the right to be let alone”.
41. See esp. Hondius F., Emerging Data Protection.., supra, at 6: “A factor of considerable
influence (to the development of data protection in Europe) was the development of data
protection on the American scene. Almost every issue that arose in Europe was also an
issue in the United States, but at an earlier time and on a more dramatic scale. It should be
remembered that the modern notion of privacy, around which the debate on computers and
personal freedom was centered, is basically American in origin. Samuel Warren and Louis
Brandeis were the first authors to give a legal shape to this notion for which there was a need
in American society, which valued highly both technological progress and personal liberty.
The writings by American authors about privacy and computers (e.g. Westin and Miller),
the 1966 congressional hearings and the examples set by federal and state legislation, such
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gards the ideas couched in the “most influential article of all times” as an “unsuccessful continental transplant”, echoing longstanding principles of the law of
insult and the protection of personal honour in the German and French legal traditions42 (a version which appears more likely from a chronological standpoint).

as the US Fair Credit Reporting Act 1970 and the US Privacy Act 1974, have made a deep
impact on data protection legislation in Europe” (emphasis added).
42. See likewise Whitman J., The Two Western Cultures.., ibid., at 123ff.

Between public and personal information - not
prohibited, therefore permitted?
Ville Kainu & Koskinen Jani

1. Introduction
Information ethics is the area of research which comprises the disciplines of applied ethics, intellectual property, privacy, free speech, and societal control of information, areas what development of information technology brought up (Moore
& Unsworth, 2005). This article focuses on information ethics, on the legal protection of individual privacy and its benefits, which are ethically in a good position
and, surprisingly, even economic advantages, compared to current situation.
There has been strong academic interest for the intellectual property rights (IPR)
and there has been criticism towards current IPR legislation (see e.g. Cohen,
2001, Moore, 2003, Kimppa, 2004, Boyle, 2008, Fagundes, 2009, Spinello &
Bottis, 2009 e.tc.]. From this point, our paper expands this criticism and brings
the Habermasian discourse under evaluation as a promising way to regulate area
of privacy and IPR.
Presently, the right to privacy is being eroded not solely by state agents or libellous slanderers, but also by individuals themselves as consumers. This paper argues, as elaborated by Cohen (2008) that consumers are being enticed in an ethically disagreeable but legal mode of sharing information about themselves which
would fall under the right to privacy if they did not disclose this information.
However, the walls that protect privacy are permeable, but only in one direction: once private information has been disclosed or exposed, an individual cannot exert control over this information (Cohen, 2008). Disclosed information is
not necessarily the same as published information. An individual generally realizes they are about to publish information before doing so, though the case of social media does make this debatable (Cohen, 2001). This paper argues that some
individuals who disclose their personal information to service providers do not
sufficiently comprehend the implications and consequences of their acts in the
Habermasian sense of sufficient.
This paper argues that current right to privacy regimes do not extend appropriate
protection to individuals in light of the understanding about digital space individuals have. Since disclosed information is, under current right to privacy re-
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gimes, outside an individual’s sphere of control, a solution would be to, firstly,
duplicate the Swiss legal instrument of Datenherrschaft so that individuals have
mastery over their personal information and, secondly, to create robust property
rights, which would enable the individuals to make the decision whether to lease
or license the right to use their private information. While this may seem to lead
to further commodification of individuals, it should be kept in mind that currently, great profits are reaped from the use of personal information of individuals
without their awareness or proper consent.
This paper is working on level of concept. As Datenherrschaft has not actually
been implemented anywhere, it is impossible to provide any empirical data as
to its effects. This paper considers the current state of things as a true experiment on what happens under the current regime of privacy rights and IPR, and
argues that Datenherrschaft is more likely to bring about a positive than negative change. Due to the broad scope and multidisciplinary approach, the concepts
cannot be fully developed within the confines of this paper, e.g. more detailed
ethical justification is needed. Likewise, before Datenherrschaft could be implemented, it would have to be developed further.

2. Background
Human dignity should, to a large extent, prevail over corporate profits. That
this may lead to aggregate utility losses in the sense of mainstream (i.e. Chicago school) econometrical approach is not disputed. As can be seen in case law
from ECJ, basic rights as outlined in Treaty on European Union (TEU) and Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) have prevailed over the four
(economic) freedoms of the European Union in some cases resulting on restriction or a temporary complete limitation of these economic freedoms [ECJ cases
Omega Spielhallen—und Automatenaufstellungs—GmbH v. Oberbürger-meisterin der
Bundesstadt Bonn (2004) ECR I-9609 and Eugen Schmidberger, Internationale Transporte und Planzüge v. Austria (2003) ECR I-5659].The authors of this paper assert
that ethical considerations should always take precedence over economic outcomes. The economic and the ethical are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but
the ethical assessment must be made prior to economic decision-making.

2.1 Habermasian rational discourse and current IPR regimes
Problems concerning current immaterial property legislation and lack of individual privacy, which are pointed in this paper, prove the need for new regulation
of sphere. Habermasian (Habermas, 1992) discourse demands that subjects of
legislation, e.g. citizens, corporations, NGOs, e.tc., can take part in rational discourse. Strategic game is not allowed because it lacks rationality. Rational dis-
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course is of course an ideal, but it seems trivial to note that there can be degrees
of implementation of it. As shown by Cohen and others, (see e.g. Cohen, 2001,
Moore, 2003, Kimppa, 2004, Boyle, 2008, Fagundes, 2009 e.tc.) current legislation of IPR has come about as a result of a process that can be accurately called
strategic game. The interests of citizens, educational systems and libraries have
not been properly taken into account. This is a problem with the limitations and
erosion of public domain.
This paper asserts that, to progress towards rational discourse in legislation process, the legislation process has to first be seen encompassing both earlier and later stages than the traditional view holds. First, in this concept, ethics can inform
us of a desirable state towards which the society ought to be steered. Second,
wide range of expertise, is to be employed to engineer a law that, according to
our best knowledge, should have the least negative consequences while being effective in attaining the desirable goal. Third, after the law is implemented, social
sciences must then be employed so that we know how society has changed and
why. Finally, ethics must then be applied again to evaluate the consequences as a
whole. Traditionally, the emphasis has been on the second phase and multidisciplinary approach has had a lesser impact.
All the stages should be subject to open discussion in the society, with all the parties in society having access to the discussion. In Habermasian rational discourse,
every subject of legislation must come to understand the implications of the proposed legislation before they can agree on it, and rational discourse also requires
a consensus on the legislation before implementation (Habermas, 1992).
Like Cohen (2001) has stated, IPR legislation seemed to be moving towards more
controlled, corporate-centric and restrictive for individuals free information access. It seems that Cohen was right and the legislation has progressed towards
direction that was not seen as desirable (see Cohen, 2008 & Boyle, 2008).

2.2 Rational law-making?
As Boyle shows (2008), the EU database directive was ostensibly implemented
to stimulate database creation and economic activity dependent on databases.
However, when the directive’s effectiveness was under review, the directive
was found to have stifled instead of stimulated database creation (Bottis, 2004).
Markedly, the corporations in database business were asked whether they would
prefer to keep databases under copyright protection or not, and the Commission refrained from revising the legislation, even though its own economic study
showed results contrary to the original goals of the directive (Boyle, 2008 & Bottis, 2004). This is a clear example of regulatory capture and in this case, both the
ethical and the economic test are failed.
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This paper subscribes to a critical positivist, instrumentalist concept of law. This
concept attempts to overcome the problems in Hart and Kelsen by adopting ideas
from Ewald and Habermas (Tuori, 2000). The core idea is to subject the formally
correct positive law to external and intersubjectual review (Tuori, 2000).
Applying social sciences to gain knowledge of the actual reality and then, evaluating the state of this reality through ethical analysis would constitute a practical
and valid method of critizising the ‘ethical justification’ of laws. Obviously ethical analysis must be realized through different prevailing ethical theories. Later
in this paper, Kant and Locke are used to justify Datenherrschaft, which is proposed as an acceptable solution to the problems outlined in this paper.

3. Information and lack of citizens’ privacy in information
society
Information technology has changed how information can be stored, used, share
or removed. In pre-computing era information was written on paper, which was
simpler and explicit. Information was on physical paper and thus it was clear
that if someone wanted it, information was copied on to another paper or it was
memorized. The procedure for protecting private information was straightforward: just keep the paper from away from others.
But nowadays information technology has made it possible to store information
in different formats and places; you can keep documents on your own computer
or memory storage, store it to cloud or keep it in some other recording format
and place. Also, information about people is collected without people necessarily
knowing it. At any rate, understanding what happens to that information about
people, is inadequate for many people.
Citizens, when disclosing some information about themselves, or uploading content about themselves, may be under the impression that they can later on exert
some control over this information. However, as Cohen points out (2008) this
is not the case – even content of highly private nature escapes from the citizen’s
sphere of control, as they do not have the power to mandate what, how, when or
where it is used, reproduced or altered after the initial self-exposure has taken
place. (Cohen, 2008).
For example, under Finnish law, an individual’s right to privacy does not apply to information that is already public. Additionally, if the person in question is someone who is publicly known, they cannot reasonably expect to enjoy
a level of privacy a ‘John Doe’ can (Judgment of the Supreme Court of Finland
KKO:2011:72). This ruling is in accord with the European Court of Human
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Rights rulings in the cases Hachette Filipacchi Associés (“Ici Paris”) v. France1 and
Mosley v. the United Kingdom2.
Even when law does exist on individual privacy and regulation gives protection
for privacy, the only guaranteed way to protect privacy is to limit information
distribution especially on internet.

3.1 Implications of information collection
The problem is people’s limited understanding about the consequences of spreading out information in modern society. Companies have the possibility to collect,
disseminate and compile information about and from people. It has changed relationship between customers and companies by empowering companies with data
collection method at the expense of consumers privacy (Pollach, 2005).
When individuals do not have awareness how information, which was thought to
be private, actually is used, an ethical dilemma occurs. Even if the law provides
that information by consent of individual (example by using End User License
Agreement), (this) does not remove the ethical problem. This information, used
by corporations, is seen as legal property of corporations and hence protection
of peoples’ privacy is neglected (Bergelson, 2003). The situation where people,
without proper understanding, can permanently lose rights to their personal information is unfair and obscure. Actually, by using deliberately confusing and
difficult expressions when asking consent of people to use information is ethically blameworthy. Intentional misleading cannot be justified an-ethically, actually it is an aggravating circumstance. And to us, the uncomprehending state of
people is a de facto purpose of corporations.

3.2 Transfer of information as property, source of inequality
The legal and actual positions of citizens and corporations is unbalanced and unfair. Laws are constructed such a way that they mainly protect the interests of
corporations, not individuals. Contract law is so complex that an individual without the benefit of legal training or very specific practical experience meets very
real obstacles to reaching a genuine understanding of their rights and obligations.
If torts are included in the analysis, the situation is further obfuscated. Lawyers
have a reputation of being costly to retain, which further exacerbates the stratification in awareness of one’s legal position between corporations and citizens.
In current legislation, personal information is almost always flowing from the
individual citizen and in many cases the information is in some point altered to
1. (2009) ECHR 1425.
2. (2011) ECHR 774.
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be corporate intellectual property. It is barely the exception that proves the rule
if information, even of individual origin, if corporate property is transferred to
individual possession. This movement of information ownership needs more detailed understanding of area where information is.

3.3 Private sphere
Private information can be private in the digital world if, and only if, it has not
been published on the internet at all. Private information of citizens is private
until one self exposes it in some other domain, even if that domain is not unambiguously public. As cases Hachette Filipacchi Associés (“Ici Paris”) v. France3 and
Mosley v. the United Kingdom4 show, exposed information is no longer private.
This private sphere is so limited and vulnerable that it should be under special
protection in the digital realm as well as in the physical world.

3.4 Public domain
The public domain is not clear or unambiguously defined (Cohen 2006). The
public domain is understood as place where all information published is freely
accessible for all interest groups. Such places are public discussion forums, webpages and e.tc. A more traditional definition of public domain is used by Boyle
when he outlines the piecemeal enclosure of the public domain via computers
that have the power to turn unpatentable ideas into patentable machines (Boyle,
2008).
A major problem is that in many occasions, the arena where information is distributed appears to be a public domain or place but actually is the grey area
where individuals have considerable difficulty gaining a correct understanding of
information’s ownership. The problem is that even information seems as public it
can be owned by a service provider and thus possibly, and usually, is property of
a service provider.

3.5 Grey area and property of corporate
A ‘Grey area’ is a place in the digital realm that may seem to be private or public,
but actually any information that enters it becomes corporate property. There are
numerous examples on the internet about this kind of places where people can
share their information and still not be truly public but are not private either.
These kinds of places are closed discussion forums, social media communities
where you can choose people to be contact with e.tc. Even private profiles in

3. (2009) ECHR 1425.
4. (2011) ECHR 774.
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Social media are compromised by affiliations with public groups and links with
other people (Zheleva & Getoor, 2009).
One current example about service in a grey area is Google Drive:
‘When you upload or otherwise submit content to our Services, you give Google (and those we work with) a worldwide license to use, host, store, reproduce,
modify, create derivative works (such as those resulting from translations, adaptations or other changes we make so that your content works better with our
Services), communicate, publish, publicly perform, publicly display and distribute such content. The rights you grant in this license are for the limited purpose
of operating, promoting, and improving our Services, and to develop new ones.
This license continues even if you stop using our Services (for example, for a
business listing you have added to Google Maps)’ (Google, 2012).
Google takes all the property rights of uploaded or submitted material on Google
drive. At the same time, Google is advertising this service as an easy way to store
and share your information (Google’s information, not individual’s information
anymore). This paper claims that people do not understand the implications
when they store information on a service such as Google Drive.

3.6 Corporate property
An interesting property of corporate information is that it can, as discussed in
Cohen (2001) and Boyle (2008), be transformed into intellectual property protected by copyright or patent. In addition, another corporation cannot legally exploit illegally procured trade secrets. By utilizing various non-disclosure agreements and clauses, a corporation can exert considerable control over information flows to competition and consumers, in the case of copyright even to the
particularly interesting extent of having the option of filing a case against a party
that publishes information the corporation has turned into immaterial property
(Cohen, 2001). This legal option has materialized in successful attempts at curtailing entertainment criticism (Cohen, 2001).
Comparing the private sphere with the sphere of corporate property, it is immediately obvious that individuals lack mastery over information about themselves,
especially so in the digital realm. Whereas corporations can and do employ legal
expertise to stay informed about their legal position, it is not practical for the individual to do so.
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4. Some ethical arguments derived from Locke and Kant
Locke is usually used to justify intellectual property (see e.g. Hughes, 1988,
Spinello, 2003, Spinello & Bottis, 2009). Hughes presents the idea that Locke
meant that personhood is inalienable (Hughes, 1988). However, while looking
at individuals personal information which is turned into corporate property, this
personhood is alienated. Personal information is turned into corporate property
which is used to benefit corporate interests. Hence, at least exploitation of information, which was meant to be private, about individuals conflicts with Locke’s
idea that one’s person is one’s property and no one else has right to it but himself
(TTG II, V, 27). Hence, if that personal information is owned by a corporation, it
can be said that that person is alienated from her private information which obviously is problematic, and not justified by Locke.
If Locke is used as justifying intellectual property, the same cannot be implied as
valid in cases of individual’s personal information. There usually is no informed
consent of the individual, when property rights are moved from a person to corporate.
When people are unaware about the consequences of giving rights to their personal information there is an ethical problem. Formerly information which was
one’s personal information can be now transformed into corporate property and
usually without decent understanding of other part of contract.
If we are looking into Kant’s second imperative, we see harsh lack of respect of
individual benefit and rights on these contracts between people and corporations. The Kantian second imperative demands that: ‘Act in such a way as to treat
humanity, whether in your own person or in that of anyone else, always as an
end and never merely as a means’ (Kant, 1785). If the stronger party uses that advantage for its own benefit there is a collision with second imperative. When one
of the contract parties is not on the same level of understanding of consequences nor possesses the same knowledge as the other and this is used by a stronger
party and for her own benefit, there is a situation where the weaker party is used
merely as a means only and not as end in himself.
Also the Kant’s (1785) First categorical imperative ‘Act as though the maxim of
your action were to become, through your will, a universal law of nature’ and
Third categorical imperative ‘Act only so that your will could regard itself as giving universal law through its maxim’ shows the problem. Exploitation of a weaker part cannot be seen as universal law, not as a universal law of one’s will or not
by through its maxim.
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The current situation in ‘economic world’ is such that people are seen as objects
of resource pool and their value, if any, is only financial. Human rights and values are only circumstances which come from the outside of economic world and
are usually seen as a disturbance by the actors of the economic sphere. This is
highly problematic from a liberalist position, to which Kant and Locke belong,
where people are seen to be intellectual actors which should have rights to privacy and possess freedom of their own. But in context of property, especially immaterial property, individual’s rights seem to be secondary to corporate’s right
for profit.
The problem is, like Taylor (2004) describes it, people are treated as animals and
there is a conception of Exploitation Maxim. And if we are thinking of a world
where Exploitation Maxim is a universal law or analyse the maxim, we see a
harsh collision between that exploitation maxim and Kant’s Categorical imperatives whilst people are seen as source of profit for corporations.
These issues demonstrate the problem of the economical world, especially on internet where people sunk under the mass, that human value is nothing precious.
Individual, or actually information of individual, is worth only its financial value
and nothing more when golden goal is to make profit much as possible.

5. Datenherrschaft
Datenherrschaft is a workable solution to improve an individual’s right to privacy and position in information society. By implementing Datenherrschaft, the
grey area can be limited and even, in an extreme case, eliminated if individuals
were to decide to withdraw private information (information which is private
by nature, even if not currently legally private in all jurisdictions). Habermasian
discourse is needed to achieve a shared understanding of problems in current legislation and Datenherrschaft is, to us, a rational and ethically acceptable means
to ensure protection for individual privacy and control of private life.

5.1 Datenherrschaft - fundamentals
The German word “die Herrschaft” means ‘mastery over a thing’ in the sense of
having absolute or at least overwhelming power over the thing, not necessarily in the sense of having any particular skill, unlike the English translation implies. It is used e.g. in German criminal law in conjunction with täter, forming
the compound word täterschaft. (§ 25 Abs. 1 1-2. Alt Strafgeseztbuch) Täterschaft means perpetrator-ship of a criminal deed and tätherrschaft is the mastery
over the actions (that is, the power to choose to act in this or that manner in
the circumstances in which the act took place) taken that the täter has. Datenherrschaft is a term that is used the the Swiss Landesrecht in SR 420.31 Art 8 and
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SR431.112 Art. 12 to mean mastery which a public official has over the information in data protection regarding a public database.
A literal translation of die Datenherrschaft would be ‘possession of and mastery
over data (information).’ As this expression seems imprecise, indeed, mastery
over information is specifically used in other discourses to imply the ability to
skilfully make use of data, this paper introduces Datenherrschaft (sic) as an anglisation of the German word. This term is defined in this paper to mean:
‘the legal right to decide the uses of, and continuing existence of, in a database
or another compilation, collection or other container or form of data, over a
entry, data point or points or any other expression or form of information that
an entity has, regardless of whether they possess said information, with the assumption that sufficient access to justice is implemented for a citizen to have
this power upheld in a court of law.’
Datenherrschaft is not widely in use. Thus the word is ‘free,’ and can be used
without confusion of terms. As such a right does not yet exist, it seems logical
to adopt a new term. In a sense, the right of publicity is similar, but not exactly
the same, as it only concerns public use of certain data. As such, using the ‘right
of publicity’ or the ‘right to privacy’ or ‘copyright over one’s private information’
would be either inaccurate, unclear, or would obfuscate the issues. It is also conceivable that the word might serve as a tool in discourse.
The new European Commission proposal for reform of the 1995 data protection
rules states that it has a considerable human rights impact, and contains the following summary:
‘The right to protection of personal data is established by Article 8 of the Charter and Article 16 TFEU and in Article 8 of the ECHR. As underlined by the
Court of Justice of the EU (Court of Justice of the EU, judgment of 9.11.2010,
Joined Cases C-92/09 and C-93/09 Volker und Markus Schecke and Eifert
(2010) ECR I-0000.), the right to the protection of personal data is not an absolute right, but must be considered in relation to its function in society. Data protection is closely linked to respect for private and family life protected by Article
7 of the Charter. This is reflected by Article 1(1) of Directive 95/46/EC which
provides that Member States shall protect fundamental rights and freedoms
of natural persons and in particular their right to privacy with respect of the
processing of personal data.’ (European Commission Proposal for a Regulation
of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data (General Data Protection Regulation) 2012/0011 (COD)).
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Section 3, Art. 17 of this proposal would grant data subjects:
‘– – the right to obtain from the controller the erasure of personal data relating
to them and the abstention from further dissemination of such data, especially
in relation to personal data which are made available by the data subject while
he or she was a child – – (c) the data subject objects to the processing of personal data pursuant to Article 19’.
Article 19 provides four grounds for objecting to the processing of personal data:
where the data is processed for marketing purposes, the right to object shall be
explicitly offered to the subject. If the data is processed to protect the vital interests of the data subject or the data is being processed to perform a task carried
out in public interest of in exercise of official authority, the subject has the right
to object to the processing, unless the controller can show compelling legitimate
grounds for the processing which override the right of the subject. If the processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by a controller, the fundamental rights of the data subject will be weighed against these
legitimate interests.
What the Commission’s proposal does is propose a right very much like the classical negative human rights – rights to be free from state coercion e.tc. However, given that there has been a second and a third wave of human rights, it does
not seem impossible to formulate a positive right. We attempt this with datenherrschaft.
The parties generally arguing for maximalist IPR regime will no doubt point out
that the profits of many businesses would take a hit if they had to pay for the
personal information of natural persons, when their use of this data does nothing
to exclude others from using this data. That these parties reject identical logic in
their defence of their own IP portfolios against private copying of e.g. mp3 files
would seem to corroborate the conclusions of Boyle (2008). We will next discuss
the economic impact of Datenherrschaft and argue that, even according to mainstream economics, Datenherrschaft is at worst, neutral and at best, a beneficial
legal instrument.

5.2 The economics of Datenherrschaft
We reject the neo-classical economic theory as the sole or even primary basis for
legislation. Even if it was accepted, Datenherrschaft would be justified by it. According to the Coase Theorem and the new institutional school of economics that
has sprung up around his work, robust property rights ensure that immaterial
property rights are put to optimal use (Medema & Mercuro 2006). If natural persons were granted Datenherrschaft, they would be able to lease the use of their
personal data to the highest bidder, ensuring that this data would be put to opti-
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mal use. This is the first economical argument under mainstream economics for
Datenherrschaft: similarly to patents and copyright, it would stimulate innovation.
In mainstream economics, externalities are the effects of (mainly corporate) activity that are not factored into the market prices of its products. In order for
the market to allocate resources effectively, as the theory goes, externalities must
be internalized into the prices. Otherwise, competition in the market is distorted
because the prices no longer reflect the actual costs. Currently, the erosion of privacy is a cost that is not correctly internalized into the price of certain goods on
the market, because there is no market price on a unit of privacy. As such, some
corporations show profits that are not based on the total of the costs their actions
have on the society (Medema & Mercuro, 2006, Määttä, 2006). Consequently,
investors do not invest optimally. This is the second economical argument under
mainstream economics for Datenherrschaft: make visible the externalities of data
gathering and processing, much like the environmentalist movement did in creating the concept of the environment. This way, the resources of the society will be
in optimal use.
Obviously, much research is needed to approximate the quantity of the utility
loss created by the externalities of the erosion of privacy. Given that there is a
phenomenon of asking for a prospective employee’s Facebook password in the
US (McGregor, 2012), we have a degree of certainty that such losses exist. Even
if the research were to indicate a loss of aggregate utility, Datenherrschaft as a
concept need not be abandoned. Ethical considerations may sometimes justify
utility losses for privileged parties, as the case of abolishing slavery in the USA
demonstrates.

6. Conclusions
In the current situation, the individuals have little – or no –control over personal
information in the internet or which, by its nature, is private and sensitive for
individual. Furthermore, IPR’s are constructed in such a way that they ensure
the advantages of corporates over individuals. The individuals’ ability to give
informed consent is compromised by the opacity of agreements and frequent
changes of those agreements. To grant a valid and meaningful informed consent,
individuals should have a common understanding of legal matters which is problematic and points out the imbalance between a service provider (corporate) and
the individual.
Habermasian rational discourse demands that all parties have a say in the legislative process. As this is not what has historically taken place regarding the sphere
of legislation pertinent to this paper. The current legislation does not meet the re-
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quirements of rational discourse or the demands of ethical justifications. Therefore, this legislation is lacking in legitimacy.
To protect the individual, different regulation for individual personal information, the purpose of which is to protect individuals, should be implemented.
There is an ethical need to protect individuals and ensure that their personal information, and thus privacy, is respected. This paper proposes that this change
in legislation should come about by implementation of Datenherrschaft, which
grants individuals near absolute rights over their personal information. Datenherrschaft appears to meet the requirements of the brief ethical analysis n this
paper. The most obvious law and economics criticism does not seem to constitute
insurmountable barriers to the implementation of Datenherrschaft.
Further avenues of inquiry are more detailed ethical, legal, sociological and economic analysis, which must be carried out to ensure validation of arguments proposed in this paper. Obvious examples are a comparative law review of privacy
legislation, inquiry into gathering and use of user information, economic impact
of Datenherrschaft and the evaluation of different prevailing ethical theories.

Regulations
Treaty on European Union (2010/C 83/01)
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (2010/C 83/01)
Strafgesetzbuch in der Fassung der Bekanntmachung vom 13. November 1998
(BGBl. I S. 3322), das zuletzt durch Artikel 5 Absatz 3 des Gesetzes vom 24. Februar 2012 (BGBl. I S. 212) geändert worden ist
Verordnung über das Informationssystem ARAMIS betreffend Forschungs- und
Entwicklungsprojekte des Bundes (ARAMIS-Verordnung) vom 14. April 1999

Directives
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995

Cases
European Court of Human Rights
Hachette Filipacchi Associés (“Ici Paris”) v. France, (2009) ECHR 1425
Mosley v. the United Kingdom, (2011) ECHR 774
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Court of Justice of the European Union
Eugen Schmidberger, Internationale Transporte und Planzüge v. Austria (2003) ECR
I-5659
Omega Spielhallen—und Automatenaufstellungs—GmbH v. Oberbürgermeisterin der
Bundesstadt Bonn (2004) ECR I-9609
Joined cases C-92/09 and C-93/09 Volker und Markus Schecke and Eifert (2010)
ECR I-0000
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Big brother is -still- watching you
Marina Rigou
The Internet, based on the convergence of computers and telecommunications,
has become the core of today’s digitized and globalized world1. About 2.3 billion people around the world are Internet users or in other words one third of the
world’s population is using the Internet2. In the European Union,3 Internet penetration has reached the 71.5%4 of the population and in the USA the 78.3%5.
Not all are members of the information society. The gap between ‘inforich’ and
‘infopoor’ countries and people still exists, but in 2001, Internet users per 100
inhabitants in the developed world were 29.4 while the same statistic value in
the developing world was 2.8. Ten years later, the developed world increased by
2.5 times the number of Internet users while developing countries increased 9.4
times the same number. But Internet users in developing countries were still just
26.3 per 100 inhabitants.
Nevertheless, the Internet is still growing at a good rate, contributing to a communication revolution. Time and space has been demolished in the cyberspace
and gradually the Internet became an instrument which changed everyday life
and affected the social, political and economic fields. Individuals use the medium of the media-as Internet could be consider-not only for communication
and entertainment but for social, economic, political, commercial, business and
search activities. Additionally the Internet is used to accomplish transactions between citizens and the state or other services leading in this way to compulsory
internet use6. The adoption of the Internet by governments, politics and public

1. Paper presented at ICIL 2012, in the special LiSS surveillance session.
2. http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/facts/2011/material/ICTFactsFigures2011.pdf. Last access
June 10, 2013.
3. In Europe, internet penetration is 61.3% (http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats4.htm)
and in China 38.4% (513 million people, 50.5% of Asian users) (http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats3.htm). In Greece 46.9% (http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats4.htm).
Last access June 10, 2013.
4. http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats9.htm. Last access June 10, 2013.
5. http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats14.htm. Last access June 10, 2013.
6. For example to submit tax declaration or to use other online government services.
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services as a means to bring forth their activities and communicate with people
induces a sense of visibility, but as Foucault has mentioned is a trap7: Not only
because -as the French philosopher has said- it is through this visibility that modern society exercises its controlling systems of power and knowledge, but it is
that this visibility is bilateral and in fact, is a semi-visibility. Bilateral because as
exercise of political power is subjected to a kind of scrutiny which simply did not
exist before, in the same way citizens are exposed to visibility leaving a very large
public footprint which constructs a far more detailed portrait of the individual
than those recorded at any time in the past. Furthermore, information about individuals is no longer under the control of the person to whom the information
pertains and such loss of control is loss of privacy. On the other hand ambiguous
politics would never been made deliberately public. It’s only after journalistic or
other investigation that risky or unlawful decisions and acts become known. But
even so, by the pressure of publicity, citizens exercise a kind of power.
The Internet expansion was supported by the broadband connections which as a
result had the evolution of Web 2.0, an environment in which uploading content
became easy and fast. Social networking websites attracted millions and eventually the notion of privacy has changed. “Privacy is the right to autonomy, and it
includes the right to be let alone. Privacy encompasses the right to control information about ourselves, including the right to limit access to that information.
The right to privacy embraces the right to keep confidences confidential and to
share them in private conversation. Most important, the right to privacy means
the right to enjoy solitude, intimacy, and anonymity” 8. However, users tend to
upload everything about their lives without considering the consequences of such
an act. Even the most intimate thoughts could be seen blogged transforming cyberspace into a psychoanalytic couch. Of course this is not the rule.
In Europe,9 74% of the users see disclosing personal information as an increasing
part of modern life. But simultaneously, 70% of Europeans are concerned that
their personal data held by companies may be used for a purpose other than that
for which it was collected and they think that they have only partial, if any, control of their own data. It is interesting that personal information is considered,
7. Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Vintage Books, New York,
1979, p. 200.
8. Whitfield Diffie and Susan Landau, Privacy on the Line, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2007, p. 142.
9. Special Eurobarometer 359. Attitudes on Data Protection and Electronic Identity in the European Union. Fieldwork November-December 2010. Publication June 2011. For the Greek
case Lilian Mitrou, Comparative study on different approaches to new privacy challenges, in
particular in the light of technological developments-Greece, May 2010.
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above all, financial information (75%), medical information (74%) and national
identity numbers or cards and passports (73%) with a percentage around 74%.
Sixty per cent of users purchase goods or services online and 52% use a social
networking site. The use of search engines is a dominant activity which exceeds
80%. In the US two in three online adults (63%) say they currently maintain a
profile on a social networking site10, 91% use a search engine to find information
and about 70% purchase goods or services online11. But every click users make
for these and others internet activities, leaves footprints.
In this context, full of value information and easy to be accessed in the digital
era transformed cyberspace to a new gold mine and digital digging for information
became business. Sites feed personal details to a new tracking industry. Information about online browsing habits, purchasing behavior, and other online activity
is collected, analyzed, combined with other online or offline information, used and
shared, often instantaneously and invisibly. Tracking technology is getting smarter
and more intrusive. Cookies, flash cookies and beacons are the digging tools.
Cookies are small text files, installed on a user’s computer by a website, that assign the user’s computer a unique identity and can track the user’s movements on
a site. Beacons are bits of software code on a site that can transmit data about a
user’s browsing behavior, they are more powerful than cookies and can record
a person’s keystrokes online. Flash cookies are used in conjunction with Adobe
Systems’ Flash software, which is widely used to display graphics and video on
websites. They are useful because they can ‘remember’ the settings used by the
user last time but they can also re-spawn trackers that a person may have deleted.
These “tracking files represent the leading edge of a lightly regulated, emerging
industry of data-gatherers who are in effect establishing a new business model
for the Internet: one based on intensive surveillance of people to sell data about,
and predictions of, their interests and activities, in real time”12.
So new ‘tools’ scan in real time what people are doing on a Web page, then instantly assess location, income, shopping interests. Coming to medical conditions
or even more to politics this procedure is really dangerous. For example, in Iran
10. Privacy management on social media sites, Pew Internet, February 24, 2012, http://www.
pewinternet.org/Reports/2012/Privacy-management-on-social-media.aspx. Last access
June 10, 2013.
11. What Internet Users Do Online, Trend Data (Adults), Pew Internet, March 2000-February
2012, http://www.pewinternet.org/Trend-Data-(Adults)/Online-Activites-Total.aspx.
Last access June 10, 2013.
12. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703977004575393173432219
064.html#project%3DCOOKIESLIDE1007%26articleTabs%3Darticle. Last access June
10, 2013.
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since President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s disputed re-election on June 2009, the
power of social media has been of enormous help in organizing demonstrations
in favor of Mir Hosein Mousavi. But this was the one side of the coin. The other
side lies in the Iranian prisons. Digital footprints were followed by the regime’s
security forces. And as in Iran, in China and in other authoritarian countries cyber-dissidents face the peril and the reality of jail.
The world’s largest netizen prison is in China. “Harsher controls and crackdowns
on netizens and their online tools have been symptomatic of the regime’s increasing concern over potential fallouts from Arab Spring and the Internet and social
networks’ role as sounding boards”13. In January 2007, President Hu Jintao reportedly ordered officials to regulate the internet better and ‘purify the online
environment’ ensuring that online information is ‘healthy’ and ‘ethically inspiring’14. World Wide Web in China is transformed to China Wide Web. And giant
companies as Cisco, Sun Microsystems, Microsoft and especially the search engines Yahoo! and Google collaborated with Chinese regime. A search request on
Google in China will not bring back the same results as it would in other countries, with many words and websites removed from the list of returned items. For
example, words such as democracy, freedom, human rights Tiananmen or Falun
Gong return no results. And it was the US company Yahoo! which provided information that helped the Chinese authorities to arrest the cyber-dissident Wang
Xiaoning. He was arrested in September 2002 and sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment and two years’ deprivation of his civil rights for ‘incitement to subversion’. Wang was accused of distributing pro-democracy articles online and via
e-mail between 2000 and 2002. Since then three more cyber-dissidents were arrested by Chinese authorities and once again Yahoo! was the data provider. The
dissident journalist Shi Tao sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment for posting ‘subversive’ articles on the Internet, Li Zhi received an eight-year sentence and Jiang Lijun served a four-year term. The US Congress held a series of hearings15 as
a result of the Shi Tao case, to which officials from Yahoo!, Google, Microsoft
13. Reporters sans Frontières, Internet Enemies. China, http://en.rsf.org/china-china-12-032012,42077.html. Last access June 10, 2013.
14. Darren Waters, “China’s battle to police the web”, http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/
hi/technology/7312746.stm. Last access June 10, 2013.
15. “The Internet In China: A Tool For Freedom or Suppression?”, Joint Hearing Before The
Subcommittee On Africa, Global Human Rights And International Operations And The Subcommittee On Asia And The Pacific Of The Committee On International Relations, House
Of Representatives, One Hundred Ninth Congress, February 15, 2006, http://democrats.
foreignaffairs.house.gov/archives/109/26075.pdf. Last access June 10, 2013. “The Google
Predicament: Transforming U.S. Cyberspace Policy To Advance Democracy, Security, And
Trade”, Hearing Before The Committee On Foreign Affairs, House Of Representatives, One
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and Cisco Systems were summoned. A bill entitled the Global Online Freedom
Act, designed to prevent US companies from cooperating with repressive governments, was presented in the House of Representatives16.
Vietnam and Iran hold the second and third place in the list of shame. According to
Reporters Without Borders on 2012, 128 netizens are imprisoned worldwide from
which 67 in China, 19 in Vietnam and 18 in Iran17 (these are the known cases).
The emerging general trend is that a growing number of countries are attempting
to tighten their control of the Net, but at the same time, increasingly inventive
netizens demonstrate mutual solidarity by mobilizing when and where necessary. The outcome of the cyber-war between netizens and repressive authorities
depends upon the effectiveness of the weapons each camp has available: powerful filtering and surveillance systems for decrypting e-mails, and ever more sophisticated proxies and censorship circumvention tools such as Tor18, VPNs19,
Psiphon20, and Ultra Surf21. The latter are mainly developed thanks to the soli-

Hundred Eleventh Congress, March 10, 2010, http://www.hcfa.house.gov/111/55395.
pdf. Last access June 10, 2013.
16. http://www.eurasiareview.com/31082012-china-cyber-dissident-wang-xiaoning-freedbut-many-chinese-netizens-still-in-prison/, http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/111/
hr2271. Last access June 10, 2013.
17. http://en.rsf.org/press-freedom-barometer-netizens-imprisoned.html?annee=2012.
Last access June 10, 2013.
18. Tor is free software and an open network that helps you defend against a form of network
surveillance that threatens personal freedom and privacy, confidential business activities
and relationships, and state security known as traffic analysis. https://www.torproject.org/.
Last access June 10, 2013.
19. A virtual private network (VPN) is a private network that interconnects remote (and often
geographically separate) networks through primarily public communication infrastructures
such as the Internet. VPNs provide security through tunneling protocols and security procedures such as encryption. For example, a VPN could be used to securely connect the branch
offices of an organization to a head office network through the public Internet. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_private_network. See also http://www.vpnc.org/vpntechnologies.html. Last access June 10, 2013.
20. Psiphon is a set of technologies that use a combination of secure communication and obfuscation to defeat network censorship systems. All Psiphon software is open source and designed
to circumvent politically-motivated Internet censorship in countries where such censorship is
extra-legally enforced. Psiphon is not designed for strong anonymity, avoidance of copyright,
or to allow users to share pirated software, unlicensed audiovisual material, or to access illegal content such as child pornography. http://psiphon.ca/. Last access June 10, 2013.
21. Ultrasurf is a product of Ultrareach Internet Corporation. Originally created to help internet users in China find security and freedom online, Ultrasurf has now become one of the
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darity of netizens around the globe. For example, thousands of Iranians use proxies originally intended for Chinese surfers.
On the other hand, search engines that offer e-mail services -such as Yahoo! or
Gmail- retain the personal information users are required to enter when opening
an e-mail account. Social networking websites allow advertisers too much access
to their users’ behavior and data. Users have no control over all their personal
data and the right to be forgotten is really forgotten. Surveillance empowered by
technology violates privacy and in some cases the cost is larger than the violation
of a fundamental right.
A Wall Street Journal investigation22 has found that the largest U.S. websites are
installing intrusive consumer-tracking technologies on the computers of people
visiting their site, in some cases, more than 100 tracking tools at a time. Some
two-thirds of the tracking tools installed (2,224) came from 131 companies that,
for the most part, are in the business of following Internet users to create rich
databases of consumer profiles that can be sold. The companies that placed the
most such tools were Google Inc., Microsoft and Quantcast Corp., all of which
are in the business of targeting ads at people online.
To measure the sensitivity of the data gathered by tracking companies, the Journal created an ‘exposure index’ for the top 50 sites. Dictionary.com ranked highest in exposing users to potentially aggressive surveillance: It installed 168 tracking tools that did not let users decline to be tracked and 121 tools that, according to their privacy statements, don’t rule out collecting financial or health data.
Dictionary.com attributed the number of tools to its use of many different ad
networks, each of which puts tools on its site.
Some of the tracking files identified by the Journal were so detailed that they
verged on being anonymous in name only. They enabled data-gathering companies to build personal profiles that could include age, gender, race, zip code,
income, marital status and health concerns, along with recent purchases and
favorite TV shows and movies. The ad industry says tracking does not violate
anyone’s privacy because the data sold does not identify people by name, and
the tracking activity is disclosed in privacy policies. But it is clear that there is
a systematic effort by companies to gather data with which it could be possible
to identify the digital with the real identity by data matching. Where traditional
world’s most popular anti-censorship, pro-privacy software, with millions of people using
it to bypass internet censorship and protect their online privacy. http://ultrasurf.us/. Last
access June 10, 2013.
22. http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703977004575393121635952084.
html. Last access June 10, 2013.
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businesses generally collect information about customers from their purchases
or from surveys, internet companies have the luxury of being able to gather data from everything that happens on cyber sites. As David Lyon says, “Orwell’s
dystopic vision was dominated by the central state. He never guessed just how
significant a decentralized consumerism might become for social control”23. Big
Brother is still watching us and the legal framework is facing real challenges as it
tries to follow the rapidly changing technology and the differences across borders.
‘Cloud computing’ could also pose challenges to data protection, as it may involve the loss of individuals’ control over their potentially sensitive information
when they store their data with programs hosted on someone else’s hardware.
Geolocation, the WiFi data processing and the Google Earth enhanced with ‘live’
steaming view are some more cases of personal data collection. So the European
Union and the United States face similar challenges regarding privacy. The common place is the perception of the cyberspace as a digital single market. To flourish, a digital economy needs trust and trust is all about the confidence citizens
have when giving personal information online.
On both sides of the Atlantic are currently working on new laws in the field of
data protection. The Safe Harbor agreement for commercial activities, where
personal data transferred from Europe benefits from privacy protection across
the Atlantic, is the first step for European and US co-operation on the protection
of personal data. The US is assessing its approach to privacy which in general is
more in favor of industry self-regulation structure based on five core principles:
1. Notice/Awareness; 2. Choice/Consent; 3. Access/Participation; 4. Integrity/
Security; and 5. Enforcement/Redress. The EU also has decided to clarify and
modernize its data protection legislation. The Commission will propose one,
single, technologically neutral and future-proof set of rules across the EU. This
means that regardless of how technology and the digital environment develop
in the future, the personal information of individuals in the EU will be secure,
and their fundamental right to data protection respected. Whenever consent is
required for data processing, it will have to be given explicitly, rather than be
assumed. The Commission will also reinforce the ‘right to be forgotten’, so that
if an individual no longer wants their personal data to be processed, and there is
no legitimate reason for an organization to keep it, it must be removed from their
system. Citizens will also have a right to data portability, i.e. the right to obtain
a copy of their data from one Internet company and to transmit it to another one
without hindrance from the first company. ‘Privacy by design’ and ‘privacy by
default’ will also become essential principles in EU data protection rules. This
23. David Lyon, The Electronic Eye: The Rise of Surveillance Society, University of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis, 1994.
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means that data protection safeguards should be built into products and services
from the earliest stage of development, and that privacy-friendly default settings
should be the norm –for example on social networks. National data protection
authorities will be strengthened so they can better enforce the EU rules at home.
These are some of the changes that the new legal framework will include. Although it is said to be a future-proof set of rules which will take into account the
most recent technological developments, it is difficult to say how full proof it
will be and for how long, as technology is unpredictable and always a step ahead
of the law. And we must be aware of the peril that an absolute market and digital
economy orientation could lead to the slackening of the legal framework of the
privacy rights protection.

A theoretical legal policy
for privacy protection in Japan
Yohko Orito & Kiyoshi Murata

1. Introduction
There is just less effective privacy protection law in Japan. Whereas the legal
regulation scheme to protect personal information covering both the public and
private sectors went into effect centred on the Act on Protection of Personal Information (APPI; Act No. 57 of 2003) in April 2005, this act does not incorporate the theoretical understanding of the social significance of privacy protection
into the statements. Partly because the concept of information privacy is just an
imported idea from the Western world for Japanese citizens (Orito and Murata,
2005), it has been difficult for them to clearly understand the concept. In fact,
APPI was implemented aimed for protecting not privacy but personally identifiable information (PII), the definition of which is described in the sentences of
APPI though it is not necessarily clear. Moreover, it seems that the effectiveness
of such law regulations has not been discussed among the society well enough.
Unsurprisingly, Japanese society is changing due to the rapid development and
widespread use of information and communication technologies (ICT) as many
of other industrial countries. Especially, social media such as blogs, microblogs,
online bulletin board systems (BBSs) and social networking services (SNSs) are
highly influential these days. Many individual Net users are fostered to reveal
personal information about themselves and others using social media, and consequently a huge amount of personal information is disclosed on the Net more than
ever before. While accidents and troubles related to an invasion of information
privacy are often reported as a serious social issue, the law regulation for personal data protection seems not to be adapted for the current situations.
On the other hand, as part of the integrated reformation of social security and
taxation systems, the Japanese central government is in attempting to construct a
new national code-number citizen identification system, the My Number System,
along with developing and improving relevant laws. The revisions of the current
personal data protection scheme centred on APPI, which was enforced as a prerequisite for the operation of the Juki Net (resident registry network) system, are
pushed for as, similarly, a prerequisite for the construction and operation of the
new citizen numbering system; the focus of the revisions is not on privacy pro-
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tection but on successful development and operation of the My Number System.
Considering the possibility that the system would function to allow the central
government to monitor and control citizens’ behaviour, one could argue that Japanese people are caught in a paradox; for the sake of the development and operation of the system to monitor and control citizens’ behaviour, the revisions are
made under the rubric of personal information or privacy protection.
Under such a paradoxical circumstance, the development of effective legal policies to appropriately protect information privacy underpinned by a proper theoretical understanding of the social importance of it is an urgent and crucial concern in Japan. Based on the above understanding, this study discusses what Japanese legal policies for privacy protection ought to be in the current socio-political
and technological environment.
The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe how Japanese law regulations related to the protection of personal information have been developed, and suggest less effectiveness of these approaches
for privacy protection. Then, we examine the meaning of Japanese resident registration systems through describing the historical transition of Japanese residents’
registration systems which have been intended to collect residential information
at the state level, and discuss issues concerning the national code-number citizen
identification system and relevant laws in Japan. In section 4, deterioration of
individuals’ ability to control their personal information is considered focused on
individual users’ usage of social media and personal data revelation on the Net.
Finally, policy recommendations for effective use of personal information and
proper privacy protection in Japan are devised.

2. Japanese Legal Schemes for Protecting Personal Information
2.1 The Act on Protection of Personal Information
Traditionally, personal information protection in the private sector in Japan
had been provided centred on industry-level self-regulation (Orito and Murata,
2008). In fact, Act on the Protection of Personal Information Held by Administrative Organs and Processed on Electronic Computers (Act No. 95 of 1988) is
the first law which dealt with personal information protection. This law, however, covered the public sector only; there had been no legal regulation to protect
personal information held by private businesses until the enforcement of APPI in
April 2005. APPI is characterised as a basic law for personal information protection covering both the public and private sectors. Strictly speaking, as shown in
Figure 1, on the premise of Chapter 1-3 of APPI as a basic law, Chapter 4-6 of
APPI (based on the sentences of which private organisations dealing with per-
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sonal information are regulated), the Act on Protection of Personal Information
Held by Administrative Organs (Act No.58 of 2003) which covers public organisations, and Act on the Protection of Personal Information Held by Independent
Administrative Agencies, etc. (Act. No.59 of 2003) compose the Japanese legal
scheme for protecting personal information.
However, APPI was created so that personally identifiable information (PII) collected, stored and used by public and private organisations is protected, and the
makers of the law deliberately precluded the elements of privacy protection beyond the PII protection on the ground that the concept of privacy was elusive.
Japanese people have conformed to traditional social norms with respect to personal/private or public space, social relationships and circulation of personal information. This means that, as Adams et al. (2009) suggest, there is traditionally
a strong sense of privacy in Japan. However, due to its particularistic culture of
Japan, the traditional sense of privacy tends to be kept within seken; one’s seken is
a small world defined by one’s relationships with others whom one recognises a
present and/or future connection with and, therefore, considers the need to do
one’s duty toward and to have human empathy with. In addition, the word “privacy” was imported into Japanese from the Western world and took root in Japanese society without a clear understanding of it among ordinary Japanese people.
Actually, APPI is not endorsed by careful theoretical considerations of the social
importance of privacy protection but superficially follows the OECD’s (1980)
eight principles and EU’s (1995) Directive 95/46/EC.

Basic Legislative Framework:
Basic Principles; Responsibility, Measures
and Policies of Central and Local
Governments (APPI, Chapter 1-3)

Obligations of
business operators
handling personal
information
(APPI, Chapter 4-6)
Guidelines for
Protecting Personal
Information
Provided by
Competent
Private Sector

The Act on
Protection
of Personal
Information
Held by
Administrative
Organs
(Act No. 58 of
2003)

The Act on
Protection
of Personal
Information
Held by
Independent
Administrative
Agencies, etc.
(Act No. 59 of
2003)

Prefectural
and Municipal
Ordinances on
Protection of
Personal
Information

Public Sector

Figure 1. The legal scheme of Japanese personal information protection (source: http://www.caa.
go.jp/seikatsu/kojin/houtaikei.pdf, translated by the authors)
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2.2 Responses to the enforcement of APPI
Soon after the enforcement of APPI, various problems occured. Especially, due
to Japanese people’s lack of understating of APPI, excessive responses to it have
been reported (Orito and Murata, 2005). On the individual level, many Japanese
do not understand that the major purpose of APPI is to facilitate effective personal information use in society, and the act was often used as an excuse to refuse
personal information provision even when that was legitimately required for
public purposes such as a census. Some cases demonstrated that even legal professionals and government workers did not understand how APPI ought to be applied. For example, after the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake in March 2011, the
local governments in disaster areas took different attitudes towards disclosure of
personal information of disabled inhabitants to confirm their safety1. Ambiguous understanding of the act was an obstacle to prompt assistance for disaster
victims, even though a considerable length of time had passed since the enforcement of APPI.
On the other hand, APPI contains penal provisions (Articles 56 and 57), but
these provisions have not yet been applied to any entity handling personal information since the Act took legal effect. The procedure for applying the provisions
is quite cautious and it seems that the law makers as well as the Japanese government hesitate to impose a punishment on the public or private organisations that
violate the APPI. In addition, there are no provisions authorizing compensation
to victims of personal information misuse or leakage for damages suffered. In
order to receive compensation for damages, the victims have to file civil lawsuits. However, when the time and costs of a lawsuit is considered relative to the
amount of compensation typically awarded, they may have little incentive to litigate (Orito and Murata, 2008).
Of course, when personal information misuse or leakage which brings serious
financial loss is exposed, social concern over the malicious or negligent handling
of personal information is usually raised for a small amount of time. Even then,
however, scepticism about effectiveness of APPI is not expressed. Social concern
about protection of information privacy seems to be lacking in Japan, compared
to the Western countries. Actually, there is a long tradition that Japanese society
has accepted personal data collection and use made by the governmental bodies. Various types of personal information have been collected, stored and used
in various ways centred on the family registration systems. The historical background and characteristics of the systems are examined in the next section.

1. Available at: http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/national/news/20110604-OYT1T00478.htm.
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3. Japanese family and resident registration systems
3.1 Origins of family registration systems
Since early times, family registration systems have been operated in Japan. At the
end of the 7th century, the allegedly first family register “Koh-in no nenjaku (庚
寅年籍)" was drawn up. In this document, detailed structure of each household
was described as the basis of crop land management and taxation in the ancient
agricultural economy. This also functioned as an original record to determine
people's positions in society and underpinned the social classification between
commoners and outcaste people.
In the late 1630s, the Tokugawa Shogunate (the central government in the Edo era
(1603-1868)) consolidated the “Terauke” system which required each commoner
to be registered with a Buddhist temple as its parishioner in order to ensure that
the commoner was not a Christian (Christianity was banned in 1613 by the Tokugawa Shogunate). In the late 17th century, the Terauke system was integrated with
the census system for statute labour imposition called “Ninbetsu aratame”, and
based on the integrated system, the Buddhist temple and family registers called
“Shumon ninbetsu aratame cho” were drawn up throughout Japan (Tamamuro,
2009). The registers functioned as original family registers and taxation ledgers,
and allowed Buddhist temples to monitor and control their parishioners' behaviour on behalf of the central and local governments.
Those who failed to be entered into the registers were forced to be vagrants
called “Hinin” (non-human) and considered as outcaste people. In addition, under
the influence of the Buddhist and Shintoist thought of “Kegare” (stains), those
who were involved with handling human bodies or animal carcasses were recognised as the lower classes called “Eta” (much stained people). Their class "Eta”
was clearly described in Shumon ninbetsu aratame cho. Consequently, discriminative mentality towards Eta and Hinin was built in the nationwide family registration system.

3.2 Koseki system: Family registration system in the modern age
In 1871, three years after the Meiji Restoration, the first family registration law
in the modern age, the Koseki Act (the Family Registration Act; Act No. 170 of
1871), went into force, based on which the Jinshin Koseki; the family register
created in the Jinshin year (1872) was compiled to support promotion of tax,
conscription and education policies of the Meiji government. This registration
system clearly reflected the samurai family system which was characterised by
strong control the head of a household had over other members of the household.
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When a family member got married or moved, the member needed to have permission from Koshu, the master of the household. The registration system institutionalised inequality in power among family members. In addition, the social
class of each family was described as one of the official registered items of the
Jinshin Koseki, and that description of some families from the lower classed in the
Edo era was ex-Eta, ex-Hinin or new commoner. The discriminative mentality towards lower class people in the Edo era was inherited by the modern age system.
After WWII, in conformity to the new constitution which declared the sovereignty of the people, the new Koseki act (Act No. 224 of 1947) was enforced
in 1948. The Koseki system was reconstructed so that a married couple, not a
household, was the basic unit of a family registration and social classes were
eliminated from the registered items. Whereas some consider the reconstruction
was a symbol of the emancipation of family members from the bondage to their
households and the democratisation of Japan, Yamanushi (1958) insists that the
state power has unalterably attempted to exert control over family relationships,
family groups and interpersonal relationships of Japanese citizens through the
Koseki systems since the Meiji era. According to him, the Koseki Act is not only
for registering and authenticating citizens’ status but also for regulating citizens’
lives and supporting promotion of governmental policies regarding childcare, policing, military administration, public finance and so on (pp. 2-3.).
Sato (1991) points out that the true substance of the Koseki system is discrimination and exclusion of aliens including foreign residents, naturalised citizens and
illegitimates. Based on the belief that citizens cannot be alive without state care,
the state declares, through the operation of the Koseki system, they are willing to
protect Japanese citizens, whose family information is registered in Koseki. Those
whose data are not stored in the Koseki databases are not Japanese citizens, and
thus their lives and social opportunities inside Japan are considerably constrained
in various ways. Therefore, he suggests, as long as the Koseki system keeps its discriminatory characteristics, its stability can be ensured. The system also promotes
unconscious mutual monitoring among family members and relatives. However,
these characteristics of the Koseki system have not been known well to ordinary
Japanese.

3.3 Basic resident registration system
Originally, the Koseki system assumed that the majority of residents settled down
in one place. However, the progress of industrialisation and urbanisation in Japan made the assumption not match the reality. In 1952, in order to authenticate citizens’ residency and promote the convenience of their everyday life, each
municipal commenced the operation and management of the Jumin-hyo; resident
card system, which was legitimatised by the enforcement of the Resident Regis-
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tration Act; (Act No. 218 of 1951) in the same year. In 1967, the revised resident registration act, the Act of the Basic Resident Registers (Act No. 81 of 1967)
went into force. Based on this, family information registered in Koseki was connected with residential information in Jumin-hyo and the basic resident register
databases were built (for more details, see Sato (1991), pp. 132-133).
Enami (2003) explains the nature of the basic resident register system as follows.
“Basic resident registers are officially a basis for municipals’ providing their inhabitants with good administrative services, but some fields of the records of
their basic resident register databases are connected with the corresponding
fields of Koseki records including date of birth, date of death, marital status
and so on. Therefore, the central and local governments can administer Japanese
citizens through using the Koseki system, which is used to grasp citizens’ nationality and blood relationships as the basis of inheritance, and the basic resident
register system, which is used to grasp the state of family units as a subject of
administrative services.” (Enami (2003), p. 6; translated by the authors).
On the other hand, the article 14 of the Enforcement Order of the Resident Registration Act prescribed that the Emperor, the Imperial Family and foreigners
were exempt from the act. Foreign residents’ information has been registered
and managed under the Alien Registration Act (Act No. 125 of 1952). However, following the revisions of the Act of the Basic Resident Registers and the Immigration Control Act, their personal information will be described in the basic
resident registers from July 20122. This means that foreign residents will also
become subject to the nationwide registration system.

3.4 The Juki Net
In the wake of the rapid advancement of digital network society, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communication (MIC) insisted on the necessity of the integration of basic resident registers, which had separately been maintained by
municipals, using Internet technology to promote administrative reform and improve administrative services. In 1998, the Act of the Basic Resident Registers
was revised so that municipals could legally share the resident information they
managed with each other via the Internet.
Consequently, the Juki Net system, the online national resident registry network,
was implemented in 2003. However, the road to the implementation was not
smooth. Assigning an eleven-digit resident register code number (Jumin-hyo code)
to each citizen for effective operation of the system induced social anxiety that
2. Available at: http://www.soumu.go.jp/main_sosiki/jichi_gyousei/c-gyousei/zairyu.html,
last access June 10, 2013.
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the system would substantially function as a national code-number citizen identification system, which had actually been a long-cherished dream of Japanese bureaucrats since the late 1960s, and be used for governmental surveillance on citizens. Mass media as well as more than a few municipal mayors expressed their
concern about information security of the system, and resultant personal information leakage and an invasion of privacy. The cost-effectiveness of the system
was also called into question (for more details, see Adams et al. (2010)). After
the implementation, a lot of constitutional and administrative litigations against
an invasion of privacy caused by the Juki Net have been brought.
One big issue of the Juki Net was recognised as a lack of proper legal scheme to
protect information privacy in 1998. Even when Jumin-hyo codes leaked were utilised by private organisations in a socially inappropriate way, there was no legal
regulation on such usage of the data. Thus, in order to gain social acceptance of
the implementation of the Juki Net, it was required to set up new privacy protection
laws covering the private sector. As a result, APPI was passed in 2003. That is to
say, the enactment of APPI was a necessary condition to construct and operate the
Juki Net system, or was a means to operate the system.

3.5 The My Number System
The integrated reformation of social security and taxation systems is recognised
as an urgent political issue to address the coming aging society with fewer children and secure adequate financial resources. What is considered the most necessary thing to successfully perform the reformation is the development and
operation of My Number System, an integrated national code-number citizen
identification system across the office and ministries, which assigns a unique “my
number” to each citizen. MIC explains that the operation of My Number System
would be useful for realising a fair tax system, stable and efficient social security programmes, improved administrative services, and efficient and consumerfriendly e-government.
The reasons for which the introduction of the My Number System is required
have been discussed in various ways (e.g. Enami, 2010; Maeda and Matsuyama,
2011). For example, the state’s attempt to control citizens using the basic resident registration system has already failed, because computer systems could not
fully support kanji (Chinese character) that is used to describe individual names
in the traditional registration systems. Thus, the state expects that the new numbering system which enables them to manage personal information of each citizen in an integrated fashion through using a unique code number, instead of the
citizen’s kanji name, for personal authentication would be useful for them to exert power on citizens.
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The development of My Number System and relevant law enforcement are controversial. However, this paper does not discuss whether the introduction of the
system is socially justifiable or not. Rather, what we want to emphasise is that
there are few discussions about how to protect citizens’ information privacy, or
how to incorporate the theoretical understanding of the social significance of
privacy into the overall policies for personal data protection, even as the new
numbering system is going to be implemented in Japan. Practical system architecture and technical measures for protecting PII are talked about, but it has rarely
been discussed how APPI should be revised so that people’s information privacy
is properly protected.
From a historical perspective, Japanese family and resident registration systems
have been used for discrimination without clear explanation to citizens, based
on continual usage of family information since the Edo era. The effectiveness of
APPI for privacy protection has not been recognised and discussed among the society. Moreover, the current revision of APPI may be considered just a measure to
realise the implementation of My Number System by bureaucrats.

4. Current situations of personal data use in Japan
4.1 Distortion of individuals’ ability to control personal data
In Japan, like in other countries, social media have become widespread among
Net users. It has already become very hard for individual users to control the flow
of their personal information. Using a social networking service or microblog, individuals can easily reveal and share their as well as others’ personal information
including photos and location information online without any permission. For
example, soon after the final of the FIFA Women’s World Cup 2011, a university
student tweeted about a joint party with one of the world champions, and he
reported inappropriate or uncertain information concerning the champion team
and its members with photos of his touching her and biting the gold medal she
won. His tweets gathered considerable attention, and he was subjected to harsh
criticism from many Net users. They considered such tweets were unscrupulous
and his behaviour stained the national team’s great honour. Then, many Net users investigated and reveal his personal information including his real name, university name and facial photos, despite he used a screen name on Twitter3. One
may consider this case is extreme, but it is not an exceptional one in Japan in
these days. There have been many similar cases in which information about ce-

3. For more details, see http://www.japantoday.com/category/sports/view/soccer-star-kumagai-in-hot-water-twitter-remarks-during-party, last access June 10, 2013.
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lebrities and ordinary people (especially people who have committed illegal activities like underage drinking or gambling) has been disclosed by others.
According to the survey conducted by a Japanese software company in March
2012, nearly half (47.4%) of the 900 respondents feel or often feel stressed
when using Facebook. The top answer (34.3% of the 616 respondents) to the
question “what kind of stress do you feel when using Facebook?” was “human
relationships are revealed overtly on the site and there is no privacy”, and the second most common answer (33.8%) was “I should be very careful not to publish
indiscreet remarks on the site, because I don’t understand to what extent they
would be shared”4. Thus, many users may feel uneasy about their inability to
control their personal information and to properly maintain their online images.
On the other hand, many business organisations have collected various kinds of
users’ information they can acquire when they provide users with customised-online services using dataveillance systems (Orito, 2011). It includes information
on users’ activities such as access history, search keywords and location information. Some applications installed on smart phones or iPods automatically collect
personal information of their users, and the information can be merged with other information stored in the devices. As many kinds of information are collected
in various ways without users’ clear awareness, gaining PII is not necessary for
individuals or organisations to commit infringement of the right to privacy. For
them, the information that a person who has a device with a certain number is
enough to infringe this person’s privacy, because a unique number or code assigned to, say, each smart phone or personal networking device can be used as
a user identifier. In this regard, it is urgently necessary to examine the nature of
“sensitive” information in the current Net environment.

4.2 The curse concept of the right to information privacy
If infringement of the right to privacy can be done without using PII as mentioned above, APPI which focuses on protection of PII is not effective for privacy
protection nowadays. In fact, Japan Federation of Bar Associations (2012) points
out that in accordance with the advancement and proliferation of ICT, not only
PII but non-PII should legally be protected (p. 406). The current socio-political
and technological environment puts individuals’ privacy in jeopardy.
Even though the individuals’ ability to control the flow of their personal information deteriorates in the current situations and the law regulations for personal
information protection do not work effectively, the proponents of My Number
4. See http://dls02.justsystems.com/download/fastask/biz/report/fa_reportfacebook_20120405.
pdf, last access June 10, 2013.
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System, including one of the key members of the relevant governmental committee, often provide the groundless allegation that the system would enhance the
individuals’ capacity to control circulation of their personal information. It seems
that the concept of the right to information privacy as a right to control the flow
of personal data is utilised like a slogan for realising the introduction of the new
system; the concept of “the right to information privacy” has wings in Japanese
society having no connection to reality.
The concept was introduced in the mid-1980s. For instance, Horibe (1988)
undertook an important role for settling the concept in Japan and setting up legal
schemes to protect the right. However, even though more than 20 years have
passed since its introduction, the concept still remains a central idea in many aspects of relevant legal schemes and policy making processes in Japan. One of the
possible reasons of this is that academic professionals and policy makers just utilise
the elder authority of information law in the culturally authoritarian and conservative society.
Paradoxically, however, the reason the concept of the right to information privacy as a right to control the flow of personal information concerning him or her
have repeatedly been utilised may be that there is a lack of social needs to theoretically understand the importance of information privacy in Japan. The concept
may have become a curse to leave the Japanese legal schemes for privacy protection ineffective.

5. Proposal of legal policies for privacy protection in Japan
Whereas the effectiveness of the existing law regulations and the social importance of the right to information privacy have not been examined well in Japan,
the controllability of own personal data certainly deteriorates in the current Net
environment. Moreover, development of an integrated national code-number citizen identification system which may inherit discriminatory characteristics of the
traditional resident registration systems is going to be started, and it is probable
that the Japanese would accept the new system as they have before.
Under such circumstances, will the social importance of privacy protection be
acknowledged or neglected by the Japanese? The authors do not have a clear-cut
answer. However, in any of these cases, it is necessary to think why the right to
privacy is socially important, and what value should be respected in current society where the existing legal approaches for privacy protection are ineffective and
governmental control over citizens would insidiously be strengthened through
usage of the new numbering system. Then, sticking to the concept of “a right to
control the flow of personal information” is harmful; this concept may make us
stop thinking about effective measures to protect the right to information privacy
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beyond PII protection. It is necessary to reconsider why we want to protect our
personal information. The reconsideration would require us to clarify the following: a real sense of PII and sensitive information, and how personal data ought to
be utilised in public and private organisations.
The concept of the right to privacy is elusive. However, one of the promising
ways of substantively protecting the right to information privacy in the current
Net environment may be to develop a legal scheme to maintain and enhance human values which have been considered the protection of the right can maintain
and enhance (e.g. Rachels, 1975; Introna, 1997), even though Jarvis (2011) suggests the importance of redefining the concept of privacy as follows.
“Note that these notions focus on the use of information, not on technologies.
We need principles that can adjust to any new tool. They should apply to individuals, companies, and governments alike - through the more one knows about
another and the more one can do with it, the heavier the responsibility (thus lovers, doctors, Facebook, Google, and government bear greater weight). Whether
and how such guidelines are codified in laws and regulations – and how they are
enforced- are questions that can be answered only after we first try to grapple
which adapting society’s norms in the new age. If we can’t define privacy, how
can we expect to legislate it? (pp. 112-113).”

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we discuss Japanese law regulations of personal information protection referring to the historical progress of resident registration systems which
have contained discriminatory characteristics. We suggest recommendations for
policy making toward effective personal data use and protection suitable to the
current socio-political and technological situations in Japan.
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II. Privacy-particular topics

The conformity to the provisions of the Constitution
of Greece of the «anonymity on the internet»
Dimitris Anastasopoulos

Introduction
The issue of lifting the secrecy of communication is nothing new. On the contrary, it is as old as is the possibility to communicate via technology1. However, in
the recent years the debate has focused with great intensity on the issue of anonymity on the Internet. The debate is about whether it is the inalienable right of
every user of the Internet to act anonymously and, most importantly, whether or
not it is legally possible to lift anonymity when an offence takes place. There are
many who argue that the right to anonymity must be absolute. But there are also
many others who maintain that this right finds its limits where it overlaps with
the protection of other civil rights.
In our country, the debate on the issue has become very widespread especially
after the adoption of the 9/2009 Opinion of the Attorney General2, followed
by the 12/20093 and 9/20114 Opinions. Under these Opinions, traffic and location data of communication are not subject to the protection of confidentiality of communications under Article 19 of the Constitution of Greece, while the
expression of ideas and opinions via the Internet, if made publicly, do not constitute «communication» within the realms of the above article of the Constitution. In each case, sufficient protection should also be provided to the victim of a
crime committed via the Internet.
To respond to the above questions, we need to define some basic concepts, and
first of all the concept of «communication» and «privacy» in accordance with the
Constitution. Also, we should distinguish which cases constitute «communica-

1. See, inter alia, Karamanos, G., The confidentiality of telecommunications, Nomiko Vima,
(Law Journal of the Athens Bar Assosiation) 1968, p. 1137, and Pavlopoulos, P., Technological development and constitutional rights, Modern adventures of confidentiality of communication, Nomiko Vima, 1987, p. 1511 (both in Greek).
2. Available at: www.areiospagos.gr. Last access June 11, 2013.
3. Available at: www.areiospagos.gr. Last access June 11, 2013.
4. Available at: www.areiospagos.gr. Last access June 11, 2013.
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tion» on the Internet and which not, as to be able to respond when a case is covered by the protective scope of article 19 of the Constitution and which not.
So, it is always crucial that the meaning of «communication» in each case is in
accordance with the Constitution. For example, should communication that occurs
between two or more people online with emails or in the inbox of social networks,
e.tc. be treated, as to the matter under consideration, in the same way with the
publication of an article or a comment on a website or blog?
Thus, we will subsequently attempt to respond to these questions, trying to interpret the will of the constitutional legislator on the protection of communication
under Article 19 of the Constitution, regardless of the rest of the legislation on
relevant issues.

Article 19 of the Greek Constitution
To interpret the will of the constitutional legislator we should first of all know
the historical development of the provision of the Greek Constitution regarding
the protection of communication. Thus, from the foundation of Greek democracy
until the present, the relative provision of the Constitution has assumed the following forms5:
Article 14 of the 1844 Constitution: «Confidentiality of correspondence shall be
inviolable».
Article 20 of the 1864 Constitution: «Confidentiality of correspondence shall be
absolutely inviolable».
Article 18 of the 1925/1926 Constitution: «Confidentiality of correspondence
shall be absolutely inviolable».
Article 18 of the 1927 Constitution: «Confidentiality of correspondence, telegrams and phone calls shall be absolutely inviolable».
Article 20 of the 1950 Constitution: «Confidentiality of correspondence and all
other forms of communication shall be absolutely inviolable».
Article 19 of the 1975 Constitution: «Confidentiality of correspondence and all
other forms of free communication shall be absolutely inviolable. The guaranties
under which the judicial authority shall not be bound by the confidentiality for
reasons of national security or for the purpose of investigating especially serious
crimes, shall be specified by law.».
5. Papadopoulos, N., Protection of the confidentiality of communication, Interpretative approach to Article 19 of the Constitution of Greece, Nomiki Bibliothiki, 2009, p. 145 and 162
(in Greek).
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Article 19 of the 2001 Constitution: «1. Confidentiality of correspondence and
all other forms of free communication shall be absolutely inviolable. The guaranties under which the judicial authority shall not be bound by the confidentiality
for reasons of national security or for the purpose of investigating especially serious crimes, shall be specified by law.
2. Matters related to the establishment, operation and powers of the independent
authority ensuring the confidentiality of par. 1 shall be specified by law.
3. The use of evidence acquired in violation of the present article and of articles 9
and 9A is prohibited».
The forms that provision on confide ntiality of correspondance of the Greek Constitution has received constitute an important tool for the detection of the will of
the constitutional legislator6. We note that, as expected, initially confidentiality
concerned only «letters» (1864), then «telegrams» were added as well as phone
calls (1927). Finally, in order to protect every possible means of communication,
the phrase «all other forms of free correspondence» was initially adopted (1952)
and, subsequently, the phrase «all other forms of free correspondence or communication» (1975). This means that in tandem with the evolution of technology,
the intention of the constitutional legislator has been to ensure that every form of
communication, by any means, that may currently exist or be discovered in the
future is protected by the Constitution. From as early on as in 1862, the adverb
«absolutely» was added to the inviolabieity confidentiality of communication,
which has been used until today. In contrast, the addition in the Constitution of
1975 of the second section in the Article 19 (which remains the same until today) concerning the possibility to lift confidentiality of communications, under
certain specified conditions, can only be considered as a regression7.

The terms «communication» and «confidentiality» in Article 19
of the Constitution
Before the broader term «communication» come the very specific term «letters»
(which do not need any explanation) and the somewhat broader term «correspondence», which refers to communication from a distance, by means as instrument or a particular technology. Therefore within the term «correspondence»,

6. See also Pavlopoulos, P., op.cit., Dagtoglou, P., Constitutional Law, Individual Rights A΄, Ant.
N. Sakkoulas, 1991, p. 349, Kaminis, G., The confidentiality of telecommunication, The Constitutional protection and enforcement of the penal legislature and the courts, Nomiko
Vima, 1995, 505 (both in Greek).
7. Pavlopoulos, P., op.cit., p.1513, Kaminis, G., op.cit., p. 506.
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various forms and methods of communication are included8, as are those through
which the dispatch of message that has the form of a written text or picture takes
place, such examples include sms messages, emails, telexes, e.tc. Moreover, there
is the correspondence through which the dispatch of a message that has the form
of voice takes place, as for example communication through land lined or satellite telephone communication e.tc. Finally, there is also the possibility of correspondence via a message in the form of a voice or a moving image, like video
calls or video conferences.
The term «communication» as specified in Article 19 of the Constitution, is much
broader as it included all the above comments on this term, as well as any other
means that enables communication between two or more people. In particular,
the term «communication» means transmission of human thought, i.e. the transfer of a message with some content between those who communicate, and it can
de realised whether those who communicate are at some distance (using representational or other mechanical means, so we have «indirect» communication)
or not (when there are no representational means of communication used, so we
have «direct» communication). Of course, one of the main forms of direct communication is the oral one. So, we can observe a course from the specific to the
general: «letters» -> «correspondence» -> «communication»9.
As, therefore, we see from the formulation of Article 19, confidentiality of all
forms of free communication is protected. The objects of this protection are both
freedom of communication and confidentiality of all forms of communication10.
However, article 19 of the Constitution does not protect any kind of communication between people, but only the confidential one, that is the one been realised
within the context of intimacy11. Indeed, the meaning of intimate communication is also in accordance with the European Court of Human Rights, which uses
the term «intimacy» in the decision Wisse v. France of 20-3-200612.
8. Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 169.
9. Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 171.
10. Tsolias, G., Telecommunication data in light of confidentiality: concerns about the view
of the incorporation of Directive 2002/58/EC, Media & Communication Law, 2004,
p. 358, Chrysogonos, K., Individual and Social Rights, 3rd edition, Nomiki Bibliothiki,
2006, p. 256 (both in Greek).
11. Tsakirakis, S., Confidentiality of communication, Absolutely inviolable or a blessing of
the law?, Nomiko Vima, 1993, p. 995, Crysogonos, K., op.cit., pp. 256-257. In Greek.
The same point of view is expressed by the Attorney General by the 19/2009 Opinion,
op.cit.
12. See point 29 of the decision: “…Si l’ écoute par l’administration pénitentiaire des
conversations tenues au parloir est effectuée dans un souci de sécurité de la détention,
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This type of communication not only does not aim in being made public but on
the contrary, it wishes to remain confidential and known only to those who communicate. This desire stems from the fact that the special relations that grow selectively between specific people in conditions of intimacy and trust, such as,
e.g., friendly, erotic, familial and professional relationships (if they remain private13), are very important for people’s lives and are distinguished from all other
social relations. For this reason also, Article 19 of the Constitution protects confidentiality of communication as an individual right. Consequently, it is very crucial to recognize the right of an individual to share with a person of her choice
thoughts, ideas, feelings, without those being disclosed to third parties. For this
reason, the constitutional legislator in the most explicit way includes in the protective field of Article 19 only confidential communication.
It would also be interesting to examine at this point how the national legislator (besides the constitutional one) defines the term of communication. Thus, in
accordance with Article 2 par. 5 of the law 3471/2006 «Protection of personal
data and privacy in the context of electronic communications and law amendment 2472/97», which incorporated the Directive 2002/58/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council «concerning the processing of personal data and
the protection of privacy in the context of electronic communications», communication is defined as: «any information exchanged or conveyed between a finite
number of parties through a publicly available electronic communications service. Νot included in this is any information conveyed as part of a broadcasting
service to the public over an electronic communications network except in cases
in which the information can concern an identifiable subscriber or the user receiving it». Also, in Αrticle 2 par. 9 of the law 3471/2006, but also Αrticle 2
of the law 3431/2006 «concerning electronic communications and other provisions», the term of electronic communication services includes «the services normally provided for remuneration which consists wholly or mainly in the conveyance of signals το electronic communications networks, including telecommunications services». We note that in this context the concept of communication is
further specified in the relevant laws in order to serve the goals set by each law.

parfaitement légitime, l’ enregistrement systématique de celles-ci à d’autres fins dénie à la
fonction du parloir sa seule raison d’être, celle de maintenir une «vie privée» du détenu relative - qui englobe l’ intimité des propos tenus avec ses proches. Les conversations tenues
dans le parloir d’ une prison peuvent en conséquence se trouver comprises dans les notions
de «vie privée» et de «correspondance»”. Available at http://sim_law.uu.nl/sim/caselaw/
Hof.nsf/2422e. Last access June 11, 2013.
13. Dagtoglou, P., op.cit., p. 350.
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So, it is crucial to establish each time when a communication is confidential,
i.e. secret. A basic criterion is the intention of the dispatcher of the message14,
which should be established clearly, informing the recipient of the communication that she wishes that their communication remain confidential. However, the
same should be desired by the recipient of the communication, which should also
be stated clearly, or at least be inferred from the circumstances. For example, a
kidnapper who calls the child’s parents asking for ransom, probably wishes the
communication to remain confidential, but this does not mean that the parents
desire the same, even though out of fear they may assure the kidnapper that the
communication will remain confidential. Thus, it is obvious that such a communication is not carried out within the realms of trust and intimacy, as is required
by Article 19 of the Constitution mentioned above in order to be protected by it.
Therefore, confidentiality of communication depends on the will of both (or
more) parties participating in it15. Their will should indeed be established in a
clear manner, taking the necessary steps to preserve the confidentiality of the
content of the communication. Thus, a letter to the press by definition does not
constitute confidential communication. The same applies to a letter left deliberately open which therefore can very easily be read by anyone16. In contrast, a letter
placed in a sealed envelope obviously constitutes confidential communication.
On the contrary, if none of those who communicate wishes that their communication remains confidential, then there is no question of confidentiality but
of freedom of expression17. Also, if confidentiality is desired by only the one
and not the other, then the right that must be protected is the private life of
the first one (Article 9 of the Constitution) or his personality (Article 5 of the
Constitution)18.
Consequently, within the term «confidential» two elements are included19: a)
the subjective one, according to which the one who communicates expresses his
expectation that the content and the data of the communication will not be revealed to a third person and b) the objective-social element, according to which
14. Magakis, G.-A., On the criminal protection of the confidentiality of phone calls, Poinika
Chronika XV, p. 10. In Greek.
15. Manesis, A., Constitutional Law, Individual Freedoms, Sakkoulas publications, 1978,
pp 165-166, Tsakirakis, S., op.cit., p. 998, Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 256, Karamanos,
K., op.cit., p. 1138. In Greek.
16. Manesis, A., op.cit., p. 166.
17. Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 256.
18. Tsakirakis S., op.cit., p. 998.
19. Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 172.
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this expectation is such so as to be considered reasonable by society. Of course,
it is correctly pointed out20 that the confidentiality guaranteed by the Constitution is not protected “absolutely” between communicators. No matter how much
somebody trusts his interlocutor, even if he has expressly requested to keep the
communication private, he always accepts the danger that the content of their
communication be made known to a third party. Otherwise, if we considered the
protection of communication “absolute”, including the interlocutor, we would
have a excessive restriction of her personality, since in that case she would be
supposed to obtain the consent of the other party of communication, so that he
could inform a third person, even many years later, not only of a part of the content of their communication, but even of the fact that they did communicated at
all.
Certainly, on the other hand, the confidentiality of communication between two,
or more persons cannot be completely unprotected because, in this case, the freedom of communication would be significantly limited. Even the possibility that
each party of the communication may record the other one, unbeknownst of the
latter, and afterwards may make it known to an unknown number of persons
would be allowed. For this reason, the protection of confidentiality is also justified by the legitimate expectation that this communication will not be revealed
to a third person. On this issue, the Supreme Court21 has expressed the following
opinion: «in this way, however, the freedom of communication would be limited,
because then everyone would live with the depressing feeling that every thoughtless or exaggerated, at least, expression in the context of oral private discussion
could be used afterwards under other circumstances as evidence against him,
much more when the modern technical means provide wide possibilities of the
alteration of the content of the recordings, alterations which are very difficult
or even impossible to be diagnosed”. For this reason, the protection of the privacy of the interlocutor is quaranteed by article 370A of the Penal Code concerning “Violation of confidentiality of phone calls and oral discussion”, under which the
recording of telephone or oral exchange without the knowledge or consent of
other person, is punishable. However, it is correctly supported22 that in this case
too, what is worthy of protection is confidentiality of communication, if those
who communicate refer to privacy issues. Nonetheless, an abusive or threatening
phone call cannot be considered “private communication” and consequently, it is
outside the field of protection of article 19 of the Constitution.
20. Kaminis, G., op.cit., p. 512.
21. Supreme Court, Decision No.1/2001, available at: www.areiospagos.gr. Last access
June 10, 2013.
22. Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 260.
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On the contrary, the protection of confidentiality of communication according
to the Constitution is «absolute», excluding of course third parties23, and more
specifically, state authorities and investigators. With “freedom” of communication, the Constitution protects the freedom of every person to engage in private
communication, without being prevented from doing this from an intervention
by state authorities24.
Public communication is not protected by article 19 of the Constitution25. Thus,
an open/unsealed letter, a public advertisement, a published text, are not subject
to the meaning of the terms “correspondence” and “communication”. In the old
days, the example of a “sealed letter”26 was more often used. It was, that is, acceptable that the confidentiality of a letter was protected, provided that the letter
was sealed. Conversely, if a letter had been left unsealed intentionally and therefore could be read by everyone, then it was not protected by article 19. Similarly,
it is accepted27 that each public communication, however it takes place, as for
example via the Internet, it is not protected by article 19.
Finally, the protection of confidentiality of communication occupies every stage
from its beginning until its end, that, in cases of distant communication the recipient is informed of the content of the message28. It includes all preparatory
actions of communication, as is the dialing on the mobile telephone, and finishes
the moment the message reaches the recipient and can be read and do with it as
she wishes. Certainly, in this form, it includes also traffic and location data of
communication, to which we will refer in detail subsequently.

Traffic and location data of the communication
The most discussed topic on the protection of confidentiality of communication
concerns whether traffic and location data of the communication are subject to
the meaning of communication and, consequently, to the protection of its confidential character.

23. Tsakirakis, S., op.cit., p. 995, Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 182.
24. Dagtoglou, P., op.cit., p. 352, Manesis, A., op.cit., p. 164.
25. Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 257, Dagtoglou, P., op.cit, p. 350, Magakis., G.-A., op.cit.,
Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 172, Tsakirakis, S., op.cit., p. 997.
26. Manesis, A., op.cit., p. 166, p. 166, Dagtoglou, P., op.cit., p. 350, Karamanos, G., op.cit.,
p. 1138, Tsakirakis, S., op.cit., p. 997, Georgopoulos, K., Abridged Constitutional Law,
3rd edition, Ant. N. Sakkoulas, Athens-Komotini, 1991, p. 501. All in Greek.
27. Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 257, op.cit., p. 257.
28. Dagtoglou, P., op.cit., p. 351.
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Traffic and location data are other elements of communication, apart from its
content, which are integrally connected with it29. Traffic data is all processed information which aid to achieve communication via the telecommunication network or the Internet30 and include the phone number, the number dialled, the
identity of the connection, passwords, the time and the duration of communication, protocol information, e.tc. Location data is all processed information in the
telecommunications network which indicate the location of the terminal equipment of a user of a telecommunications service available to the public.
Previously in theory it was accepted that traffic/location data were not subject
to the meaning of communication and, consequently, its protection31. In fact, by
majority, the same opinion is adopted by the jurisprudence32, the recent example
being the 9/2009, 12/2009 and 9/201133 Opinions of the Attorney General. In
these Opinions it was held that confidentiality of communication concerns only
its content and not traffic and location data and, as such, the disclosure of these
data for those who commit offences is permitted.
However, the 924/2009 decision of the Supreme Court34 changed the above opinion and held that lists of incoming and outgoing phone calls which are included
in the case files and state names, dates, the beginning time and duration of every
phone call do not constitute legal evidence, if they do not comply with the statutory procedure for the lifting of confidentiality (law 2225/1994) since traffic and
location data are subject to the protection of confidentiality of communications.
Also, the Hellenic Data Protection Authority has expressed the opinion that the
traffic and location data of the communication do not constitute sensitive personal data35, so they are not subject to the confidentiality of communication36.

29. European Court of Human Rights, Decision Malone v. the United Kingdom, 2-8-1984,
point 84 of the decision (1984) 7 ECHR 14.
30. Alexandropoulou-Aigyptiadou, E., Legal safeguard of the confidentiality of mobile
communications (The Greek legal regulation in view of the recent law 3674/2008), in
Protection of Privacy & Information and Communication Technologies–Technical and
Legal issues, Labrinoudakis, K., Mitrou, L., Gritzalis, S., Katsikas., S., eds., Papassotiriou, 2010, p. 658.
31. Manesis, A., op.cit., p.167, Georgopoulos, K., op.cit., p. 501, Karamanos. G., op.cit., p. 1137.
32. Supreme Court, Decision No. 570/2006, available at: www.dsanet.gr. Last access June 10,
2013.
33. Op.cit.
34. Available at: www.areiospagos.gr. Last access June 10, 2013.
35. DPA, Decision No.19/2008, online available at: www.dpa.gr. Last access June 10, 2013.
36. DPA, Opinion No.79/2002, online available at: www.dpa.gr. Last access June 10, 2013.
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An opposing opinion is expressed by the Hellenic Authority for Communication
Security and Privacy (HACSP), Opinion 1/2005 resolved this question as it had
received several reports from companies providing mobile telephone services, according to which these companies satisfied demands of public authorities to provide them elements of the communication of their subscribers (lists of incomingoutgoing calls, time of the conversation, e.tc.), without observing the procedure
of the law 2225/1994 for the «protection of the freedom of communication». So,
with the above opinion the HACSP expressed the view that traffic and location
data of the communication certainly fall within the protective scope of Article
19 of the Constitution. As a key argument for this opinion, the HACSP referred
to the fact that Article 19 guarantees the inviolability of all kinds of communication, without making the distinction between traffic and location data from other
data and the content. If, according to the HACSP, the constitutional legislator
desired such a distinction, it would have been explicitly expressed.
The majority, however, in theory favours the opinion that traffic and location
data of communication are subject to the protection of confidentiality of communication according to Article 19 of the Constitution37, because they function
as an integral element of the terms “letter”, “correspondence” and “communication”. Indeed, this opinion is the most correct, according to the formulation of
Article 19 of the Constitution, which does not make any distinction between
“content of a message” and other data of communication. Thus, it has correctly
been pointed out in the past38 that the constitutional protection of confidentiality
not only starts at the moment that a message or a letter is posted, but it also covers transport to the post office or the mailbox, since this is also a part of the com-

37. Papadopoulos. N., op.cit., p. 184, Karakostas, I., Law & Internet, Legal issues of Internet,
3rd edition, P.N.Sakkoulas, Law & Economy, 2009, p. 154, Panagopoulou – Koutnatzi, F.,
On freedom of blogging, Sakkoulas, Athens-Thessaloniki, 2010, p. 61, Tsolias, G., Protection of privacy and personal data in electronic communications, in Protection of Privacy &
Information and Communication Technologies – Technical and Legal issues, Labrinoudakis, K., Mitrou, L., Gritzalis, S., Katsikas., S., eds., op.cit., p. 681, Tsolias, G., Telecommunication data in light of confidentiality: concerns in the view of the incorporation
of Directive 2002/58/EC, op.cit., p. 360, Alexandropoulou-Aigyptiadou, E., op.cit., p.
657, Arkouli, K., Protection of personal data in electronic communications, Nomiki Bibliothiki, 2010, p. 62, Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 258, Tsakirakis, S., op.cit., p. 998, Iglezakis, I., Freedom of expression and anonymity on the internet: the example of blogs, Media &
Communication Law, 2011, p. 321, Papadopoulos, M., Legal problems in lifting of confidentiality of communication in Greece (Lifting the nonsense in the lifting of confidentiality
in Greece), Media & Communication Law, 2007, p. 38. All texts in Greek.
38. Dagtoglou, P., op.cit. p. 351.
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munication. It also covers all the process until it finally reaches the hands of the
recipient and he takes cognizance of it.
To this interpretation of the desire of the constitutional legislator contributes
also the fact that often traffic and location data can be more important than the
content of a message, as far as it concerns the type of the relationship between
those who communicate. Moreover, the rapid progress of technology has highlighted the importance of traffic and location data of communication, as these,
with the suitable combination, may lead to conclusions concerning specific aspects of an individual’s privacy and thus assemble his digital portrait39, collecting
all kinds of information from the communications he makes, even without the
knowledge of the particular content of the communication. A typical case is the
creation of a digital consumer profile, in which according to the web pages that
a user of the Internet visits, through the use of cookies his preferences are registered and thus his consumer profile is created. Advertising companies operating
on the Internet are informed about this, and they may target this kind of consumer with specific advertisements for products he might be interested in.
Finally, in favour of the opinion that traffic and location data of communication
are protected from the confidentiality of communication we have the probability
that always exists for a mistaken estimate of the nature and particular characteristics of the person making the communication, especially when she is being
monitored by investigative authorities. Such a mistaken estimate can lead to the
violation of the constitutional evidence of innocence and to other offences of the
rights of people who are being monitored. This means that as a reasonable condition, for the protection of confidentiality of communication we assume the freedom of conduct, which does not happen when this conduct is under control and
in particular with the possibility of the imposition of sanctions40.
Consequently, traffic and location data are elements of the communication protected by article 19 of the Constitution. This is also concluded from the social
conditions. How can we imagine a world where anyone – much less the public
authorities –knows who, when and how each citizen communicates, whether she
is someone connected personally with her or some stranger? Who could tolerate
that anyone can know when and with whom he communicates every day, even
if they could not know the content of the communication? It is therefore obvious that the constitutional right for the protection of the communication cannot
include only what is being said but also when it is said and to whom. Otherwise,

39. Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 185, Arkouli, K., op.cit., p. 62.
40. Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 256.
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the right to privacy the article 19 seeks to protect would face a dramatic limitation.
Customary jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights supports this
interpretation. Since 1984 the ECHR with its decision Malone v. The United Kingdom (1984)41 pointed out that the recording of phone calls contain information
such the called numbers, which constitute integral elements of communication,
covered by the protective scope of Article 8 of ECHR42. Respectively the ECHR
has also judged with other decisions, as Heglas v. Czech Republic (2007)43 and Copland v. the United Kingdom (2007)44.
Finally, arguments in favour of this opinion are also drawn from national legislation45. In a series of legislative acts the legislator has expressed the opinion
that traffic and location data are integral elements of communication. Thus, in
accordance with Article 5 par. 10 of the law 2225/1994 concerning the freedom of communication: «the content of communication, which became known
due to the lifting of the confidentiality as well as every other element related
to it are prohibited, with a sentence of nullity, to be used and to be taken into
consideration as direct or indirect proof…». Moreover, in accordance with paragraph 1 of Article 370A of the Penal Code «… whoever illicitly traps or with any
other way intervenes in an appliance, connection or network… or in a system…,
with the intention for himself or another to be informed or record on a material carrier the content of a phone conversation between third parties or the location and traffic data of this communication is punishable». The same conclusion is reached by anyone who reads the provisions of the Presidential Decree
47/2005 (Processes as well as technical and organisational guarantees for the
lifting of confidentiality of communications and for its guarantee), Article 5 par.
2 of the law 3783/2009 (Identification of holders and users of equipment and
services of mobile telephony and other provisions) and Article 2 par. 5 of the law
3471/2006 (Protection of personal data and private life in the sector of electronic communications and law amendment 2472/1997).

41. (1984) 7 ECHR 14.
42. See point 84 of the decision.
43. (2009) 48 ECHR 44.
44. (2007) All ER (D) 32 (Apr).
45. See, inter alia, Tsolias, G., comments in the Opinion 9/2009 of the Attorney General,
Criminal Justice, 2009, p. 923.
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Anonymity on the Internet in particular
While in telecommunications the answer to when a communication is subjected to the protective scope of article 19 of the Constitution is relatively easy, in
the field of the Internet things are much more complicated. In telecommunications there are usually only two persons who participate in it, while the technical
methods that are used in order to achieve the communication are also easier to
be identified. On the contrary, the system of communications via the Internet is
much more complex while often more than two persons can be involved in the
communication. Also, anonymity on the Internet is certainly a more usual phenomenon than on any other means of communication.
First, it is accepted that anonymity on the Internet is a right, based on articles 5,
5A, 9 and 14 of the Constitution46. Both anonymous expression and the use of
an alias constitute specific expressions of freedom of expression, privacy and the
free development of personality in the frames of a broader right for the protection of «the digital privacy of the individual»47.
However, the possibility of this anonymous expression on the Internet poses
many dangers too. The rapid development of information technology and communication not only have made the right to privacy more vulnerable48 but have
also created the possibility to commit various crimes through the Internet, whose
detection is very difficult and often impossible49. So, it has been noted correctly
that we should avoid the abuse of the right to anonymity50.
To answer, then, under what circumstances anonymous communication through
the Internet is protected by article 19 of the Constitution it is essential to determine when there is a «communication» under the meaning of the Article 19.
Any communication via the Internet between two or more persons is subject to
the term of communication by article 19 of the Constitution provided that those
who communicate have taken the necessary measures of safeguarding the con-

46. Iglezakis, I., op.cit.
47. Moukiou, X., Music piracy, mobile phones and religious indoctrination, New reflections
on the “digital privacy” within the European frames, Human Rights, 2010, p. 352. In
Greek.
48. Mavrias, K., The Constitutional right to privacy, Ant. N. Sakkoulas, 1982, pp. 168-169. In
Greek.
49. Arkouli, K., op.cit., p. 81.
50. Tsolias, G., Anonymity on the internet: Νο to the excessive exercise, Elefterotypia (Greek
newspaper), 27-8-2011. (In Greek).
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fidentiality of their communication51. Thus, e-mails52, communication in the
inbox of any electronic communication platform (social media) and any other
means of online communication, according to which the persons who communicate have taken the necessary measures so as to keep their communication
confidential, are subject to article 19 of the Constitution. This position has been
adopted by the Attorney General in the Opinion 9/2009, stating: «It is certainly
understandable that there is also privacy in communication via the Internet if a
special procedure has been used to preserve confidentiality. This example applies
when using a website someone has created a secret profile to which only himself and some of the persons chosen by him, who have the necessary passwords
have access53». In fact, in this case, the constitutional protection of privacy begins
when the electronic message has been written but has not yet been transmitted
via modem and telephone line to the recipient, and continues for as long as it
remains on the server of the recipient54. Also, in this case all the accompanying
elements of electronic communication, such as the IP address of the user, the
number and identity of the connection or the user’s terminal equipment, passwords, traffic and location data, e.tc., constitute a part of confidential communication.
In contrast, whenever there is α direct public posting of a text, comment, e.tc., on
the Internet by its author, according to the above, there is no confidential communication according to article 19 of the Constitution. In this case are included
the administrator of a web page or a blog that publishes directly (that is without
the contribution of a third person) a text, the visitor of a website or a blog who
is able to publish automatically (without the assistance of the administrator) a
comment or an article, anyone who publishes anything in social media, in his
or someone else’s profile, and, generally, anyone who publishes anything on the
internet directly. However, the predominant view, until now, has been that all
these cases are protected by Article 19 of the Constitution, even if in this way an
offence may be committed55. Nonetheless, we believe that these cases fall within
the scope of protection of article 5A56 of Constitution on the right to information
51. Chrysogonos, K., op.cit., p. 257.
52. Athens Court of Appeals, Decision No. 9099/2005, Media & Communication Law, 2005,
p. 561. In Greek.
53. This Opinion received strong criticism. See, inter alia, Panagopoulou – Koutnatzi, F., op.cit.,
pp. 55-56. In Greek.
54. Karakostas, I., op.cit, p. 155, Opinion 6/2008 of the Attorney General, online available at:
www.areiospagos.gr. Last access June 10, 2013.
55. See, inter alia, Panagopoulou – Koutnatzi, F., op.cit., p. 65.
56. Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., p. 232.
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and not within article 19, since it deals with the transmission and distribution
of information and not with communication in the context of intimacy, as mentioned above. Even if someone communicates publicly with someone else, as is
the case in social media, once again it cannot be argued that this is “communication” within the context of article 19, since it occurs in public, not in confidentiality.
The case when one cannot directly post a text or comment on a web page, or in a
blog, but this requires the contribution of a third person, usually the assistance of
the administrator, causes more problems of interpretation. This concerns those
cases in which the author of the text or the comment will have first to “communicate” with the administrator (or whoever else is necessary) so he can publish the
text or comment. In such a case there is no automated process. However, this is
not «communication» in the context of intimacy, as required in accordance with
what was mentioned above, in order to apply article 19 of the Constitution, but
a standard procedure which must be followed by the user in order to publish the
text or comment he wants.
Of course, the above should be considered in the light of the given interaction
and conflict of the right to protection of communication with other constitutional rights, such as the right to privacy by article 9, the right to free development
of personality by article 5, the right to freedom of expression by article 14, the
right to information by article 5A and informational self-determination right by
article 9A57. And of course, in relation to the right to judicial protection by article 20 par. 1 of the Constitution, which is often in a de facto conflict. On the one
hand we have someone who commits a crime against another, e.g. by threat or
defamatory, and yet claims, effectively till today, the right to the confidentiality of communication, and on the other hand, we have the one against whom
the offence was committed, and who has the right to judicial protection under
the Constitution, but he forfeits it, since up today the opinion that these cases
are subject to confidentiality of communication prevails, despite the above contrary Opinions of the Attorney General. Indeed, the ECHR with its decision K.U.
v. Finland (2008)58, considering where the Finnish law of confidentiality, similar
to ours, has prevented the discovery of the perpetrator of crimes via the internet against minor children, ruled as follows: «Although freedom of expression
and confidentiality of communications are primary considerations and users of
telecommunications and Internet services must have a guarantee that their own
57. Tsakirakis, S., op.cit., p. 1003, Tsolias, G., The telecommunication data in light of
confidentiality: concerns in the view of the incorporation of Directive 2002/58/EC, op.cit.,
p. 358, Papadopoulos, N., op.cit., pp. 229, 236. In Greek.
58. (2008) ECHR 2872/02.
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privacy and freedom of expression will be respected, such guarantee cannot be
absolute and must yield on occasion to other legitimate imperatives, such as the
prevention of disorder or crime or the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others. Without prejudice to the question whether the conduct of the person who
placed the offending advertisement on the Internet can attract the protection of
Articles 8 and 10, having regard to its reprehensible nature, it is nonetheless the
task of the legislator to provide the framework for reconciling the various claims
which compete for protection in this context. Such framework was not however
in place at the material time, with the result that Finland’s positive obligation
with respect to the applicant could not be discharged. This deficiency was later
addressed. However, the mechanisms introduced by the Exercise of Freedom of
Expression in Mass Media Act (see paragraph 21 above) came too late for the
applicant»59.
Ιn conclusion, the protection of privacy on the Internet should be a primary aim
of the legislator. However, the conflicting interests should be weighed every
time, in order to adequately protect all parties and, of course, the victim of a
crime. And the meaning of communication under article 19 of the Constitution
should not be confused, as we explained above, with any action on the Internet,
which does not meet the above conditions.
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Genetic privacy versus genetic solidarity
in the field of donation and expectation of benefits
in research biobanks
Angeliki Barmpagalou

Introduction
Medical science during the last decades has developed more than it has developed in the last thirty centuries. The intense research effort of the last years and
the new directions of scientific thought have added more diagnostic and therapeutical weapons to the inexorable battle for life.
One of the most valuable instruments of this effort, a product of the rapid evolution of biotechnology is biobanks for research purposes. The establishment and
the operation of these biobanks have raised expectations for addressing serious
problems for human life such as the genesis and the course of specific diseases.
The initiation of the interpretation of the human genome has turned attention to
the so-called ‘functional genomics’ (Pevsner, 2009) and has oriented the interest
in understanding the links among genes, genes with environment and genotype
(the aggregation of the genetic information) with phenotype (the aggregation of
the biological characteristics of an organism) (Knoppers and Fecteau, 2003).
It is well known to scientists involved in genetics that the complexity of an organism is related to the ‘different genes’ provision, the regulation of the degree of
their expression and certainly not to the number of genes. Thus, the discovery by
the scientists of the role that genes play in the expression of certain diseases will
offer them, from the therapeutically point of view, the advantage of proposing
an efficient type of medications for patients as well as to develop new methods
and tests of diagnosis (National Center for Biotechnology Information, 1998).
On the other hand, all samples of biological material, stored in a research
biobank, contain an archive of genetic information is unique for every individual
(but see also Bottis, 2000). This information concerns not just the individual,
but also her blood relatives, who share ‘a common gene pool’ (Mason and Laurie,
2006) and contains a degree of certainty that those persons might be affected by
a genetic disease. Thus genetic diagnostic tests may explore if there is a predisposition to a specific disease or if there is a possibility his or her descendants to face
the same medical problem (Bottis, 2000).
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Nevertheless, is it possible to consider human genome as a ‘heritage of humanity’
(UNESCO, 1997). In this case, does the principle of genetic altruism takes precedence, or the right of self-determination of the donor is at stake in the field of
research?

The right of self-determination
The right of self-determination of the donor of the biological material consists
on the ability of the individual to determine the time and the circumstances under which it is possible to allow the processing of the information related to her.
Self-determination and autonomy of the individual are based upon freedom of
decision. In correlation with genetic data protection, the right of self-determination lies on the individual’s ability to decide which of her information will be
permitted to collect, stored and become an object for processing and research.
Additionally, the right of self-determination of the donor is directly associated
with consent, which should always be voluntary and explicit, following detailed
information.
Under the Universal Declaration of UNESCO in Bioethics and Human Rights
adopted on 2005, article 6.2:
‘Scientific research should only be carried out with the prior, free, express and
informed consent of the person concerned’.
The meaning of this paragraph is summarized in one principle, that the donor
has been appropriately informed for the purposes, significance and implications
regarding the use of the biological material and data. Informed consent founds its
moral foundation and documentation on the respect of the individual’s autonomy. Autonomous is the individual who has the ability to take decisions freely and
consciously, liberated from any kind of pressure forming a life frame according
to his decisions (Bottis, 2000).
Nevertheless, respect for autonomy does not mean total self-governance, in case
of a decision which affects others (Hansson et al., 2006). For example, the members of a family might not wish their genes mapped, knowing that molecular biology could link genetic information with donor’s clinical data and in some cases
with relevant non-medical information (Gaulfield et al., 2003).

The protection of genetic information
According to the research report of Parker and Lucassen (2004) a central question arises: ‘Does genetic information belong to the donor or to his entire family,
in other words, are we referring to a ‘personal account model’ or a ‘joint account
model’?
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More specifically, in the ‘personal account model’ the donor has the absolute control of genetic information management. In the ‘joint account model’, genetic information is accessible to everyone who is related to it and restrictions are in
place only if certain reasons exist.
The collection and management of biological material encounter dilemmas related to the query on who controls genetic information. In case of the ‘personal account model’ for example, genetic information belongs exclusively to the donor,
on the other hand the ‘joint account model’ offers this power to the researcher.
The Council of Europe Recommendation No (97)5 in article 9.1 states that:
‘Appropriate technical and organizational measures shall be taken to protect
personal data- processed in accordance with this recommendation- against accidental or illegal destruction, accidental loss, as well as against unauthorized access, alteration, communication or any other form of processing. Such measures
shall ensure an appropriate level of security taking account, on the one hand,
of the technical state of the art, and, on the other hand, of the sensitive nature
of medical data and the evaluation of potential risks. These measures shall be
reviewed periodically’.
In a European frame, a platform is already in place for the establishment of safety mechanisms regarding storage and use of genetic information and depending
on the targets of the biobank, the genetic information as well as the information
related to the medical status of the patient and his life conditions could related
directly with the samples (Caulfield et al., 2003). Thus biological sample collections obtain a discrete role due to this association. Laurie has expressed the opinion that biobanks could become a source of dangers due to the structure, function and aims and not due to the fact that they store genetic data (Laurie, 2002).
In addition, genetic analysis could offer valuable information for populations,
such ethnological groups or group of individuals who are vectors of genes related
to specific genetic disease. It is logical to have concerns regarding the kind of
guarantees and rights which could be offered to third parties with interests that
may be affected by the ongoing medical research.
Under the Council of Europe’s Convention of Human Rights and Biomedicine
covering the broader perspectives of the human rights implications related to the
applications of biology and medicine (article 12):
‘Tests which are predictive of genetic diseases or which serve either to identify
the subject as a carrier of a gene responsible for a disease or to detect a genetic
predisposition or susceptibility to a disease may be performed only for health
purposes or for scientific research linked to health purposes, and subject to appropriate genetic counseling’.
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The most interesting part of this article is the provision of the ‘appropriate genetic counseling’, stating the necessity to inform the person involved before processing his genetic information. Besides, the donor has the right to decide whether he
wishes to participate in a genetic research or not.

The concept of informed consent and freedom of research
Both in terms of bioethics and in terms of personal data protection, consent
should be obtained after sufficient information has been offered. It has been suggested that the practice of giving specific information and asking for specific consent shows respect for patients and donors (Hansson et al., 2006). It is indeed
difficult to imagine consent on any issue without prior information.
The Additional Protocol to the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine
concerning Biomedical Research (article 13) illustrates the relevant information
which must be offered to the donor in order to participate in a research project.
So the donor should be informed about the following:
1. ‘The nature, extent and duration of the procedures involved, in particular, details of any burden imposed by the research project;
2. Available preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures;
3. The arrangements to ensure respect for private life and ensure the confidentiality of personal data;
4. The arrangements for access to information relevant to the participant arising
from the research and to its overall results;
5. The arrangements for fair compensation in the case of damage;
6. Any foreseen potential further uses, including commercial uses, of the research result, data or biological materials;
7. The source of funding of the research project;
8. The right to refuse consent or to withdraw consent at any time without being
subject to any form of discrimination;’
Informed consent protects individual autonomy by preventing coercion and deception (O’ Neil 2003). Coercion is the case when individual has been forced
to consent under threat. Nevertheless, there are cases where people may believe
that they are being coerced even when they are not. For example, people might
believe that if they do not cooperate with their doctor in a research project this
will have a negative impact in their future relationship (European Textbook on
Ethics in Research, 2010). And consent of minor patients to research presents
special difficulties (Bottis, 2008).
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On the other hand, the oversupply of information might lead donors to total confusion, resulting in uncritical consent or the refusal of consent due to the failure of
clarification. For example, are the information sheets written in a style that donors
will understand or will they “manipulate” donors consent? Also, will prospective
participants be given an opportunity to go away and think thoroughly their decision
and probably to consult other sources of information such as websites or books?
Additionally, a donor should be able to control to some extent his samples and
related data. This should be ensured by making it possible to enjoy the right to
withdraw consent to the use of the samples and data at any time. It is also recognized that the protection of data is directly connected with the right to withdraw from the research project (Campon et al., 2007). It also very important to
point out that the donor’s right to withdraw at anytime, strengthen people’s willingness to participate in research (Helgesson and Johnsson, 2005). The right to
withdraw consent for the processing of data, effective for the future, has been
provided also by the European Directive on data protection of 1995 and it has
special application to medical - genetic data (Bottis, 2002).
According to the Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences
(CIOMS) it has been suggested in its international ethical guidelines for biomedical research involving human subjects (guidelines 4 and 5) that:
‘informed consent protects the individual’s freedom of choice and respects the individual’s autonomy’ and ‘the individual is free to refuse to participate and will
be free to withdraw from research at any time without penalty or loss of benefits
to which he or she would otherwise be entitled’.
Although there many advantages in the application of informed consent we cannot ignore that the deviation of the explicit and specific consent causes serious
problems on the grounds that research is not limited in a moment but it constitutes a continuous process. For this reason, the purpose of research or the group
of researchers may change during research. In this case, previous informed consent is no longer valid and according to classical research ethics, fresh consent
should be given for each new research project. Taking in advance the number of
donors who might be involved, this would be impractical and also endangers the
scientific value of the entire research project.
On the other hand, one obvious prerequisite for the development in the field of
genetics is to ensure the possibility of performing scientific research and the related experiments (Vidalis, 2003). The Additional Protocol to the Convention of
Human Rights and Biomedicine, in Article 7, states that in order to approve the
proceedings of research, the following factors should be considered:
• Scientific value
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• Importance of the scope
• Interdisciplinary acceptance of research in moral terms
Nevertheless, the most important issue is the protection of the individual and
preventing the infringement of human dignity.

Is broad consent appropriate for research?
Broad consent is the authorization by the participant to the researcher to proceed
with particular actions based on prior information and deliberation. Broad consent is distinguished from blanket consent because it refers to a wide but specified range of uses while blanket consent refers to the unrestricted use of a sample
(European textbook on ethics in research, 2010). Broad consent seems probationary when combined with coding or anonymization of the data. Also broad
consent involves the agreement of the research participants to the use of their
sample or data in different research projects, or by different researchers or in
very different contexts.
On the other hand, according to Additional Protocol to the Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, persons who participate in a research project before being asked to consent should be specifically informed about any foreseen
potential further uses of the research results. Thus, we could assume that donor’s
consent covers at least these potential uses beyond the initial research purpose.
The German National Ethics Council (Nationaler Ethikrat, 2004) points out that
for reasons serving the scientific merit of the process, consent should be given
indefinitely under the condition of withdrawing from the project unless donors
personal data have been destroyed or been fully anonymized.
From another point of view, sometimes we might ‘trade’ the rights of one person
in order to benefit others (Miola, 2006). In this case, the donation should be considered as generous especially in circumstances where the donors cannot expect
immediate personal benefit from their participation (Mullen, 2009). Researchers and patients should be seen as a team, each doing their share to promote the
common good of improved health (Forsberg et al., 2009). European Society of
Human Genetics accepts that individuals may ask to give a broader consent and
in that case, it is not essential to recontact them, although individuals maintain
the right to withdraw at any time (European Society of Human Genetics, 2003).
Nevertheless, before providing broader consent, a donor should be informed
about the possibility of possible future uses for research purposes or for possible
commercial use. Additionally, if a donor had stated in her initial consent that she
wishes new information before any other subsequent research, this wish must be
respected.
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Secondary use of genetic data
The biological material and the related genetic data can be used for secondary
use namely beyond the purpose for which it was collected and stored (Mitrou,
2008) and this is achieved by broader consent. The right of access in this case
should be allowed only when the results are of direct relevance to the donor himself and the survey results are confirmed.
So, in case of cross-border transfer of data according to Directive 95/46 it is essential
to establish that the destination country has a satisfactory level of data protection.
There are cases of non-research uses like in the fields of insurance, employment,
detection of crime or in the field of identification of victims. The potential leak
of data and their possible use by insurance companies or prospective employers
is of a great concern, since it may lead to discriminatory behavior and create inequality based not on the existing possibilities and perspectives of the individual
but on his genetic endowment (Kriari-Katrani, 2004).
In any case, it is advisable to inform the donor of genetic material data on the
ability to have settings that will allow the use of materials and data for purposes
that were initially prohibited.

Donation for research: An obligation or altruism?
Does biobanking serve as a project to improve public health and consequently,
the quality of our life or should it be expected that medical research based on
genetic information may harm the individual, although there is a moral obligation for people to participate in this land as research, as a defensive effort against
genetic deceases?
Research on this topic should focus on individual rights in comparison with public health issues. The anonymity of the samples is an efficient approach in reducing risks for individuals (Hansson et al., 2006). Anonymity naturally is essential
from a secure coded recognition and traceability system (Helgesson et al., 2007).
This practice possibly will reduce publics concerns, but still is not a ‘sufficiently’
moral attitude towards donors. The issue becomes more complicated if we accept
the hypothesis that these samples could be used for future research without a
specified frame of research activities.
The next thing to consider is the obligation or not, from the researchers point
of view, to return the results to the donors as an indication of respect to these
persons. According to Beskow (Beskow et al., 2001) this is not exactly the case.
Genetic data should not be returned, according to their views, if they are not involved in clinical research. Conclusively, it is important not to hide vital informa-
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tion, but also not to confuse the donor, who probably does not have the appropriate scientific background, with irrelevant data.
To become a donor is an act of altruism. The concept is that a donor does not
expect anything in return. The case of biobanking is identical to altruism, if the
issue of data safety is resolved. A biobank first of all is a collection of samples
coded according to a specific IT system. Every single sample corresponds to a
small piece of information of a larger system related to a population or a group of
individuals (Forsberg et al., 2009). Several pieces of information create an overall illustration of the population’s genetics.
The above approach is the most effective approach to increase the donor’s confidentiality to the biobank projects aiming to upgrade medical research and quality
of human life. Confidentiality could be secured on behalf of donors by third party
audits and donors have the moral duty to participate in medical research taking
place within the biobank (Harris, 2005). In this case researchers should boost
their contribution to medical innovation.
Research staff and donors are both important elements of the biobank and they
have a specific target: to promote research for the common good. Advances derived from samples do not produced from the samples themselves but are the
result of the scientific effort of the researchers.
The UK Biobank project has a pure altruistic approach. It invites people to participate in the project by donating genetic samples, focusing on promotion of medical
research and the intention is not to help the specific person but to provide scientific evidence for the future generations. Under this concept there is no feedback for
the participants, and the researchers can focus directly to their intellectual effort.
This is exactly the opposite from the position researchers have followed in other biobank cases like deCode, in Iceland (Bottis, 2005). An altrouistic approach,
however, is the most suitable approach in these cases, if the interests of freedom
of research and justice are to be protected (Tavani & Bottis, 2010).
It is commonly accepted (and UK Biobank Project is an identical example), that
the importance of public interest may negatively affect the interest of the individual, but if the individual honestly cares about the interest of fellow individuals, it is essential to give up some of her rights (Harris, 2005).
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Not a scalpel: RFID implants for patients and
personnel in hospitals
Maria Bottis
The objective of ensuring efficacy in the delivery of healthcare has always been
a legitimate aim for regulators and technologists alike1. It has long been thought
that information health technology could aid in great cost savings and also, in the
optimal addressing of the needs of patients. Electronic health records, clinical
decision support and computerized physician order entry are among the information health technology applications that have been part of current information
health technology in hospitals for quite some time.2
Technology, of course, is not a purpose in itself. It supposedly aims at serving
people’s existing and proven needs, in a way that while using technology (and
paying its costs), we can justify the decision of creation and use of this technology not only because as humans we love to create and innovate, and as technologists we enthuse over new “gadgets”, or even to make money in inventing
new markets for our own pure financial gain, but because we address people’s
real needs and enhance their quality of life. Our research, then, should be worth
both time and money, as otherwise it would not justify itself and time and money
should be devoted to other endeavors.
In the context of healthcare, people become more vulnerable than in any other
context3 and their paramount needs, interests and rights dictate that we be even
more careful in our technological inventions. Patients must be treated in the most
careful way possible. Human rights are implicated in healthcare delivery in an
acute manner and this is the reason why healthcare/medical ethics were amongst
the first fields of ethics developed early in the 19th century. The distinct power
play with the figure of the potent physician on one hand and the feeble childlike patient on the other must now be completed with a healthcare technologist
1. Paper presented at the Barcelona workshop of the Liss Working Group 4, in October 2011.
The meeting took place at the International University of Catalunya, Spain. It was the sixth
meeting of the working group 4 of Liss.
2. Furukawa, M. F., Raghu, T. S., Spaulding, T. J., & Vinze, A., Health Affairs, 27, (3), 865-875
(2008).
3. See generally Katz J., The Silent World of Doctor and Patient, 1983.
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somewhere in the background, who in effect alters the picture often in very important ways. So, electronic health care information systems both offer new opportunities for monitoring access to health and impose additional challenges for
protecting human rights4. The delivery of medicine is more and more dependant
on technology, starting with the results of an endless series of medical diagnostic
and other tests etc. We have also seen a gradual but steady distancing of a patient
from her physician; the relationship often is not even a relationship at all, but an
instant occurrence once in time.
RFID technology, that is radio frequency identification, is a rather new technology which was not initially relevant to health care. RFID uses radio waves in order
to permit the instant identification of items, so data is possible to be processed
over short distances5. RFID systems can identify objects which bear a RFID tag
without line-of-sight contact and permit the wireless transmission of data and
connection to databases and various applications. The identification of objects
with certainty and at real time of course has been and is something we want to
pursue in many domains. When we do our inventory, we know in an instant what
items we have in stock.
In healthcare delivery services, we also have many objects to tag, and therefore
secure their immediate and safe identification. This ranges from medical sponges
and scalpels and other surgical instruments. One of the common lawsuits in medical negligence has been a surgical instrument negligently left in the body of a patient6. This is not the same, of course with the operation on the wrong person-the
solutiοn «tag a patient» as you “tag” a sponge appears immediately problematic.
Patients with dementia or Alzheimer’s disease could seem suitable for the use of
a ‘portable’ identification system, especially in the case where a patient wanders
around and caregivers may not easily find where she is. But as evident in the literature, the questions of using RFID technology on people, patients or healthcare
personnel pose significant ethical questions, especially on privacy/data protection, justice/equity and more importantly, on the commodification of human beings (hence, dignity).

4. Chapman A., Developing Health Information Systems Consistent with Human Rights Criteria,
in Chapman A., (ed.), Health Care and Information Ethics: Protecting Fundamental Human
Rights, Sheed & Ward, 1997, p. 3.
5. Bannon A., RFID: Radio Frequency Identification OR Real Frailty in Data Protection? JILT,
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/law/elj/jilt/2008_1bannon. Last access June 10, 2013.
6. Among the surgical instruments left in the body of patients are: artery forceps, surgical retractors, towel and tubing clamps, tissue and dressing forceps, needle holders, splinter forceps,
surgical scissors, vascular forceps, nail nippers, blades etc.
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1. RFID technology in healthcare
Αny RFID infrastructure is composed by a a tag and a reader. The tag stores data
and an antenna transmitting these data and the reader also has an antenna which
receives the data and a demodulator, which translates the analogue information into digital data7. Tags can be classified as passive (where tags have no own
power supply, receiving energy from the reader antenna) and active (where tags
have their own power supply)8. Passive tags are inexpensive and very small and
their life span is almost unlimited9. The passive tags store restricted amounts of
data storage and are of limited functionality because the information they contain cannot be modified10. Active RFID tags permit expanded capabilities for the
future, but their greater transmission range presents a more substantial threat to
data confidentiality and patient’s privacy11.
RFID tags were not designed with the more efficient delivery of healthcare in
mind; the main concern was to tag and identify objects for sale. They were the
next generation of bad codes and the retail sector was one of the first to adopt
this technology. With the tags, the retailer can control and lever the availability of products in a store and in storage. An unprecedented growth of sales took
place in 2010 when the sale of passive EPC RFID tags took place and the sales
volume exceeded one billion units12. Prices of tags are also decreasing, reaching $0,07 each13. As cheap as this may sound, we must not loose sight of the
fact that the decision for a hospital to adopt RFID technology for either medical equipment or patients/personnel, or both, is definitely a very costly decision.

7. Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. Working document on data protection issues related to RFID technology. WP 105, January 19, 2005, p. 3, available at ec.europa.eu/justice/
policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2005/wp105_en.pdf. Last access June 10, 2013.
8. See generally Alexandropoulou T. & Mavrides J., RFID identification and data protection, Proceedings, E-democracy: challenges of the digital age, 2nd Conference, p. 445, available at
http://scis.aua.gr/Praktika2_1_4.pdf (in Greek). Last access June 10, 2013.
9. Reuven R. Levary, et al, Radio Frequency Identification: Legal Aspects, 12 RICH. J.L. & TECH. 6
(2005), at http://law.richmond.edu/jolt/v12i2/article6.pdf. Last access June 10, 2013.
10. American Medical Association, Report of the Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs, CEJA
Report 5-1-07, Radio Frequency ID Devices in Humans, available at www.ama-assn.org/
ama1/pub/upload/mm/467/ceja5a07.doc. Last access June 10, 2013.
11. Id, p. 1.
12. RFID journal, Sales of EPC RFID tags, ICsa increase reach record levels, available at http://
www.rfidjournal.com/article/view/7952.
13. http://rfidjournal.com/faq/20. Last access June 10, 2013.
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Hundred thousands or even millions of dollars14 have been paid for the installation of RFID technology in hospitals. Additionally, the target market of VeriChip,
the only US company authorized by the FDA to construct and sell ‘medical’ RFID
chips reaches 45 million Americans15. Numbers of course increase when it comes
to an international market.
Especially in healthcare, it is supported that generally, the use of RFID tags can
boost asset utilization rates with real-time location systems (RTLS), leverage
RTLS and RFID technologies to wring greater efficiencies out of existing resources, reduce medical errors by tracking medical devices, increase patient monitoring and safety and improve medication management16. RFID tags have been used
initially in the pharmaceutical industry, to make tracking of medicines easier and
prevent counterfeiting. The US FDA has issued guidelines for RFIDs on drugs
packaging for tracking and against counterfeiting17.
From the tracking of medicines, RFID technology has passed to the most sophisticated tagging of medical equipment, and also, people involved in any way in
healthcare. People are now also tagged, at times: personnel and patients. The tagging ranges from a bracelet, a plastic badge that has buttons to be operated by
the hospital or even an implant18, into the person’s body. In 2007, approximately
1.200 physicians and 66 hospitals had applied to try the VeriChip system, the
RFID implantable device, assuming patients requested it for their safety, under
informed consent procedures and databases support it, so as to be effective19.

14. For example, the cost for three Virginia hospitals to use RFID for five years came up to 3,9
million dollars, see Collins, Hospitals Get Healthy Dose of RFID, http://www.rfidjournal.
com/article/view/920/. Last access June 10, 2013.
15. Lewan T., Chip Implants Linked to Animal Tumors, The Washington Post, http://www.hwshingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/09/08/AR2007090800997_pf.html.
Last access June 10, 2013.
16. RFID in healthcare, http://rfidjournalevents.com/healthcare/. Last access June 10, 2013.
17. Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, id.
18. The RFID implant was approved by the Food and Drug Administration for human use in
2004. A company named VeriChip was the approved by the FDA company to supply the
implantable in humans RFID chip. When the chip is scanned, it reveals a code of 16 digits,
which in its turn is the code for the patient’s medical records held in a database.
19. Kanellos M., Patients, doctors staying away from implantable RFID chips, CNET news, February 12, 2007.
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The use of RFID tags in hospitals is expanding20; and 10-year growth projections
reached in 2007 2 billion dollars21.
I will offer some examples of hospitals that have adopted RFID technology in
order to offer more efficient care in terms of cost, speed, safety e.tc. RFIDs have
been embedded in patient bracelets so that the staff may electronically identify
patients before surgery and avoid surgery upon the wrong patient. Patient RFID
bracelets allow the medical staff to identify electronically a patient before surgery or before administering blood transfusions22. In emergency care, RFID is
used to monitor and analyze patients’ physical locations, as well as the status of
their care, then display that information in charts and graphs via computers located throughout the department (case of the Albert Einstein Medical Center23,
implementation of the system took place in 2009).
Hospitals have also begun to use RFID technology with the goal to locate pieces
of equipment24 when medical staff needs them, so that nurses spend less time
“hunting and gathering” equipment that they need and spend more time towards

20. Wicks AM, Visich JK & Suhong J., Radio Frequency Identification Applications in Hospital Environments: Hospital Topics, 2006; 86(3) 3-8.
21. Ashar BS & Ferriter A., Radiofrequency identification technology in healthcare: benefits and
potential risks. JAMA 2007; 298(19): 2305-2307.
22. In one of the most famous “wrong patient” medical negligence cases, the physician mistook
the five months pregnant claimant (Mrs. Thi-Nho Vo) for another woman, with a very similar name (Mrs. Thi Thanh Van Vo) and performed upon the claimant the medical procedure planned for the other patient. The result was the miscarriage of a five months old fetus. The case was heard by the European Court of Human Rights in 2004 (Vo v. France, No.
53924/00, 19 Eur. Ct. H.R. July 8, 2004, available at http://www.echr.coe.int.). Operating
on the wrong side of the patient, on the wrong organ or on the wrong patient altogether
–name similarities are seen in these cases- have been the subject of extensive research and
has been well documented in the relevant medical negligence bibliography. See indicatively
Chassin MR & Becher EC, The wrong patient, Ann. Inter. Med. 2022; 136;826-833, Neily J.,
Mills PD & Eldridge N. et al., Incorrect surgical procedures inside and outside the operating
room, Arch.Surg. 2009; 144: 1028-1034 and Rhodes P., Giles SJ, Cook GA et al., Assessment
of the implementation of a national patient safety alert to reduce wrong site surgery, Qual.
Saf. Health Care 2008; 17; 409-415.
23. Philly Hospital Uses RTLS to Track Patient Flow, Care and Training, http://www.rfidjournal.com.
24. See for example the deal for the three Virginia hospitals mentioned above: in their case,
the RFID network in each hospital will be able to determine the exact location of all tagged
medical equipment and other mobile assets. The system will also show whether each item is
in use, available or in need of servicing.
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direct patient care25. Hospitals may also efficiently utilize the equipment they
have and lower expenses on equipment rental and purchasing26. Hospitals have
used this technology to locate where patients are and to collect data on patient
movement throughout hospital services27. To simplify the “travel” of a patient in
a hospital, she usually moves from admission, exams, care, recovery, discharge
and billing28. In all these “stops”, RFID technology can help in terms of cost efficiency and management29, heightened patient safety, better tracking of supplies
and real-time management of hospital assets30.
Very recently, in 2011, a new special RFID technology was implemented allowing the monitoring of whether hospital personnel washes their hands, as obliged.
Hospitals in this case will be able to create a record of hand-washing compliance
and also send alerts to people when they attempt to see patients without washing
their hands first. This way, it is expected that hospital-acquired infections will
lessen31.

25. Fisher J., 2006, Indoor Positioning and Digital Management: Emerging Surveillance Regimes
in Hospitals, in T. Monahan (ed.), Surveillance and Security: Technological Politics and Power in Everyday Life, pp. 77-88, New York: Routledge, at p. 80.
26. Glabman M., Room for tracking. RFID technology finds the way, Mater. Manage. Health Care
13 (26–28) (2004) 6, 31–4.
27. Fisher, id., 80. Note 25.
28. As mapped in Cangialosi A., Monaly J. & Yang S., Applying RFID to Patient Care: Challenges
and Opportunities, available at www.irma-international.org/viewtitle/33248/.
29. Id. More particularly: “…Hospital workflow could be streamlined by: 1. Scanning information from a patient wristband directly into the hospital information system. Wristbands
could contain information in human readable and other electronic forms (barcode) to work
with other information systems in use. 2. Scanning and transmitting information about
patient blood vials to the central data repository. Machine-printed labels, which are both
human readable and RFID enabled, could be placed on the vials specifying the requested
lab tests before samples are collected. 3. Working in reverse, the RFID scanner could obtain information from the central repository and display it using a more complex reader that
comes with a graphical display. The display can provide information to verify the identity of
a patient (such as the name of the patient and a photo) and the patient’s previous lab work,
as well as confirm that the requested lab tests have been performed with their time and location as the phlebotomist makes rounds. 4. Identifying discrepancies between the vials drawn
and the vials actually sent to the lab for processing...”. Cangialosi A., Monaly J. & Yang S.,
Leveraging RFID in hospitals: Patient lie cycle and mobility perspectives, IEEE April 2007,
Applications and Practice.
30. Fisher, id., 81. Note 25.
31. GOJO brings WiFi-based RFID to hand-washing dispensers, RFID journal, 22.2.2011,
http://www.rfidjournal.com/article/view/8234.
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2. Privacy implications of RFID implants
Perhaps an easy-and legitimate- criticism of the RFID implantable (and other)
chips is dangers to privacy of a patient32. Indeed, scholarly attention to these devices has primarily come from the fields of bioethics and information ethics and
form privacy advocates33. In a European setting, the Directives34 on data protection dictate that the informed consent is the default rule when it comes to personal data processing, as in the case of RFID medical implants and so, the first
“lens” one should explore the chip field is the privacy lens35.

32. “…The primary concerns surrounding human RFID labeling pertain to their potential impact
on patient privacy and security. Physicians must assure patients that their medical information will be held in confidence. Moreover, maintenance of privacy is required to protect patients from embarrassment, potential social discrimination, loss of health care coverage and
other detrimental consequences…: American Medical Association, Report of the Council
on Ethical and Judicial Affairs, CEJA Report 5-A-07, available at http://epic.org/privacy/
rfid/ama-report.pdf. Accessed June 10, 2013. But see also the statements of Arthrur Caplan, Director of the Center for Bioethics at the University of Pennsylvania in DeNoon, Chip
Implants: Better Care of Privacy Scare? WebMD Health News, http://webmd.com/healthyaging/news/20050727/, “…you are more likely to die or be harmed by lack of medical
information…in an emergency it is important for doctors to know what your allergies and
medical problems are, who your relatives re and how to reach them, your blood type and so
on…if a chip could also serve as a GPS reporting my location, or act as an emergency transponder, I would definitely upgrade…”. Last access June 10, 2013.
33. Monahan T. & Fisher J., Implanting inequality empirical evidence of social and ethical risks of
implantable readio-frequency identification (RFID) devices, International Journal of Technology Assessment in Health Care, 26:4 (2010), 370-376, at 371.
34. I refer mainly to the Directive 1995/46 (main data protection Directive) and the Directive
2002/58 on privacy in electronic communications, which also applies to RFID systems.
35. Especially on RFID and privacy, in 12.1.2011 the Data Protection Working Party 29 endorsed the Privacy and Data Protection Impact Assessment Framework for RFID Applications of 12.1.2011, available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2011/wp180_annex_en.pdf. Last access June 10, 2013. The Working Party stated that
the Privacy and Data Protection Impact Assessment accepted (after a revision) promotes privacy by design, better information to individuals and transparency and dialogue with competent authorities. Id. The discussion in Europe on RFID implants is mainly centred on the
privacy and data protection question. See also the Commission Recommendation (2009) On
the implementation of privacy and data protection principles in applications supported by
radio-frequency identification, C (2009), 3200 final.
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In this sense, we should point that the chip is not encrypted and therefore, not
secure36 and that it could be cloned. A cloned chip could offer access to a patient’s medical record and/or access to her health insurance. To implant people
only after their informed consent has been obtained under the known rules of
medical law and ethics and following the standards does not, of course, rule out
the possibility of medical identity theft. It should be also noted that, when it
comes to tags, it is supported that RFID “…is fundamentally secure because tags
are extremely difficult to counterfeit and impossible to read without a reader...”
and so it is supported that tags are physically tamper-proof37. It is also supported
that personal health information is not at risk., if RFID tags carry only a unique
ID that requires an external systems database to match to patient demographics
and most tags would be removed at discharge38. The US FDA requires that RFID
transponders store only a unique electronic identification code to be read by the
scanner39. And the AMA Ethics Code for RFID chip implants recommends that
the storage of confidential information in a chip implant utilizing informational
security similar to that required for medical records40.
On the other hand, people have the right to risk the rare event of an identity theft
of this sort, or a loss of privacy more generally-they can prefer to be implanted
with a chip for their own good41. In this sense, patients who consent to the use
of the RFID implants under the standards of informed consent are deemed to be
free to opt for the implant/RFID device. People with epilepsy, heart disease or
mental impairment may indeed benefit from a RFID implant, as these people
may not always be able to effectively communicate with healthcare workers and

36. Karr, id., See also Report, as above, note 32 page 2 (“…at this time, the security of RFID devices has not been fully established…”).
37. Finkenzeller K., RFID Handbook, second edition, John Wiley and sons Ltd., West Sussex England 2003.
38. Nagy P., Berstein W., Caban J., Klein R., Mezreich R. & Park A., Radio Frequency Identification
Systems Technology in the Surgical Setting, SurgInnov 2006, 13:61, at p. 66, available at
http://sri.sagepub.com/content/13/1/61. The authors add, however, that research should
be done so that implantable tags have a mechanism to render them inoperable. Id.
39. US Food and Drug Administration. Medical devices: general hospital and personal use devices: classification, Federal Register, 2004; 69(237): 71702-4.
40. Report, id. See note 32.
41. There are numerous examples where people have waived complete anonymity in return for
some perceived benefit, see Hardy M., Wireless struggles with security, March 2005, cited in
Nagy et al., id., p. 67.
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hospital staff especially when they are in need of immediate treatment42. The
question of securing informed consent to the implant of an RFID chip remains
open, of course, when the patient is mentally impaired-in this case, the standard
rules on incompetence apply-of course, with all their endless difficulties in application. But even leaving the incompetence question aside, we have evidence
from research on people who have consented to be implanted that “…some patients are chipped with adequate knowledge how the system works….patients
have considerable misunderstanding about the technological capabilities of the
implants for their health and safety…”43.
It is interesting to note that there is evidence that the RFID implant could be
connected to health hazards. Firstly, there is evidence that emitting radio waves
could cause tumors and therefore, patients should know of potential risks before being implanted44. Laboratory research in mice and rats injected with microchips concluded that these animals at times developed cancerous tumors around
the microchips45. Perhaps the only safe statement is that we need a twenty years
study of the effects of microchips in humans in order to offer some safe evidence
of this link in the case o humans46. In parallel, there is evidence that the RFID
systems may interfere with the proper function of other medical devices in a hospital e.tc. Especially in the ISU unit, there is evidence that RFID technology is capable of inducing potentially hazardous incidents in medical devices47. All these
are matters which remain open to new research but at least, patients should be
aware of this kind of dangers before consenting to be implanted.
42. Monahan T. & Wall T., Somatic Surveillance: Corporeal Control through Information Networks, Surveillance and Society, Part 1, 4(3): 154-173, p. 165, available at http://www.
surveillance-and-society.org. Accessed on June 10, 2013.
43. Monahan & Fisher, id., 374. See note 33. This is also an important quotation from the article: “…as with many other informed consent procedures the special setting of a professional
healthcare context conveys to patients messages of medical authority that encourage them
to trust medical professionals and downplay risks indicated in informed consent forms…”,
p. 165.
44. Foster KR & Jaeger J., Ethical Implications of implantable radiofrequency identification in humans, Am. J. Bioeth. 2008; 8: 44-48.
45. Lewan T., Chip Implants Linked to Animal Tumors, The Washington Post, http://www.hwshingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/09/08/AR2007090800997_pf.html.
Accessed June 10, 2013.
46. Lewan, id. See note 45.
47. Remko van der Togt, Erki van der Lieshout, Renouk Hensbroek, E. Beinat, J.M. Binnekade & P.M.J.
Bakker, Electromagnetic Interference From Radio Frequency Identification Inducing Potentially Hazardous Incidents in Critical Care Medical Equipment, JAMA. 2008;299(24):
2884-2890.
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When it comes to tagging hospital personnel, research has indicated that the staff
has shown unexpected resistance to the installation of RFID tags on both medical
equipment and personnel, resistance that could be understood in terms of work
intensification that seemed to accompany its implementation and the creation
of a “Big Brother” atmosphere in hospitals48. What promoters of the systems call
“workflow management” in this case cannot escape the true characterization of
surveillance and control, at least as a result, and there is no doubt that, no matter the possible benefits, hospital personnel has understood the RFID systems on
persons as such49. Interestingly, these systems apply almost exclusively to patients and nurses and almost never to physicians or hospital management50.

3. Societal implications and facets of medicine
Although as stated, the main lens the RFID chips have been analyzed from the
scholarly community is privacy, the truth is the matter raises some other and perhaps more important questions of a different nature. One initial thought is that
we need to be very careful in mingling people and objects together when it comes
to RFID tagging. Reading the relevant literature one should sometimes stop and
think whether it is legitimate to speak of tagging people in the same way we tag
boxes of cereal. And I stress this point because very often in the texts, even in the
healthcare context, where patients are so much more vulnerable, we do see the
subject analyzed without a clear distinction of whether we deal with people (patients/personnel) or medical equipment. For example, we read:
“…To make healthcare management systems functional and successfully operational, RFID solutions can be used to reduce operating costs through management of patients, employees, equipment, medications, and records to improve
48. Fisher, id. At p. 83. See note 25.
49. “…Nurses in particular express concern that they are overly scrutinized by these tracking
technologies. They also indicate that the systems are based upon rational management
models that do not accurately match the messy realities of hospitals. In addition to being
watched by administrators, some nurses experience an intensification of labor because the
task of keeping RFID operational often falls upon their already overburdened schedules….
In cases where the staff are being tracked by the RFID systems, nurses describe feeling like
“big brother” is watching them as they spend time with patients, take unofficial rest breaks
between patients and take official breaks during their shifts. Several hospitals with strong
nurses’ unions have even blocked the implementation of RFID systems because of current
evidence that the burden of these systems falls disproportionately on nurses…”, Fisher &
Monahan, Tracking the social dimensions of RFID systems in hospitals, International Journal
of Medical Informatics 77 (2008), 176-183, at 180.
50. Monahan T., Dreams of Control at a Distance: Gender, Surveillance and Social Control, Cultural Studies, Critical Methodologies, volume 9, n. 2 April 2009, 286-305, at 294.
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tracking and tracing, and preventing the lost of resources under any circumstances….51”.
This way of dealing with the matter is rather common in the literature-jumbling
patients and personnel along with medical equipment. It reflects an inability of
the acute need to clarify the differences between the two classes, of people and
objects.
So when it comes to patients, the risk of not “listening” to what the patient has
to say but to seek information only in the patient’s electronic health record, to
which the RFID chip leads has also been documented. Generally, the use of these
chips seems to reinforce the distancing between the healthcare worker and the
patient. The need to look at a patient’s face and listen to her voice in a way disappears, when everything the healthcare worker needs is the data contained in the
database, where the RFID points at. When you use a chip like this to measure
whether the patient is walking well enough as recovering after surgery, the next
step is not to use your own senses as a physician and nurse at all: again, not to
look, not to touch, not to feel, not to listen to what a patient says. Note the enthusiastic declaration of yet another possible use of a RFID chip:
“…As the patient recovers, he or she is frequently encouraged to exercise and
walk around the hospital during recovery. As a patient moves about, his or her
movements can be tracked by RFID readers scattered throughout the facility.
Such information can be logged and can give the tending physicians an idea of
how much physical activity the patient has engaged in…52”.
So the ‘technological imperative’ of RFID implants comes almost naturally, as
the patient doesn’t even have a name you know-you need a RFID chip to ascertain you are operating upon the right person, as you need an RFID chip to know
where a patient is in the hospital or hospital surroundings. This may be a little
step from the idea of using RFID chips to monitor people infected by HIV so that
the chances they infect are people be reduced, as proposed in 2008 by the legislature in Indonesia53.

51. Yahia Zare Mehrjerdi, Radio frequency identification: the big role player in health care management”, Journal of Health Organization and Management, 2011, vol. 25 iss. 5, pp.490
– 505, Italics mine.
52. Cangiolosi et at., Applying…., see note 28, p. 1053.
53. This would not be possible as yet, anyway, as there is no RFID chip today that could operate as a GPS. See generally Tedjasukmana J., Papua Proposal: a Microchip to Track the HIV
positive, Time, http://www.time.con/time.world/article/0,8599,1862347,00.html. Last
access June 10, 2013. The proposal was rejected the Government, People, 2008, 12.8.
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And yet, how many are the medical errors happening because the physicians do
not listen to information offered by the patients, and do not physically touch and
examine them, but instead they rely exclusively to information coming from diagnostic exams and medical histories in databases? The case that RFID technology will possibly diminish even more trust from physicians to patients has already been documented, as healthcare providers have indicated that they would
be more likely to trust the information contained in the system than information
gleaned from patients themselves54. All this comes at a time when, as noted, little
research exists on the efficacy of RFID implants for improving patient care, the
organizational arrangements necessary to support their use or the ethical issues
that may arise for their use55.
While much publicity has been given to these high-profile cases of operating
upon the wrong patient e.tc., these errors are in fact relatively rare. A seminal
study56 estimated that such errors occur in approximately 1 of 112,000 surgical
procedures, infrequent enough that an individual hospital would only experience
one such error every 5-10 years. This should be taken into account when discussing benefits and costs of RFID technology in healthcare. Perhaps resources
should be better dedicated to enhance trust and discussion between physicians
and patients, as this would almost surely reduce medical informed consent
claims, which are mostly based on breaches of trust between a doctor and a patient and misinformation given by doctors to patients.
Finally, it is important to stress that whereas the RFID implantable chip may be
used in healthcare, but it should never be confused with a medical device. As
aptly said, “…it is something which is an identifier that can be applied in a way
that has a good medical outcome but it is not like a scalpel…”57. No, an RFID chip
is not a scalpel58, although every scalpel, for better or for worse, may well be carrying a RFID tag in the perhaps not so distant wonderful technological future.
54. Monahan & Fisher. id. , 373, 375. Note 33.
55. Monhan T. & Wall, id., 165. Note 42.
56. Kwaan MR, Studdert DM, Zinner MJ, Gawande AA, Incidence, patterns and prevention of
wrong-site surgery, Arch. Surg. 2006l 141;353-358.
57. As stated by Dr. Ian Kerr, the Canada Research Chair in Ethics, Law and Technology, see
Health-care chips could get under your skin, 2006, Medicine and Health, available at www.
physorg.com/news69341086.html. Last access June 10, 2013.
58. And it is not “just another technology that provides practical value for me like my BlackBerry”, as Halamka John, MD, an emergency room doctor at Beth Israel Deaconess stated,
commenting on the RFID implant he had in the back of his right arm, see DeNoon D., Chip
Implants: Better Care or Privacy Scare? available at http://www.foxnews.com, last access
June 10, 2013.

EU΄s Data Protection Reform and the right
to be forgotten - A legal response
to a technological challenge?
Lilian Mitrou & Maria Karyda

1. Introduction
Since the adoption of the European Data Protection Directive in 1995 we have
experienced dramatic technological changes. We could describe this new situation as a “Data Deluge”1 strictly related to and combined with accessibility,
durability and comprehensiveness of digital information2. Advances in search
algorithms3, exponentially increasing storage capacity in combination with decreasing costs, information seeking behaviour, content creation and management
practices threaten to erode what we understand as societal forgetting. Personal
information may be copied, tagged, reposted and stored virtually forever. Persistency and wide availability of information threaten to infringe core principles of
data protection, such as the purpose limitation and proportionality principles, as
well as fundamental rights of individuals, like the right to oblivion.
Technological, social and economic phenomena like cloud computing, online social networks, intensive (if not aggressive) behavioural online advertising as well
as globalisation (of data flows) have profoundly transformed the way in which
personal data are processed and used and maximized problems and risks we have
1. See Blanchette, (2011), p. 25 f.. The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) also refers
to “data deluge” (EDPS 2010).
2. The EU Council “Future Group” looked forward to a “digital tsunami” of personal data, with
the Council Presidency stating that “every object the individual uses, every transaction they
make and almost everywhere they go will create a detailed digital record. This will generate a wealth of information for public security organisations, and create huge opportunities
for more effective and productive public security efforts”. See Portuguese Presidency, Public
Security, Privacy and Technology in Europe: Moving Forward - Concept Paper on the European strategy to transform Public security organizations in a Connected World. - Available at:
http://www.statewatch.org/news/2008/jul/eu-futures-dec-sec-privacy-2007.pdf. Accessed
June 10, 2013.
3. The so called “Semantic Web” (or WEB 3.0), while enabling the sharing of information and
personalization of searches improves furthermore the functionality and usability of search engines and increases profiling and monitoring of users (Giannakaki 2011).
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to face and deal with. The European data protection framework required at least
“some maintenance”, if only because it was conceived and adopted before the explosion of the Internet and the impacts of the explosion on economy, society and
every-day life.
This paper addresses the question if the Draft-Regulation presents an adequate
and efficient response to the challenges that technological changes pose to regulators. We discuss the efficiency of the legislation in force and the impact of PETs
and the concept of privacy by design on the enforcement of data protection rules.
In this context we focus on the “right to be forgotten” as a comprehensive set of
existing and new rules to better cope with privacy risks online in the age of “perfect remembering”. This new right seems to be one of the main pillars of the new
European regulatory approach (Castelano 2012, EDPS 2011a). It is condemned
by some authors as a new instrument of censorship (Rosen 2012).
We discuss the normative as well as the technological perspective of this right.
We try to point out the technical prerequisites and/or requirements to achieve
the goal of providing individuals with the right to make information about them
less accessible after a period of time and enjoy forgetfulness and a right to restart. We discuss different methods for implementing the right of individuals to
delete personal information about them that are held by others: in particular we
suggest that a multifaceted approach, including legal regulations and technical
controls is essential.

2. Data Protection Law: Need to change?
The EU’s Data Protection Directive, adopted 17 years ago, has indeed been a milestone in the history of personal data protection with worldwide impact and influence4. The Directive can be credited with creating one of the world’s leading paradigms for privacy protection (Robinson et al. 2008). However, despite the substantially positive track record and general acceptance of the Data Protection Directive,
certain aspects have been criticised and its efficiency (has been) contested.
Criticisms from within the EU have often focused on the – “useless” or “burdensome” - formalities imposed by the Directive, on vague definitions and unclear
rules, on cumbersome and outmoded rules and tools concerning data transfer to
third countries. Even if the Directive has successed in accomplishing a certain
4. Both with the intensification of transborder data flows, the adoption of the Data Protection
Directive forced to start an international debate about adequacy of protection and it accelerated the adoption of respective legislation in other countries and world areas. For an updated
overview of the legislative developments and current situation all over the world see Gürtler
(2012) p. 126 ff.
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degree of regulatory harmonization in member states, its enforcement has been
diversified and inconsistent5. Moreover, the debate about the legal nature of IP
addresses, the notion of data and consent, the applicability of EU law to online
social networks and search engines signalized the need to ensure at least more
clarity (DPWP 2009 a).
Principles like necessity, proportionality, data minimisation, purpose limitation
and transparency have been around for 25 or 30 years and have been confirmed –
even not always properly enforced - over and over again (DPWP 2009a). They have
proved their usefulness and adequacy (Mitrou 2010). However, many argued that
the Data Protection Directive required at least “some maintenance”, if only because
it was conceived and adopted before the explosion of the Internet and the impacts
of this explosion on economy, society and every-day life” (EDPS 2011a). The convergence of the network around a single interoperable platform, changes in identification and authentication techniques, identity management and profiling, social
networks, cloud computing, behavioural advertising, RFIDs, geo-location devices
and applications have profoundly changed the way and the extent in which data are
processed and posed crucial challenges for data protection.
Such technological challenges as well challenges resulting from social and political changes and choices6 threaten to make the application of data protection
rules at least more difficult. New technologies interwoven with the globalisation
of processing pose new risks for personal autonomy7 and increase the imbalance
of power between the data subject and data controllers. The present array of
norms fails to shield users from risks and harms not easily remedied on an Inter5. Differences in the way that each EU country implements the law have led to an uneven level
of protection for personal data, depending on where an individual lives or buys goods and
services. The judgment of the European Court of Justice on case C-518/07 (Commission v.
Germany) has for example proved that there were and still are different approaches concerning
the independence of the Data Protection Authorities.
6. In the wake of each terrorist attack in Europe during the last decade, earlier legislative proposals, which had no chance to be accepted, were re-introduced, and new policies with similar objectives were drafted to extend state surveillance authority. Ubiquitous data availability, widespread and often excessive information sharing and surveillance often via automated
means that are inclined not only to errors but also to discriminatory effects marked this new
security environment. After 9/11, many reference criteria changed and the guarantees were
reduced everywhere in the world, as shown particularly by the Patriot Act in the USA and the
European decisions on transfer of airline passenger data, the so-called PNR data to the US as
well as on the retention of electronic communications data.
7. Increased automated analyses of easily-accessible data, data mining and excessive profiling
bear the risk of individuals becoming mere objects, treated (and even discriminated against)
on the basis of “profiles”, probabilities and predictions.
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net of infinite memory. In this “brave new data world” a robust, future-proof set
of rules is required, in order to ensure that individuals will enjoy (and retain) effective control over their personal information.

3. From PETs to Privacy by Design?
3.1 PETs and their limited efficiency
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) offer a wide range of tools
and mechanisms to protect personal data: Privacy Enhancing Technologies (or
PETs) have no universally agreed definition, but it is generally accepted that
these technologies aim to reduce the risk of contravening privacy principles and
legislation, they aim to minimize the amount of personal data being held by other
parties, and/or provide individuals with control over their personal information
that is being held. The European Commission defines PETs as “a coherent system
of ICT measures that protects privacy by eliminating or reducing personal data
or by preventing unnecessary and/or undesired processing of personal data, all
without losing the functionality of the information system”8.
Most PETs are composite technologies that employ security measures such as encryption and access control mechanisms in conjunction with other mechanisms to
enhance overall privacy. Their development and application is based on the basic
principles for the protection of personal data and they entail various technologies
at different levels of maturity and with varying effectiveness. PETs allow individuals control what personal information is processed, how it is processed and by
whom (e.g. privacy audits, data minimization tools and log files). They can also
provide users with the ability to hide their true identity (e.g. tools that offer anonymous or pseudonymous access to online services). Other PETs include encryption
tools, filters and blockers, digital track erasers, consent mechanisms, data minimization tools, the Platform for Privacy Management (P3P9), privacy seals, digital identity management tools, privacy policies, access control schemes and technologies for privacy protection for RFID systems. There is a usual misconception
between security and privacy technologies. Many information security technologies are also applied for providing privacy (e.g. encryption tools, access control
schemes) but not all security measures are PETs. Moreover, several security controls (e.g. monitoring tools) have privacy invasive applications.
The core principles for the protection of personal data, namely transparency,
proportionality and data minimization, as described in the European Union Data

8. COM(2007) 228 final.
9. http://www.w3.org/P3P/.
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Protection Directive of 1995 have, at a large extent, formed the basis for the development and implementation of PETs. Evidence shows10 that PETs implementing data minimization are more often used than those implementing user consent, whose importance appears to be limited. However, the wide diversity and
varying technical characteristics of PETs raise barriers to widespread adoption.
Often PETs are application specific, while some are designed to be used in specific applications while others may be applied in different systems. Their deployment depends also on the underlying legal and regulatory framework, on users’
privacy awareness and their privacy concerns, as well as on the cost and benefits
associated with their use. Often, the actual implementation of the PETs is quite
simple. However, the complexity of the term makes it difficult for many stakeholders, individuals as well as data controllers to apprehend their usefulness and
therefore employ them.
Privacy enhancing technologies have been in use for several years now (D.
Shaum’s “Mix-networks”11 is considered the first PET as it enables anonymous
communication over a network. However, risks associated with the use of personal data in electronic form are serious and growing, while, at the same time,
both overall adoption rates and consumer awareness of PETs are low. PETs’ low
adoption rate can be attributed to the fact that have not yet reached a maturity
level while new PETs are constantly developed12 . Also, users’ privacy awareness
remains limited, while usability issues need to be addressed as several PETs require previous experience and/or knowledge with ICTs and many lack a userfriendly interface. Other findings suggest that PETs are still under-developed,
that they remain rather weak in terms of implementation and effectiveness and
that they are often applied in ineffective ways. Their success in providing for the
protection of personal data is constantly limited by technological advances in privacy-invasive technologies, such as more powerful data mining tools and pervasive electronic devices equipped with sensors and biometric identifiers.

10. European Commission, Directorate-General Justice, Freedom and Security, Comparative
Study on Different Approaches to New Privacy Challenges, in Particular in the Light of
New Technological Developments, Final Report, Contract No: JLS/2008/C4/011 – 30-CE0219363/00-28, 20-01-2010.
11. David L. Chaum. Untraceable electronic mail, return addresses, and digital pseudonyms.
Commun. ACM, 24(2): 84–90, 1981.
12. European Commission, Directorate-General Justice, Freedom and Security, Comparative
Study on Different Approaches to New Privacy Challenges, in Particular in the Light of
New Technological Developments, Final Report, Contract No: JLS/2008/C4/011 – 30-CE0219363/00-28, 20-01-2010.
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3.2. Privacy by Design – Privacy by Default
As emphasized also in the Digital Agenda 2010, the future of privacy cannot be
assured solely by ex-post compliance with regulatory frameworks and “ticking
off” compliance boxes. In discussions about the new regulatory framework in Europe several new tools, concepts and principles that have been less formally embedded in privacy legislation are now central objectives and tools. Such a critical
principle is the so-called “privacy by design”.
When initially introduced, in 1995, the term privacy enhancing technology referred mainly to applications that would be ‘bolted on’ to privacy invasive systems.
Recently, however, data protection has been more holistically approached and emphasis is placed on the effort to address privacy concerns in all stages of systems
development. The need to offer comprehensive solutions to privacy issues, not just
technological add-ons, is emphasized by scholars as well as by regulatory bodies
and organisations promoting data privacy. Privacy by Design is a principle for systems engineering which requires that respect for individuals’privacy and protection
of their personal data are taken into consideration at all stages of systems lifecycle,
namely from early inception and initiation, to development and implementation
and finally to operations, maintenance and disposition.
Applying the Privacy by Design principle at all stages of systems development entails including privacy enhancing technologies, devices and tools that can protect
data privacy. According to the European Commission, “the use of PETs can help
to design information and communication systems and services in a way that minimises the collection and use of personal data and facilitates compliance with
data protection rules. The use of PETs should result in making breaches of certain
data protection rules more difficult and / or helping to detect them”13.
In order to embed privacy enhancing mechanisms into information processing
systems, it is essential to elicit and assess privacy requirements at all stages of information systems’ lifecycle. For instance, one should take into consideration the
applicable privacy laws and regulations, such as the EU Data Protection Directive
or the US Safe Harbour agreement as early as the project initiation stage, when
a general idea of what the ICT project will entail and what information assets
will be involved. Available technological solutions should also be evaluated to
ensure that appropriate privacy controls can be implemented and which will be

13. European Union. Press release: Privacy enhancing technologies (PETs). http://europa.eu/
rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/07/159&format=HTML&aged=0
&language=EN&guiLanguage=en.%20Reference:%20MEMO/07/159 (last accessed
on June 2013).
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their cost and effectiveness. As detailed planning proceeds, privacy requirements
can be made more concrete and specific privacy enhancing technologies can be
selected, such as encryption tools and access control schemes.
During the development phase, attention must be paid to the correct implementation of all privacy protecting mechanisms. It is also essential to examine whether
implementation and application context issues raise further privacy requirements
that may have not been considered at earlier stages. At the deployment stage one
may consider applying audits and change control procedures to ensure that privacy
protection meets the requirements. Even after their use has stopped, ICTs can still
raise privacy issues, such as the disposition of storage means containing personal
information.
However, there are still several issues that need to be clarified, as this new concept has started to gain acceptance among researchers, practitioners and decisional bodies. For instance, the methodological approach that will enable its
seamless integration into technological artifacts, the evaluation of its cost and
effectiveness as well as its impacts and implications for individuals, systems and
organizations are open to discussion.

4. From here to eternity and the right to be forgotten
Technological developments in general and the tremendous growth of their use
in all human activities have shown the necessity to enrich the fundamental data
protection principles with specific rights. The consent of the data subject14 remains a cornerstone of the European data protection structure and architecture,
but –apparently - it has to be adapted to the requirements of the online environment, without however being reduced to a “just click submit” automatism. Of
crucial importance for preserving the individuals’ rights especially in the Web
seems to be the introduction of an expressis verbis “right to be forgotten” in the
information era of “no oblivion”.
Over the last years this right15 has raised increasing attention and concern16. The
14. See DPWP Opinion 15/2011 on the definition of consent.
15. This right seems to have its origin in French law, which provides a “right to oblivion” (le
droit à l’oubli) and Italian Law (diritto al’ oblio). It was mainly and primarily the right of a
convicted criminal who has served her sentence not to be confronted with information concerning her criminal and object to this publication. The right to oblivion is tied to privacy and
the ability to escape the past and consequently the possibility of being reintegrate into society
“free from having past criminality taint [her] reputation” (See Walker, p. 27).
16. The term “right to be forgotten” has been created quite recently. However the - similar but
not identical - “right to forget,” which refers to the already intensively reflected situation
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scientific and public discussion reflects that people and decision-makers17 have
realized the “disappearance of forgetfulness”18 and the impacts thereof. Under
this term we understand “the claim of an individual to have certain data deleted
so that third persons can no longer trace them”, in other words or more correctly
from another perspective, we could define this right as the “right not to see one’s
past coming back forever” (Pizzetti 2009) or “the right to silence on past events
in life that are no longer occurring” (Pino 2000).
Human memory processes allow forgetting “by design” (Eltis 2011, Blanchette
2011). Technology, however, is changing this paradigm. Persistence, replicability
and searchability belong to the built-in features of online digital data and allow
its endless persistence and accessibility (Lindsay 2012). Furthermore, the cost of
data storage has been falling rapidly for many years (from less than 10$ per gigabyte in 2000 to less than 10 cents per gigabyte in 2010), the processing speed of
digital electronic device has doubled approximately every 18 months (this phenomenon is described as Moore’s law) and recent advances in broadband Internet
and wireless access allow low-cost access to any wireless enabled device. The
ubiquity of data collection practices, advances in search methods, content creation and decreasing costs of technological products allow perpetual storage, dissemination and multiple use of information and threaten to erode what we understand as social forgetting (Ambrose et al. 2011).
Information lasts longer than the context, in which its initial collection and
processing was - often but not always- legitimate, and consequently is available for
analysis and use “in totally different interpretative contexts”19. Moreover, information stored and accessed on the Web consists of fragments of people’s lives that
may be out of context, at random, incomplete or wrong (Solove 2007). Even if information is removed from or corrected on the source websites, Internet archives,

that a historical event should no longer be revitalized due to the length of time elapsed since
its occurrence (Weber 2011) has a longer history as it was already more than a decade ago
an issue of scientific and public discussion. Another definition of the right to forget is the
right not to be accountable for one’s conduct after a certain amount of time and beyond a
given framework of relationships (Pizzetti 2009).
17. As underlined by V. Reding, EU Commissioner for Justice, Fundamental Rights and Citizenship, “God forgives and forgets, the Web never does”. V Reding, Privacy matters – Why the
EU needs new personal data protection rules, Speech held on The European Data Protection and Privacy Conference, Brussels, 30 November 2010. Accessible at http://europa.eu/
rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=SPEECH/10/700 . Last access June 10, 2013.
18. Through the “disappearance of forgetfulness” the “disappearance of disappearance” (Levi,
M. and Wall D.S, 2004) becomes perpetual.
19. See Marx (1986), p. 150.
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cache copies and various abstracts produced by search engines may still provide
an inaccurate and distorted status/picture of the person20. The role of search engines in remembering and vitiating forgetfulness and forgiveness is crucial. They
enable bringing to the surface the slightest piece of information, gathering all the
pieces and offering various recomposed or hererogeneous portraits of a person (De
Tetwagne 2012). Through the – complicate, enigmatic and not transparent search
algorithms - a sensational information, widely disseminated and reproduced in the
past, appears among the top results of a search, despite the time passed21.
Weblogs, social networking and social bookmarking that depend on participatory
information sharing, result into the creation of records of all digital activity a
person may have. These records containing personal information, which are permanent in essence as old records are practically never erased, can have consequences for individuals long after the event they record (a ‘tweet’ or a ‘status
update’) has been forgotten by their actors. The default of forgetting has changed
into a default of remembering. Forgetting seems to go against the “natural economic trend” as it has become less expensive to store data than to destroy or anonymise them (De Tetwagne 2012).
The issue of maintenance and forgetfulness seems to be cast, either implicitly
or explicitly, as one referring to the tension (and balance) of informational privacy and other rights and interests, public or private. However, the asymmetry of
power of individual on the one side and the institutions/organisations that collect information is manifest. In the expanding and borderless information world
and/or market, individuals develop inevitably into a permanent and inexhaustible source of information. Moreover, this asymmetry refers not only to the storage of information by “big controllers” such as public authorities, search engines,
online social network and/or application providers, advertising networks. Users
in WEB 2.0 environment are playing, at least potentially, a “central role in the
collection, processing and distribution” of personal data (Wong & Savirimuthu

20. In Greece a person, accused and acquitted of all charges, sued a newspaper claiming to remove the respective information from its website. The newspaper proved that it had no
more the technical possibility to remove the inaccurate content, because it was actually
saved on a mirror page. In January 2006, the Italian Garante Privacy has called upon Google
to find out solutions to remove obsolete or inaccurate personal information after such information has been amended at the source websites. See Liguori and De Santis, The Right to
be Forgotten: Privacy and online News (18/3/2011), available at www.portolano.it. Last
access June 10, 2013.
21. As noted by Lindsay (p. 422), the operation of search engine algorithms, such as Google’s
PageRank, often results in the most embarrassing or humiliating information about a person
dominating search returns.
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2008). They generate content on themselves and others22. Especially with reference to social networking, individuals are at the same time users and data controllers23 . The new ICTs and their potential serve not only the so-called institutionall memory of the State but, moreover, extend the persistence of social memory, enabling the creation of a panoptic society (Blanchette and Johnson 2003).
Perfect and precise remembering affects the claim of individuals to live and act
without leaving permanent traces or shadows24 and in this perspective interferes
with a crucial element of information privacy. Information storage ad perpetuum
affects a right that is at the very centre of the informational privacy: the right to
informational self-determination, the right to control the use of her own information25. Due to the persistency of information and the absence of forgetting individuals are steadily confronted with their past26. They cannot escape it or re-create their present and/or future27. Andrade emphasizes the relationship of the right
to be forgotten and the identity perspective by arguing that the right to oblivion
serves not only to be hidden from society but also as an instrument through which
individuals correct and re-project their images to society (Andrade 2011).
As everyone depends upon others and their perceptions to engage in social or
professional transactions, long-lasting or perpetual information that brands a
person, affects – often irrevocably - relationships, social status, current and future employment that person. A lost or damaged reputation may have serious impact on the ability of a person to engage in communicative processes and – in the
final analysis - in society. Persons are not only deprived from the opportunity of
a new start: Accessibility and durability of information may lead to self-censor-

22. In this capacity as “data controllers” users may become infringers of the rights and freedoms
of other persons that are not necessarily users.
23. See Wong, Social Networking: Anybody is a data controller (2008).
24. Digital traces or digital footprints is data created by users themselves and data shadows, is
data generated about users by others. See Koops (2011), p. 230 ff.
25. This right consists in the right of the person to determine in principle the collection, disclosure and use of her own information. In the current European regulatory framework this
right is concretized also through the consent to processing as well as the rights to access and
deletion/erasure.
26. Walker underlines that all personally identifiable information is of equal ontological weight
(i.e., all information in a digital system is reducible to a series of 1s and Os) regardless of the
data’s relative significance to a person’s life: past foibles are just as searchable as present success (Walker 2012).
27. By undermining identity and eroding autonomy, “digital traces therefore have the potential
to act as a virtual prison, to keep us tethered to expressions of ourselves that are outdated,
incomplete or inaccurate” (Lindsay, p. 422).
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ship and (digital but not only) abstinence from activities28. If every act or opinion
expressed can be easily recorded and recalled, persons may hesitate to act and
to participate in social and public life, which in turn affects the development of
democratic citizens (Blanchette and Jonhson 2003).

5. The Normative Perspective
5.1. The right to be forgotten in the Draft Data Protection Regulation:
a new right?
Perfect and perpetual reminding and remembering undermine a crucial virtue of
informational privacy, i.e. the right of a person to control and determine principally the dissemination and use of information concerning her. A right to be forgotten relates strictly to the autonomy of the person becoming the “rightholder
in respect of personal information on a time scale”29. It is highly questionable
if current law is sufficient to deal with the protection of this right in the digital
environment. (Re)ensuring forgetfulness in a context of outstanding digitization,
proliferation and “by default” storage of personal information seems to be, primarily, a matter of regulatory and - in the end - political choice30, i.e. seeking for
a normative tool, capable of forcing data controllers to respect and to realize in
practice a right to be forgotten.
The right to be forgotten seems to form a key component of the EU regulatory reform process: it is explicitly enshrined in the recently (Januar 2012) proposed Data
Protection Regulation (Art. 17)31. The features of the proposed right encompass
28. Mayer-Schönberger (2009) and Solove (2007) refer to the assumption that these qualities
of digitized information (comprehensiveness, durability, ubiquity, accessibility) may lead
individuals to self-censorship. The German Constitutional Court in the famous Census Decision (1983) underlined that “… (w)hoever is unsure if their dissenting behaviour may be recorded at any time and, as information, permanently saved, will try to avoid attracting attention through such behaviour. This would impair not only the personal development chances
of individuals, but also the public good, as self-determination is a prerequisite for a free
democratic polity based on its citizens’ capacities of civic action and collaboration” BVerfGE
65, 1 (Volkszählungsurteil/Population Census Case, para. 44).
29. See Weber, who also argues that the longer the origin of the information goes back, the more
likely personal interests prevail over public interests (p. 121).
30. Blanchette and Johnson describe this choice as an issue of social policy, on which society has
to choose between the “forgive and forget” and “preserve but evaluate” theories of recordkeeping in each substantive area (p. 35).
31. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on the protection of
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data (General Data Protection Regulation), COM(2012) 11 final (25.01.2012).
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the obligation to erase or abstain from further dissemination of data if: a) they are
no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they were collected or
otherwise processed, b) their processing does not comply with the data protection
framework32, c) the data subject withdraws her consent or objects to the processing. Prima facie these proposals are complementary to the principles already included in the Data Protection Directive (Koops 2011): Data Controllers are also under
current law obliged to delete information as soon as it is no longer necessary for
the purpose of the processing and the data subject has the right to object to the further processing of her personal data33. It is noteworthy that the Council of Europe
does not provide for an explicit inclusion of a “right to oblivion” to the Proposal
for Modernisation of Convention 10834. According to the Consultative Committee
it would be difficult to reconcile this right with freedom of expression (Art. 10 of
ECHR). Moreover the Consultative Committee considers such a provision as unnecessary, as “It was felt that the existing safeguards (notably article 5.e – length of
time of data storage, and article 8.c –right of rectification or erasure of data) coupled with an effective right of opposition would offer adequate protection.
The Draft Regulation creates two separate rights: a right to rectification (Art. 16)
and a right to be forgotten (Art. 17): the current draft proposal goes further than
the Data Protection Directive in force by requiring data controllers and/or website operators to “carry out erasure without delay,” unless the retention of data is
“necessary” for exercising “the right of freedom of expression”, as defined by the
national law35. According to the purpose of the proposed provision individuals
32. The fundamental principles of data protection (proportionality/data minimization) require
that data should be kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer
than is necessary for the purposes for which the data were collected or for which they are
further processed (Αrt. 6 § 1 e of the Directive).
33. The right of the data subject to object on compelling legitimate grounds relating to his particular situation to the processing (Αrt. 14 of the Directive). The right of data subject to obtain
from the controller the rectification, erasure or blocking of data the processing of which does
not comply with the provisions of this Directive, in particular because of the incomplete or
inaccurate nature of the data (Art. 12 b of the Directive). Xanthoulis (2013. See next paper
in this volume) is of the opinion that from the relevant EC Communication “the right (of individuals) to have their data deleted if they withdraw their consent and if there are no other
legitimate grounds for retaining the data” results that the right to be forgotten is tautologous
with the right to erasure (…).
34. Council of Europe- The Consultative Committee of the Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to automatic processing of personal data (Ets no. 108) (T-PD) Modernisation of Convention 108: New proposals - Strasbourg, 27 April 2012.
35. The Draft General Data Protection Regulation provides an exemption for, “the processing
of data solely for journalistic purposes, or for the purposes of artistic or literary expression”
(Art 17 § 3).
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should give no effort or insistence to have their data deleted, as erasure should
take place in an automated way. In this sense the proposed Regulation includes
also a reversion of proof concerning the erasure of data36.
In case that deletion is requested, a website operator must take “all reasonable
steps” including technical measures to inform third parties, which are processing
such data, that a data subject requests them to erase any links to, or copy or replication of that personal data. More specifically, where the controller has authorised a third party publication of personal data, he shall be considered, according
to the provision, as responsible for that publication This provision goes obviously beyond the current obligations of data controllers, even if both the meaning
of “reasonable technical steps” and “authorising publication” are uncertain and
vague. This obligation is, moreover, limited to “what is technically feasible and
does not require a disproportionate effort”. This provision should be considered
in combination with Art. 13 of the Proposal according to which “the controller
shall communicate any rectification or erasure carried out in accordance with Articles 16 (Rectification) and 17 (Right to be forgotten) to each recipient to whom
the data have been disclosed, unless this proves impossible or involves a disproportionate effort”.
The European Data Protection Supervisor considers the “obligation of endeavour” upon the controller as more realistic from a practical point of view than an
obligation of result” (EDPS 2012). Failure to comply with the Regulation could
result in fines up to one million Euros or two percent of the operator’s annual
worldwide income. Moreover, the data controller carries the responsibility for
third party publications that the controller has authorised. The “right to be forgotten” seems to be basically not only a re-affirmation but also a strengthening of
already existing obligations and rights37.
However, it remains unclear how and the “extent to which the right to be forgotten may be enforceable in practice” (EDPS 2012 para. 141). A major issue concerns the scope of this right, against whom can this right be exercised. Difficulties arise not only in relation to user generated content and in general in Web 2.0
situations where the user may invoke the so-called “household exemption”38. If
36. EDPS, Opinion of 14 January 2011 on the Communication from the Commission on “A
comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European Union, para. 89.
37. The EDPS in his recent Opinion on the Data Protection Reform Package (07.03.2012) refers
to “the reinforcement of the scope of current rights (such as the right to erasure, which has
been strengthened into a right to be forgotten)” (para. 140).
38. The Data Protection Directive does not impose the duties of a data controller on an individual who processes personal data “in the course of a purely personal or household activity”
(the so-called “household exemption” established in Art 3 § 2). However, the activities of
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this exception does not apply, we are facing the problem of defining the responsible data controller as both the user (uploader) and the SNS are regarded as data
controllers (DPWP 2009b) Another major issue relates to the implementation of
the right upon third parties responsible for copies in caches or mirror websites.
Indeed, in some cases it may be a huge effort to inform all third parties who may
be processing such data, as there will not always be clear understanding of where
the data may have been disseminated (EDPS 2012 para 147). In general, it is
not at all obvious how should the right to be forgotten deal with ubiquitous and
opaque cross-platform data transfers (Ausloos 2012).

5.2. A new right: a new clash?
The discussion about the substance, the justification and boundaries of a right to
be forgotten inevitably reflects and involves the tension between individual privacy, public interest or other individual rights and interests39. In the final analysis, privacy is a social attribute of a person: privacy is defined in relation to the
interaction between the person and the others, the person and the society. Without underestimating the “chilling effect” of perfect remembering on individual
behaviour and consequently, on democracy, some authors underline that remembering is a way to ensure the accountability of persons for the consequences of
their actions. This nourishes “the sense of responsibility that is just as necessary
to a democratic society” (Blanchette and Johnson 2003).
On the other side, in the WEB 2.0 environment every user re-products and disseminates any “newsworthy” information (such as information about crime
and evasions). In WEB 2.0 personalization and contextualization as well as decontextualization of information is the primary product and goal. Through this
potentially endless dissemination and the - complicate, enigmatic and not transparent - search algorithms a sensational information, widely disseminated in the
a user of an SNS may not be covered by the household exemption. In any case, even if the
household exemption applies, a user might be liable according to general provisions of national civil or criminal laws in question (e.g. defamation, liability in tort for violation of personality, penal liability). Andrade (2011) expresses the opinion that the right to be forgotten
should override the “household exemption”. Lindsay (p. 438) underlines the considerable
uncertainties about the application of the household exemption to Web 2.0 applications, as
well as the extent to which individuals should be regulated as data controllers and proposes
reverting to the earlier draft proposal, which would ensure that it is not available where an
individual makes personal data “accessible to an indefinite number of individuals”.
39. Social goods such as law enforcement, government efficiency, national security or constitutionally protected rights such as legitimate economic activities like advertising. Andrade
(2011) notes that in fact, the right to be forgotten lives in permanent tension and conflict
with other rights, interest, values and objectives.
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past, appears among the top results of a search, despite the time passed. This
reveals the crucial importance and the role of search engines in remembering and
vitiating forgetfulness and forgiveness.
Recently, there are several cases of persons suing Wikipedia40 or Search Engines
like Google or Yahoo asking to remove stigmatizing information that affect informational privacy and more specifically the reputation of the claimants. Of major
importance are the cases of the Spanish citizens, like the plastic surgeon Russo41
or the Entrepreneur Masiá42, who sued Google for removing stigmatizing information43. Search engines algorithms and – consequently - results ranking take
little consideration of time or other pertinent factors. The deletion of an article
from the search engine’s results would diminish the capacity of users to find it.
Therefore, if an article has been deleted from search engines following a request
of an affected person, it would not matter that this article is still in existence in
40. Some years ago (2009), Wikipedia has been sued by two Germans who claimed that the online encyclopaedia’s description of their involvement in the murder of a German actor back
in 1990 violates their right to privacy. Following a German court’s judgment, which reflects
the German jurisprudential tradition after the Lebach Urteil of the German Constitutional
Court, the claimants had already successfully pressured German publications to remove their
names from their online coverage. German editors of Wikipedia had removed their names
from the German-language version of the article about the victim, the murdered actor Walter Sedlmayr. By supporting their right to privacy after having “paid their debt to society”,
their lawyer underlined that “they should be able to go on and be resocialized, and lead a
life without being publicly stigmatized” (Report in NY Times on 12/11/09). The U. S. (San
Francisco) based company refused to comply with this request for the reason that the First
Amendment protects freedom of speech and dissemination of such information.
41. Hugo Guidotti Russo, a Spanish plastic surgeon, had, over twenty years ago, a widely covered dispute with one of his patients over an allegedly botched breast surgery. Although
since then Russo has practiced his profession without any incident, the mere mention of his
name on a search engine produces a huge number of results all linked to the supposedly bungled and very gruesome procedure and the respective reports, which overwhelm any and all
other relevant and recent information about him. For more information and references see
Eltis, p. 85 ff.
42. Mario Gianni Masiá, the owner of Los Alfaques campground in Spain, had sued Google’s
Spanish subsidiary in a Spanish local court over search results for the campground that lead
to information, photos and a Wikipedia page presenting details on a more than 30-year old
disaster in the campground, in which more that 200 people were burned to death. For more
information see McNealy (2012), The Emerging Conflict between Newsworthiness and the
Right to be Forgotten.
43. Also outside Europe there are such suits: Lindsay (with reference to Levy) reports the example of Jessica Ewing, a Google search engineer, reportedly once requested the Google search
team to alter the first search result for her name, which returned an “embarrassing photograph of her as a 13-year-old athlete” (p. 421).
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its primary source of publication for the reason that it would be rendered invisible at least to new users.
Google reacted to the order of the Spanish Authority to delete links to any website containing outdated or inaccurate information by claiming in the Audiencia
Nacional (Spain’s Highest Court) that only publishers, and not search engines,
may be deemed responsible for contents published through their websites and on
the Internet. The Audiencia requested recently44 the European Court of Justice
to clarify some jurisdictional and however very substantial issues. The Spanish
Court also addresses the following issues: if the functions of a search engine fall
under the definition “processing of personal data”, if the company running the
search engine is a “data controller” and if it is the case the search engine bears the
obligation to apply the right to be forgotten upon a data subject’s request and remove data from their index without previously or simultaneously requiring this
removal from the original source of publication. Is Google (and any other search
engine or social network site) obliged to guarantee the rights to delete and to
object (as laid down in the Data Protection Directive) and delete or block the information, even if its preservation at the site of origin can be deemed as lawful?
The preliminary ruling of the European Court could be a milestone concerning
the protection of online personal data and the right to be forgotten in the digital
world.
These cases reveal, however, another area of conflict, this of the tension between forgetfulness and free speech. American scholars argue that “enshrining
a so-called right to be forgotten …. clashes head-on with cherished legal values
in America—foremost, freedom of expression”45. Moreover, some authors regard
the new right not as a “modest expansion” of existing data privacy rights but as
“the biggest threat to free speech on the Internet in the coming decade” (Rosen
2012). Free Speech Activists have declared the death of “open Internet”. Indeed
more than a revival of the (only prima facie!) conflict between informational privacy and freedom of information, it seems that we have to face a new “transat-

44. The Spanish Data Protection Authority had already ordered Google to delete links to any
website containing outdated or inaccurate information. The Spanish Authority regards that
the right to be forgotten may lead also to the deletion of public or legitimate information if
that information has not a current public relevance.
45. The right to be forgotten is not protected in the US, being clearly overshadowed by the right
to inform and the right to free speech. It seems to be a clear preference for the free speech
over the privacy interests of individuals. For more details on the clash between Europe and
the US concerning the tension between the right to inform and the right to be forgotten, see
F. Werro (2009).
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lantic clash” between European and American conceptions of the proper balance
between privacy and free speech.
In this context, a balance should be also struck between the right not to be confronted with the past and the (social and scientific) requirements for preserving
collective memory. The right to be forgotten risks to clash with the (historical)
interest of archiving every available information. In this perspective, we have to
take into account the changes in the perceptions and methods of historical research and collective memory. It seems to be an interdisciplinary interest on recording every-day life46. Availability and storage capacity have contributed to the
trend to archive every available information for possible future use.
Apparently, the right to be forgotten cannot be synonymous with a right of a total erasure of history. However, interests of social and historical inquiry do not
legitimize keeping every piece of personal information regardless the rights and
interests of the persons affected. Appealing constitutionally embedded freedom of
speech should not, however, serve as a pretence or excuse for extensive data collection, retention and use through Online Network Sites and Search Engines producing a “panopticon beyond anything Bentham ever imagined”47.

6. The technological perspective
Legal instruments are essential, but they are not self-implementing and – apparently – they are not sufficient. The enforcement of data protection principles and
rules remains a critical point. A further structural problem is that every specific
regulatory framework reflects a political and legal compromise under particular
circumstances and within a given socio-economical and technological context.
Changes in technology, economy and society demand, at least, a review of regulatory policy. Technological measures are needed to reinforce or supplement legal measures, for example through a kind of Privacy “digital privacy rights” that
could enforce policies and individual control over the use of data48. The conception of the right to be forgotten in the Proposal for a Data Protection Regulation
tries to respond to major technological and societal challenges posed in relation

46. A paradigmatic example of the preservation of a collective memory is cited by Andrade
(2012) and refers to an announcement made by the US Library of Congress. The world’s
largest library has announced that it will digitally archive every public tweet since Twitter’s
inception, in March 2006.
47. See Ausloos (2012) with reference to L. Lessig, Code: Version 2.0 (Perseus Books 2006), p.
208.
48. Blanchette (2011) proposes also the or through providing the “perfect contextualization”
that would situate each piece of information within its full historical context (p. 163).
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to information society services. The usefulness of this right depends however upon its construction and enforcement as a privacy by design/privacy by default49
requirement for the lawful processing of personal data.
Theory has presented original suggestions to ensure legally and technically the
right to oblivion. Zittrain has proposed an art of “reputation bankruptcy” to be
declared every ten years, allowing individuals to clean “their reputation slates
(through the deletion of certain categories of ratings or sensitive information)
and restart50. Mayer-Schönberger proposes shifting the default when storing personal data “back to where it has been for millennia, from remembering forever
to forgetting over time”. This should be achieved “with a combination of law
and software” (Mayer –Schönberger 2009) and concretely through the establishment of expiration dates on information. Mayer-Schönberger focuses on users’
empowerment: The main idea is that users would be forced to specify a retention period, when saving a file in the same manner they specify the file’s name
(Blanchette 2011).
Controlling, however, the life-time of personal information is a difficult task, due
not only to the nature of digital information (it is shareable and not consumed
in its use) but also because of today’s vast data retention and search capabilities. Thus, we need some automated mechanism to delete records that have escaped our control. One type of automated control which implements the right to
be forgotten entails building a technological “self-destruct” or “expiration date”
mechanism into data records. For instance, some systems allow copies of certain archived data (such as copies of emails maintained by email providers) to
become unreadable after a user-specified time, without any specific action on
the part of the user, through the use of cryptographic techniques and distributed
hash tables. This solution, however, has the following limitations: The automated destruction mechanism can potentially render unusable valuable information
if it applies for all data. To counter this problem, the creator of the data records
should configure the timer of the destruction mechanism, but it is questionable
whether data collectors or data aggregators would have the incentives to do so.
Another challenge that needs to be addressed is that to control data records containing personal information in an automated way we need a mechanism to track
and delete all instances of a record or document. This is particularly difficult to

49. The European Data Protection Supervisor in his Opinion (2011b) notes that the right to be
forgotten can be translated in a «privacy by design» obligation. In discussions about the future of privacy and the respective legislation in Europe privacy by design and privacy by
default are now presenting as central objectives and tools.
50. Zittrain (2008), p. 229.
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be implemented, due to the nature of information, as data records are easily integrated into other records, copied and shared with other parties.
Manual control, on the other hand, allows users to control their personal information, by choosing what data is to be retained and what is to be deleted. ‘Deletion managers’ are tools that can automate the process of deleting records by
identifying and interacting with the parties keeping personal information. They
can also track the flow of information from one party to another, and they provide users with an interface that supports them decide when or whether to delete records containing their personal information. Google’s Dashboard51, for
instance, provides its users with the ability to delete selected records from products and services that Google offers, while tools such as the “Web 2.0 Suicide
Machine”52 allow users to erase their records and profiles from multiple social
networking sites. Delete mechanisms, however, could be abused by malicious
parties seeking to cause harm or disrupt a person’s digital presence in her social
networks.

7. Conclusion
Without any doubt, one cannot deny the value of having (at least a portion of)
the past forgotten, the value of “starting over”, the value of deleting both digital footprints and especially digital shadows. Actually, as already discussed, the
right to be forgotten reflects a social value53 and – just as the umbrella right of
informational privacy - constitutes a democratic prerequisite for participation to
societal life and public discourse, free from social disgust, disgrace, public or private surveillance.
A right to be forgotten should ensure that the information which relates to an
individual “disappears after a certain period of time, even if the data subject does
not take action or is not even aware the data was ever stored”54. Time seems to
be a decisive parameter as far as it concerns balancing remembering and forgiveness, the right to be forgotten and the social interests and individual rights on
preserving, sharing and accessing information. Time is, indeed, an important ele-

51. https://www.google.com/dashboard/.
52. http://suicidemachine.org/.
53. About the discussion if forgetfulness is a social value, a right or a legitimate interest see
Koops (2011) and Rouvroy (2008).
54. See EDPS, Opinion of 14 January 2011 on the Communication from the Commission on “A
comprehensive approach on personal data protection in the European Union”, p. 18.
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ment of each of the existing legal forgiveness measures55. Forgiveness and balancing of interests are “too complex and important to be left to the private sector” (Lindsay 2012). It appears suitable, if not necessary, to require clear and
standardised sets of retention periods and respective decision- making and oversight procedures and mechanisms in order to weight competing rights and interests, if conflicts arise.
The conception of the right to be forgotten in the Proposal for a Data Protection
Regulation tries to respond to major technological and societal challenges. This
right offers data subjects at least the opportunity to re-evaluation of the secondary use of their data in changing contexts56. In this perspective it could, without
doubt, contribute to shift the balance in favour of the data subject and re-establish at least some of the control that individuals have lost over their data (Bernal
2011). With regard to implementing an individual’s right to be forgotten there is
the need to balance this right with competing rights and interests, such as freedom of expression, freedom of contract, preservation of socially valuable information, and mutual parties with interests in the same data record.
However, the affirmation of this right could not be regarded as panacea or serve
as a regulatory alibi for pervasive and intrusive processing. A right to be forgotten could not replace the legal requirements concerning the predominance of informed and explicit consent57, the lawful processing and compliance with core
data protection principles like the principle of proportionality and data minimization. Some authors point out that “introducing a ‘right to be forgotten’ only postpones this illusion of choice” (Koops 2012). Indeed, as proposed the right to be forgotten would usefully put pressure especially on advertisers, search engines and social networks sites to respect the users’ wishes about the control over their data but
it could also “(offer) a wild card for more privacy-intrusive uses” (Koops 2012).

55. Our legal system acknowledges that punishment should not necessarily be eternal. The person’s right to avoid disclosure of facts and information about her status of being accused or
convicted is laid down in central European law either as confidentiality/secrecy of the pretrial stage or as restricted and exceptional access to criminal records (Mitrou, 2012).
56. See Ausloos (2012), p. 145.
57. That means that it doesn’t simply consist in a “just click submit” consent fallacy but it is
confirming the choice of an individual while exercising her right to informational self-determination.
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The affirmation of such a right58 could (and should) function along with new
rules referring to explicit obligations and accountability for data controllers59,
data portability, and data breach notification in order to ensure more effective
protection for data subjects. The usefulness of this right depends largely upon
its construction and enforcement in practice and on the adoption of this right as
“privacy by design /privacy by default requirement”60 for the processing of personal information. If additional and detailed legal provisions are needed to effect
a right to be forgotten, these legal measures have to be supported, supplemented
and reinforced by technical measures.
A kind of “Privacy Digital Rights Management (DRM)” could enforce policies and
individual control over the use of data. However, if the burden is placed on users
to set preferences or expiry dates, this may be regarded as too onerous and it will
be largely ignored (Lindsay 2012). Over-reliance on the technological aspect can
be problematic since there are often inherent limitations in many technological
artifacts and they are seldom user friendly.
Moreover, technical solutions focusing or relying on empowering users to have
their data deleted are therefore unlikely to find a support by data controllers and
they are susceptible to circumvention by them. Technical measures need strong
support from the law in order to be - mandatorily - deployed. The advent of ICTs
tend to shift the balance of power away from the individual user of technology
to those who accumulate, store and manage users’ personal data. PETs and technological trends such as Privacy by Design can offer a certain level of privacy
protection, but their effectiveness can be hindered by several factors, including
improper application and use, limited user awareness and counter technologies.
It’s worth remembering that the promising – and voluntarily proposed - PETs are
still not widely adopted on a large scale.

58. Both France and Italy had even before the Proposal of the Data Protection Regulation presented legislative proposals in this matter. France has also adopted the Code of Good Practice on the Right to be Forgotten on Social Networks and Search Engines (Charte du Droit à
l’oubli numérique dans les sites collaboratifs et moteurs de recherché) which however is not
compulsory. However, the French Data Protection Authority has not signed this Code.
59. According to Ausloos, controllers might also become more lenient in their privacy policies,
as the subject has the right to demand retroactive removal of all her data (p. 146). Bernal
notes that the right to be forgotten is simply putting the ‘rights’ side of an existing principle:
allowing individuals to demand that those holding data fulfil their existing obligations (p. 9).
60. That means shifting the default when storing personal data “back to where it has been for
millennia, from remembering forever to forgetting over time” (Mayer- Schönberger 2007, p.
17). Bernal notes that this (right) can form part of a bigger paradigm shift - a shift to a position where privacy is the norm rather than the exception (p. 1).
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Built-in solutions that provide forgetting in the Internet architecture are still in
an embryonic phase. Automated mechanisms that apply the right to be forgotten
suffer in general from problems similar to that DRM solutions provide for copyrighted materials: they may hinder the distribution and use of valuable material
and there is always the possibility that counter technologies that circumvent the
self-destruct mechanism are applied. Furthermore, power relations, advocacy coalitions and lobbies in privacy field are apparently different from those related to
copyright protection interests61.
The introduction of technological constraints and barriers on persistence, accessibility and replicability of information is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for guaranteeing privacy rights in the digital world. Technological solutions are
able to support individuals by controlling the use of their data but they cannot
replace the legislator in defining and designing the scope and the limits of remembering and forgetfulness. Technological defaults are the symptom (Lindsay
2012) or the result of social and economical processes and choices. Every specific regulatory framework reflects a political a political and legal compromise
under particular circumstances and within a given socio-economical and technological context. Since these problems are common to all technological solutions
to content control, it is evident that the technological approach alone is insufficient and should be combined with legal and procedural measures to ensure that
personal information will not be permanently retained and become potentially a
widespread and ever lasting digital stigma.
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The right to oblivion as an expression
of the human right to privacy
Napoleon Xanthoulis

1. Introduction
The main aim of this paper is to argue that a right to oblivion should be conceptualised as a human right and more specifically, as an expression of the broader
right to privacy, which itself is approached as a multidimensional concept.
Firstly, I will discuss the right to oblivion as a phenomenon, in other words, how
it is prima facie presented in the current debate. Secondly, I will explain how the
current legal framework fails to offer a holistic conceptualisation of a right to
oblivion. Thirdly, I will argue that, as the term itself reveals, the concept should
be discussed from a human rights-based approach rather than from a mere control-based perspective. More particularly, I will suggest that the right to oblivion
should be conceptualised as part of the right to privacy, as a multidimensional
concept.

2. The right to oblivion as a modern phenomenon
As the term itself suggests, the concept of the right to oblivion is related to the
broad concepts of ‘remembering’ and ‘forgetting’, the “duality of human memory”1.
Should in fact everything be remembered?2 Is there some value on ‘forgetting’ certain information and if so, what should be forgotten and when? Even though these
questions constitute the main areas of dispute among the authors, it seems that most
of the available attempts made to answer them, as part of the on-going debate to the
right to oblivion, have not yet provided a systematic approach to this issue.
Forgetting is a “natural mentation for human beings”3. It provides us with peace
of mind, mental growth, and positive human relationship-building, assisting,

1. Bannon L. J., Forgetting as a feature, not a bug: the duality of memory and implication for
ubiquitous computing (2006) CoDesign, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 3-15, at 13.
2. See Mayer V., The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age, (2009), Princeton University Press.
3. Murata K. & Orito Y., The right to forget/be forgotten, (2001) in Proceedings of CEPE (Computer Ethics: Philosophical Enquiry), University of Lancaster, 6, pp. 192-201, 193.
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therefore, in the establishment of a personal identity4. This value is argued to
be threatened by the development of ICT, as it effectively enforces the idea that
everything should be remembered. However, critics counter that “the total capture and recall of a society’s (or even an individual’s) works and activities has
never been, and is unlikely ever to be, possible”, despite the rapid evolution of
ICT technologies5.
Secondly, to be forgotten is argued to allow the opportunity for a “fresh start”6.
According to this view, “it is socially beneficial to encourage individuals to reform their lives [and therefore not] be barred by their past ‘mistakes’” when entering into social and economic life7.Taking the opposite view, Peter Fleischer,
Google’s Chief Privacy officer, understands the right to oblivion as “an attempt
to give people the right to wash away digital muck, or delete the embarrassing
stuff”8. He argues that “history should be remembered, not forgotten, even if it’s
painful”. According to Fleischer, “culture is memory”. One response to this argument is that human cultures seem to have been built over the course of time
through a process of selective remembering and forgetting, not through total
remembering, as this was simply not possible until recently (and still is not in
most parts of the world). Despite this, it might worth considering that a “right to
remember as much as possible” may have some benefits to our political system
which could themselves be undermined by putting forward a potential right to
oblivion9. As has been characteristically written: “I don’t want a world where
politicians or demagogues can get their dodgy past involvements with fascism
[..] or whatever quietly deleted or rendered un-findable on Google”10. To the contrary, it has been suggested that such power to forget and be forgotten is not
merely an individual good but in essence a social value, that benefits society as
a whole, as it allows the independent self-development of individuals as demo-

4. Murata K. & Orito Y., ibid, at 194.
5. Lievrouw L. A., The Next Decade in Internet Time: Ways Ahead for New Media Studies, presented (2011) in A Decade in Internet Time: Symposium on the Dynamics of the Internet and
Society, Oxford Internet Institute, 21-24 September 2011, p. 11.
6. Blanchette J. F. & Johnson D.G., Data retention and the panoptic society: The social benefits of
forgetfulness’ (1998), ACM Policy ’98 Conference, LSE, p. 4.
7. Westin A. F. and Baker M. A., Databanks in a free society: Computers, record keeping, and privacy (1972) New York: Quadrangle/New York Times Book Company, p. 267.
8. Fleischer P., Foggy thinking about the Right to Oblivion, http://peterfleischer.blogspot.
com/2011/03, see also Rosen J., The right to be forgotten, 64 Stan. L. Rev. Online 88.
9. Edwards L., The Rights to forget of the right to spin?, panGloss, 18.03.2012, available at
http://blogscript-to-forget, last access June 10, 2013.
10. Edwards L., ibid.
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cratic citizens. In other words, no forgetfulness, no effective democratic citizens.
However, the opposite extreme seems to be equally unacceptable. “A world in
which individuals are not held accountable over time for the consequences of
their actions will not produce the sense of responsibility that is just as necessary
to a democratic society”11. Unavoidably, a balancing act will be needed.
Critics have also argued that it is difficult, if not impossible, to predict what information might be useful in the future, and that allowing the deletion of data without
careful consideration of its implications in the future might lead to having important information “inaccessible, incomplete and/or misrepresentative of reality”12.
This argument may be relevant when it relates to facts and events of public importance or public policy, but fails to explain how it can justify preventing a person
from exercising full control over his personal information when this can have no
consequential implications on the history of a state or nation.
Finally, other legal arguments have been presented, that introducing a right to
oblivion creates a presumption that privacy is more important than other potentially conflicting human rights such as freedom of speech13, or other values such
as freedom of journalism and literature, or other principles such as security or
data integrity14.
Overall, the diversity of ideas outlined above underscores the point that there is no
unified approach to the concept in question. Furthermore, it confirms Bernal’s observation that the concept of a right to oblivion “provokes emotional and instinctive
reactions, often very negative, rather than rational and thoughtful responses”15, particularly since the discussion around the world has only recently taken shape.

3. The right to oblivion in the digital world
In 2009, France launched a “Charter of good practices on the right to be forgotten on
social networks and search engines”16, which invited signing parties to adopt meas-

11. Blanchette J. F., supra note at 6.
12. See Ausloos J., The ‘‘Right to be Forgotten” – Worth Remembering? (2012) Computer Law &
Security Review (2 8C2), p. 7 and the references provided.
13. Data Protection: forget about a “right to forget”, 28.03.2011 available at http://amberhawk.typepad.com/amberhawk/2011, last accessed June 10, 2013.
14. Kierkegaard S., et al., 30 years on – The review of the Council of Europe Data Protection
Convention (2011) 108, Computer Law & Security Review 27, pp. 223-231, at 227.
15. Bernal P. A., A Right to Delete? (2011) European Journal of Law and Technology, vol. 2,
issue 2, p. 2.
16. «Charte du droit à l’oubli dans les sites collaboratifs et les moteurs de recherche».
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ures that facilitate protection of the personal data of the web users17. Furthermore,
based on the French initiative, there is an ongoing discussion on the potential inclusion of a right to oblivion (mentioned, however, as a right to be forgotten) in the
framework of the Council of Europe18, while the European Commission (“EC”) has
just published a widely debated proposal on the review of the EU Data Protection
legal framework where a separate “right to be forgotten and to erasure” has been
included. Despite this hyperactivity in the legal world, as a prima facie observation
there is still no universal agreement on what a right to oblivion is and what it aims to
protect.

3.1 The inefficiency of current data protection mechanisms
Given the heated debate on the nature and scope of the right to oblivion, it is
hardly surprising that the ongoing disagreement extends to the question of
whether this right already exists within the current legal framework19.
Focusing on the EU legal framework, Article 16(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (“TFEU”) provides that “everyone has the right to
the protection of personal data concerning them”. Similarly, Article 8 of the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union20 (“EU Charter”) provides
that “everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or
her” (para. 1) and that “such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes
and on the basis of the consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate
basis laid down by law”. Also, it is provided that “everyone has the right of access
to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it
rectified” (para.2). It has been argued that a right to oblivion is not part of the
Charter21 or the TFEU, since there is no clear provision that would allow an individual to have control of his data, such as through a clear right of deletion of
data.
Furthermore, as Commissioner Reading argued, the notion of consent, one of the
fundamental principles underpinning the EU data protection scheme, does not suc-

17. Kuschewsky M., The right to be forgotten–the fog finally lifts (2012), Privacy & Data Protection, vol. 12(3), pp. 10-12, at 11.
18. Kierkegaard S., et al., supra note 14 at 225.
19. Nys H., Towards a human right “to be forgotten online”? (2011) European Journal of Health
Law, 18(5), pp. 469-475.
20. Charter of the Fundamental Rights of the European Union (OJ C 364/1 of 18.12.2000).
21. Koops B.-J., Koops B.-J., Forgetting footprints, shunning shadows. A critical analysis of the
“Right to Be Forgotten” in Big Data Practice, (2011) Scripted, vol. 8, issue 3, p. 247.
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ceed in its purpose as it is currently applied22. This is a fundamental reason that
could prima facie justify the need to introduce a right to oblivion, taking into account the often complicated, misleading terms of use of several well-known internet applications. A typical ‘one-click’ expression of consent, within an online environment where the user has no discretionary power to choose among different
options/levels of use of his data, cannot simply be regarded as sufficient expression
of consent, i.e. “a freely given specific and informed indication”23 of someone’s
wishes. Indeed, “privacy is often considered to be sufficiently protected by giving
the individuals the ‘power’ to (dis)agree”, but the notion of consent is a mere “illusion of choice”24 since in reality “privacy policies are written in vague legalese, [...
there is a] lack of valid alternatives [...] and even a withdrawal of consent does not
(necessarily) allow a person to have his or her data removed retroactively”25.
Considering the above, it is clear that the current data protection framework
is mainly inspired by what are known as “control-based” theories, i.e. the idea
that a person should have full control over his personal information. Despite its
significance, such an approach is in my opinion unable to provide effective protection from the threats imposed by modern technological developments. This
conceptualisation is vulnerable to examples of “threatened losses”26, e.g. where
there has been no actual misuse of my data, but for an existing threat or cases
“when there is no control over disclosure”27 such as those in which it seems that
an individual has given up all his rights to controlling the use of his personal
data.
Furthermore, Ausloos28 argues that the current data protection scheme takes
“a proprietary approach to privacy protection”, which differs from the “personal privacy approach” adopted by the “European Convention of Human Rights”
(“ECHR”). This matters, in my view, since the underlying value of the right to oblivion should not merely be the protection of proprietary interests in certain data
but a number of interrelated fundamental values (e.g. autonomy, personality and
dignity among others) covered by the right to privacy as a multidimensional concept (discussed in section 5).
22. See also Bernal P. A., supra note 15 at. 4.
23. Reding V., speech/10/441, Brussels, 16.10.2010.
24. Ausloos J., supra note 12 at 8 and the references provided.
25. Ausloos J., ibid, at 6. (Note 12).
26. Austin L., Privacy and the Question of Technology, (2003), Law and Philosophy, vol. 22, no.
2, pp. 119-166, 125.
27. Austin L., supra note 26 at 126.
28. Ausloos J., ibid, at 3. (Note 12).
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4. Oblivion as a human right
Feinberg defined a right as a claim first against specifiable individuals and second with reference to their action or omission on one’s behalf.29 Naturally, the
question arises: “When does someone’s interest become a justified claim upon
others?” Tasioulas argues that our interests ground rights only if they are weighty
enough to justify the imposition on others of duties to respect those interests30.
Therefore, the actual difference between a right and a mere interest on which
a right might be based is that the content of a right (and particularly a human
right) is also the content of a corresponding duty31.
For the purpose of this article, we may endorse the spirit of the broader definition given by Raz32, that a concept/interest may be regarded as human right: a)
if it can be shown that there is an individual interest which, according to certain
social conditions, should be satisfied (moral right), and b) when the conditions
are appropriate to create a duty to protect/respect/promote the interests of individuals identified in (a)33. Logically, if reaching the threshold of ‘rights’ requires
the existence of an important interest, then to enter the world of ‘human rights’
something more should be required. Griffin rightly suggests that only human interests of “special importance” should be ring-fenced with the notion of human
rights.34
If we adopt this view, then a potential human right to oblivion could only be
justified, if its underlying rationale is the protection of such a fundamental value,
namely that was so important to human nature as to impose corresponding duties to others to respect this value. However, Griffin argues further that to distinguish human rights from other interests, we should apply the condition of
“practicalities”, i.e. that human rights must depend, to some extent upon their

29. Feinberg J., Rights, Justice and the Bounds of Liberty, (1980), Princeton University Press,
chs. 6, 9-11.
30. Tasioulas J., Human Rights, Universality and the Values of Personhood: Retracing Griffin’s
Steps, (2002) European Journal of Philosophy, 10:1, pp. 79-100, 96.
31. Tasioulas J., Taking Rights out of Human Rights (2010) Ethics, 120, pp. 647-678; Griffin,
On Human Rights, (2008), Oxford University Press, p. 97.
32. Raz J., Human Rights Without Foundations (2007), Oxford Legal Studies Research Paper
No. 14/2007, p. 18.
33. In this context we are not concerned with Raz’s third condition which refers to a state’s lack
of immunity from interference regarding these matters.
34. Griffin J., First Steps in an Account of Human Rights, (2001) European Journal of Philosophy, 9:3, pp. 306-327, 314.
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being “an effective, socially manageable, claim on others”35. For him, “rights bear
a close relationship with duties. What is true of duties, meaning that you cannot
ask from someone to do the impossible, is equally true of rights”. If it is impossible for a thing to be done, it is absurd to claim it as a right36.
Griffin’s argument simply defends the view that a right should not be introduced
if it is in principle unenforceable. However, this is not necessarily true since if
a right is impractical or unnecessary at time T in society S, should it not be a
human right?37 In my view, that a right, in certain circumstances cannot be adequately protected for all does not necessarily prevent it from being a human
right.38 Applying this view in relation to the right to oblivion, I suggest that it
should be conceptually approached in the light of the modern social world and
not outside the notion of present human behaviour. Some countries are not so
technologically advanced as to generate the need for a right to oblivion or chose
not to apply it for any other reason, but this does not require us to exclude such a
right from the concept of human rights in principle or to reject its existence, providing it fulfils Raz’s above mentioned conditions.
To conclude, if we want to include the right to oblivion among human rights, the
main question is whether the right to oblivion protects such individual interests/
values of special importance, related to human existence, as to result in the creation of duties to others to protect it.

5. The human right to oblivion
5.1 Introduction
As the right to oblivion has not yet taken a solid form within the academic debate, it is often discussed as a right, interest, value or a policy aim39. This paper argues for a right to oblivion as a legal right and more particularly, a hu-

35. Griffin J., ibid, at 315. Note 34.
36. Cranston M., Are There Any Human Rights? (1983) Daedalus, MIT Press, vol. 112, no. 4,
Human Rights, pp. 1-17, at 13.
37. Eddy K., On Revaluing the Currency of Human Rights, (2006), University of Oxford, Department of Politics and International Relations/Centre for the Study of Social Justice, Working
Paper Series SJ003, p. 6. Available in Politics. Philosophy and Economics, vol. 6, n. 3, 2007,
pp. 307-328.
38. Tasioulas J., Human Rights, Universality and the Values of Personhood: Retracing Griffin’s
Steps, supra note 30 at 90.
39. Koops B.-J., supra note 21 at 230; also Leaton Gray J., A right to be forgotten: the far-ranging
implications (2011) Data Protection Law & Policy, 8(5), pp. 14-16.
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man right. Based on this principle, the logical sequence would be to ask what the
scope of such a right might be.
Despite the broad disagreement on its definition, most authors agree that a right
to oblivion in the digital world aims in principle to grant an individual control
not only of data related to unfortunate past events or the ability to prevent the
publication of data in libel cases, but of all data40 in the digital world (data stored
on the Web as well as organisational databases): i) generated by him (“digital
footprints”), or ii) generated by others but relating to him (“data shadows”), e.g.
search questions, purchases etc.
A debate related to personal data seems prima facie to be related to the well-established discussion on people’s right to a private life. Technology seems to be forcing
us to reconsider and perhaps deepen our understanding of the nature of privacy as
a human right as well to explain “why we are concerned about losses of privacy”41.

5.2 The right to privacy as a multidimensional concept
We have mentioned in section 3.1 that the current data-protection scheme is
based upon the idea that a person should be able to control the information related to him; in other words that “knowledge about me is my property”42. Ramsay
argues that this constitutes a very narrow understanding of what privacy is in
reality, as there is more to privacy than controlling information, as for example
in cases where a person believes he is spied upon or where media is focused upon
his life43. In such situations, he argues that a person does not seek to control the
flow of information but simply to “be let alone”44. In addition, he suggests that
autonomy itself, as the value of being able to develop and retain control over life
and choices, cannot be the sole reason we need privacy as there are cases where
we “spy [on] someone to protect their own autonomy [...] or to protect the autonomy of all”45 as well as cases where for example someone is spied upon but is
unaware of this and therefore his control over his life and choices is not threat-

40. Murata K. & Orito Y., supra note at 192. (Note 3).
41. Austin L., supra note 26 at 121.
42. Ramsay H., Privacy, privacies and basic needs, (2010), The Heythrop Journal, 51(2), pp.
288-297, 288.
43. Ramsay H., ibid, at 289.
44. Warren S. & Brandeis L., The Right to Privacy (1890) Harvard Law Review, vol. 15, no. 5,
pp. 193-220. This view implies that the “right to be let alone” is merely only one aspect of
the right to privacy.
45. Ramsay H., supra note 42 at 289.
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ened46. Perhaps Weber’s suggestion that the “rightholders’ autonomy”47 should
be the central idea when discussing potential threats to privacy rights in the digital world. Bernal’s48 view that besides the actual threat to an individual’s autonomy, a “potential direct threat to autonomy”49 should equally be taken into account
as it could arise from people’s feelings when under the threat of surveillance and/
or having their personal information potentially misused.
Recently, a number of attempts have been made to explain how privacy should
be approached in the context of ongoing technological evolution. Several authors
have argued that privacy should be understood as a “cluster concept”50, i.e. that
we should cluster together “certain of the conceptions instead of considering only
one single conception”51. In other words, instead of trying to argue whether privacy aims to safeguard values such as “secrecy”, “control of personal information”, and “personhood” (e.g. individuality, autonomy, dignity and other factors)52
we should be aiming to claim an “interrelationship”53 of different values from a
“multidimensional” approach”54. Hugl55 summarises such an approach attempted
by Burgoon et al.56, who defines privacy as “the ability to control and limit physical, interactional, psychological and informational access to one’s group or to the
self”. More specifically, in this view: “a) the physical dimension refers to how
physically accessible an individual is to others b) the psychological dimension
looks to an individual’s right to decide with whom she or he shares personal information [...] c) the social dimension means the ability to control social interac-

46. Ramsay H., ibid, at 289-290.
47. Weber R.H., The Right to Be Forgotten: More than a Pandora’s Box? (2011) JIPITEC, vol. 2,
pp. 120-130, at 128.
48. Bernal P. A., A Right to Delete?, supra note at 15, available at: http://ejlt.org/article/
view/75/144. Last access June 10, 2013.
49. Bernal P. A., ibid, at 15.
50. Hugl U., Approaching the value of Privacy: Review of theoretical privacy concepts and aspects or privacy management, (2010), AMCIS 2010 Proceedings, Paper 248, p. 4-5.
51. Hugl U., supra note 50 at 4.
52. Solove D. J., Conceptualising privacy, (2002), California Law Review, Vol. 90, pp. 10871156.
53. Hugl U., supra note 50 at 6.
54. Burgoon J. K., Parrot R., LePoire, B. A., Kelley D. L., Walther J. B. and Perry D., Maintaining and restoring privacy through communication in different types of relationship, (1989),
Journal of Social and Personal Relationships, vol. 6, pp. 131-158.
55. Hugl U., supra note 50 at 4.
56. Burgoon J. K. et al., supra note 54.
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tions [...] and d) the informational privacy dimension refers to an individual’s
right to reveal personal information to others”57.
Along the same lines, Solove rightly observes that “not all privacy problems are
the same, and different conceptions of privacy work best in different contexts.
Instead of trying to fit new problems into old conceptions, we should seek to understand the special circumstances of a particular problem”58. Having identified
the relevant circumstances we can then understand which dimension of privacy
this disruption belongs to, which will then reveal the types of human goods that
are threatened.

5.3 The right to privacy as an “instrumental good” in the light
of Aristotelian philosophy
Having observed that privacy itself does not seem to be aimed by individuals for
its own sake, Ramsey suggests that “[p]rivacy may not be one of the most basic
of human goods – not one of the goods which actually constitute our well being,
but it is one of the strategically vital, ‘second order’ goods without which our
chances of securing well-being are dramatically reduced”59. His conceptualisation of privacy is based upon Aristotle’s idea that there are two kinds of objective
human goods. On the one hand, there are “intrinsic goods”60 sought by people for
their own sake and not in order to achieve or gain something else. On the other
hand, there are “instrumental goods”61, i.e. the goods that we aim to achieve not
for their own sake but so as to gain another greater good. Based on this conceptualisation of human goods, Ramsay rightly argues that privacy would never be
pursued for its own sake but constitutes rather “one of the pre-conditions that
must be satisfied if persons are to function, and function well, in respect of their
most important capacities”62.
Based on the above, Ramsey seems to be reaching the same conclusion as Tasioulas (see section 4) but from a different path. Ramsay argues that, assuming the
idea of objective human goods is true, then when there is a human need to obtain
a value necessary for “our natural functioning and flourishing”63, in other words
a need to obtain an “instrumental good” which, once achieved, will allow us to
57. Hugl U., supra note 50 at 4.
58. Solove D. J., Conceptualising privacy, supra note 52 at 1147.
59. Ramsay H., supra note 42 at 293.
60. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, Book A, 1094a18-22.
61. Ibid.
62. Ramsay H., supra note 42 at 293.
63. Also Finnis J., Natural Law and Natural Rights, 9th ed., (1996), OUP, p. 205.
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acquire a ‘basic’ (intrinsic) good, such as for example knowledge, health, friendship etc., then “the rights-claim to what is needed can accurately be described as
a ‘human right’”64. It is submitted that this conceptualisation of privacy based
on Aristotle’s philosophy on human goods seems paradoxically65 to be hidden
within the text of the current EU Data Protection Directive which provides that
“data-processing systems are designed to serve man; [...] respect their fundamental rights and freedoms, notably the right to privacy, and contribute to [...] the
well-being of individuals.

5.4 The right to oblivion as an “instrumental good” and a specific
expression of a multidimensional right to privacy
Having considered the broad debate in the literature, a summary of which was
presented in section 2 of this paper, Koops identified three possible conceptualisations of the right to oblivion. The first is a more widely accepted demand
for personal data to be deleted in due time. The second is what he called a “clean
slate” perspective, i.e. “that outdated data should not be used against people”.
This approach could allow the right to oblivion to “be translated into sector-specific and context-specific norms specifying which online information should be
included or excluded in decision making”66 (e.g. employment, public administration etc.). Finally, he presented an alternative “clean slate” perspective on the
right to oblivion which refers to the need for an individual to feel unrestrained in
expressing himself, which itself would then guarantee his self-development.67 In
Koops’s own words, this third aspect “aims at preventing people from suffering
unduly from information about their past, with connections to the right to privacy and identity construction”68. He argues that the first two perspectives could
potentially constitute the content of a legal right. However, he considers that the
third one could only have the character of “an interest or value”69.
Koops’s conceptualisation of the right to oblivion seems to cover satisfactorily
the main broad areas which have been argued to fall under this concept, even
though his definitions seem to partly overlap and therefore should be seen as
complementary to each other. In our view, all three conceptual categories men-

64. Ramsay H., supra note 42 at 294.
65. Oddly enough, as we have shown, the DPD provisions reflect a pure “control-based” perception of privacy.
66. Koops B.-J., supra note 21 at 252.
67. Koops B.-J., ibid, at 254.
68. Koops B.-J., ibid, at 253.
69. Koops B.-J., ibid.
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tioned above can be conceptualised under a multidimensional right to privacy,
and by doing so, all underlying values should be legally protected.
More specifically, the first approach which summarises the “right to delete/erasure”, mainly refers to the need to restrict “informational access” of third parties
to certain personal information, which according to Burgoon et al.70 constitutes
one of the dimensions of the right to privacy. This conceptualisation seems to
reflect the traditional understanding of a right to privacy as a “control-based”
mechanism (see section 3.1).
The second perspective seems to refer to an individual’s need to avoid being sanctioned, for example in his professional environment, in cases where information
has been obtained about his past that is irrelevant to assessing his present and
future potential. This need falls, prima facie, mostly under the “social dimension”
of privacy, mentioned by Burgoon et al.71, as it protects an individual’s freedom
to determine his social relationships with third parties.
Finally, the third perspective, in substance, falls both under the “psychological” as
well as the “social” dimensions of privacy, as understood by Burgoon et al.72. By
referring to the need to protect individual self-development and personal identity,
this conceptualisation of the right to oblivion aims to safeguard individual autonomy and dignity in cases where, despite the absence of any clear-cut unlawful use of
personal information, an individual’s rights are nevertheless violated (e.g. where a
person feels that is under surveillance by a social network or a search engine which
collects data related to his actions, despite these data not yet having been used).
Having described privacy as an instrumental good that aims to allow individuals to
enjoy intrinsic goods, among which we have identified ‘autonomy’, and taking into
account that this perspective of the right to oblivion aims to protect this exact value, i.e. personal autonomy/development, it can reasonably be argued that a claim
against a threat to this value should be regarded as a human right claim.
Consequently, based on the above, it seems that the right to oblivion, at least as
conceptualised in the broadest possible terms (as provided by Koops), could be
regarded as an expression of the multidimensional right to privacy, and therefore
a human right. In addition, the right to oblivion is also an instrumental good, i.e.
a mean to achieve a greater intrinsic good, since in fact, all three conceptualisations of the right seem to be aiming to protect basic human goods that are necessary for human well-being, including autonomy, dignity and self-development.

70. Burgoon et al., supra note 54.
71. Ibid.
72. Ibid.
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6. Conclusions
There seems to be no universal agreement, either on the substantial constituting
elements of the right to oblivion in the digital world, or on the term that should be
used to describe it. The disagreement on the conceptualisation of this right is a result of the absence of a holistic legislative initiative up to now, with the exception
of the EC’s controversial recent proposal and of the absence of a systematic attempt
to define the scope and rationale of this right.
My view has been that oblivion has proven under certain circumstances to be a
necessity, or in different terms, an instrument, to safeguard human well-being. I
have attempted to show that a right to oblivion confirms the need for a paradigm
shift in privacy, leading to a multidimensional conceptualisation of the right to
privacy. This conceptual perspective does not require amending the ECHR73 in
order to enforce an effective right to oblivion nor does it compel us “to invent a
new theory of privacy”74. Therefore, the view that a right to oblivion “can only be
read very indirectly into the right to privacy as formulated in art. 8(1) ECHR”75 is
incorrect. Any future legal and political initiative concerning the right to oblivion
as an expression of the right to privacy should not be dogmatically attached on the
control-based understanding of personal information but rather constitute the outcome of an objective philosophical dialectic on the foundations of the nature of the
human person well as the conditions of “human flourishing”76.

73. Koops B.-J., supra note 21 at 247.
74. Austin L., supra note xxvi at 164.
75. Koops B.-J., supra note at 21 247.
76. Ramsay H., supra note 42 at 296.

Privacy protection in an e-Health environment
Maria Milossi

Introduction
ICTs’ evolution brought a new era for health services and health ethics. Modern
technology promoted the interaction between patients and health-service providers, health data transmission, health information networks, electronic health
records as well as telemedicine services. Meanwhile, lots of discussions were
raised on medical secrecy and confidentiality of health data, meeting the needs of
EC 95/46 Directive on data protection and national legislation.
The paper’s purpose is to make a description of eHealth practices followed, to
present the legal framework of interoperable eHealth in Greece, as well as to
highlight the health systems’ security weaknesses.

The national e-Health strategy
The national e-Health Roadmap was presented on June 2006 by the Ministry
of Health, as part of the National Strategy for Quality and Safety of Healthcare
Services in the Information Society. E-Health Roadmap’s main priorities were
the establishment of a National Health Information System (NHIS), as well as
the implementation of an Electronic Patient Record. For this purpose, IASYS, obviously influenced by the American model ‘’iasis’’ (http://www.iasishealthcare.
com), planned to be the central IT infrastructure of the NHIS and provide the national interoperability framework in order to enable Greek health organisations
access and share health related information1. For the realization of such an interoperable framework, associated specific projects had to be realized, such as:
smart card-based health insurance project for civil servants, information system
for the national ambulance service, information system for organ-transplantation
coordination and control, information system covering transactions on patient
charges between hospitals and insurance organisations, EDI-based hospital procurement, national blood-bank information system, primary care information
system, medical libraries information system and telemedicine.

1. Kosta, E: Study on Legal Framework of Interoperable eHealth in Europe, National Profile
Greece, European Commission Directorate General Information Society, 2008, p. 13.
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The Greek eHealth Roadmap can be separated to the three following major
phases: The first one, for the period 2006-2007 based on strategic pilots (health
cards, e-Prescription, e-Care) and legislative interventions; the second one, for
the period 2007–2012 based on demonstrating and enabling Health Networks
and integration at the regional level; the third phase for the period 2012–2015,
is based on the integration at the national level2.
Besides the bureaucratic obstacles met, a considerable development has been
achieved concerning greek electronic healthcare services. By 2009, every Greek
citizen or every resident staying and working in Greece, obtained his personal
social security number called “AMKA”3. This unique number simplified transactions between Insurance Funds, Banks and patients/employers/employees.
It also diminished the time needed for the procedure of personal information’s
verification and facilitated the security, the health care as well as the retirement procedure. Moreover, by 2011, the project of the electronic prescription
started; this project, firstly proclaimed by the Civil Servants’ Sickness Insurance
Fund (OPAD) and then by the rest Insurance Funds (ETAA,IKA,OGA,OAEE etc.),
offers an interoperable environment among the Insurance Fund and the entities
of the primary healthcare (insured citizens, doctors, diagnostic centres, pharmacists). The project’s main goal is to connect electronically the Insurance Fund
with its suppliers on the one hand, and to support electronically the control and
clearance procedures, which the Insurance Fund has to perform according to the
current legal framework, on the other. Another innovative and significant step
taken during the last two years was the development of an interoperable environment aiming to the connection of the Social Insurance Funds and the electronic
transactions between the Social Insurance Funds and Banks. The project’s main
target is the cooperation of the involved parties, as well as the exchanging of necessary information and the accumulation of experience and knowhow.

Transposition of article 8 of Directive 95/46/EC
The Greek data protection law contains a definition of the term “sensitive data” in Article 2(b). The definition of sensitive data was modified by laws
3471/20064 and 3625/20075 as follows: “Sensitive data” is data referring to
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, par-

2. http://www.yyka.gov.gr/articles/health/domes-kai-draseis-gia-thn-ygeia/ethnika-sxediadrashs/95-ethnika-sxedia-drashs?fdl=230, page 167 et seq.
3. www.amka.gr.
4. Law 3471/2006, Official Gazette A΄ 133/28.06.2006.
5. Law 3625/2007, Official Gazette A΄ 290/24.12.2007.
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ticipation in a trade union, health, social welfare and sexual life, and data related
to criminal charges or convictions, as well as the participation to associations related to the above.

The Greek regulatory framework for healthcare practice and
health professionals
Apart from law 2472/1997 protecting the data subject from the processing of
his “sensitive” data, a series of legal texts (directly or not) underlines the importance of medical ethics and confidentiality of data.
The law 1565/19396 regulates the practice of medicine including the basic
prerequisite for a medical doctor practicing in Greece, that is an official permit
granted by the Minister of Health. Moreover, the presidential decree 38/20107
which implemented the European Directive 36/2005 EC8 regulates the recognition of professional qualifications. The presidential decree 38/2010 replaced
the pre-existing presidential decrees 84/1986 and 38/2004, that implemented
the European Council’s directive 93/16/EEC9 issued to facilitate the free movement of doctors and the mutual recognition of their diplomas, certificates and
other evidence of formal qualifications. It defined the conditions under which
citizens of the European Member States can be established and exercise medicine
in Greece, after they obtain a permit for it.
Of particular interest to e-Health is the new Code of Medical Ethics ratified by
law 3418/200510, regulating issues concerning doctors’ obligations before their
patients (patient’s information, former consent) and certainly in cases of medical
decisions in the end of life, tissues’ and organs’ transplantation, blood donation,
medically assisted reproduction as well as the protection of genetic identity (articles 29-34)11. This new Code of Ethics replaced the old Code on the Regulation
of Medical Deontology of 195512. The Code of Practice of Medicine of 1939 re-

6. Law 1565/1939, Official Gazette A΄ 16/Jan. 1939.
7. Presidential decree 38/2010, Official Gazette A΄ 78/25.05.2010.
8. European Directive 36/2005 EC, Official Journal of the European Union L255/22/
30.09.2005.
9. European Directive 93/16/EEC, Official Journal of the European Union L 165/7.7.1993.
10. Law 3418/2005, Official Gazette A΄ 287/28.11.2005.
11. For a detailed commentary of this new Code of Medical Ethics in Greece, see Laskaridis E.,
(ed.), Code of Medical Ethics - A commentary, Nomiki Bibliothiki, Athens, Greece, 2013. In
Greek.
12. Royal Decree of 25.5/6.7.1955 (FEK 171 A΄).
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mains valid13. A special reference has also to be done to the doctor’s obligation
to keep a file in a digital or paper form for each patient, containing her personal
information as well as every information concerning his health, according to the
article 14 of the Code of Medical Ethics. The doctor is obliged to take every necessary measure to keep the file’s confidentiality and anonymisation of patients.
In 2005, a series of legal documents has been adopted. Thus, under the law
3305/200514 the application of medically-assisted reproduction has been regulated, the law 3402/200515 provided the re-organization of the blood donation
system and by the law 3370/2005,16 the public health services’ organisation and
operation issues have been upgraded.
In 2010, the law 3868/201017 was issued with regard to the upgrade of the National Health System. The law 3892/201018 regulated the electronic filing and
executing of medical prescriptions and referrals and finally, the law 3984/201119
provisioned the conditions of organs’ donation and transplantation.

Conditions for the processing of sensitive personal data
The collection and processing of sensitive data is prohibited according to the article 7 of law 2472/1997. However, the collection and the processing of sensitive
data, as well as the establishment and the operation of the relevant file, will be
permitted by the Authority, when one or more of the following conditions occur:
a) The data subject has given written consent, unless such consent has been extracted in a manner contrary to the law or good faith or if law provides that any
consent given may not lift the relevant prohibition. The need for a consent in a
written way found in the text of the Greek law differentiates from the relevant
article in the 95/46/EC Directive which refers to subject’s consent in general,
regardless the way that this consent is expressed.
b) Processing is necessary to protect data subject’s vital interests or the interests
provided by the law of a third party, if s/he is physically or legally incapable of
giving consent.
13. L. 1565/1939. See Canellopoulou-Bottis, M.: Recent developments in Health Law in
Greece, European Journal of Health law 2006 (13) p. 107.
14. Law 3305/2005, Official Gazette A΄ 17/27.01.2005.
15. Law 3402/2005, Official Gazette A΄ 258/17.10.2005.
16. Law 3370/2005, Official Gazette A΄ 176/11.07.2005.
17. Law 3868/2010, Official Gazette A΄ 129/3.08.2010.
18. Law 3892/2010, Official Gazette A΄, 189/4.11.2010.
19. Law 3984/2011, Official Gazette A΄, 150/27.06.2011.
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c) Processing relates to data made public by the data subject or is necessary for
the recognition, exercise or defence of rights in a court of justice or before a disciplinary body.
d) Processing relates to health matters and is carried out by a health professional subject to the obligation of professional secrecy or relevant codes of conduct,
provided that such processing is necessary for the purposes of preventive medicine, medical diagnosis, the provision of care or treatment or the management
of health-care services. The Greek Data Protection Authority (DPA) recognised
in the decision 51/200220 that the health data contained in a prescription can
be legally processed by the doctor who wrote the prescription and the pharmacist who executes it, as they are both bound by professional secrecy, the breach
of which incurs penal sanctions as well. However, the communication of these
sensitive data from the pharmacist to any third party (such as pharmaceutical
companies, drug traders etc.) in order to obtain the medicine that is mentioned
on the prescription is rendered an unlawful processing. The Greek DPA recommended the pharmacists to take every necessary measure to ensure the secrecy of
the medical prescriptions and avoid their communication to third parties.
e) Processing is carried out by a Public Authority and is necessary for the purposes of aa) national security, bb) criminal or correctional policy and pertains to the
detection of offences, criminal convictions or security measures, cc) protection
of public health.
Greek law made use of the exception of Article 8§4 of the Data Protection Directive that allows Member States, for reasons of substantial public interest, to lay
down additional exemptions to the rule of general prohibition of processing of
sensitive data;the Article 7.2(e) foresees such an exemption for the protection of
public health. The Greek DPA clarified in its opinion 61/200721 that, since this
provision is exceptional, it shall be interpreted narrowly. Thus, the DPA rejected
the request of two public hospitals to transmit sensitive data to the Ministry of
Health in order to infer conclusions on the degree of patients’ satisfaction by the
offered medical services at public hospitals. However, the Greek DPA mentioned
that if the survey was conducted by the public hospitals themselves and not by
the Ministry of Health, as in this case, there would be no issue of transfer of
data to third parties. The last purpose that law foresees as necessary for sensitive
data’s processing carried out by a Public Authority is (dd) the exercise of public

20. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=79,177,99,
245,88,31,57,185.
21. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=41,245,49,
114,239,213,95,232.
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control on fiscal or social services (that is the case of the electronic prescription’s
data bases) .
f) Processing is carried out exclusively for research and scientific purposes provided that anonymity is maintained and all necessary measures for the protection
of the persons involved are taken. Greek law underlines the importance of research and scientific purposes, differentiating from the directive’s text which refers to access right’s restrictions for scientific and statistic research (see the articles 8 c. 2,3 as well as 13 c. 2 in the 95/46/EC Directive). In the case of medical
research, the DPA issued specific decisions and stated that: 1. access to patients’
files can be done only in the place where the file is kept (in the hospital) and
controlled by a hospital’s specific employee, 2. persons who asked to do research
can get from patients’ files only the necessary data for the fulfilment of their research according to their scientific opinion, 3. anonymity of patients’ data has
to be accomplished during the procedure of access; that means that data which
identify patients with their medical data can not be registered by the researcher
(see DPA’s decisions 46, 47/200422).
g) Processing concerns data pertaining to public figures, provided that such data
are in connection with the holding of public office or the management of third
parties’ interests, and is carried out only for journalistic purposes. The DPA may
grant a permit only if such processing is absolutely necessary in order to ensure
the right to information on matters of public interest and provided that the right
to protection of private and family life is not violated in any way whatsoever.
In this point, it is important to notify that law 2472/1997 did not implement
the 95/46/EC Directive’s text providing that the processing of sensitive data is
necessary to carry out the obligations and specific rights of the controller in the
field of employment law, in so far as it is authorized by national law providing
for adequate safeguards (art. 8 case b) as well as the case that processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with appropriate guarantees by
a foundation, association or any other non-profit-seeking body with a political,
philosophical, religious or trade-union aim and on the condition that the processing relates solely to the members of the body or to persons who have regular
contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the data are not disclosed
to a third party without the consent of the data subjects (art. 8 case d). To fill this

22. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=228,53,11,127,
199,57,216,86 and http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?doc
id=127,13,97,253,148,5,64,245.
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gap, a new article (7A) was added to law 2472/1997 pursuant to article 8.4 of
Law 2819/200023.

Authority’s permit as a prerequisite for processing sensitive
data
According to the article 7.3 of law 2472/1997, the collection and the processing of sensitive data as well as the establishment and the operation of the relevant file, upon request of the Controller, can be realised after the DPA’s permit.
Should the Authority ascertain that processing of sensitive data is carried out,
the notification of the existence of such a file pursuant to article 6 of this law
is considered to be a request for a permit. The Authority may impose terms and
conditions for a more effective protection of the data subjects’ or third parties’
right to privacy. This permit will be issued for a specific period of time, depending on the purpose of the data processing and may be renewed upon controller’s
request.
The authority’s permit shall necessarily contain: a. the full name or trade name or
distinctive title, as well as the address of the controller and her representative (if
any), b) the address of the place where the file is established, c) the categories of
personal data which are allowed to be included in the file, d) the time period for
which the permit is granted, e) the terms and conditions, if any, imposed by the
Authority for the establishment and operation of the file as well as f) the obligation to disclose the recipient or recipients as soon as they are identified.
A copy of the permit shall be registered to the Permits’ Register kept by the Authority. Any change in the data referred to in paragraph 5 shall be communicated
without undue delay to the Authority. Any change other than a change of address
of the controller or her representative shall entail the issuance of a new permit,
provided that the terms and conditions stipulated by law are fulfilled.

Exemptions from the obligation to notify and receive a permit
Irrespective of the general rule of permit in case of sensitive data processing, the
controller is exempted from the obligation of notification, according to the article 6, and the obligation to receive a permit, according to the article 7.3 of law
2472/1997 in the following cases:
a. When the processing is carried out exclusively for purposes relating directly
to an employment or project relationship or to the provision of services to the
public sector and is necessary for the fulfilment of an obligation imposed by law

23. Law 2819/2000, Official Gazette A΄ 84/15.03.2000.
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or for the accomplishment of obligations arising from the above relationships,
and upon prior announcement to the data subject, as for example the case of electronic prescription.
b. When the processing involves clients’ or suppliers’ personal data, provided that
such data are neither transferred nor disclosed to third parties. In order that this
provision may be applied, courts of justice and public authorities are not considered to be third parties, provided that such a transfer or disclosure is imposed by
law or a judicial decision. However, the importance of this case is that insurance
companies, for all types of insurance, pharmaceutical companies, companies
whose main activities involve trading of data, credit and financial institutions,
such as banks and institutions issuing credit cards are not exempted from the obligation of notification.
c. When the processing is carried out by associations (for example the case of
an association of cancer suffering persons) and relates to personal data of their
members or companies, provided that they have given their consent and that
such data are neither transferred nor disclosed to third parties. Members and
partners are not considered to be third parties, provided that the transfer is carried out among members and partners for the purposes of the above legal entities
or associations. Courts of justice and public authorities are not considered to be
third parties, provided that such a transfer is imposed by law or a judicial decision.
d. When processing involves medical data and is carried out by doctors or other persons rendering medical services provided that the controller is bound by
medical confidentiality or other obligation of professional secrecy and the data
are neither transferred nor disclosed to third parties. In this case, courts of justice and public authorities are not considered to be third parties, provided that
such a transfer or disclosure is imposed by law or judicial decision. Moreover,
legal entities or organisations rendering health care services, such as clinics, hospitals, medical centres, recovery and detoxication centres, insurance funds and
insurance companies, as well as controllers processing personal data within the
framework of programmes of telemedicine or provision of health care services
via Internet, are not exempted from the obligation of notification. That the Greek
law insists asking from the above legal entities to receive a permit when processing health data.
The Pan-Hellenic Association of Physical Therapists asked to be exempted from
the notification obligation and the one to receive a permit from the Data Pro-
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tection Authority. The Greek DPA adopted Decision 60/200524, which provided
that physiotherapists are not exempted from the notification/permit requirement, because their code of ethics did not provide in a legally-binding way for a
professional secrecy duty. The Greek DPA decided to allow the exemption of the
physical therapists from the obligations to notify and receive a permit, only when
there will be a modification of the Memorandum of the Association, which will
explicitly foresee the disciplinary sanction of temporary or permanent expulsion
from the Association for everyone who breaches the professional secrecy duty,
with simultaneous notification of the expulsion to the responsible body for the
supplying of the official permit for the exercise of the profession of the physical
therapist at national level25.
e. When the processing is carried out by lawyers, notaries, unpaid land registrars
and court officers or companies formed by the above and involves the provision
of legal services to their clients, provided that the controller and the members of
the companies are bound by an obligation of confidentiality imposed by Law and
that data are neither transferred nor disclosed to third parties, except for those
cases where this is necessary and is directly related to the fulfilment of a client’s
mandate.
f. When the processing is carried out by judicial authorities or services, with the
exception of the authorities referred to Article 3.2 (b), in the framework of attributing justice or for their proper operation needs.

Health data in particular cases
The patient’s information as well as confidentiality of health data, hold a special
position in particular cases of diseases or medical actions, such as in cases of cancer, of HIV, of transplantation and of medically-assisted reproduction.

Cancer and personal data
Τhe National Anti-cancer Registry (EAN) operating under Law 3370/2005, is a
mechanism of processing information on cancer disease, coming from the public and private health sector. Thanks to a recent Ministry’s circular26, the cancer
status in Greece is registered by specified persons who fill a special form for each

24. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=203,223,113,
155,95,16,244,243.
25. Idem 1, p. 26.
26. Υ4α/οικ.136216/9.12.2011.
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patient27. The registry gives important information for the disease’s frequency as
well as for cancer patients per region, which is the most reliable way to reflect
the problem’s size and evaluate screening programs, remedies’ effectiveness, the
time remaining for cancer patients as well as the quality of treatment followed.
According to the declaration on the promotion and the enforcement of cancer’s
patients rights approved by the Association of European Cancer Leagues (ECL)
in Oslo on June 28th 200228, cancer patients have the right to be fully informed
about their health status including the medical facts about their condition; about
the proposed medical procedures, together with potential risks and benefits of
each procedure; about alternatives to the proposed procedures including the effect of non-treatment and about the diagnosis, prognosis and progress of treatment. This information must make the informed consent possible as a prerequisite for any medical act, participation in research and/or in teaching of medicine.
The right to be informed is also valid for any participation in scientific research
and teaching of medicine (4.1). The information must be communicated in an
appropriate way to the cancer patients in order to be understood, and the health
professionals must ensure that the dialogue is carried out in good faith (4.2).
Moreover, cancer patients have the right not to be informed at their explicit request (4.3), to choose who, if any one, should be informed on their behalf (4.4.),
to be informed of the identity and professional status of the health professionals
especially when they are admitted in the health care institutions (4.5). In that
case, cancer patients have the right to be informed on the rules governing their
admittance and stay in those health care institutions.
All information about a cancer patient’s health status, medical condition, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment and all other information of personal kind must be
kept confidential (6.1). Cancer patients have as well the right of access to their
medical files and technical records and to any other files and records pertaining
to their diagnosis, prognosis, treatment and care and to receive a copy of their
own files, records or parts thereof (6.2). Confidential information can only be
disclosed if the cancer patients give their explicit consent or if expressly pro-

27. «ΕΝΤΥΠΟ ΚΑΤΑΓΡΑΦΗΣ ΚΑΚΟΗΘΟΥΣ Ή ΟΡΙΑΚΗΣ ΚΑΚΟΗΘΕΙΑΣ ΝΕΟΠΛΑΣΜΑΤΟΣ»:
http://www.keelpno.gr/Portals/0/%CE%91%CF%81%CF%87%CE%B5%CE%AF%CE%
B1/%CE%95%CE%91%CE%9D%20%CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%B9%20%CE%A3%CF%80
%CE%AC%CE%BD%CE%B9%CE%B1%20%CE%9D%CE%BF%CF%83%CE%AE%CE%B
C%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B1/EAN%20%CE%AD%CE%BD%CF%84%CF%85%CF%80%
CE%BF%20%CE%BA%CE%B1%CF%84%CE%B1%CE%B3%CF%81%CE%B1%CF%86%
CE%AE%CF%82%2016-5-12.pdf
28. http://www.europeancancerleagues.org/images/stories/pdf/197_Joint%20declaration.
pdf.
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vided for in the law among others in case of research projects. Consent may be
presumed where disclosure is to other health care professionals involved in the
cancer patient’s treatment or follow-up but must happen on a strictly “ need to
know” basis (6.3). All identifiable patient data must be protected in an appropriate way (6.4). Moreover, cancer patients have the right to require the correction,
completion, deletion, clarification and/or updating of personal and medical data
concerning them which are inaccurate, incomplete, ambiguous or outdated, or
which are not relevant to the purposes of diagnosis, prognosis and treatment and
care (6.5).
The exercise of the rights set forth in this declaration implies that appropriate
means are established for this purpose (10.1). Moreover, the exercise of these
rights shall be secured without discrimination and patients shall be submitted to
such limitations compatible with human rights instruments and in accordance
with a procedure described by law (10.2). If cancer patients cannot avail themselves of the above rights, these rights should be exercised by their legal representative or by a person designated by the cancer patient for that purpose; where
neither a legal representative nor a personal surrogate exists, their measures for
representation of those cancer patients should be taken (10.3).
Patients must participate actively in their diagnosis, prognosis, treatment and
care among others by providing the health professionals and the health care institutions with the required information (8.1). Cancer patients must ensure that
the dialogue with health professionals and health care institutions is carried out
in good faith (8.2).

Transplantation and personal data
The National Transplantation Organisation (EOM)29 was founded by the Law
2737/199930 on transplantation of human tissues and organs and operates according the presidential decree 6/200131. EOM’s main purpose is to draft the
guidelines to the Ministry of Health for a national policy concerning transplantation development. In order to fulfil its scope, EOM suggests the rules and the
prerequisites for transplantation procedure, as well as the Code of Ethics on the
operation of transplantation units and tissue banks, organises the transplants’
movement at regional, national and international level, cooperates with foreign
transplantation organisations and units, records tissue and organ potential do-

29. www.eom.gr.
30. Law 2737/1999, Official Gazette A΄ 174/27.08.1999.
31. Presidential decree 6/2001, Official Gazette A΄ 3/15.01.2001.
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nors, as well as the recipients candidates and proceeds to an annual report on the
evaluation of the operation of the transplantation units.
By the recent law 3984/201132, the obligation to inform potential donors is provided. Thus, according to the article 7, this kind of information can be given only
by doctors of transplantation units or qualified persons working in EOM. The
information is about organ removal, donors’ preparation, the possible dangers
for the donor caused by the organ removal, the time for his rehabilitation as well
as the benefits for the recipient (7.1a,b). Donors’ information must be complete,
easy comprehensible, objective and given with respect to donors’ freedom, personality, religious, social and philosophical opinions. The information given, is
proved by a form written by EOM, signed by the donor and the doctor or the
doctors who gave the information (7.1c). When the donor is a dead minor, the
information about the organ donation is given to the parents or the person(s)
who have the child’s custody. This information underlines the urgent character
of transplantation and when it is given it must be also complete, easy comprehensible, objective and given with respect to the donors’ freedom, personality,
religious, social and philosophical opinions. The information given is proved by a
form written by EOM, signed by the person(s) who have the child’s custody and
the doctor or the doctors who gave the information (7.2.a-c). In both cases, the
signed information form is kept in the donors’ personal medical file.
When the organ removal takes place from a live donor, he has to give consent,
either by a notary document or by a document signed by him, certifying that his
signature is original. The donor’s consent must be express and specific and can
be recalled by the medical procedure of organ removal (8.4, 5). When organ removal takes place from an adult dead donor, his consent is certain a priori in case
that he did not express his opposition to organ donation when he was alive (8.2).
When organ removal takes place from a minor dead donor, consent is given from
the parents or the person(s) who had the child’s custody. The consent is given by
a document where the original signature is certified or by an oral statement before two witnesses who sign to the book kept by the Transplantation Unit for this
purpose. In both cases, the consent statement is kept in donors’ personal medical
file.
EOM retains a record where citizens’ opposition to donation after their death
statements are registered. The law will be in force by 1.6.2013, so that every
citizen who didn’t express his opposition is considered as a donor after his death.
Every adult citizen can send to EOM his opposition statement written and certi-

32. For the older law, see Bottis M., A New Law on Organ Donation in Greece: one more Effort
to Advance Transplants, EJHL 2000 (7), 427.
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fied for the originality of his signature. The statement is recalled anytime, with
a new statement send to EOM (8.3). The accessibility to this record is permitted
only to certified EOM employees or transplantation coordinator.
According to the article 10, anonymity compliance is obligatory, so that nor dead
donor’s family neither recipients’ family can get any information for each other,
but for the transplantation success.
According to the article 32 of the national law which implemented article 19
of the European Directive 2010/5333, the interconnection of information on
the transplantation experience obtained is permitted between the Transplantation Authorities. Moreover, according to the article’s 34 provisions, every
file and record kept in EOM, contains sensitive personal data (article 7, Law
2472/1997), (34.1). Anyone involved in transplantation procedure is obliged to
take technical measures in order to reassure that personal data are kept confidential and safe, according to the article 10 of Law 2472/1997. Any non-authorised
accessibility to data and systems that enable donor’s or recipient’s identification
has to be punished, according to the articles 21-23 of the abovementioned Law.
All the basic principles are followed concerning data’s quality, according to the
article 5 of Law 2472/1997. Except for doctors who participate in organ removal and/or transplantation procedure, the right of accessibility to relevant files,
belongs also to doctors who treat the donor or the recipient in order to ensure
tracking and only for therapeutic purpose (34.3). Besides, all the health professionals involved in organ removal and/or transplantation procedure are bound
by medical secrecy, according to the article 13 of Law 3418/2005 and the article
371 of Penal Code.

HIV and personal data
In Greece, as well as in most European Countries, HIV was treated with hesitation, even in legal level. On 1992, the Hellenic Center for Disease Control
and Prevention34 (KEELPNO) was created and operated according to the law
2071/199235 as well as the presidential decree 358/199236. Its main purposes are: a. The protection and the promotion of public health through statewide
programs in order to increase public awareness, and formulate a national strat33. Directive 2010/45/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 July 2010 on
standards of quality and safety of human organs intended for transplantation, OJ L 207,
6.8.2010.
34. http://www.keelpno.gr.
35. Law 2071/1992, Official Gazette A΄ 123/15.7.1992.
36. Presidential Decree 358/1992, Official Gazette A΄ 179/25.11.1992.
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egy to prevent disease transmission. b. The epidemiological surveillance of infectious diseases through surveillance systems37, c. the supply of support research
programs in order to collect, review and disseminate scientific data, d. the scientific support to the guidelines published, including educational support for
health professionals, e. the operation of Infectious Diseases Units in hospitals
throughout the country, f. the operation of Infectious Diseases Units in hospitals
throughout the country, g. the deal with public health emergencies, h. the support to special (vulnerable) populations (immigrant populations & human trafficking), i. the ensuring of a safe and healthy environment, as well as k. the implementation of the Health Map in cooperation with the Ministry of Health and
Social Solidarity.
By 1998, the HIV positive record was created in order to organize patients’ personal data and ensure medical secrecy according DPA’s regulation38. The records’
main purpose was patients’ anonymity in an encoding form, so as the person may
not be identified even from his social insurance. However, the social insurance’s
Head Doctor is the only person who has the right to ask information for the HIV
positive information after a justified application to HCDCP and a relevant DPA
decision. HCDCP is the only responsible for processing-data on HIV status. Their
communication to social insurance’s Head Doctor can be done, after taking all
security measures needed for secrecy, avoiding fax, mail or e-mail.
The most usual example of HIV positive anonymity’s’ infringement, was the case
of the army, where a person’s ability is categorized according to his health status.
DPA’s decision 1620/200039, prohibited as illegal, any display revealing soldier’s
body or mental health status on the army certificate.

National Authority of Medically Assisted Reproduction and
personal data
On 2005, the National Authority of Medically-Assisted Reproduction40 was
founded, according to the law 3305/2005 concerning the application of medi-

37. Namely: the mandatory notification system, the Sentinel surveillance system in primary
health care, the laboratory surveillance and intervention in health care facilities.
38. DPA Decision, Prot. Nr.:734/18/05.07.2000: Politis, Ch.: “HIV/AIDS. Medical Secrecy’s
and personal data protection”, in “Medical Secrecy: nformation concerning personal data,
electronic medical file, hospitals’ records”, The Greek Ombudsman. Sakkoulas editions,
2006, p. 185.
39. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=87,224,33,2,
174,88,156,33
40. www.iya.gr
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cally-assisted reproduction. Under article 5, persons who desire to participate to
medically assisted reproduction methods, are informed from the scientific staff
of relevant units, in detailed and comprehensible way, concerning the procedure,
the alternative solutions, the respected results, as well as the possible dangers
coming from this method’s application. This information covers the social, ethic,
legal and financial effects by the method’s application (5.1). The obligation to inform is a prerequisite for the written consent provisioned by the article 1455 of
Civil Code (5.2). Moreover, the National Authority defines the necessary information included in information forms and consent documents. These documents
are given to the M.A.R. units and kept in the personal medical file of persons who
desire to participate to M.A.R. methods.
Germplasm cryopreservation can be done only after the written consent of the
persons who give the germplasm to an M.A.R. unit, according to the article 1456
of Civil Code. In case of a couple, married or not, consent must be given by both
of them. In case of an adult, the consent must be given by his parents or those
who have custody. In case that the person is over 15 years old, he can give his
consent by himself.
The consent for germplasm cryopreservation must be given after a detailed information and before the beginning of treatment (6). The document where consent
is expressed, must also contain the couple’s/person’s statement about the cryopreserved germplasm’s luck, according to the article 1459 of Civil Code. In case of
absence or disagreement on the consent, the cryopreserved germplasm is kept or
used for research or therapeutic purposes or it is destroyed, according to National
Authority’s of Medically Assisted Reproduction decision, after Cryopreservation
Bank’s request (article 1459 of the Civil Code).
As we have already seen, assisted reproduction can be realized in case of a married couple in a simple consent document or in a notary one, if the couple is unmarried. In case that one of them dies before artificial insemination, consent is
considered to be recalled. Moreover, artificial insemination can also be realized
after the husband’s or woman’s mate’s death, if he had already given his consent
when alive. In this case, the court authorization is needed and the artificial insemination has to be done six months after the husband’s or mate’s death and
imperatively within two years from the day of death (articles 1456-1457 of the
Civil Code).
In case the gamete or ovule donor is a third person, his identity cannot be revealed to the couple that desires to have a child. Any medical information concerning this third person is kept in a confidential file without any indication of
his identity. Accessibility to this file is permitted only to the child and only for
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health reasons. The Child’s and the parent’s identity cannot be revealed to the
third germplasm donor.

Identification management in the health sector. The electronic
prescription
Until 2010, the only way to identify a patient in Greece was the health booklet
in paper form issued by the insurance fund where the patient belonged to. The
fact that at the moment there is no uniform insurance system in Greece but on
the contrary there are many categories of insurance funds (for the self-employed,
the civil servants, the farmers, etc.), made the issuing of a unique social security number (AMKA) more urgent than ever. The problem of the insurance funds’
“pluralism“ has been recently treated by the operation of a unique insurance
fund called EOPPY (www.eopyy.gov.gr).
By the use of AMKA, it became easy to identify the patient, for both the doctor
who treats him as well as the pharmacist who grants the medication. In this way,
health data can be related and exchanged within the healthcare system. This is
the case of the electronic prescription.
According to the article 8 (b) P.D. 312/199241 the prescription is a private official document which “shall carry in print the name and the last name of the
doctor, his specialisation, his address and phone number, as well as the date of
issuing, his signature and stamp”. Besides, according to the article 4 (2) of P.D.
121/200842 a ‘regular’ prescription shall contain the insurance fund’s date name,
the patient’s full name, the patient’s matriculate number, the diagnosis as mentioned by the doctor, the prescribed pharmaceutical products (name, type, quantity, number of boxes and dosing shape), dosing instructions, prescription’s date,
doctor’s signature, full name and stamp, the medication recipient’s signature, the
pharmacist‘s signature, full name and stamp. Especially for medication that contains addictive substances, a specific prescription on drugs shall be issued according the law 2161/199343 and the law 3459/200644. This type of medication is
commonly known as “controlled drugs”.
However, the real ‘revolution’ in the field of identification in the health sector
came by the issuing of law 3892/2010, on the electronic filing and executing of
medical prescriptions and referrals. According to the law’s article 1, ‘electronic

41. Presidential decree 312/1992, Official Gazette A΄ 57/16.09.1992.
42. Presidential decree 121/2008, Official Gazette A΄ 183/03.09.2008.
43. Law 2161/1993, Official Gazette A΄ 144/2.09.1993.
44. Law 3459/2006, Official Gazette A΄ 103/25.05.2006.
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prescription system’ is the production, the transmission and the control of the
medical prescriptions and referrals with ICT’s use, in a way that the validity, the
security and the clearness of the transmitted data is guaranteed; the ‘electronic
filing’ of an e-prescription or an e-referral, is the creation of an e-prescription/
e-referral with the e-prescription system’s use and its’ storage in a data base; the
‘electronic executing of an e-prescription is the labelling of an e-prescription as
executed from the pharmacist who executed it and the simultaneous medication
delivery to the insured person. Similarly, the ‘electronic executing of an e-referral’ is the labelling of an e-referral as executed from the doctor (or the authorized
staff of a medical unit) who executed it and the simultaneous results’ delivery to
the insured person; the “system of electronic prescription” (S.I.S.), is an integrated system containing infrastructure, software, applications as well as the procedure concerning the e-prescription. The establishment of SIS was outsourced to
“HDIKA”45.
The doctors that are registered as users to S.I.S. have to mention their full name,
the father’s and mother’s name, professional permit number and date, specialisation, AMKA, matriculate number of their Association as well as the Association
they belong to, their identity card’s number, their tax matriculate, their address,
the health unit’s code and the information concerning the contract with HDIKA.
Each time that a doctor enters S.I.S., his identification is accomplished and he
can proceed to an electronic prescription/referral for the patient. The diagnosis
is written either in a complete form or is substituted by the code of the disease,
which is only comprehensive by doctors and in this way the secrecy of the medical history of the patient is protected.
The electronic prescription/referral that is registered electronically contains the
doctor’s personal information, registration’s date as well as the entry and expiry
executing dates. Each electronic prescription/referral registered electronically is
characterized by a unique code number, appeared in a barcode form. After the
confirmation of the electronic prescription’s/referral’s successful registration,
the e-prescription/referral is printed and granted to the patient. The patient gives
the e-prescription/referral to the pharmacist or the medical unit that will execute
it. In case of addictive substances, doctors are obliged to keep the prescription for
three years from the date of its issuing. The e-prescription execution shall be accomplished in five working days.
Concerning data confidentiality, doctors who treat them may access patient’s data from previous medical practices registered by other doctors. This access is permitted only in case that it is necessary to define patient’s treatment and only after

45. www.idika.gr.
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his explicit and specific consent. Doctors can use these data only for the above
purpose. Their access is registered to the S.I.S.
Pharmacists as well as medical units are registered to S.I.S. in the way explained
as already mentioned for the doctors. The S.I.S. data base operates in respect to
the law 2472/1997; HDIKA takes every necessary measure to protect infrastructure’s, information system’s and data’s security from a random or an illegal destruction, loss, modification, prohibited transmission or any other form of unauthorized access and use.

The case of e-health card. The new challenge for the national
e-Health strategy
Irrespective of the important steps made on the primary health care in Greece,
nothing has been done concerning the Electronic Health Card, probably due to
the lack of specified legal provision concerning patients’ summaries. In fact, the
draft law for the establishment and the operation of primary health care, included in article 7 a provision that the Electronic Health Booklet (the Greek law prefers the term booklet instead of card), shall, within five years from the adoption
of the law, include all necessary elements of the medical record of the insured patient, so that the family doctor and any other provider of primary healthcare can
have access to them. Meanwhile, the law 3235/200446 on primary health, makes
reference to patient’s e-file and e-card (see article 2 par. 5 case e). Following the
model of the French e-health card47 operating since 1993, the project of an ehealth card, unique for every patient, aims to accumulate all necessary elements
of the medical record of the insured patient, so that the family doctor and any
other provider of primary healthcare can have access to them. The e-health card
projects’ goal, is to allow the flow of health information within the healthcare
system in an absolutely secure manner, using the infrastructure of the smart card,
following the citizen (patient) in his interactions and contacts with the healthcare system. For the projects’ fulfilment, the prerequisite is on the one hand the
identification of all the involved parties (patients, healthcare professionals and
healthcare providers) using the personal social security number (AMKA), and on
the other hand, interconnection between professionals.
However, the use of an e-health card, is strictly combined with medical secrecy,
which safeguards a patient’s right for the secrecy of the information that relates
to him. With respect to the article 7 of law 2472/1997, every necessary measure

46. Law 3235/2004, Official Gazette A΄ 53/18.02.2004.
47. See about carte sesame vitale: http://www.sesam-vitale.fr
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shall be taken by professionals in order to ensure the card content’s integrity and
personal information’s confidentiality.

Weaknesses of health data’s access
Regardless laws’ provisions, it is common, that many non-authorized persons
manage to have illegal access to patients’ health data; this is the case of “medical
identity theft”48. This illegal access to health data is made by a third person who
aims either to use these health data in order to gain medical treatment instead of
the real patient or to ask for medical treatment’s payment without being the real
beneficiary.
Moreover, the case of “Google health’’ seems to be another challenge to health
data’s confidentiality. It refers to an application of the google browser that permits users to save and manage their own health data, containing prescriptions,
referrals, results of medical treatment, etc. and search them anytime from everywhere the may be with a use of a code. Google confirms users that their data are
kept secure and safe, but reminds that according to company’s privacy policy has
the right to transfer these data to the affiliated companies.
In the above cases, the databases created contain an enormous number of health
information, alluring for insurance and pharmaceutical companies, hackers or
even future employers. Besides security systems’ guarantees, the data subject
seems not completely protected from illegal access to his health data. A very
characteristic example is the case of the Iceland’s Superior Court’s decision that
obliged Decode Genetics Inc. to delete the genetic data of a dead person, after his
daughter’s application, taking for granted that these data are hereditary49.

Organisational and technical measures of article 10 par. 3
of the Greek data protection law
Article 10 par. 3 of law 2472/1997 underlines the importance of the implementation of appropriate measures in order to secure data and protect them against
accidental or unlawful destruction, accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized disclosure or access as well as any other form of unlawful processing. Such measures must ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks presented by processing and the nature of the data subject to processing.
48. Canellopoulou-Bottis, M.: Privacy protection and ICT. Technical and Legal aspects,
Papasotiriou Editions, 2010, p. 574 et seq.
49. Canellopoulou-Bottis, M.: DeCode Iceland and Genetic Databanks: Where consent to
genetic research means patenting a nation’s genes (2005) ETHICOMP Conference, Sweden,
September 2005,in:ssrn.com/abstract=952879, last access June 10, 2013.
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According to the DPA’s Opinion 1/200550 on the secure destruction of personal
data after the end of the necessary period for the realisation of the purpose of the
processing, data’s destruction in paper or digit form has to take place in case of a
hospital inside the hospital. If such destruction is difficult for technical or organisational reasons, then an external co-operator is charged for it and only after the
first destruction step has been taken inside the hospital, either by the use of appropriate destruction data programmes or by data’s safe transfer from hospital’s
authorized employee.
A very particular measure for the data’s safety according to the DPA is the use of
CCTV (closed–circuit television) system. CCTV system’s installation is permitted
only in a common area, in a constant download angle and when it is completely
necessary in order to protect the hospital’s infrastructure and patients (Decision
7/2002, Directive 1122/200051 on the CCTV). In case of mental diseases, it is
questionable whether a CCTV system’s installation is permitted inside hospital’s
rooms in order to protect patients from self-harm52. If this installation is legal
and follows the current medical practice, then such installation has to be permitted.
Another important measure for the data’s safety is the information system’s upgrade in order to better manage and organise the filing of data, access conditions
identification of patients.

Professional secrecy
Going back to Hippocratic oath taken by physicians and other healthcare professionals, we can understand the importance of their obligation to protect the confidence entrusted to them by their patients. As physicians and healthcare professionals are “controllers” or “processors” of health data according to the definitions given by law 2472/1997 in article 2, they are obliged to medical secrecy.
According to the article 13§2a of the Code of Medical Ethics, “the physician has
the obligation to keep medical information confidential (…)in order to strictly
and effectively respect medical secrecy, the physician has to observe the necessary discretion regarding his collaborators, assistants or third parties which take
part in one or another way or support the medical service”. According to the ar50. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=119,235,54,
122,129,173,87,224.
51. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentDisplay.jsp?docid=137,35,116,
100,63,188,87,158.
52. Kardasiadou, Z.: “ Health data protection”, Medical Secrecy, Synigoros tou Politi, Sakkoulas
Editions, 2006, p.100. In Greek.
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ticle 13§2 b of the Code of Medical Ethics “the physician has to take any measure
to safeguard confidentiality even after the termination of his medical practice”.
In case that the patient has given his consent, the obligation to medical secrecy
does not exist except when this consent is not valid as in case of error, deceit,
deception, physical or psychological violence or when it violates human dignity,
according to the article 13§4. Moreover, the obligation to medical secrecy exists
even after person’s concerned death (article 13§6). The only physicians exempt
from this obligation of secrecy are those executing a task of inspection, certification or evaluation in public, and then only within the limits of their instructions
and the specific task undertaken (13§5).
Apart from the Code of Medical Ethics, medical secrecy is also safeguarded in
articles 22 and 23 of Law 1565/193953 regarding the exercise of the medical
profession, as well as in the article 47 of Law 2071/199254, providing for the
patient’s right for the secrecy of personal data. In case of a medical secrecy’s infringement, the penal sanction of the article 371 of Penal Code is imposed and in
case the sanctions provided in law 2472/1997.

Patients’ rights in healthcare system
Any medical act has to be done after patient’s information and consent. Many
legal provisions and certainly the laws 2472/1997, 2071/1992 and the Code of
Medical Ethics, refer to healthcare professionals’ obligation to inform their patients and get their consent before they proceed to any medical act. Special legal
provisions exist with regard to transplantations (Law 3984/2011), medically-assisted reproduction (law 3305/2005) and mentally ill and hospital patients (law
2071/1992).
The Law 2071/1992 in the Article 47 (4) underlines that every patient enjoys
the right to ask information regarding his situation. Besides, the Code of Medical Ethics stipulates in the article 11 that the physician has a duty of honesty
towards the patient. He shall inform his patient, fully and comprehensibly, on
the true status of his health, the content and results of the medical act proposed,
the consequences and the possible risks from its performance, the side effects,
the alternatives and the possible time of cure, so that the patient may shape a
complete picture of the medical, social, economic factors and consequences of
his condition and proceed with his decision (11.1); in case of special treatment
such as transplantations, change of sex, medically assisted reproduction, esthetic

53. Law 1565/1939, Official Gazette A΄ 16/1939.
54. Law 2071/1992, Official Gazette A΄ 123/15.07.1992.
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and plastic surgery, special attention has to be paid when informing the patient
(11.3)55.
However, the patient has also the right not to know and the physician has the
obligation to respect this right. In these cases, the patient is entitled to ask the
doctor to inform exclusively other persons, suggested by him. The not-to- know
patient’s right is mostly exercised in cases of genetic exams and is combined with
the subject’s right to privacy56.
Apart from the patient’s right to be or not to be informed for the medical acts
exercised or planned to be exercised to him, the law provides the patient with the
right of consent. According to the Article 47 (3) of law 2071/1992, “every patient shall have the right to give or refuse his consent to any diagnostic or therapeutic procedure intended to be carried out on him”; the Code of Medical Ethics
in the Article 12 (1) refers that “the physician shall not proceed with the execution of any medical act, unless consent has been secured”. The validity of consent depends on offering full, clear and comprehensible information (article 12
(2.a)); in case of a minor patient, consent has to be given by the person bearing
parental responsibility or the legal custodian. The opinion of the minor is taken
into consideration, if the physician is of the opinion that bearing in mind the minor’s age and mental and emotional maturity he is able to understand his health
condition as well as the nature, the consequences, the results and the risks of the
treatment, according to the article 12 (2.b) of the Code of Medical Ethics. If the
parents of a minor refuse to consent and the life of the minor is in danger, the
Greek common medical practice on youth protection allows an ultimum remedium.
The duty to rescue the minor obliges the physician to act on his own initiative57.
Similarly, in case of a patient who does not have the (mental or physical) ability
of a consent, consent has to be given by his/her judicial supporter. In any case,
the doctor shall try to succeed patient’s voluntary participation, partnership and
cooperation; moreover, the patient’s consent shall not been extracted in a manner
contrary to the law or good faith or if law provides that any consent given may
not lift the relevant prohibition 12 (2.c).

55. See generally Canellopoulou-Bottis M., Medical Informed Consent Liability in Greek and
Common Law, A. Sakkoulas publications, Athens, Greece, 1999.
56. Mallios, E.: The human genome. Genetic research and human rights’ protection, Ant. N. Sakkoulas editions, 2004, p. 228. See also Bottis M., Comment on a View Favoring Ignorance of
Genetic Information: Confidentiality, Autonomy and the Right not to know, EJHL 2000 (7)
173.
57. Idem 1, 22 p. 29.
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However, there are certain exceptions which permit medical intervention to take
place without patient’s consent, so-called “non-consensual medical actions” that
is all those interventions on the part of the doctor on the patient (preventive,
diagnostic, curative) for which the decision on whether or not the intervention
should be undertaken is exclusively the doctor’s responsibility”. In the case of
suicide attempts or hunger strikes, but only if the patient’s life is in danger, the
doctor is obliged to intervene against the patient’s wishes58.
According to the article 12 of law 2472/1997 and the article 14(8) of the Code
of Medical Ethics, the patient has the right to access and receive a copy of his
medical file, containing health data that refer to him. There is no right to copy
the medical file for third parties. If the patient has died, the patient’s close relatives may exercise the right to access the medical file. According to the article
14(9) of the code of Medical Ethics, a third party has no right to access the patient’s file; only judicial or prosecutorial authorities may ask for access during the
execution of their duty or other organs of the Greek State having this right under
their constitutions.

Final thoughts
The need for information in the health sector59 became a Greek government’s priority. A look at the general legal document that have been adopted or proposed
in the last years shows a considerable attempt for compliance with the European
legal framework. Even if the promise of an electronic patient record and a paperfree health service may seem for the moment unachievable, the central role of
technology in transforming healthcare is designed to enforce a transition away
from old, laborious paper-based processes which jeopardise the speed, the accuracy, the confidentiality, the quality and the cost-efficiency of care, to a scenario
where all patient information is stored and accessed online, quickly, and at the
point of need, wherever that might be. However, the transition to digital health
has to be done in full respect of medical secrecy and health data’s confidentiality.

58. Voultsos P., Chatzitolios A., Patient Consent in the frame of the new code of medical ethics,
Iatriko Vima, February-March-April 2008, p. 81.
59. Kostayiolas, P-Alexias, G.: Information services in the administration of health services,
Pedio Editions, 2011, p. 31. In Greek.

Transnational e-government systems:
A tale of European integration and surveillance
Georgia Foteinou

1. Introduction
The advent of computer technology in all aspects of governance and government
– the so-called eGovernment technology – has brought to the fore not only issues
of productivity and automation but also a whole new universe of monitoring and
surveillance capabilities. Monitoring and controlling all aspects of social and political life is now becoming cheaper and faster than ever before. Technology enables governments across Europe to monitor virtually every aspect of citizens’ life.
How much they spend, what do they believe, where do they travel, where do
they live, what is their age, job, preferences, special circumstances etc. are only a
few of the questions that can be answered with the use of the right data gathering systems. Every phone call made, every text message and email sent and each
website accessed, will be – and it already is in some countries – subject to monitoring and surveillance by government agencies.
Recently, the Council of the European Union announced the introduction of a
“Data compilation instrument” to spy on groups of radicals. The implementation of such a technological instrument has triggered a contentious academic and
political debate on the limits of “home security”, privacy and state surveillance.
The plan that constitutes part of the European “war on terror” will permit states
to monitor citizens’ activity and political ideology in order to unveil sources of
“radicalisation”. The tricky issue here is, first and foremost, “what a radical is?”
According to the EU a “radical” is anyone who may be labelled as islamist, antiglobalisation, extreme right or left, nationalist e.tc. These groups of citizens will
become subject to extensive monitoring and surveillance by the EU or the EU
member-states. In other words, the Council of the European Union – a supranational official body - has decided that it is important to define and classify the
ideology of European citizens, even if it is certain that the great majority of them
does not constitute any real threat to social peace.
In more detail, the recommended data compilation instrument will permit gathering and compilation of detail personal data (economic situation, psychological
traits, type of education, work experience etc.) from various sources in order to
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define the ideology and political beliefs of certain groups of EU citizens.1 What
new this instrument will bring to EU security policies is that is targeting «radicalisation» instead of terrorism. However, being “radical” does not imply being a
threat to social order or being terrorist. The issue of how and who defines what a
radical is, raises questions that go beyond the usual debate on counter-terrorism
policies. Also, the classification and sorting of citizens according to their political
beliefs can be considered a form of social discrimination that may lead in actual
consequences in their lives.
Governments across Europe are gathering private data to be used by public
agencies for future – unspecified - purposes.2 Citizens, courts and human rights
groups have already declared this arrangement unconstitutional in a number
of countries such as Germany, Romania and the Czech Republic, while in other
countries these plans have simply passed unnoticed. In the UK, the Communications Data Bill, which confirms the proposal to monitor in real time every communication in the country, was included in the Queen’s speech to open the 2012
new session of Parliament.
However, these plans and the arguments about “home security” can hardly sustain validity after consideration of the threat European democracy faces by such
policies. By definition, the fact that it is possible for a government to monitor the
data of innocent people who are not suspected of any crime means that the EU
blatantly contravenes the privacy principles provided by article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Also the fact that anti-globalisation is classified
as “radicalism” is totally ungrounded, as globalisation is viewed by the great majority of Europeans with antipathy.3 Because, in the eyes of Europeans, globalisa1. Council of the European Union, 30/3/2010, Document 5692/1/10 REV 1 ADD 1 REV
1 ENFOPOL 24 ‘Instrument for compiling data and information on violent radicalisation
processes’, Brussels.
2. Directive 2006/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2006
on the retention of data generated or processed in connection with the provision of publicly
available electronic communications services or of public communications networks and
amending Directive 2002/58/EC; Breyer P. (2005), «Telecommunications Data Retention
and Human Rights: The Compatibility of Blanket Traffic Data Retention with the ECHR», European Law Journal 11 (3): 365–375; De Vries K. Belladona R. De Hert P. & Gutwirth S. (2010),
‘The German Constitutional Court Judgment on Data Retention: Proportionality Overrides Unlimited Surveillance (Doesn’t it?)’, in Gutwirth S. et al. (eds), Data Protection: An Element of
Choice, Springer, Dordrecht.
3. ‘Greece tops list of anti-globalization countries, survey shows’, available on http://english.
peopledaily.com.cn/200506/07/eng20050607_188851.html The world-wide survey
was conducted by TNS-ICAP in cooperation with the Gallup International Association in 64
countries spread over five continents. It shows that a 56 percent majority of world citizens are
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tion is held responsible for the high levels of unemployment, the stagnant wages,
the widening inequality and the destruction of the welfare state.

2. A safer but less free Europe: Is there really a trade-off?
Before explaining in detail what the European legislation and policies are, it is
important to present the two sides of the debate. It is also important to see the
broader picture as surveillance has come to be seen as a phenomenon of major importance in modern societies. Surveillance is questioning the boundaries of public
space, social justice and the parameters of state power, and calls for re-thinking of
the European social contract. Typically, social contract theories imply that individuals agree to surrender some of their freedoms to the government in return for protection of their rights. The legitimacy of the state’s power over individual freedoms
is thus challenged through surveillance because fundamental rights – such as the
right to openly disagree with state policies and the right to privacy – are violated.4
We also need to take into account the crime control and risk assessment techniques. Because, there is ideological and normative power in European directives
and recommendations which needs to be taken into account, while the false demarcation between the technical and normative aspects of state control may dictate what is “politically correct” just by using the right “instrument”.5 Because
it is true that sometimes the means is the message and the instrument has more
normative power than the idea itself. Nevertheless, the EU is going ahead with
privacy intrusive policies even if they recognise there are serious flaws in their
plans. Last year, the EU Home Affairs Commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom defended the controversial data retention law explaining that it is “necessary” and thus
it will not be scrapped, despite data privacy issues and constitutional court rebuttals in several member states. «Data retention has proven useful in criminal investigations, but there is need for improvement as regards the design of the directive
so that it better respects both the security and the privacy of our citizens», Cecilia
Malmstrom pointed out during a press conference.6
Therefore, on one side of the debate, there are the advocates of surveillance as
part of the “counter-terrorism” policy. Their argument is that the government
opposed to globalization, believing that it creates more problems than it solves. Greece topped
the list, with 72 percent of the respondents in agreement with that opinion.
4. Coleman R. (2003), “Images From a Neoliberal City: The State, Surveillance And Social
Control”, Critical Criminology, issue 12, p. 21-42.
5. Coleman R. (2003), p. 22. Note 4.
6. Pop V. (2011), ‘EU commission defends telecoms surveillance law’, EU Observer. Available at
http://euobserver.com/. Last access June 8, 2013.
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owes to provide a safe and peaceful environment to its citizens, and therefore
monitoring and surveillance is part of the “crime prevention” strategy while the
citizens’ classification is part of the risk assessment. The government through
surveillance tries to tackle terrorism, tax evasion, bank fraud e.tc. and the citizens need to accept the violation of their privacy for that purpose. Their justification is that surveillance is necessary even at the expense of civil rights violations.
However, in democracy the legitimacy of such bold directives lays on the citizens’ perceptions of what is acceptable and what is not. The legitimacy of a law
or a directive lays on the ethics of a given society, it is not universal and it cannot
be implemented in any country regardless of the cultural background. The “one
that fits all” simply does not apply. Under current provisions of the data retention
law, internet and mobile phone providers are required to retain detailed data of
calls and emails for a period between between six months to two years, while police and intelligence services are able to track and analyse calls and emails for the
purpose of crime investigation. However in practice, as the European Commission admits in its report, access on data retention varies significantly across member states. For example, the data retention law is not being applied in Germany,
Sweden, Austria, Romania and the Czech Republic, as it was blocked either by
the respective constitutional courts or the parliament. In contrast, in Poland data
is stored for the longest period and although the police mostly handle data inquiries to telecom providers, the country’s national legislation does not clearly
specify that it should be used only for serious offences, leaving space for spying
on many other citizens groups.7
Under theses circumstances, there are many official bodies, NGOs and analysts
who voice an open warning over these laws implementation in the EU. European Digital Rights (EDRi), a transnational organisation for digital civil rights,
performed a detailed assessment of the data retention law and concluded that
EU citizens are experiencing an unprecedented invasion in their privacy and that
they gained nothing out of this law.
«In 2010, the average European had their traffic and location data logged in a
telecommunications database once every six minutes» EDRi points out. At the
same time the European Data Protection Supervisor states that data retention
is «the most privacy-invasive instrument ever adopted by the European Union»
while NGOs and interest groups express their concerns over privacy violation in
several occasions. Therefore, nothing can guarantee privacy protection in the EU
as every citizen is viewed as potential criminal. Because the “instrument” or the
“directive” is used to define what is politically acceptable in the public and pri-

7. Pop V. (2011), ‘EU commission defends telecoms surveillance law’, EU Observer. See note 6.
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vate space alike as any IT instrument has embedded in its code rules, values and
morals.8 It is, in other words, the technical implementation of a political idea.
For example, the “Data Compilation Instrument” implies that the discussion of
anti-globalisation ideas is not allowed. And the immediate question is who decided that for our societies and why. How an unproven economic theory, this of
unconstrained deregulated international markets, becomes a “politically correct”
idea while the opposite becomes “persecuted”? Is it illegal to talk openly or even
to demonstrate against market failures and the disasters of these economic dogmas? Maybe this is what Joseph Stiglitz, the famous Nobel laureate in economics,
means when he says that this economic crisis is a “doctrine made” crisis.9 Because
policy makers are following some kind of economic dogma rather than a rational
economic policy.
The key question here is, do we have to sacrifice our privacy in order to secure
social peace? Does this mean that when one is reduced, the other is automatically
increased? We need here to take a step back and see the whole picture. Aristotle
was arguing that “poverty is the parent of revolution and crime” and it is indeed
true that societies with higher inequalities – especially economic inequality – are
more prone to crime than egalitarian societies. Therefore, unless we see the causes of radicalism we cannot prevent people from becoming radicals just by spying
on them. This is more a form of suppression rather than a form of prevention.
Daniel Moecli (2008) argues that unless someone holds an over simplistic
and overly abstract conception of liberty and security, this trade off between
freedoms and security does not stand.10 There is no evidence that more surveillance leads in safer societies. In fact, those countries that suffer the most from
radicalism and terrorists attacks are the ones who have their citizens under close
scrutiny – namely the US and UK. There is no indication that these countries have
lower crime rates now than before the introduction of such instruments. Therefore, it seems that there is not exactly a trade off between freedoms and home security, but between freedoms and surveillance. Because there are of course other
ways of protecting social peace without violating privacy rights and the EU states
need to find and implement them.

8. Lyon D. (2003), ‘Surveillance as social sorting: Privacy, Risk and Digital Discrimination’,
Routledge, New York, p. 20.
9. Fitoussi J-P. & Stiglitz J. (2009), Document de Travail: The Ways Out of the Crisis and the
Building of a More Cohesive World, N° 2009-17 Juillet 2009.
10. Moecli D. (2008), Human Rights and Non-discrimination in the ‘War on Terror’ Oxford
University Press, New York, p. 26.
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3. Radicals, obedience and political dissenters
“Following the resurgence of terrorist activities across the world in recent years, in 2005
the European Union developed a global counter-terrorism strategy which had prevention
as one of the four strands of its strategic commitment. The purpose of that strand is to
prevent individuals from turning into terrorists by tackling the factors and profound
causes which may lead to radicalisation and recruitment both in Europe and elsewhere.
In 2005 the European Union agreed on a Strategy and an overall Action Plan for
Combating Radicalisation and Recruitment to Terrorism as an addition to the global counter-terrorism strategy referred to above, prompting the Member States to
present various initiatives.”
(Council of the European Union, Brussels 16/04/2010)11
What this document unveils is that the EU has a global counter-terrorism strategy. However, it is unclear to the average European what this global strategy is
– and since it is global and not European – who the other actors are. With who
other players is the EU coordinating its strategies and how our personal data are
shared? In which databases and which agents? Also, what does “terrorism” prevention mean and how does the EU “prevent people from becoming terrorists”?
Does this mean that we may all be constantly monitored just in case we may decide to become terrorists? What are the boundaries of this strategy? Since the
percentage of terrorism victims are only a negligible number every year in Europe – at least compared to other causes, let us say the road accidents or robberies – why so radical policies are needed? Because targeting innocent people is
probably a step too far in counter-terrorism policies and if this logic applies to
more areas, let’s say, the theft, robberies, fraud e.tc., then the average European
may end up soon being monitored 24 hours a day for a whole range of reasons.
Since there is neither academic or legal consensus on what terrorism is, the fight
on terror may become a quite tricky issue as it depends on the interpretation of
the term in various directives and instruments. By checking the definition on a
dictionary we see that “terrorism is the use of violence and threats to intimidate
or coerce, especially for political purposes”. So, when the government uses its
power to intimidate citizens and to force them to change their political ideology
is this an act of terrorism or not? What is the cost of counter-terrorism policies
for our democracies?

11. Council of the European Union, 30/3/2010, Document 5692/1/10 REV 1 ADD 1 REV
1 ENFOPOL 24 ‘Instrument for compiling data and information on violent radicalisation
processes’, Brussels.
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We only need to remind here the Indefinite Detention initiatives in the US where
the idea is to indefinitely detain people who are not terrorists but who might
be proven terrorists. Thus, people who did not stand their trial yet but they are
still in detention for an unspecified period of time.12 Quantanamo is a notorious indefinite detention prison. Another example is the United Kingdom’s Antiterrorism, Crime and Security Act 20019 (ATCSA) that was proven extremely
controversial. Dana L. Keith (2003) states: “Its provisions stand out as radical in
the degree in which they sacrifice freedom in the name of national security. More
specifically, paragraphs, §§ 411 and 412 of the Patriot Act and Part 4 of ATCSA,
provide the governments of the United States and United Kingdom with extensive powers to take into custody and detain non-citizens suspected of terrorism.”13
How far away is this from becoming a European routine? How far the EU can
proceed in the name of EU security?
The whole picture looks gloomy. The Council’s “data compilation instrument”
might not only violate privacy rights of thousands of maybe millions of innocent
people but also it might lead to actual consequences in their lives. When a citizen
is labelled as “radical” or “potential terrorist” then this is an act of discrimination
and it might lead in unfortunate consequences in their lives. The proposed data
compilation instrument classifies people according to their citizenship status,
their country of origin, their ethnicity, race, occupation and religion. The Council instrument is clear on that: “Territorial, political, economic, social, historical,
cultural, religious, ideological, ethnic, linguistic and social identity aspects, e.tc.”
should be subject to surveillance.14
Therefore, the issue goes beyond the usual aspects of privacy limitations and
lies at the fact that the ‘instrument’ or the technology used is discriminatory. It
obtains personal and group data in order to classify individuals and populations
according to the above criteria, to determine who should be targeted for suspicion, eligibility, special treatment e.tc. This indicates more an attempt to manage
populations as a need resulting from the destruction of the welfare state, rather
than a need to combat terrorism. Because the decline of the welfare state that occurs systematically in all advanced countries has the effect of individualising the
risks and citizens tend to be reactive to this. For those under risk resulting from

12. Keith D. (2003), ‘In the Name of National Security or Insecurity?: The Potential Indefinite
Detention of Non-Citizen Certified Terrorists in the United States and the United Kingdom in
the Aftermath of September 11, 2001’, Berkeley Electronic Press.
13. Keith D. (2003). Id. See note 12.
14. Council of the European Union, 30/3/2010, Document 5692/1/10 REV 1 ADD 1 REV
1 ENFOPOL 24 ‘Instrument for compiling data and information on violent radicalisation
processes’, Brussels.
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the dismantling of the welfare state, extensive surveillance is used as means of
discipline, rather than as a means of radicalism prevention.15
We should not forget that systems are sociotechnical. Their classification algorithms and architecture implement a very accurate idea of who should be targeted and why. As Bowker and Star state, “values, opinions, and rhetoric are frozen
into codes [...] Software is frozen organisation and policy discourse”.16 Because,
social sorting through these researchable databases means that people classified
under a certain category may undergo unfair treatment because of other people
classified within the same group who exhibit deviant behaviour, while at the
same time they all ignore they are grouped under a specific category. Thus, what
one does has impact to the others but they are all ignorant of this fact, and therefore unable to control it. The results may range from simple privacy violations to
executive detention of foreign terrorist suspects (or “radicals”), selective enforcement of immigration laws and selective use of police powers.17

4. Why an “Instrument” and not a law: the results
of its implementation
The “Instrument” proposed by the Council is agreed in the form of policy recommendations and is described in the Council’s conclusions. This form of policymaking is known to the scholars of European Union politics as “soft law” and it
might take the form of policy harmonisation before the actual introduction of EU
law or when the national parliaments will definitely block a law. Because it is
known that the European parliament and the national parliaments alike are much
more careful and they put any proposed privacy limitations under close scrutiny.
Nevertheless, recommendations on the basis of European cooperation on security
issues are legitimate and widely used in various areas. These recommendations
are not only implemented but are also not subject to approval by a legislative
body in any European parliament. Therefore, it does not really matter if it is a
“hard” law or not, since it will be finally implemented, the EU citizens will never
find out the details of it (since surveillance is by definition hidden from the public) and European police forces will be instructed to perform this classification.

15. Lyon D., ‘Surveillance as social sorting: privacy, risk, and digital discrimination’, Routledge,
New York, 2003, p. 20.
16. Bowker J. & Star L. (2008). Sorting Things Out: Classification and its Consequences,
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
17. Moecli D. (2008), Human Rights and Non-discrimination in the ‘War on Terror’ Oxford
University Press, New York, p. 26.
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In fact, the problem lies exactly on what Europol and national police forces will
be asked to do. Because this instrument is the practical expression of a counterterrorism strategy that allows various interpretations and misconceptions. First,
because the target is unclear. Should they target terrorists, violent radicals or just
“radicals”? Since, those who fall under the first two categories are already targeted by criminal law and procedures, then, what is left to be targeted is the “radicals”.
The instrument as described in the Council document indicates that its goal is the
‘description of ideology directly supporting violence’, but which ideology is this?
The answer is provided on the decision’s explanatory footnotes, it is the “Extreme
right/left, Islamist, nationalist, anti-globalisation e.tc.”. Therefore a broad range
of ideologies, poorly defined in the document. Who is the “anti-globalisation”
radical? How will the intelligence agencies and the police across Europe define
“anti-globalisation”? What kind of data will their systems gather and analyse and
in what ways? Because Europol, for example, is asked to “generate lists of those
involved in radicalising/recruiting or transmitting radicalising messages and to
take appropriate steps”. But whom are they going to target if by definition half of
the European population opposes globalisation?
But Europol is not the only authority using this instrument. The Council’s document refers to security and intelligence agencies, European police forces and other EU institutions and agencies.18
In other words, we are talking about an instrument which implements an unspecified “global strategy”, is targeting a broad range of people, it runs on unknown systems – national and supranational – and it involves also unspecified
institutions and agencies. The boundaries between public and private space are
getting blurred. If I exchange emails with a friend is this subject to police scrutiny or not? And if it is, in what occasions? In other words, when does our private
discussions become subject of investigation? Can we still argue against globalisation with our friends or this is not a private discussion any more? Are we allowed
to talk about leftist ideas or this automatically places us on the “radicals” list?
These are questions that all Europeans as potential subjects of this instrument
need to know. They need to know what subjects remain a private issue and what
becomes a public issue.
A second issue is how are the authorities going to compile and analyse the information gathered? Because, the Council’s document states that the aim is to share
18. StateWatch Report (2011), ‘Intensive surveillance of “violent radicalisation” extended to
embrace suspected “radicals” from across the political spectrum’, available on Guardian.
co.uk.
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information across agencies and increase the quantity of data “obtained by other,
non-specific means or instruments” (does this suggest by any means?). Yet, it is
clearly stated that the information obtained will lead in assessments and “tactical
operational and/or strategic decision-making”. So, the information gathered will
lead in real consequences in policy-making and people’s lives.

5. In conclusion
The proposed instrument is not a law although it has actual consequences in EU
privacy policies. So, apart from the problem that the whole strategy lacks democratic oversight and legitimacy, there are a number of other issues coming to the
fore. First, it is that its targets are very vague. The instrument instead of narrowing down and specifying the potential threats to social peace it may end up targeting any citizen with political thought different than this of the establishment.
Because under certain circumstances, any citizen may be labelled as “nationalist”,
“extreme left”, “extreme right”, “anti-globalisation”, “islamist” e.tc. For example,
at least 70% of the Greeks are now expressing their antipathy for globalisation,
does this makes them “radicals”? Second, it is extremely unclear who is going to
implement this instrument, on what systems, using what criteria in their algorithms and who they are going to share the data with.
British Liberal MEP Sarah Ludford has summarised the problem:
«This kind of soft law doesn’t really work. If they really wanted to do something
serious, they would have to come up with a legal EU instrument and table it for
co-decision in the European Parliament [...] The fundamental flaw of the mechanism is that by talking about «radicalisation» instead of terrorism, it includes in
the same sweep swathes of political activists and dissenters». [...] A democratic
society wouldn’t work without dissenters. We didn’t dismantle Communism and
Fascism to start being suspicious at people who hold different views from the
establishment.» 19
Because, what finally this instrument targets might be any person who is holding
ideologies different than this of the political élite or the government. Only the
fact that the instrument targets political ideologies is alarming. A pre-emptive
instrument suggesting taking action against potential terrorists based on, at best,
mere suspicion is a step too far.20 At the end of the day we need to pose the
19. Pop V. (2010), ‘EU instrument for spying on ‘radicals’ causes outrage’, EU Observer,
available on http://euobserver.com. Last access June 10, 2013.
20. Murphy C. (2011), ‘EU Counter-Terrorism & the Rule of Law in a post-‘War on Terror’
World’, RSCAS Policy Paper 2011/03, Published in Scheinin M. (ed) European and United
States Counter-Terrorism Policies, the Rule of Law and Human Rights.
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question: are we heading towards a post-democratic, supranational regime in Europe? Can we still talk about civil liberties in the post 9/11 era? Because the freedom to express political ideas – either in public or privately – is unquestionably
the cornerstone of our democracies.
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RFID chips and EU e-passports: the end of privacy?
Maria Nikita

1. Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that uses wireless communication for identification purposes. It is not a new technology since it dates back
to 1948 when it was first used for military applications. Since then, it has been
used in many different applications such as transportation, supply chain and
product management, mobile asset management, retail management and security
applications. The key characteristic that differentiates one RFID application from
another is the purpose of identification.
RFID technology was also chosen to be used as a storage medium for e-passports.
Since the old paper based passports were suffering from forgery and fraud, epassports, the digital version of the paper passports, were introduced to reduce
fraud and support immigration processes. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) published the standards and specifications for these electronically enabled passports with biometric identification capability.
Undoubtedly, RFID offers powerful benefits. However, like most technological
applications, its use has raised important privacy issues (Bottis M., 2013). Particularly, when information provided by these smart objects in a wireless way
is associated with personal data, as in the case of e-passports, many security and
privacy concerns arise.
This paper examines the use of the RFID technology in e-passports. In the next
section the contribution of the International Civil Aviation Organization is analyzed. In the third chapter the e-passport’s characteristics and the technologies
used to strengthen national border security, protect against e-passport manipulation and reduce identity theft are discussed. In section 4 the evolution of the
e-passport through time is presented. The three generations of the e-passport
and the suggested each time communication protocols and security mechanisms
are also examined. In section 5 the e-passport’s flaws and vulnerabilities are described and finally in section 6 the ICAO’s recommended standards and the EU
Council’s Regulation are presented.
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2. The International Civil Aviation Organization
While the number of people travelling was growing, the need for more efficient
and secure checks increased. This led to the introduction of Machine Readable
Travel Documents which involved during time.
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is a specialized agency that
establishes, maintains and promotes standards. It recommends practices related
to the issuance and verification of Machine Readable Travel Documents, and related border control issues. ICAO issues passport standards as recommendations
to the national governments and its’ aim is to succeed universal infrastructure and
interoperability of travel documents.
ICAO’s work on machine-readable travel documents began in 1968 with the establishment of the ICAO Panel on Passport Cards and in 1980 published for the
first time the Doc 9303 as “A Passport with Machine Readable Capability” and
served as the guideline for issuing machine-readable passports.

3. EU e-passport technologies
E-passports are Machine Readable Travel Documents that contain a contactless
integrated circuit in which data is stored concerning the holder. E-passports’ aim
is to strengthen national border security, protect against manipulation of travel
documents and reduce identity theft.
The layout of the passport may differ for various countries. However, all e-passport’s have a symbol that is international and signifies that the passport contains
a contactless microchip with data storage of at least 32kB on which data about
the passport holder is stored. The symbol (Figure 1) should appear on the front
cover of the passport near the top or the bottom (Doc 9303, Part 1, Vol. 2).

Figure 1: The e-passport’s symbol

In 2006, ICAO published the specifications for electronically enabled passports
with biometric identification capability. A Logical Data Structure (LDS) for storing the data on the chip was defined. In particular it defined that the information
which are already shown on the paper passports are mandatory and facial bio-
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metric data (a high quality digital image with JPEG 2000 format), fingerprints
and iris are optional.
The format standards for facial data, when used, include the whole head centered with the hair not covering the face and the eyes open on the same horizontal line. The neck and the shoulders of the e-passport holder must also be included in a single background color without shadows.
The data stored on the chip should be identical to the printed information on
the paper passport. This is necessary for two reasons, in case the chip fails the epassport is still a valid travel document and the holder can use it and also at any
time he is aware which data is stored on the chip of his passport without the need
of any technical equipment. The second reason is not valid in case the e-passport
includes in its chip biometrical data, such as fingerprints, he needs suitable technical equipment to have access.
In 2011, ICAO proposed the option to include electronic travel history, visas and
automated border clearance applications in the e-passports (ICAO Working Paper, 2011).

3.1 Biometric data
Biometrics refers to measurable biological or behavioral aspects of a person and
can be used for automated recognition (NSTC, 2006). They are powerful identifiers and the most irrefutable proof of a person’s identification that promotes security and efficiency in access controls since they are unique and it is not possible
to be shared or duplicated (Vakalis, 2011).
According to Cavoukian (1999), biometrics can be used in two ways: for identification and authentication/verification. In the case of identification, a computer system compares a person’s biometric characteristic, e.g. fingerprint, with all
biometric samples stored in its database. If it matches with one of them then the
person is identified. This is called one-to-many match.
In the case of authentication, the person presents a live biometric and it is compared with the one to a stored sample that is given previously. If they match the
authentication is completed and this is called one-to-one match. In the latter case
the biometrics are not stored in a central database, a template of each person’s
biometrics could be stored on a smart card that the person possess and is responsible for.
However, the information that biometrics provide is sensitive and this strong
match between a person’s biometrics and his physical existence poses serious privacy risks. In the case of e-passports, biometric data is used for authentication
and is stored on a RFID chip embedded in the paper passport.
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3.2 RFID technology
The selection of the right technology to store the holder’s data to conduct border
control in a cohesive manner was a big challenge. According to Article 1 par. 2 of
Regulation (EC) No 2252/2004, e-passports shall include a storage medium with
sufficient capacity and capability to guarantee the integrity, the authenticity and
confidentiality of the data stored. This medium should additionally prevent unauthorized access, include enhanced anti-forgery, counterfeiting and falsification
standards and standards for the quality of the data stored.
The minimum standards and features determined by ICAO are the features of usability, data capacity and performance so as to achieve high speed, high capacity
and high security solution. Specifically, the only technology that does not require
line-of-sight in order to achieve contactless mode of operation to facilitate the
job of border authorities is contactless IC chips. Also, the minimum data storage
capacity needed for biometric verification given the inclusion of facial images
and fingerprints is approximately 15-20kB and the only technologies with sufficient capacity are contact IC chips, contactless IC chips and optical memory. Finally, the technology that succeeds shorter transmission times is contactless IC chips.
Overall, the only technology that meets all three considerations of usability, data capacity and performance is the contactless IC chip (ICAO Technical Report,
2004). The RFID technology uses contactless IC chips, thus it was chosen to be
used as a storage medium for e-passports.
An RFID system consists of the RFID tag and the reader. The tag is attached to
the object, in our case the passport, and communicates wirelessly with the
passport reader using an antenna. RFID technology offers powerful benefits to
its adopters and today is already being used in a variety of applications such as
payment systems, access control, supply chain activities and animal and human
tracking (Nikita, 2011).
While RFID has existed for decades, its use has raised important risks. Particularly, because the information provided in a wireless way is associated with personal data, many security and privacy concerns arise. In the case of e-passports,
it was believed that it was able to ease identity control, lessen the amount of human errors, protect against manipulation of travel documents and improve border security. But because biometric data can be stored to the e-passport; privacy
and security risks are also posed to the holders.
Although RFID chips used in e-passports are equipped with protection mechanisms, they still have lots of technical flaws and they are vulnerable to skimming
and eavesdropping. The main problem stems from the fact that the data con-
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tained on the e-passport is transferred wirelessly, so it is vulnerable to anyone
having the necessary equipment.

4. E-passport generations
The first generation of e-passports appeared in November 2004 when ICAO published the Doc 9303 in which recommended a set of guidelines and standards for
e-passports. According to Doc 9303, e-passports should use an RFID chip embedded in the passport cover in which holder’s personal data and biometric data is
stored. In this generation, according to ICAO the three communication protocols
that should be used by e-passports as security mechanisms are Passive Authentication, Basic Access Control, and Active Authentication.
The Passive Authentication (PA) protocol is mandatory to be used to prove the
integrity and the authenticity of the data stored. A cryptographic computation
is used by the reader to verify the authenticity using the public key of the issuing
country. Although the authenticity of the data can be verified, PA cannot detect
cloning and doesn’t prevent unauthorized access.
Active Authentication (AA) was proposed by ICAO as an optional protocol to
prevent the cloning problem. In this case, to verify the authenticity of the chip,
the chip must prove to the reader that it possesses a private key. Then the reader verifies its correctness using the public key, signed by the issuing country
and verified by the PA protocol. AA adds complexity, requires the chip to have
processing capabilities and doesn’t prevent skimming and eavesdropping.
Basic Access Control (BAC) is also an optional protocol recommended by ICAO
to prevent skimming and eavesdropping. It causes the RFID chip to check the
access to its data and allow only authorized readers to gain access. A chip is protected by the BAC mechanism and the reader’s authenticity is proven by a challenge response protocol. This protocol uses symmetric encryption and the authentication relies on the characters of the Machine Readable Zone (MRZ), a zone
of two rows and 44 characters at the main data page of the passport document.
The MRZ (Figure 2) contains the holder’s name, nationality and birth date, the
document’s number and expiry date and other information depending on the issuing countries.
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Figure 2 Passport data page and Machine Readable Zone (MRZ)

In order to gain access to the data stored on the RFID chip, the reader optically
scans the MRZ and derives an access key out of the data contained on this page.
The RFID chip also knows this key and after mutual authentication between the
chip and the reader based on these symmetric keys, a cryptographic session key
between the chip and the reader is derived to encrypt the data exchanged and
succeed secure messaging. The authentication key is static but the session keys
are different in every transaction and an incorrect key would result in denial of
access (Liersch I., 2009).
So, the BAC protocol verifies that someone opened his passport and the reader
scanned the MRZ and built the access key. In this way, unauthorized access is
prevented (Vakalis I., 2011). But the MRZ can be disclosed to anyone who possesses the e-passport, so the BAC protocol does not offer protection in case the
e-passport is lost or stolen (Hornung G., 2007).
The need for even better protection of the data, when biometric data was included in the chip, led to the introduction of a new security mechanism. In 2009, the
second generation of e-passports was introduced which used an Extended Access
Control (EAC) system. ICAO suggested the use of EAC as an optional mechanism
to provide more comprehensive authentication protocols. EAC is similar to the
BAC with the difference that is uses Extended Access key instead of Basic Access
Key and is based on asymmetric protocol using stronger encryption.
The EAC mechanism checks the authenticity of both the RFID chip and the reader with the use of chip and terminal authentication (Hoepman J.-H et al, 2006 &
Nithyanand R., 2009). In particular, the RFID chip is authenticated to the reader
once it proves that it knows the session key and thus protects the passport from
cloning (chip authentication). Then, the reader gives its digital certificate to the
chip based on a public key and the chip checks its authenticity and allows its
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access to the stored data (terminal authentication). Terminal authentication is
based upon certificate validation issued by the e-passport issuing country, so the
certificates should be exchanged among countries in a secure way.
It did not take long for the third generation of e-passports to appear as an option. The EAC offers strong benefits, but its disadvantage is that it depends on
BAC and although BAC turned out to be a very successful protocol because of its
simplicity and now is implemented in almost every e-passport (ICAO Technical
Report, 2010), the security that it provides is limited by the design of the protocol (the keys are cryptographically weak). So, the third generation of e-passports
that use Supplemental Access Control (SAC) appeared.
SAC is based on Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE v2) as
a replacement to BAC. During the authentication phase, it implements asymmetric cryptography, instead of symmetric, and data encryption is based on a shared
key between the reader and the chip, unlike BAC which generates the key based
on the MRZ. Data is protected both when stored on the chip and when transmitted to the reader and thus higher level of protection is succeeded.
To succeed smooth migration from the one generation to the other, at border
control the inspection system should support both BAC and SAC for a period of
time. For the passport holders the migration will have no effect. The only thing
that has to be done is to update the operating software of the inspection system.

5. E-passport vulnerabilities
To succeed better protection and security to border control more information and
personal data is needed to be stored and processed. But this results in more privacy invasion too (Vakalis, 2011). On the one side advocates of e-passports support that e-passports offer stronger border security protecting us from terrorist
attacks, but on the other side advocates of civil rights and data protection have
concerns about the privacy risks (Carluccio et al., 2007).
Since the first e-passports appeared, several threats arose and corresponding protection mechanisms were developed. As already mentioned the RFID technology,
which is used by e-passports, uses wireless communication. In the case of e-passports the operational range channel of the RFID is less than 10cm and therefore it
was assumed that the communication was relatively secure. However, these systems are vulnerable to skimming and eavesdropping by unauthorized users who
possess a radio frequency reader (Hancke, 2011).
Skimming attacks occur from distance when an unauthorized reader gains access
to the stored data. It is an online attack where the attacker communicates directly
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with the RFID chip. In this case, if the data of the RFID chip is leaked, the attacker can clone the RFID chip and built a new passport.
Eavesdropping occurs when the attacker intercepts the communication between
the RFID chip and the border control reader. It is an offline attack as the data is
analyzed after the attack has taken place. In this situation the attacker is limited
in terms of location and time since he has to be in the range of the authorized
reader when the transaction is carried out (Hancke, 2011).
A countermeasure proposed by ICAO to prevent clandestine scanning is to keep
e-passports in a Faraday cage when not in use (ICAO Annex I, 2004). A Faraday
cage is a metal jacket that prevents any electric or magnetic fields, such those
used to communicate with an RFID chip, to pass through (Ezovski, 2007). Thus,
it prevents the penetration of RFID signals and as a consequence it prevents unauthorized reading too. The e-passport must be removed from the metal jacket at
border control to succeed authorized reading.

Figure 3 A Faraday cage for e-passports

Another option proposed by ICAO is to place a metal surface on an adjacent page
to block the chip’s antenna. So the chip will not be readable while the e-passport
is closed. However, passports equipped either with Faraday cages or with a metal
surface on an adjacent page, are also vulnerable to eavesdropping when they are
expressly presented by their holders. To overcome this problem ICAO proposed
the Basic Access Control (BAC) mechanism (see chapter 4).
The BAC mechanism minimizes the risk of skimming and eavesdropping by authenticating the reader. Communication between the RFID chip and the border
control reader includes protocols and encryption to succeed secure messaging.
But the secret cryptographic keys are generated from the date of birth, date of
expiry and passport number printed on the passport’s MRZ which can be disclosed to anyone who possesses the e-passport. Thus, the BAC protocol does not
offer protection in case the e-passport is lost or stolen and passive skimming is
allowed.
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6. Legal Efforts
ICAO began with the standardization of machine readable travel documents in
1968. Then, a standardized passport that would be machine readable and uses an
optical character (OCR) was suggested. Later, in 1980 the recommended standards and specifications were published as the first edition of the Doc 9303 that
was endorsed by the International Organization for Standardization and the International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC 7501-1).
Doc 9303 evolved through time and separate volumes were published. In particular, the Doc 9303 - part 1 contained specifications about machine readable
passports, the Doc 9303 - part 2 dealt with machine readable visas and the Doc
9303 - part 3 contained specifications about machine readable official travel
documents alternative to passports to cross the borders.
Doc 9303 is still evolving during time in line with the needs. After the attack of
9 September 2001, the need for more security at border control increased and
the States decided to adopt facial recognition as a mandatory biometric and use
contactless IC chips. As a result, ICAO published the Doc 9303-part 1 volume 2
in which the specifications for electronically enabled passports with biometric
identification capability were presented. The biometrics, the IC contactless chips
and the communication protocols (see section 4) were introduced.
In the meantime, the EU Council published the Council Regulation (EC) No
2252/2004 on standards for security features and biometrics in passports and
travel documents issued by Member States, taking into account the specifications
of ICAO set out in Doc 9303. The Regulation applies only to passports and travel
documents issued by the Member States (Art. 1, par. 3) and envisages that they
should include a storage medium with sufficient capacity that contains a digital
facial image as a first biometric feature in a mandatory manner and fingerprints
as a second biometric feature also in a mandatory way (Art. 1, par. 2).
The personal data stored in the passport is defined in the EU Directive 95/46/
EC (Art. 2a), as any information that is related to an identified or identifiable
natural person. Moreover, an identifiable person is one who can be identified,
by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his
physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. No other
information shall be included in the storage medium (Art. 4, par. 2) unless it is
mentioned in the passport by the issuing member state in accordance with its national legislation.
The Council Regulation refers to data protection principles too. In particular,
in Art. 4 par. 1 the data subject’s right of verification is recognized, so the e-
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passport holder should be able to have access to the personal data contained in
his passport and even ask for rectification and/or erasure in case the data stored
is incorrect. In order the data subject to be able to exercise his rights, the passport authorities must have appropriate RFID readers that allow access to the data
stored on the chip and provide these readers at local places easily accessible (Kosta, 2005 and Hornung, 2007).
Moreover, according to Article 6 of the Council’s Regulation and according to the
Commision Decision C (2005) 409 of 28 February 2005, all the Member States
would have to start issuing passports with a digital facial image stored in the
RFID chip by 2006 and fingerprints by 2008. Pursuant to the Decision C (2005)
409, the Member States have to implement the BAC communication protocol,
which is recommended by ICAO as optional, so as to safeguard access to the data
stored in the chip and prevent skimming and eavesdropping.
In 2005 the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party published an opinion
(3/2005) on the implementation of the Councils’ Regulation. It pointed out that
the implementation of biometric features in passports raises a lot of ethic, legal
and technical questions and thus the circumstances under which will be collected
will have to guarantee perfect reliability. For this reason a global Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and the creation of a Protection Profile (PP) are suggested.

7. Conclusions
During time the number of people travelling has grown rapidly and the need for
more efficient and secure border control has increased. In order to succeed better border security, more personal data were stored in the passports. This had the
result to lead to more privacy invasion. The transition to the electronic passports
was a fact since it makes travelling easier, makes the immigration inspections
faster and offers stronger border security by automating identity verification.
The selection of the right technology to store the holder’s personal data was a big
challenge since biometric data, such as facial image and fingerprints, was also
included. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) chose the RFID
technology to be used as the storage medium and thus an RFID chip was embedded in the paper passport. Then ICAO published the Doc 9303 in which passport
standards are issued as recommendations to the national governments and in the
meantime the EU Council published the Regulation (EC) No 2252/2004 setting
standards for security features and biometrics in passports issued by the Member
States, taking into account ICAO’s specifications. All the Member States were
required to start issuing passports with a digital facial image stored in the RFID
chip by 2006 and fingerprints by 2008.
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The widespread of privacy concerns used to originate mainly in the fields of law,
but now has obviously expanded into the information technologies too. Since biometric data was stored on the RFID chip, serious privacy threats arose. Although
RFID chips used in e-passports are equipped with protection mechanisms, they still
have technical flaws and its use doesn’t ensure ownership of data.
The technology’s infrastructure is responsible for these problems and therefore
should be enchanced with privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) to gain privacy
protection (European Commission, 2007). PETs, such as anonymisation, coding,
encryption and authentication, strengthen the protection of personal data and
prevent unlawful processing.
To conclude, in the case of e-passports, EU regulations and the proposed security
mechanisms are not sufficient to protect privacy. The e-passport holders are still
vulnerable and intensive proposed methods to enhance protection of privacy are
vital. More fundamental changes are required even to the physical design of the
RFID or second thoughts should be done about replacing the RFID technology
with another that follows privacy principles and applies privacy by design.
To design, implement and use a technology that handles personal data and transfers them wirelessly, data protection principles have to be taken into account and
privacy by design is required from the early stage of designing the technology.
Therefore, the cooperation between computer and law scientists is vital for implementing a privacy enhancing technology for e-passports that entails the advantages of the RFID.
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III. Privacy and social networks

Facebook as a challenge to privacy
Fereniki Panagopoulou-Koutnatzi

I. Introduction
Facebook, a significant technological innovation introduced in February 2004,
and the primary online social networking site today, offers a dynamic, new dimension to online services1. However, it also poses a new challenge to individual privacy. Given that Facebook members are asked to provide a comprehensive
personal profile to sign up for the site, including photographs and quite personal
background information about themselves, Facebook has collected a vast database (a “psychogram”) of its estimated 600 million active users. This information includes date of birth, political, religious and philosophical views, contact
information, gender, sexual orientation, marital status, favorite books and movies, educational and professional backgrounds, and photographs of members and
their friends (often “tagged” with friends’ names). Privacy advocates and others
raise concerns that this rich dataset is available to advertising companies (which
can collect and send advertisements tailored to the idiosyncrasies of each user),
government agencies, political parties, and scam artists and criminals looking to
hoodwink people, rob them, and seduce young girls and boys, e.tc. Facebook executives’ response to concerns about its collection of users’ personal data is that
this is posted willingly by its users (data subjects) and thus, this is an acknowledgement that this information is “public” or quasi public. The privacy issue is
further complicated, however, since some personal data is distributed by Facebook, and its users not only in the Facebook community (its members), but also
beyond the Facebook audience. This paper analyzes the impact of Facebook, a
relatively new worldwide phenomenon, on the protection of privacy worldwide.

II. Defining privacy
Presenting a simple, uniform definition of privacy is difficult because it encompasses two basic concepts — personal control and dignity (Whitman, 2004).
American legal thought places great importance on privacy as the control of personal information and personal autonomy, while European legal thought places
value on dignity and the fundamental right to privacy (Levin & Nicholson, 2005).
1. Τhis paper was presented in ICIL 2011, Thessaloniki, and it has been updated until May
2011.
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1. Privacy as control of personal information and autonomy
Concerns over the right to control our personal information is inextricably connected with the spread of information technology. As early as 1890, Louis Brandeis, a future U.S. Supreme Court Justice, and his law partner, Samuel Warren,
defined privacy as the right “to be let alone” (Warren & Brandeis, 1890). This
issue stemmed from the growing use of Kodak cameras at the time, and the invasion of privacy posed to individuals because newspapers had begun publishing
photos, some of which compromised the reputations of noted individuals. The
main purpose of the right to privacy in the U.S. context is that the individual
alone should hold the right to monitor, review and control personal information
(Levin & Sanchez, 2009). Legal scholars argue that the individuals’ choice to
keep certain information private and to disclose whatever they wish is crucial for
safeguarding their independence, which in turn, allows them to freely select their
own “projects” of life (Benn, 1971).
Another dimension of privacy is the right to control which areas of our lives,
and/or which information should become visible to others, and if so, when and
how we wish it to enter the public sphere (Parker, 1984). Privacy includes the
individual’s determination of when, how, by whom and to what extent information is communicated to others. What is crucial here is the right of individuals
to control their personal information. Therefore, Facebook users who display
very private photos of and information about themselves and without choosing
(i.e., clicking on the user’s option for) restrictive privacy settings on their Facebook pages can become victims of their own reckless behavior (Sanchez & Abril,
2009).

2. Privacy as dignity
According to this perspective, privacy is an expression of the universal right to
human dignity. Therefore, the law must protect individuals’ privacy according to
the principle of non-invasion into the individual’s personality (Warren & Brandeis, 1890). A further extension of this view asserts that privacy must serve a
fundamental principle: respect for human dignity, integrity and independence
(Bloustein, 1964). The violation of privacy exposes the individual to public view
and public control, and violates human dignity (1964). Under this view, the violation of dignity encompasses the individual’s development of personality and
“inner world”. In this sense, privacy includes the right of individuals to keep certain aspects of their lives confidential and thus hold present different personalities based on the circumstance. Protecting individuals’ privacy is necessary because individuals may wear different masks (visors), each one appearing in dif-
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ferent circumstances and contexts (Levin & Sanchez, 2009). Without safeguard
for concealing our various masks, the individual can be negatively impacted.

3. Risks of privacy in cyberspace
The publication of personal data on the Internet poses particular risks to the individual. These risks are associated with the nature of the Internet as a universal
medium that offers users access to unlimited information in millions of databases (government, commercial and private), media publications and personal web
pages through the use of search engines such as Google. Given that Internet access is, in most of the cases, free, providers of various online content services sell
advertising and other marketing strategies to cover their operating costs. Hence,
most website-based organizations, advertisers and businesses want to assess and
measure the effectiveness of their marketing and advertising tactics by monitoring Internet users’ and their website visitors’ online behavior. They use this data
primarily for commercial purposes, and can gather such information via tracking software, of which users are generally not aware. Consequently, the “free of
charge” sites that many users visit and use may in fact not be free, because unbeknownst to them, they are often “paying” by giving out personal data (name,
email address, personal preferences) to secondary use sources such as marketing firms that collect and sell users’ interests and buying habits (Rome Memorandum, 2008).
Various web servers store files regarding the data connection and number of visits users make to websites in order to measure the success of the website and
tweak the site to increase user hits or visits. This clandestine tracking (spying, really) is not harmless. Such tracking services can assess which websites users visit
and identify the users’ IP address and gain further personal information (names,
addresses, phone numbers) via IP providers, who often sell such information to
marking firms. Each browser gives information about the user’s country of origin
and type of computer they use (brand, speed, memory, e.tc., which can be correlated to income levels and expertise). Therefore, a person who visits a webpage
provides information to the owner of the visited site. Furthermore, through the
search engines one can research and collect data about a person from different
websites.
Another important point is that once information is published on the Internet,
it can always be retrieved as it remains indefinitely in electronic storage caches.
That is, once data is published, it may stay there forever, even when it has been
deleted, because the original information remains archived on most search engines via the cache function, or by other data collection processes such as thirdparty copying (Rome Memorandum, 2008).
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The Internet was developed in the 1980s to provide information and communication capabilities to anyone with Internet access. In the present phase though,
the Internet is developing rapidly not only as a tool of communication (email, Facebook, the news media), but also for education, shopping, investing, gambling,
dating, gaming, research, and banking, to name a few. Internet access is both
necessary and ubiquitous in all segments of modern life and is the leading information disseminator across all age groups, socioeconomic sectors and nations
(though developed nations’ use is far greater than that of developing nations).
Businesses, governments and individuals collect and store personal information
on the Internet by such as passport, social security, ID and tax numbers; dates of
birth, fingerprints, credit card numbers and spending habits, credit scores, purchase histories, user Internet site preferences, newspaper articles (present and
past), news media videos and photos, e-commerce and online auction data, social
network and dating service profiles, personal blogs, research papers, and private
photographs stored in individual’s “private” file hosting websites. In Greece personal information on public sector of employees, such as job dismissals, salaries,
work absences due to personal and business reasons, is collected and made available to the public online (Art. 2 of Greek Law 3861/2010 on public sector transparency mandates the publication on the Internet of a great number of public
employees’ administrative acts). The general public began using the Internet in
the early 1990s but by the late 1990s, an intense debate had arisen regarding the
free flow of personal information following misuses of private data and breaches
of privacy committed by individuals, governments, corporations and nonprofit
organizations.

III. Privacy on Facebook
1. European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)
Security Issues and Recommendations for Online Social Networks
This paper provides an overview of security issues in the social networking
realm, highlights the major threats and recommends different types of action and
best practices to reduce user security risks. It is addressed to corporate and political decision-makers as well as to social network application-providers such as Facebook and LinkedIn and Twitter. It also seeks to raise awareness among political
and corporate decision-makers of the legal and social implications of the new social networking technologies. In particular, its findings have important implications for education and data protection policy. The examples used in this paper,
although derived from specific social network sites (SNSs), primarily Facebook,
are intended as examples only and are not aimed to single out a specific provider
for criticism or praise. The paper concludes that SNSs have clear benefits to society, not only because they herald the end of passive media (a top-down approach
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where the general public passively receives news and information from the media corporations, but also because they democratise the media, and bring free,
interactive user-generated content to anyone with an Internet connection.
Social networking is fundamentally an Identity Management system. If used for
its intended purposes, it can enhance data privacy over and above more established mechanisms such as blogs. If not, however, it provides a dangerously powerful tool for spammers, unscrupulous marketers and others to take advantage,
often criminal advantage, of users. New technologies such as online face-recognition tools, combined with the false sense of intimacy often created by SNSs,
can lead to a serious erosion of personal and even physical privacy. Those who
generate SNSs Should pay attention to security and privacy laws in the development of code and data-handling policies. Most importantly, users should be
educated in how to use social media safely via online awareness-raising training
on the social networking sites themselves and in schools (elementary to university level) targeted at students, parents and teachers. This would also address the
increasing danger of a ‘digital divide’ between those with the know-how to join
in the ‘social-software revolution’ and those without. It requires a culture-shift in
educators from the “beware of the dragons” scaremongering attitude behind efforts to ban SNS usage to a more realistic attitude of encouraging sensible, wellinformed use. Finally, education is a matter for governments as well as internet
service providers (ISPs) and end-users. Legislators and policymakers are currently not equipped with the information or technological savvy to address many
of the challenges of social media. According to the recommendations of ENISA,
Education policy should reflect the urgent need to educate both young and old
users, students, teachers and parents on how to benefit from SNSs without suffering their downsides. Legislation should be reviewed and interpreted to fit the
new paradigms with which we are faced.

2. Report and Guidance on Privacy in Social Network Services:
The Rome Memorandum of 2008
The Rome Memorandum Working Group has made many recommendations to
regulators, Internet content providers and social network services users. Its recommendations to European Union regulators include:
1) Introduce the option of the SNS user’s right to use a pseudonym — to act in a social
network service under a pseudonym — where not already part of the regulatory framework.
2) Ensure that service providers are honest and clear about what information is required for the basic service use so that users can make an informed choice
of whether to sign up for and use services, and that users can refuse any se-
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condary uses (through opt-out options), specifically by (targeted) marketers.
Note that consent of minors in most countries is not valid and thus creates serious problems for children who use popular SNSs, their parents and the SNSs
themselves.
3) Provide an obligation to notify SNS users of data breaches. To address the growing risks of identity theft, users must be notified of any data breaches. At the
same time, such a measure would help regulators gain information on how
well companies secure user data, and provide an incentive to further optimise
their security measures.
4) Rethink and accordingly amend the current regulatory framework with respect to
control of personal data (including third-party data) published SNS, with a
view to placing more responsibility for personal data content on SNSs to the
SNS providers.
5) Improve integration of privacy issues into the educational system because providing personal data online has become part of modern daily life especially for
young people, thus privacy and tools for informational self-protection must
become part of school curricula.
In 2008, the Rome Memorandum Working Group also recommended that SNS
providers offer the following:
1) Provide transparent and open information to users. Even if this information is
displayed when a user signs up for a service, and can be accessed and changed
later if the user so wishes, the goal of informing users about the potential
(negative) consequences of their actions while using such a service (e.g., when
changing privacy settings for a collection of photos) may be better served by
built-in, context-sensitive features that would deliver the appropriate information based on user actions. User information should specifically include information about (i) the jurisdiction under which the service provider operates,
(ii) users’ rights to access, correct and delete personal data, and (iii) the business model applied for financing the service.
Also recommended: Information should be tailored to the specific needs of
the targeted audience (especially for minors) to enable them to make wellinformed decisions. Information provided in the user agreement should also
refer to third party data. Providers of social network services should in addition to informing their users about how they use their personal data, also provide rules on how the users should handle third-party information contained
in their profiles (e.g., how and when to obtain the data subjects’ consent before publication, and the possible consequences of breaking the rules). In particular, the huge quantities of photos in user profiles that show other people
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(in many cases even tagged with friends’ and colleagues’ names and/or links
to their profiles) add more layers of concern as current practices often do not
comply with existing legal frameworks governing the right to control one’s
own image. SNSs are also encouraged to provide candid information about all
information security risks, and possible consequences of publishing personal
data in a profile, as well as about possible legal access by third parties (e.g.,
law enforcement, the courts).
2) Introduce the creation and use of pseudonymous profiles as an option, and encourage its use.
3) Meet promises made to users: A conditio sine qua non for fostering and maintaining user trust is to provide clear information about how their information may
and will be used by the service provider, specifically regarding sharing personal data with third parties such as marketing companies.
4) Use privacy-friendly default settings as a key means to protect user privacy: In today’s practice, only a minority of SNS users make changes to default settings
including privacy settings. The challenge (and obligation) for service providers is to design settings that offer a high degree of privacy by default without
making the service unusable or frightening off users. At the same time, usability of setting features, along with explanations, is key to encouraging users to
choose their settings.
5) Improve user control over profile data.
6) Introduce appropriate complaint mechanisms (e.g., to “freeze” contested information or pictures) where they do not already exist, for social network users, but
also with respect to third-party personal data. Timely responses to user complains is important. Measures may also include a penalty mechanism for abusive behaviour with respect to the use of profile data and third-party personal
data by users (including barring users from sites if they violate the rules).
7) Improve and maintain information system security. Use recognised best practices
in planning, developing, and running SNS applications, including independent
certification.
8) Devise and/or further improve measures to prevent illegal activities, such as spamming and ID theft.
9) Offer encrypted connections for maintaining user profiles, including secured log-in
procedures.
10) Respect the privacy standards of the countries where SNS operate.
The Working Group’s recommendations for SNS users include:
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1) Use caution and think carefully before publishing personal data (specifically
names, addresses, ages, and telephone numbers) in a social network profile.
2) Think carefully about using one’s real name in a profile.
3) Respect the privacy of others. Be especially careful when publishing personal information about others (including pictures, particularly tagged photos), without first getting their consent.
4) Be informed about the SNS’s operations, jurisdiction, regulatory framework for
protecting privacy and whether it has allegations of abuse.
5) Select high-level privacy settings. Restrict availability of information as much as
possible, especially with respect to indexing by search engines.
6) Use different identification data (e.g., login ID and passwords) than those used
on other website user accounts (e.g. for e-mail or bank accounts).
7) Use opportunities to control how a service provider uses personal (profile and
traffic) data. For example, always opt out of marketing options.
8) Teachers and parents should pay attention to the activity of children on the Internet,
especially when using SNSs.

3. The Opinion 5/2009 of the Article 29 Working Party
on the protection of individuals with regard to personal data
The Opinion of the Article 29 Working Party (established by Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC as an independent EU Advisory Body on Data Protection and
Privacy, whose tasks are outlined in Article 30 of Directive 95/46/EC and in Article 15 of Directive 2002/58/EC) focuses on how the operation of social networking sites (SNS) can meet the requirements of EU data protection legislation.
The Opinion is principally intended to provide guidance to SNS providers on the
measures that must be in place to ensure compliance with EU law. The Opinion
notes that SNS providers and, in many cases, third-party application providers,
are data controllers with corresponding responsibilities towards SNS users. The
Opinion states that many users operate within a purely personal sphere, especially when contacting and communicating with people while managing their personal, family or household affairs. In such cases of household affairs, the Opinion deems that the “household exemption” (of Art. 3 par. 2 of Directive 95/46/
EC) applies and the regulations governing data controllers do not apply. The
Opinion also specifies circumstances whereby the SNS user’s activities are not
covered by the household exemption. The dissemination and use of information
available on SNSs for other secondary, unintended purposes is of key concern to
the Article 29 Working Party. The opinion mentions cases in which activities of
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some SNS users may extend beyond a purely personal or household activity, for
example, when the SNS is used as a collaboration platform for an association or
a company (sec. 3.1.1). Furthermore when access to profile information extends
beyond self-selected contacts, such as when access to a profile is provided to all
members within the SNSs or the data is indexable by search engines, access then
extends beyond the personal or household sphere (sec. 3.1.2). The application of
the household exemption is also constrained by the need to guarantee the rights
of third parties, particularly with regard to sensitive data. In addition, it must be
noted that even if the household exemption applies, a user might be liable based
on the general provisions of national civil or criminal laws (e.g., defamation of
character, liability in tort for violation of personality, penal liability) (sec. 3.1.3).
Robust security and privacy-friendly default settings are advocated throughout
the Opinion as the ideal starting point for all SNS services. Controllers must take
the appropriate technical and organisational measures, “both at the time of the
design of the processing system and at the time of the processing itself” to maintain security and prevent unauthorised processing, taking into account the risks
represented by the processing and the nature of the data (sec. 3.2). The Working
Party recommends that SNSs provide adequate warnings to users about the privacy risks to themselves and to others when they upload information on the SNS;
SNS users should also be reminded that uploading information about other individuals may impinge upon their privacy and data protection rights; SNS should
also advise their users that if they wish to upload pictures or information about
friends and associates or others, the individual’s consent is necessary (sec. 3.3).
Access to profile information emerges as a key area of concern. When accessing
personal data via a third party’s Application Programming Interface (API) on behalf of a user, third party services should (i) process and store data no longer than
necessary to perform a specific task and (ii) perform no operations on imported user contacts’ data other than personal usage by the contributing user (sec.
3.6.2).
The Working Party also addressed topics such as the processing of sensitive data
and images, advertising and direct marketing on SNS, and data retention issues.
The Working Party Opinion also outlined recommendations on how SNSs should
handle sensitive data, which includes racial/ethnic origin, political opinions,
religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership or data concerning
health, sex life or sexual orientation. Sensitive personal data may only be published on the Internet with the explicit consent of the data subject or if the data
subject has made the data manifestly public. In some EU Member States, images
of data subjects are considered a special category of personal data since they may
be used to reveal racial/ethnic origins or to deduce religious affiliations or health
data. The Working Party in general does not consider images posted on the Inter-
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net to be sensitive data, unless the images are clearly used to reveal sensitive data
about individuals. As data controllers, the Working Party recommends that SNS
should not share any sensitive data about SNS members or non-members without
their explicit consent. If a SNS user profile query list asks any questions relating
to sensitive personal data, the SNS must make it very clear that answering such
questions is voluntary (sec. 3.4).
Key recommendations focus on the obligations of SNS providers to conform with
the Data Protection Directive and to uphold and strengthen user rights. SNS providers must inform users of their identity from the outset and outline all the purposes for which they collect and process personal data. Particular care should be
taken by SNS providers with regard to processing personal data of minors.
Data Protection Authorities worldwide have already begun some interesting initiatives that focus on awareness-raising regarding SNS and possible personal data
sharing risks. The Working Party also encourages further research on how to address the difficulties surrounding age verification (particularly to prevent use by
minors who are not of age to legally agree to consent) and proof of informed consent in order to better address these challenges. Based on the privacy considerations for minors, the Working Party recommends that a multi-pronged strategy
should address the protection of children’s data in the SNS context. Such a strategy might be based on SNS use and personal data awareness-raising initiatives
(e.g., via schools, the inclusion of Data Protection-basics in educational curricula, the creation of ad-hoc educational groups to explore strategies and tools to
educate children, the collaboration of national bodies to address these concerns),
which are necessary to ensure the active, safe involvement of children (sec. 4).
The Opinion recommends that users should upload pictures of information about
other individuals, only with the individual’s consent; it also recommends that
SNS have the duty to inform users of the privacy rights of others.

4. Unique characteristics of privacy on Facebook
The definition of privacy in terms of Facebook is based on the degree of privacy
expectations of the Facebook user. Personal profiles on Facebook vary and are
based on what an individual chooses to present to the public or her Facebook
“friends”. Anonymous postings on Facebook through the use of pseudonyms is
quite common and while it protects freedom of speech, anonymity makes it difficult to identify persons responsible for damaging or illegal postings, libel and
other crimes. Although many users can protect their personal data by activating
the privacy settings (e.g., by choosing an option to limit their information displayed to be viewed only by their Facebook “friends”), many are unable to monitor the information posted by others [by their Facebook “friends” about them,
information their friends have gleaned from their “friends only” postings. Fur-
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thermore, the fact that Facebook allows users to decide for themselves regarding
the degree of protection of their privacy leads to the risk that those who are more
familiar with technology and the Internet will take effective protective measures,
but that novices will not know how to do so; some might not even know what
“privacy protection” means.
In this new digital age, Internet users should be aware that any online postings of
personal information in private email and in public or semi-public sites like Facebook, may not be protected by privacy rights. The communication of “private”
information to unwanted audiences is extremely likely, through direct or surreptitious means. For this reason, the proposed privacy settings of social networks
should be restricted for users (in dubio pro protectione) and if the user has chosen to make a Facebook page or blog or write an opinion piece and publish it in
the newspaper or online, she should be deemed to agreeing to make it public for
everyone (e.g., if a writer or politician publishes photographs and text, he/she
has thus chosen a wide audience and can not claim privacy protection); thus he
should deactivate her SNS restrictive privacy settings. Requiring restrictive privacy settings by default should not be considered paternalistic treatment of users,
as some have claimed. Many Facebook users sign up for the service without having the appropriate expertise to protect their personal data online and without
reading the fine text often written in thick legalese in small print in long, online
user agreements. This lack of knowledge or failure to carry out “due diligence”
on the user’s part can lead unsuspecting users to disclose data to a wide range of
people without intending to. The principle of in dubio pro protectione does not apply, unfortunately, to Facebook. On the contrary, the legal onus is on the users to
restrict their Facebook and other online SNS privacy settings themselves, even if
they are not aware of them. In this way Facebook establishes a presumption that
the user wishes to disseminate information and does not wish to protect private
information from others.
Along with the mandatory default of restrictive privacy settings to protect users’
personal data it is also of crucial importance for Internet user groups and data
protection authorities to raise the public’s online privacy awareness and to educate it regarding on personal data protection strategies. Of great significance here
are the information campaigns of the various data protection authorities. The
campaigns should not, however, be the sole responsibility of those authorities.
Schools should also play a very important role in educating students. Schools,
from the primary grade level to universities, should not discourage students from
participating in Facebook or other SNSs but rather educate students, teachers
and parents on how to reap the benefits of Facebook and avoid any negative impacts.
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Existing security risks of Internet services add to the risk of SNS use and further
raise the level of risk, and could also develop “flavours” specific to social network
services.

5. Disclosure of personal data by the users
Many service providers and SNSs promote their services as bringing innovative
communication structures from the “real” world into cyberspace, making it easier
for users to connect with new “friends” around the globe and around the block.
Many Facebook users feel it is safe to publish personal data on Facebook, as this
seems simply like sharing information with friends but in a new way. However,
a closer look at some Facebook features reveals that this comparison has some
weaknesses, including the notion of “friends”, which in Facebook may substantially differ from the more traditional friendship, because cyber-friends may
never meet in person and get to know each other in real time. Thus, building
trust is a more difficult process since interactions are all in cyberspace and not be
“tested” necessarily in real time and space; also Facebook “friends” could be using aliases and “friends of friends” may not in actuality be friends (outside of cyberspace) because the Facebook community is vast and despite its name, friends
are oftentimes faceless unknown entities. Thus, Facebook friends are not in fact
similar to real-life friends that we meet at work, in school, in the sports arena and
via actual friends. If Facebook administrators do not fully inform users about
how their profile information is shared and what users can do to control how it
is shared, they may be lured into thoughtlessly sharing their personal data they
would not otherwise share (Rome Memorandum, 2008).
The majority of Facebook users does not hesitate to post a wide range of personal
information including their real names, their home towns, school or university
from which they have graduated, their marital status, their interests, favorite
music, films and books, their political views, and often photos of themselves.
This is a self-exposure (Mitrou, 2009). Some users’ reluctance to disclose personal data and especially their true names and photographs reflects the desire to
network easily with other users. Through the Facebook application, a user can
achieve a comprehensive outline of the data subject. A fully completed Facebook
profile includes approximately 40 categories of information including name,
date of birth, political and religious views, contact details, gender, sexual orientation, marital status, favorite books, favorite movies, educational level and
institutions attended, and professional experience, giving other users a clear and
rounded picture of the person. Also, Facebook offers its users several tools for
finding potential friends and professional contacts (Cf. http://www.facebook.
com/help.php?page=441 (propose contacts to the current contacts), http://
www.facebook.com/findfriends.php (contacts finding); Facebook Blog, http://
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blog.facebook.com/blog.php?post=15610312130 (Tips from Facebook). Further Facebook applications offer a wide range of information about the user such
Facebook “wall posts”. Through a wall post users can get information on both
the person who posted the information and the user (e.g., that a user is on holiday in an exotic island for two weeks). A tag in a photograph can reveal as much
information about the person, his/her friends and the places that he has visited.
Games on Facebook’s Lexulous reveal the level of the user’s vocabulary. The list
of the pages and groups in which the user is registered indicate their preferences
and views. Participation in Facebook quizzes reveals the user’s level of knowledge, and views and preferences in politics, music, culture, to name a few. A user
can participate in a quiz just for fun without realizing that the answers he gives
in these quizzes reveal the user’s likes and dislikes; the Facebook profile is essentially a psychogram of the user and provides rich information for those seeking
data for marketing, political, fundraising and other purposes.
It is, however, remarkable that in many cases, Facebook users accept invitations
of friendship from unknown users and as a result they share with unknown people their personal data, such as contact information and photos. In many cases,
employers, before hiring an employee, evaluate the candidate via their social network pages and postings, along with doing a Google search of the individual.
In this way they can evaluate the candidate as to whether her profile matches
the firm’s “corporate personality”. According to CareerBuilder.com, 12% of the
1,150 hiring managers have admitted that they have surveyed the social network
pages of candidate employees and 63% decided not to hire candidates based on
findings from their social network pages. Also American Bar Association chapters report that lawyers check the SNS profiles of candidate jurors or witnesses in
proceedings in criminal and civil matters such as divorces to see if they will have
the attitude or hold the “correct” views for their purposes. Furthermore, banks
check the SNS profile of candidates and employees to determine their reliability, personal activities, and preferences, and university admissions officers admit
to checking the profiles of candidates for admission (Piskopani, 2009). Furthermore, employers report checking the Facebook pages of employees who have requested medical leaves to see if they are on a pleasure trip or indeed at home sick
(of course, employees can post false information to deceive their bosses as well);
if discovered to be lying, the vacationing employee can be reprimanded for lying
and for publishing private personal data with his own responsibility.
Many examples of unintended data disclosure occur on Facebook. A striking example is in the personal relationship realm: a husband may tell his wife that that
he was at work when he was out late, but via posts on his Facebook pages, the
wife may discover that he was partying late at a nightclub. Some may argue that
the purpose of the right to privacy is not to protect delinquent behaviours. The
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purpose of privacy law is to protect the privacy of individuals because even if
conduct is lawful, but something that the individual would like to keep hidden,
they deserve protection, which stems from the right to protect the private sphere
of a person. However, SNS users should realize that if they willingly reveal personal information, they cannot claim privacy of this information.

6. Disclosure of personal data to a wider-than-intended audience
What happens if Facebook users wish to disclose their personal information only
to a specific, select circle of “friends”, but Facebook makes available their private information (intentionally or unintentionally) without their knowledge to a
wider group? According to the privacy policy of Facebook, it can reveal user information only to law enforcement officials with legitimate rights to it (e.g., via
subpoena, warrants or court orders). Facebook can also communicate information
to users when it is necessary to fulfil a legal obligation to protect users’ interests
or to prevent Internet crime, or to circumvent the possibility of physical violence
to a Facebook member or non-member. Facebook must give notice to lawyers
and law enforcement authorities before disclosing information.
What expectations of privacy do individuals have who display information on
Facebook and make it accessible to a limited group of persons? Relevant here is
U.S. case law on similar issues regarding disclosure of information to a wider circle than the targeted persons. According to the court’s decision in Sanders v. American Broadcasting Co2, the simple fact that a person has been seen with his consent
by someone does not mean that he should be visible to everyone. Also relevant to
this question is the Multimedia WMAZ, Inc. v. Kubach3. In this case the plaintiff appeared on a television program in which he had agreed to be interviewed about
having AIDS. Prior to the program, the defendant agreed that the plaintiff’s face
would be disguised digitally to protect his identity on the air. Due to the negligence of the TV station’s staff, the plaintiff was recognizable. The Court ruled in
favour of the plaintiff.
It is clear what the American court’s attitude would be in a case in which Facebook accidentally revealed private information. The fact that Facebook users make their profile available to hundreds and sometimes thousands of users
would not override the plaintiff’s reasonable expectation of privacy. Very few
courts worldwide have rules that the claim of confidentiality is valid when one
displays information in a publicly accessible medium like the Internet, without

2. 978 P.2d 67, 72, Cal. 1999.
3. 443 S.E.2d 491, Ga. Ct. App. 1994.
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attempting to protect the information, (United States v. Gines-Perez)4. The fact
is that if users select restrictive privacy settings for their Facebook page, they
should be entitled to greater privacy protection than users who do not activate
restrictive privacy settings (Brandenburg, 2008).
While such cases are relatively clear-cut, what remains unclear is whether an effort to protect privacy through restrictive privacy settings on Facebook is sufficient to protect the expectation of privacy. It is very likely that if a user has made
her profile accessible only to certain users but other users not entitled to access
gain access, via authorised users (Facebook “friends’ entitled to access) and in
this way unauthorised users are able to join indirect access to the restricted page.
For example, if an employer asks Employee B for access to his Facebook account
in order to check the page of Employee A and thus gains “second party” access to
private information of User A, and then fires Employee A based on facts gleaned
from her Facebook page, does Employee A enjoy privacy protection, and is the
employer or Facebook culpable for violating Employee A’s privacy rights? The
court could rule that due to Facebook’s wide accessibility, it is extremely difficult for Facebook users to enjoy full privacy protection for their online postings
and that the employer did not break privacy rules nor did Facebook by not stopping “second party” access (Reno v. ACLU)5.

7. Photo tagging on Facebook
In the digital era, it seems apparent that Internet users should bear the responsibility for the disclosure of personal data. But what about cases where the disclosure of personal data takes place without the knowledge or permission of the
user? A good example here is the tagging (naming) of a person in a photograph
without her knowledge, or desire or permission. In criminal proceedings in the
state of Rhode Island, the prosecutor attempted to show, through photographs
posted without the will of the defendant in a page of social network, that the behaviour of the defendant after an accident, which he had caused due to inebriation, did not demonstrate his repentance. Specifically, two weeks after the automobile accident the defendant displayed on his SNS page a photo of himself at a
social gathering after the accident dressed as a prisoner wearing a shirt inscribed
with “The bird of prison”, thus making a joke about his possible imprisonment.
The judge sentenced him to two years imprisonment stating that the photographs
constituted evidence of the unrepentant behaviour of the accused shortly after
the accident. In another case, a tag of a minor drinking alcohol in a Facebook

4. 214 F. Supp. 2d 205, 224-26, D.P.R. 2002.
5. 521 U.S. 844, 1997.
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picture led police to arrest this person for alcohol consumption (http://freedomschool.com/reading-room/unrepentant-on-facebook-expect-jail-time.pdf
The photo tags on Facebook and other social network pages raise serious concerns regarding the protection of privacy. Facebook has four levels of privacy
protection regarding photos:(a) all “friends” (people who the user agrees to network with online), (b) “friends of friends”, (c) friends, friends of friends and networks of the user and (d) all users. These options seek to prevent the invasion of
the user’s private sphere. The process of tagging (placing a name — first name or
both first and family name) includes the automatic notification of the depicted
person. When a Facebook user is tagged in a picture he is alerted automatically
by an email from Facebook and he can ask to remove the tag (name) from the
picture. The depicted person has no room for reflection from the time of the tagging until the decision to keep or remove the tag of the photo. It is therefore very
likely that until the depicted (tagged) person has read the e-mail, some other Facebook users will have seen the tagged photo and could have copied and saved
the picture in their own personal file. The process of tag removal makes it much
more difficult for users to discover the photo because, her face is still visible to
other users who have access to pictures. Furthermore if other people tagged in a
picture have not chosen to remove the tag, the depicted person who is not tagged
can be exposed to unwanted publicity. Therefore, the privacy protection via the
tag removal mechanism is inadequate.
Facebook receives numerous complaints daily about inadequate protection of
privacy because it only allows the removal of a photo if a picture is offensive. A
proposed solution to the affected user is to communicate with the “friend” who
posted the offending photo and request its removal from the web site. Therefore,
protecting the privacy of affected users is at the discretion of the user who posts
pictures. However, because the user who posted the picture can refuse to remove
the photo, there is a great gap in the protection of privacy. The question is, can
the affected party enjoy some other form of protection of private life, other than
suing him. Can the privacy law protect Internet users in a preventive way? Are
there protection mechanisms that do not negate the positive attributes of Internet-based social networks? The fact is that even if Facebook is subject solely to
internal controls, then the control options would be restrictive and focused primarily on removing offensive photos. One solution is for Facebook to be required
by law to remove an offending photos if Facebook receives a complaint from a
user or nonuser depicted in a photograph (details of valid complains would have
to be worked out in detail). In this way the protection of the affected person
would be more efficient than for the user to resort to suing the user who posted
the offending picture. This would clearly place a great burden on Facebook as it
would be required to remove offending pictures. Nonetheless, I propose this op-
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tion as a necessary and appropriate measure to protect individuals who may be
harmed by the content and photos placed on Facebook pages.

8. The consent of Facebook users–privacy protection
Facebook has argued that the user agrees to the terms of use before joining the
social network site. Questions arise, however, as to whether users’ consent is specifically expressed and informed. Consent is not an option for negotiating the
transaction and user terms. It is a formality, a simple “click” in a box placed under a page of indecipherable legal language and fine print difficult for non-legal
experts to understand. Most users do not read the terms of the privacy policy of
most online user agreements of sites because they are complicated and incomprehensible and they are in a hurry to move on. The average Facebook user, for
example, is unable to understand the terms and conditions of privacy and therefore does not understand what he consents to (Hashemi, 2009). Most people also
do not understand the extent of data collected and recorded on Internet sites and
SNSs. Most users are not aware of the possible uses (present and future) of the
content and photos they post online and the potential economic value that others can glean from the acquisition and/or use of this information. According to
Facebook, less than 25% of users modify the default privacy settings on Facebook (http://www.dallasnews.com/sharedcontent/dws/bus/stories/120907dn
busprivacy.1c47951.html). This is not because users do not care about privacy,
but because 25% are not aware of the privacy settings (Haynes, 2007), nor the
terms of privacy they enjoy or could enjoy. Facebook administrators are constantly modifying protection of privacy terms without properly informing users and/
or requiring users to renew the agreement. Information concerning the modification of Facebook’s privacy policy can be found on specific information pages and
alert and informed users must look for it. In other words, Facebook puts the onus
on users to constantly check for changes in the agreement. It seems that only the
agreement that users sign is valid, not the updated ones that Facebook makes and
does not send out to users to re-sign or approve.

IV. Conclusion
Clearly, Facebook provides very important social networking services that have
impacted how society, particularly the 12 to 35 year-old age bracket, communicates and “connects”. However, we should not ignore the privacy risks posed by
Facebook. It should be the role of the law to meet this challenge and to transform
the dangers of Internet technology from a privacy threat to a rational jeopardy
(Alivizatos, 2004). The law must not only be shaped by technology, but it must
also shape it. Furthermore, the courts must direct, control and limit emergency response technology and adapt to the current level of science and technology
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(Donos, 2004). However, the law came second in this story. First, those impacted by the risks of these new technologies brought suit against the “offenders”
and then the law had to deal with the problems and respond to individual needs.
This is logical, because the law does not have clairvoyance or predictive abilities.
However, today’s privacy laws are insufficient to protect privacy of Facebook users and those who are affected by that actions that threaten individual privacy. It
is imperative that we redefine the concept of privacy for the Internet and that we
reconceptualise social networks worldwide, given the globalization and power of
the Internet.
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Regulating privacy on Online Social Networks
(OSNs): possibility or utopia in the digital era?
Despina Spatha

I. Introduction
The evolution of social networks constitutes an example to make us believe that
borders disappear in favor of universal communication. However, the disclosure
of personal information without permission may cause injury. The challenges of
protecting private life are crucial. Online social networking is a tool of control
for employers, a surveillance tool for public authorities, a prospecting tool for
professionals and the space of circulation of huge amounts of personal data.
Currently, Facebook is the second most visited website in the world and the pioneer of social networks. Facebook users connect offline with online life, which
presupposes the proliferation of personal data on the digital environment and
within this service there are instruments to facilitate such disclosure. Beyond this
observation, the exposure of real personal information augments the value of information since it is personal data which can be exploited.
Regarding the online protection of personal data, digital networks emphasize the
application of laws. Online Social Networks (OSNs) represent the field of application of laws being sometimes contradictory or similar. Finally, in a digital environment already quite controversial, OSN services demonstrate the necessity of
taking a position in the traditional debate between protecting fundamental rights
and the economic interests of exploiting personal data.

II. Implementation of the law and social networks
The architecture of the information flow and the practices of OSN operators reduce the possibility to manage online privacy, and makes the protection of privacy extremely complex.
Firstly, the instantaneity of information transfer involves the risk of not having
the time to minimize adverse effects. Secondly the digital message remains in the
system for an unlimited period. Thirdly, users cannot identify senders of personal
data and the context in which this information can be reproduced.
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However, OSNs are services provided usually by two or more companies located all over the world having affiliated companies or agencies based in Europe.
These companies are governed by different laws and addressing a global audience which explains a mixture of regulatory privacy systems.
Since the law has traditionally been created to deal with human activities, aiming at the efficient function of society, legislation inevitably determines the
OSN’s policy.
Nevertheless, the application of legal norms within cyberspace is not always
easy. Still other modes of regulation exist that could sometimes influence the
protection of user privacy.

1. The European aspect of privacy
Under the American culture, any information can be personal data. Due to this,
personal data is often considered a commodity and it is rather the market and not
the legislator that determines the conditions of processing. This differs from the
European aspect, where personal data is, in principle, nominal, inviolable, inalienable and unassignable.
The European privacy framework imposes several rules and restrictions in favor
of the balance between the free flow of personal data and the protection of individuals.
The 95/45/CE Directive sets certain basic principles of data processing such as
the quality of the data and the legitimacy of data processing. It also provides data
subjects with the right to information, the right to access and the right to object.
In the scope of the EU, privacy Directive, a data controller has important responsibilities and obligations such as confidentiality and security of processing. Finally, processing of sensitive personal data is prohibited unless the data subject
has given his explicit consent.
In 2009 the Article 29 Working Party, has published an opinion on online social
networks (WP 163). This opinion focuses on the way in which social networking
sites can meet the requirements of European legislation of data protection. It is
mainly intended to provide guidance to the OSN providers and the measures to
ensure compliance with EU law. Thus the Article 29 WP sets out the obligations
of OSN providers:
The service operator should inform users of his identity and provide clear and
comprehensive information about the purposes of processing personal data and
the various ways to do this. Specifically: the OSN provider must set up the default settings respecting of privacy. The provider must inform and warn users
against the risk to privacy when they upload data on social networks. The pro-
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vider should recommend that users not upload pictures or information about
other people without the consent of those concerned. He must include in the
homepage a link to a “complaints office” for members and non-members. Any
commercial activity must obey the rules established by the EU Privacy Directive
and the E-commerce Directive (2002/58). He must provide a maximum period
for storing the data of inactive users. Inactive accounts must be deleted. He must
take adequate measures to limit risks to minors.

2. U.S. legislation and the Safe Harbor
American culture on privacy creates obstacles against the establishment of a general protecting framework of privacy. For the Americans, a very strict regulation creates problems in the development of the Internet. Thus, American law
tends to favor commercial activity rather than the consumer’s activities, while
the case law tends to ensure the freedom of expression. Regarding online protection of personal data the United States have no comprehensive law equivalent
to the European Directive. Although they have signed the OECD Principles, the
regulatory privacy framework consists of the legislative regulation and self-regulation, rather than follow exclusively the letter of the law.
Privacy legislation tends to intervene ad hoc, under special circumstances. In fact,
the right to privacy is somewhat overvalued on the other side of the Atlantic,
where the economy imposes the rules without restrictions imposed by the law.
The origin of this phenomenon is the conflict between the right to freedom of
expression and the right to privacy. The priority of the first one is rather obvious,
as it is explicitly guaranteed by the First Amendment of the Constitution while
the right to privacy is an implicit right as interpreted by the Supreme Court of the
U.S.
While there are rules that protect privacy, there is no general law which lays
down specific rules concerning the collection, storage or use of personal data.
The Federal Trade Commission is the only body having authority over such activities. It enforces laws, but it cannot create new ones.
In general, in the USA, the party who can access data has the right to process,
even if such data is collected without permission. The eHealth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), and the Fair and Accurate Credit
Transactions Act of 2003 (FACTA), are two examples of U.S. federal law with
provisions that tend to promote the efficiency of information flow and the benefits of its exploitation over the rights of individuals to control their privacy. The
Privacy Act of 1974 -the most important law on citizens’ privacy- applies only
to processing by the federal government and does not regulate processing in the
private sector.
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Although the Supreme Court has interpreted the right to privacy in the case of
Griswold v. Connecticut1, very few states recognize a general right to privacy, with
the remarkable exception of California where several social networks are located.
An inalienable right to privacy is included in the first article of the Constitution of
California from which several laws have been promulgated to protect this right.
The California Online Privacy Protection Act (OPPA) of 2003 forces the OSN operators who collect personal information from California residents to publish a
clear privacy policy and to comply with it.
A special Bill on privacy in social networks has been proposed recently. California social networking Act (SB 242) would set limits to the service operators, indicating that profiles should be private by default. Within that framework, users
had to adjust their privacy settings during the registration process and the only
information shared by default would be the username and the city of residence.
It would also be required for administrators of social networking sites to remove
any information after a request from the user within 96 hours. The implementation of such legislation would be too protective for the standards of Silicon Valley and since it would limit the business activities of social networks, the project
was rejected by the Senate. The OSN companies strongly opposed this legislation.
(Facebook called the Act a “serious threat” to itself).
American companies of OSN services have reacted in the same way about the
proposed Bill called SB 761 “Do not track Act”. In the same context, this Bill prohibited any selling, sharing or transfer of sensitive data concerning a consumer.
Facebook opposed the establishment of such legislation arguing that it is unnecessary and a menace to California’s economy.
Obviously, not only the framework but also the aspect of the privacy in the U.S.
is not the same as in Europe. Besides, U.S. law protects only the residents of the
United States, leaving out the regulation of processing of personal data transferred from Europe.
The various social, political and economic relations between European countries
and the U.S. have created a gap in the privacy which does not facilitate the free
flow of data and the development of the economy based on the exploitation of
information.
The implementation of the 95/46/EC Directive could therefore limit the ability
of U.S. organizations to get involved in any transactions with European counterparts, because it prohibits the transfer of personal data to non-EU countries that
do not meet the adequacy standard for privacy protection.
1. 381 US 479 (1965).
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Accordingly, the U.S. Department of Commerce has developed the “Safe Harbor”
in order to provide a way for U.S. companies to demonstrate the conformity to the
directives of the European Commission and thus to simplify business relations.
The European Union approved the Safe Harbor in July 2000. Organizations that
join this plan are certified as providing “adequate” protection under the terms
of the Directive, allowing transaction between these organizations and European
organizations to proceed easily and comply with the law.
Several OSNs have joined the program. However, the notion of “adequate” and
the effectiveness of this system has been challenged since there is a big difference
between the two systems because the EU are in favor of regulatory protection,
while the U.S. relies more on the self-regulating private sector (Kobrin, 2004).

3. The impact of the strictest legislation on the field of OSNs
At this time of cyber-globalization, a user’s trust supports the financial development and presupposes guarantees for the protection of their privacy. Despite
legal differences, all countries face common challenges in the field of cyberspace.
In this sense, all States want to ensure prosperity of their citizens by intervening for strengthening the digital economy as well as for the protection of rights
against online dangers. In this way the marketplace is influenced by the initiatives of lawmakers.
In 1948, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which contains a clause on the right to privacy. In 1981,
the Council of Europe produced the Convention for the Protection of Individuals
with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.
Subsequently, the OECD Guidelines on the Protection of Privacy and Transborder
Flows of Personal Data deal with the exchange of information and proposes a set
of guidelines on the collection and the exchange of personal data. These guidelines recommend information be always collected directly from the individual
and used only for the primary purpose. They also suggest the person be informed
of the operation, have access and be able, if necessary, to correct it. They further
recommend appointing an independent officer to ensure the application of clauses on the protection of privacy.
The democratization of the digital world, as well as the overall participation in
social networks, indicate the urgent need to implement initiatives to resolve in
a fair and uniform way the circulation of personal data over the Internet. The
new digital environment of socialization creates the need for special standards
required to obtain a legal status that could better protect human freedoms and
promote the global economy.
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OSNs are worldwide services directed to clients with different cultures connecting them to interact instantly. In social networks, users develop solidarity links.
In the digital world the strength of the diffusion can easily deconstruct the public
image of a company (see the scandal of Beacon application in Facebook). Compliance with legislative requirements strengthening the protection of privacy creates a secure and confidential environment, which is obviously desirable by all
OSNs. The adoption of such a perspective by one of them, simultaneously multiplies the conditions to be prescribed for other competitors who want to attain in
the same way the reliability and consideration of Internet users.
Within this context, it is worth recalling the example of Microsoft that has
pledged to modify its Passport authentication system, after the publication of the
opinion of Article 29 WP on the online authentication services (WP 69). In this
document, the practice of Microsoft was examined with great criticism. The Article 29 WP said that the development of online authentication services should
respect the principles of data protection provided by the 95/46/EC Directive and
the national laws.
Since then, users can get more information and make a choice about which data
they wish to provide and the conditions under which this data is processed by
Microsoft or sites involved.
Microsoft has decided to apply the new requirements not only to European users,
but to all users. Microsoft’s strategy in building the confidence of its customers
is not planned by chance because the distinction of implementing privacy rules
depending on country could jeopardize its reputation. In the same direction, in
2009 Facebook decided to make very significant changes in favor of privacy following the recommendations of Privacy Commissioner of Canada. These changes
applied to everyone and not only to Canadian people.
These examples indicate that globalization of OSNs can contribute to the harmonization of legislation concerning the protection of personal data on social
networks just because OSN providers due to technical, financial and political
reasons cannot differentiate their policy according to the residence of their members. In consequence, the guarantees laid down by the strictest legislation tend to
provide the same level of protection for all users (Wu 2005). From this perspective, countries can participate in discussions detailing the requirements for the
protection of privacy and focusing on their implementation.

4. The European Privacy framework within social networks
In Europe, the current governing privacy law is the 95/46/EC Data Protection
Directive which has been viewed as the covnerstone in the regulation of data privacy for several years. Understanding the challenge of new technologies and the
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web revolution, the European Commission has published recently its proposals
to reform the EU’s Data Protection Directive. In the scope of the modernization
of the Directive, some significant changes are proposed such as the implementation of one law and a single Data Protection Authority for each business to be
determined by the Member State in which the business has its main operations,
the simplification of transfer to non-European countries, the establishment of the
right to be forgotten, the right to data portability and the principles of privacy by
default and privacy by design. Moreover, specific rules on consent and special
protection of children’s rights are inserted in the proposal as well as the implementation of the Mandatory Data Protection Officer. Finally, general notification
requirement is abandoned and violations become more expensive.
These changes will fortify the privacy of OSN users. However, some issues in the
field of social networks seem to remain obscure. In particular, the multi-level involvement of participants within social networks, the OSNs interoperability and
the classic issue of law enforcement reveal that special attention has to be paid to
the regulation of social networks.
There will be at least two years before the new privacy rules are in force, and
many provisions may be modified or removed during the revision process. Nevertheless, the new framework proposed by the EU, and the position taken on
certain issues raise thoughts and influence policymakers worldwide. In fact, the
Obama Administration has already unveiled a «Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights»
as part of a comprehensive blueprint to protect privacy. The Bill is intended to
bring about conformity to the privacy principles that have become the norm in
other countries such as in Europe.
The 95/46/EC Directive combines the principle of the submission of processing
to the national laws of the State in which the data controller is established and
performs processing or, if not based in the European Union, to the national law
of the State in which the means used by the controller are located. At this point,
several issues raised mainly by the definition of data controller simply because
in the field of social networks too many participants are involved in the process
(OSN operator, affiliated companies of OSN operator, application providers, users, other third parties) and as a result it is not clear where data is located and by
whom it is processed.
Given that the applicable law is the law of the establishment of data controller in
which the processing takes place, the decisive criterion in finding the applicable
law is not the place where the processing is performed entirely or partly, but a)
the place of the permanent establishment of the controller and b) the framework
of activities of each establishment. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the level
of involvement of establishment activities.
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Nonetheless, the problem lies on the multiple OSNs’ locations. Moreover, data is
collected and processed via a common platform which makes it difficult to find
which data is processed by whom and where the establishment is. In this direction, the reform of EU Directive tries to give a solution omitting the condition
of the equipment used and installed within Europe. It focuses on a single set of
rules on data protection, valid across the EU and the application of these rules
even to companies not established in the EU, if they offer goods or services in the
EU or monitor the online behavior of European citizens.
However, the issues remaining are the conflict of different legal privacy systems;
the eventual constant delocalization of services as well as the force of implementing such rules when companies are situated outside the European boundaries. In fact, the issue of the application of legal requirements exists already and
many OSNs have not complied with it.

a. Consent
In privacy, the concept of consent plays a major role. To begin with, it is a form
of control related to the fundamental right of personal autonomy. In addition,
the valid consent presupposes transparency that leads to the lawful processing
of personal data. The Article 29 WP in its opinion dealing with the definition of
consent highlighted the validity of consent under the applicable legislation (WP
187). Specifically:
- Consent may not be valid if the subject is not able to exercise a real choice, and
there is no risk of deception, intimidation, coercion or significant negative consequences if the subject does not consent.
- Consent must be given separately with respect to different aspects of processing, clearly defined. It cannot cover “all legitimate purposes” followed by the data
controller.
- Due to the uncertainty as to whether the lack of action is intended to
indicate your consent, “not to click” cannot be considered unambiguous consent
At this point - and without interfering with the illegal collection of personal data
without the knowledge of those involved - by using OSN service, users give their
consent to a) the OSN operator by registering, after accepting the Terms of Use
and the Policy of the site and b) the application providers, when installing applications. In the first case, the OSN users usually provide a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty-free, worldwide IP license. However, the user, when
surfing in the great number of privacy policy pages, cannot find an explicit and
clear clause defining the categories of the processing and the purposes of OSN
operator as data controller. Besides, “general consent” of the data subject is not
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consent within the meaning of Article 2 § 2 h) of Directive 95/46/EC. In the case
of processing by application providers the consent validity mainly depends on
their privacy policies. However, it is true that many providers linked to OSN do
not define clearly their privacy policies or they do not have any at all. The problem here comes down to user’s confusion with respect to the purposes of processing. Users give exclusively the application provider the right of access to their
data but there are often clauses stipulating that personal data will be processed
for commercial purposes that are not assessed or read by the user. Furthermore,
regarding the installation of an application, the user must agree not only to the
processing of his personal data directly by the application provider, but also to
transmitting data from OSN operator to the application provider.
Subsequently, according to Articles 10 and 11 of Directive, the data controller is
responsible for informing data subjects. The Article 29 WP stipulates that this information must be in plain text, without jargon, in a comprehensible and prominent manner and more information must be given directly to individuals as it is
not sufficient to just have the information “available” to them.
According to the position of Article 29 WP, data controllers should seek to examine, after a certain time, the choices of data subjects, for example, by informing them of their current choice and offering them the opportunity to confirm or
withdraw their consent. The data subject must also be properly informed about
the particular risk of data transfer to a country that lacks adequate protection. Finally, information properly adapted for children, is recommended.
As regards the voluntary disclosure of data subjects it should be specified that the
European Directive 95/46/EC places sensitive data in a different system in comparison with non-sensitive personal data. For this category of data, the processing is prohibited with the exception of Article 8§2 of the Directive. This provision allows among others the processing of sensitive data in cases where data
is clearly made public by the data subject. Given that privacy settings usually make
information public by default, all misinformed people are no longer protected. In
general, OSN operators make no distinction for sensitive data circulating on the site.
By evaluating the quality and proportionality of the information provided by data
controllers within the OSNs, it is true that the validity of consent is not certain
and it is doubtful if new rules will also be respected by the providers of the service.

b. The rights of data subjects
In compliance with the 95/46/EC Directive, the OSN operator must ensure the
right of access and opposition. In this sense some social networks dispose some
tools facilitating the exercise of these rights of Internet users.
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Furthermore, if a user decides the deactivation of his account, Social Networking sites often maintain copies of certain documents for technical reasons, while
the duration of this retainment is not specified. The Article 29 WP specifies in its
5/2009 opinion that the service operator should make inaccessible the profile of
an inactive user and delete it after a while.
The modernization of data Directive will also establish the “right to data portability” so that can users access and transfer easily personal data from one service
provider to another (e.g. from Facebook to Google+). Although this idea is expected to encourage competition between services, it raises some risks and practical difficulties.
The portability of data should be made with respect to the article 5 b of the Proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation or the Article 6 of the 95/46 Directive, which stipulates that personal data should be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not be further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes. In the application of data portability there is also the
risk of the automated collection of user information without the operator’s consent and the risk of failing to identify the user requesting the transfer. Finally, the
data portability depends always on technical conditions such as the format of the
storage data in order to exchange it.
The reform of the Directive will also provide OSN users with the right to be forgotten by which users will have more control of their online privacy. However,
it is argued that the right to be forgotten may stumble upon the speech rights of
others. Facebook Company believes that the right to be forgotten is against the
will of the users who leave intentionally their traces on network. This aspect,
which is shared by many providers, reveals that the right to be forgotten will be
effective on condition of its acceptance on an international basis.

c. The data transfer
With regard to the processing of personal data outside the European Union, users
usually give their consent for transferring their own data to other countries.
Under the European Directive the transfer is permitted exclusively to countries
that provide an adequate level of protection. For personal data transfers to countries with no adequate protection, there are legal instruments providing guarantees such as contractual clauses adopted by the European Commission and Binding Corporate Rules. However, despite contractual commitments, the issue here
looks like that of cloud computing, when the data is processed all together from a
common platform and that creates obstacles to the determination of the location
of processing.
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d. OSNs’ users as data controllers
In an interactive context users can qualify simultaneously as data subjects and
data controllers or processors (Wong 2009, Van Eecke 2010). This happens when
both parties mutually define the purposes (for example online communication or
data storage on the cloud) and the means/conditions of processing (permission
of the persons having access to their information, selection of certain applications installed and duration of the availability of personal data). Indeed, every
network member who posts data legally or not, can be considered a controller
with the exception of the purely personal or household activity (Article 3 § 2 of
the Directive).
On the other hand, users often publish personal data of other persons by determining on their own the purposes of such processing. In this case, the OSN operator is considered the processor, thus it is the one who sets rules and conditions.
Article 3§2 of the Directive excludes the liability of users processing personal
data within an exclusive personal or household activity. However, it is very difficult to demonstrate the nature of the activity in which a person interacts on network, and here comes the theory of limits of the “private sphere” on the Internet.
The subjectivity of personal objectives as well as the complexity of the OSN architecture tends to complicate the notion of interactive activities. Where are the
limits of such private activity and which elements can lead to the reliable qualification of an activity as public or household? The Court of Justice (ECJ) has expressed its position in the Lindqvist decision2.
In this case, a Swedish Internet user disclosed, on web page information about
herself and her colleagues, including their full name or their phone number.
She also noted that one of those had been injured. She had not informed her colleagues, she had not obtained their consent nor had she notified the Data Protection Authority.
The ECJ decided that the operation of uploading on an internet page details
about various persons and identifying them by name or by other means constitutes processing of personal data. The Court also mentioned that household activity refers only to activities which are carried out in the course of private or
family life of individuals which «is clearly not the case with the processing of
personal data consisting in publication on the internet so that those data is made
accessible to an indefinite number of people». Moreover, the Court affirms that,

2. ECJ dec. of 6/11/03, Bodil Lindqvist, C-101/1, 2003, I - 12971.
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within the meaning of 95/46 Directive, the notion of «data transfer to a third
country» does not exist.
By applying the contributions of this jurisprudence in the field of social networks, it is clear that disclosure of personal data from an “open to everyone” profile cannot be considered as an activity exclusively personal or domestic provided
that this information is available to an indefinite number of people. The same
argument holds for any publication containing personal data that is adjusted to
allow “access to everyone”. However, the practice of OSNS challenges the “access criterion” of an indefinite number of persons. Since users can adjust the privacy settings of their profile, they can restrict access to certain persons and define a private club of friends who have access to specific data. Whether these
are 5 friends, or 300 friends, they can be clearly defined by the disseminator of
information. But even if the user makes an exclusively personal use of a social
network, the publication of any personal data available to 300 Internet users will
not probably fall within the field of a private or household activity.
However, the constant disclosure of a considerable amount of personal data to a
limited circle of people creates uncertainties in terms of qualification as a private
activity. The number of people who have access to personal information is only
an indication of the application of the household exception. The reliable criteria
could be defined not only by the number of people having access but also by taking into account a combination of elements such as the objectives of the distributor, the nature of each publication, the quality of the recipients and the implementation of privacy settings.
On top of that, it is obvious that users of social networks have neither the consciousness nor the appropriate means to fulfill their obligations as data controllers. Data controllers must comply with certain basic principles such as the
principle of proportionality and legitimacy, according to which any processing
should be performed only under the conditions of Article 7 of the Directive. As
far as users are concerned, the requirements are limited to cases of point 7a)
which presupposes the unambiguous consent of the person and point 7f) which
requires the existence of legitimate interests pursued by the data controller.
In practice, OSNs’ users are posting personal information of others without first
requesting permission of those involved. In reality, users are not familiarized
with the idea of personal data and they underestimate the significance of rights
violated. In legal terms, disclosure of personal information of third parties may
be legally based on the achievement of a legitimate interest of users. However,
the law requires a balance of conflicting rights, which is once again related to the
fact that people must have a good knowledge of the data controller’s responsibility.
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In addition, we need to highlight that a data transfer to a different data controller
(for example to the operators of applications using user’s friends list) is secondary processing in which case the user is incompatible with the principle of legitimacy unless it is based on the exception of household activity.
Furthermore, users are unable to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful destruction, unintentional loss, alteration, disclosure or unauthorized access to data published on the network. Although a user can determine the purpose of publishing personal information online and the terms of such publication, the user remains incapable of ensuring the security of released data simply
due to the lack of information control. Based on the online information, the user
is limited to means provided by the service operator. To explain that, a user can
partially authorize access but once the information is published, it moves away
from the sphere of influence of the user. The nature of social network does not
also allow the fulfillment of other formalities such as the information obligation
simply because this depends not only on the intention of the publisher but also,
on the will and the privacy settings of other users. Often unsubscribed persons
do not have access to user profiles dealing with their own personal data and they
cannot oppose processing. Consequently, there is a practical difficulty in the exercise of the rights of third parties.
From another point of view, the user has certain obligations as data controller
when transferring data to a third country. First of all, it is necessary to clarify the
notion of transfer within the social network. According to the ECJ «There is no
‘transfer to a third country’ within the meaning of Article 25 of Directive 95/46
where an individual in a Member State loads personal data onto an internet page
stored on an internet site on which the page can be consulted and which is hosted
by a natural or legal person who is established in that State or in another Member State, making those data accessible to anyone who connects to the internet,
including people in a third country». Interpreting this jurisprudence in the field
of OSNs as long as the operator possesses his own site hosting facilities in the
United States, there is a data transfer to a third country and the explicit consent
of data subjects is required. However, the adoption of standard contractual clauses for the transfer of personal data outside the EU between an OSN operator and
each user does not seem a realistic option.
Although the operator, processes personal information of third parties as data
processor (theoretically on behalf of the data controller), the operator remains
autonomous and independent and users who are data controllers cannot provide
appropriate directions to the operator (the data processor).
However, the jurisprudence of the European Court does not entirely comply with
the complexity of participants in social networks. In addition, the application of
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certain rules of privacy can be extremely difficult -if not impossible- in the social
network. The role of the OSN operator is predominant in the protection of user’s privacy. The operator has almost all the technological means for implementing the system for the proliferation and exploitation of personal data. Users are
considered in some cases data controllers but they lack the autonomy to set the
framework within which the processing takes place nor can they meet their obligations because they are always subjected to the rules and technology laid down
by the OSN operator.

e. The installation of cookies
OSN operators as providers of electronic communications services are also subject to the obligations of the 2002/58/EC Directive as amended by the
2009/136/EC Directive. However, the obligations imposed are not met in their
totality by OSNs. For example, the use of cookies on OSNs does not comply with
the requirements of European privacy system. In particular, Article 5 § 3 of the
Directive allows storage of data, in a user’s computer provided that the user is
informed about how the data is used, and whether the user can refuse this storage operation. Data storage for technical reasons is exempted from this law. The
problem in this field lies in insufficient information to users. OSNs usually notify
users about the need to use cookies as well as the possible use of personal information by advertisers. Nevertheless, they do not always specify the types of cookies used or the duration of their retainment.
The e-Directive demands clear, accurate and complete information of users about
the purpose of cookies as well as a right to oppose, consecutively exercised by
making choices in the browser. This puts into question the information provided
by the site regarding the use and the “opt out” of cookies.
However, the Article 2.5 of 2009/136/EC Directive which amended the e-Directive sets a new regulatory framework of the right of each user to accept or
reject explicitly the installation of a cookie in his terminal. In the scope of such
regulation rather than the “Opt out”, the OSN providers must obtain the explicit
consent of their members and shall adopt an “Opt In” system to be able to store
cookies on the hard disc.

III. The alternative methods of regulation
The market demands the free circulation of information that should include personal data with the minimum of legal or regulatory barriers. The international
order takes into consideration the importance of trade, the freedom of information flow and the freedom of expression. The regulation of processing personal
data on social networks seems more than ever necessary. In this context, the EU
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and the OECD advocate the free exchange of information and the prohibition of
restrictions on market.
Given that OSNs are developed in a free economy, market rules are sometimes
useful in the regulation of privacy. Nevertheless, these forms of regulation have
major drawbacks especially in terms of control which involves their efficiency.
Conversely the legal norms have the power to guarantee a better protection of
personal data. However, the legislation on the threshold of the evolution of new
technologies should be adapted to new requirements of the Web 2.

1. The market rules
Eric Przyswa wrote: “In the current situation, it seems preferable to let industries
take the responsibility to clearly and quickly adapt to the challenges of the Internet rather than go headlong into repressive actions, even if sometimes necessary,
but evading the real issues” (Przyswa, 2010).
Speaking about the economy of personal data we cannot underestimate the pressure of commercial trends and consumers’ reactions that can shape the operators’
practices. This pressure can create normative standards in the scope of social networks.

a. The laissez faire model
Personal data have financial value for all businesses and the doctrine of laissez
faire requests the maximum exploitation of this information. According to this
idea, expressed by several philosophers and economists, like Adam Smith and
James Stewart Mill, the market has the effective mechanisms to respond to consumers by creating a system which guarantees in the end the consent of data subjects. Social networks may therefore serve their members and their clients without any public intervention and with no legal constrains. In this regard, social
acceptability of practices used by providers plays indeed a vital role in regulating
privacy.
This concept in OSN scope is explained in the following context: First of all
OSNs are services provided by profit companies whose revenues depend on the
usage of the service. The more the number of users multiplies, the more the
turnover increases. If for any reason users unregister from the network, the OSN
Company will lose money. Indeed social networks want their members satisfied.
This is why they pay attention to public relations and organize online deliberations before any review of their privacy policy. By targeting the loyalty of their
members, social networks are always looking for a formula to succeed not only in
securing the users’ consent but also in their active involvement in operating practices when processing personal data.
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The laissez faire model is based on the rule that requires companies to be pleasant
to its customers. In general, if an OSN uses personal data in an unacceptable way,
users will withdraw their consent for such a use, they will stop sharing information or at worst, they will leave the platform.
In addition, when this network does not respect its commitments to privacy, that
creates a sense of insecurity and it further has a negative impact on the reputation of this network, just like the example of Beacon application on Facebook. As
explained by Edwars and Brown (2009), Facebook introduced an opt-in system,
not because it was threatened by legal action, but simply because Beacon was a
public relations disaster and users were ready to leave the network if Facebook
did not make any change.
The major failure of such a regulating method within social networks is the inability of OSN’s users to verify that the Company complies with its own commitments concerning privacy. Control does not go through users because they do not
have access to methods of processing (e.g. face recognition technology) and they
only know the information provided by the operator. If, therefore, the information
is incomplete, users do not have the capacity to confirm the operator’s violations.
Subsequently, a positive image of the network to the “customer-user” can contribute to the creation of strong links of trust between users and the operator
which is a vicious circle leading to the constant reduction of control due to this
confidence.
Moreover, due to the nature of information, an unauthorized disclosure or any
use of personal data without wide public acceptance is perceived only by the consequences. In this sense, personal data is protected only in the case of the revelation of an information flow because no one wants to publish such a scandal in security breach. To make it clear, we do not know what happens with our personal
data until the time we learn (if we ever learn) about this from the media. On top
of this, this regulatory pattern rejects the rights of minorities who do not really
have the force of influence. Assuming that a minority believes that personal data
cannot be protected because of the photo tagging, these users would stop providing personal information, they would eventually delete profiles or photos so as
not to be tagged, they would create a page of manifestation, they would send
emails to inform their friends e.tc. However, any measures they took, they could
never bring a change to the operator’s policy in this field because the volume of
all these actions remains limited.

b. Self-regulation
In the absence of uniform social norms that can delineate the rights to privacy
in the digital world, the establishment of rules laid down by the managers of a
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universal site is significant and even necessary for the preservation of a peaceful
participation.
What characterizes the most famous OSNs beyond legal and cultural discrepancies is the common objective of communication. This goal gives to every OSN a
dynamic force and on account of this common goal, users impose on themselves
rules of conduct concerning the interaction within the site.
In practice, the regulation of online activities goes through the contractualization
of law and it is very logical because OSNs provide services to people located all
over the world so they must guarantee the fairness of rules imposed. The regulation by the terms of use of the site (agreement) is a well-known phenomenon in
the digital world.
The OSN marketing requires good relationships between managers and users in
favor of the latter ones. Therefore, OSNs do not ignore the value of the dialogue
process. Apart from the fact that OSNs enable the creation of open discussion
groups with regard to the protection of personal data, they also dispose sections
dedicated to informing people about safety tools and the adjustment of privacy
settings.
The practice of self-regulation in OSNs also provides a quite interesting direction in competitive terms. If the model of regulation imposed by Facebook can
contribute to the use of the site with the agreement of users, this fact is an indication of success of this regulation as a solution facilitating the interactions.
The massive acceptance of terms of use, as well as the increasing number of users daily connected, indicate that this market model works well. However, what
is not always evident is the awareness of users regarding their rights protecting
their privacy.
Certainly, these processes of dialogue among the parties of the network are developed in a theoretically democratic way but in any case they tend to strengthen
the trust of users and especially the acceptance of good behavior as perceived by
most of the community network. On the other hand, the function of law is not
the creation of a user-friendly environment but the guarantee of protection of
fundamental rights and especially the protection of the rights of minorities.

c. Fair privacy policies and practices
To reinforce a user’s confidence, Facebook in 2010 joined the French Association
of Community Internet Services (ASIC) which prepared discussions on privacy.
However, the same company (as well as Google) did not want to join «The
charter on the right to be forgotten» developed on the initiative of Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet, responsible for foresight and development of digital economy.
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In this charter, the signatories agreed to implement the principles of consent, the
right to information and the right of rectification and opposition. The fixing of
the storage duration and the existence of updating processes should allow respect
for the principle of the right to be forgotten. Thereby, while charters and best
practices go towards the right direction, they do not replace the power of the
law, since the OSN Companies decide whether to comply or not according to subjective criteria that suits them.

d. The solution of certification
The certification (labeling) is understood as a form of control by a third independent body which imposes a predefined number of commitments on the site operator.
In practice, Facebook has a license of the TRUSTe privacy program® in accordance with the Safe Harbor framework as set by the EU and US Department of
Commerce. TRUSTe ensures that Facebook provides users with sufficient information of its privacy practices. TRUSTe also intervenes to resolve the differences
concerning confidentiality (TRUSTe Watchdog Dispute Resolution Service).
Nevertheless, this is a certificate issued by a private company, which calls into question the credibility of the certifier. Taking into account the reputation of
these companies, they both benefit their business relationship. Facebook is always certified by TRUSTe whether it has obviously made violations to its own
commitments or not, therefore the role of certification with respect to its control
over the practices of processing is controversial (Rochelandet, 2010).
The key question remaining is the monitoring mechanisms and penalties for
breaking the rules that the company has imposed upon itself. To sum up, for the
adequate and credible implementation of the certification, it seems compulsory
to use independent authorities and not private profiting certifiers.

2. A solution adapted to the particularities of social networks
At the time of explosion of new technologies and Web 2, it is true that legislation
is no longer enough to guarantee alone online privacy. The pace of the technological evolution is so fast that the legislator fails to frame it effectively. However, the principles resulting from the design of privacy permeate and affect the
business practices of the services of the information society. Currently the European system is the most comprehensive on the protection of personal data which
cannot be ignored by the most popular online networks. However, the explanation of this attitude cannot be summed up strictly to its compliance with legal
requirements. The circulation of personal information and the main goal of social
networking aim at the loyalty of every member. In the prospect of enforcing the
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confidentiality of their members, OSNs decide which potential tools should be
available to users in order to provide them with the sense of security and control
of their digital identity which results consequently in the proliferation of a considerable amount of personal data (Cazier, 2007).
This approach of the architecture of the integrated information flow to new practices and technologies of data processing is based on the respect and willingness
of users to specify the terms of revelation of their data. This aspect of protecting
privacy was proposed for the first time by the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario Ann Cavoukian who suggested the integration of the respect for
private life straight in the design and operation of IT systems and networks, and
also in the development of responsible practices. Europe is also ready to establish
this principle of «privacy by design» in the reform of 95/46/EC Directive.
Privacy by design is based on seven fundamental principles: 1) proactive and
preventive measures rather than reactive and remedial measures 2) privacy by
default 3) integrate the protection of privacy into the design of systems and practices 4) full functionality in a positive-sum paradigm 5) safety from beginning to
end 6) visibility and transparency 7) respect for user privacy.
In front of the challenges of data protection in the online digital world, the legislative trend seems to favor privacy by design, which will probably create new
responsibilities for OSN operators. In these circumstances, OSNs should evaluate
the advantages and benefit from an initiative to control personal information, thus
limiting the risk of user’s privacy and strengthening their trust at the same time.

IV. Conclusion
As for the privacy protection on online social networks we fall on the classic
question of the effectiveness of legislation in an international digital environment, which is quite complicated. Nevertheless, the control of a public institution and the force of sanctions are standards necessary for the protection of personal data.
On the other hand, we cannot refuse the contribution of approaches developed in
the liberal aspect of the influence by the market, which can also form a more reliable framework. By taking into account the particularity of the digital environment of Social Networks, a minimum harmonization in the principles protecting
privacy could lead as well to the reformation of the architecture of information
flow which seems to have high effectiveness thanks to users.
Social networks are powerful tools of interaction. In this instance, the excessive
alarmism is not suitable. Unlike what has to be viewed with skepticism is the uncontrollable margin of autonomy of every online service provider in the effort to
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create a more personalized web by making financial gain without respecting the
principles of transparency and proportionality. This trend is forcing social networks to expose by default more and more personal data. Besides, it is true that
everyone wants a more personalized WEB. Though, WEB should not be social by
default. In this sense rules of protecting privacy in social networks are essential.
Despite the existing divergences between legal systems as well as the various
modes of regulation, OSNs are promoting the global socialization, the right to
the information society and democratic participation. Therefore they should be
regulated collectively. However, the key question lies in what the user scarifies in
return. In lack of information what user loses is his self-management.
Of course, any state intervention in the way that users manage their own personal data would cancel all guarantees of protection of privacy and the rights
and freedom. Instead, the establishment of a regulatory system more oriented
toward user information and prevention can contribute to the safe use of social
networks.
Obviously, a minimum harmonization in basic principles ruling activities on
OSNs is advisable. However, the Facebook case indicates once more the gap of
values in the right to Privacy and the difficulties of the legislator to adapt to a
digital world in constant transformation. Ruebhausen and Brim (1965) argue
that «The essence of privacy is no more, and certainly no less, than the freedom of
the individual to pick and choose for himself the time and circumstances under
which, and most importantly, the extent to which, his attitudes, beliefs, behavior and opinions are to be shared with or withheld from others» (Ruebhausen &
Brim, 1965). In the era of social media the great majority of users are poorly informed or without the ability to understand the new online technologies, which
leads to a perception of privacy as the price of the participation to the global
online community. Briefly, the key issue is not finding the measures to protect
privacy in social network, but how to ensure the freedom of choice. This freedom
presupposes the awareness against the risks of exposure and digital intrusion of personal information to others.
Since each individual defines her private life according to his ability or his desire
to manage the disclosure and the use of such information, the management of
privacy falls on individual skills. Therefore, the priority is rather teaching people to manage their digital identity on social networks. In this way, users could
participate in regulating online privacy since their reaction defines the business
practices of service providers. The dependence between service provider and users is bi-directional so that, despite the imminent threats of the WEB 2, service
providers cannot do anything but correspond eventually to the demands and re-
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quirements that can be formed not by any one user but only by conscious users of
OSNs.
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IV. Surveillance in Academia

Online survey, reservations, considerations
and scientific conclusions on the students’ opinion
of University of Crete1
Minas Samatas

Introduction: identity and methodology of the survey
The original survey was conducted online during the academic year of 20082009 with reference to 28th January, World Day of copyright protection, until
the end of May 2009, within the website of Faculty of Social Sciences of the University of Crete (www.soc.uoc.gr). The online survey had 40 questions in which
178 students responded (57% out of this student number were females and 43%
were males) mainly from faculties of social sciences and humanities of the Campus in Rethymnon, Crete, Greece.
Since the autumn semester of 2009 until December of 2011 and during the academic course of “Sociology of Privacy and Surveillance”, the conduct of the online survey was renewed for two years electronically and anonymously through
filling the same questionnaire by 120 (in average) students registered on the
course above. The average of the answers after two surveys based on students of
the Department of Sociology related with the course, does not differ significantly
from the results of the original survey that were answered by a bigger number
of students of the University of Crete. The findings of each online anonymous
survey were presented and discussed extensively during courses and that is why
we collected qualitative data on specific research topics. Depending on the above
data we noted differences based on the monitoring of the course and politicization of students who participated in discussions of the research topics.
With this paper, we choose to present the overall average of the answers of these
three online surveys, focusing on the basic research topics. At the end of this
presentation and for brevity, we collate the qualitative data findings for the security of communications through mobile phones and Internet but also for the use
of security cameras in general and particularly in and outside of the university
ground.

1. The elaboration of data has been made by Periklis Drakos, EEDIP (specialized teaching staff),
member of the Department of Economics, University of Crete.
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Moreover, our reservations about our empirical surveys considering the findings
are indicative and not representative of Greek students. Despite these reservations, we believe that our findings could be useful for further discussion, consideration and research.

Findings based on the online surveys
In summary, the majority of students:
1. believes that Greek laws of data copyright protection kept in the archives of
public services and private companies are not effective (52%).2
2. the 75% of the students know the existence of the “Authority for Personal
Data Protection” which operates in Greece since November of 1997, but only
21% have visited the website (www.dpa.gr) of this Authority.
3. has little or no confidence in the current Greek Government (80%) on respect
of privacy of personal information of citizens. Almost the same percentage
(82%) do not trust private companies, banks, supermarkets and wherever
place they shop using credit cards whether personal information is protected.
4. the 75% of the participants are concerned when giving personal information
through Internet and Facebook about privacy protection within cyberworld.
5. the 65% has already purchased products or services within Internet. 85% of
the percentage above knows that some programmes (e.g. cookies) can be monitored, although only 26% of the participants change Internet PIN and credit
cards PIN quite often. 78% of the participants installs for anti-hacking or antivirus software in order to protect their P/C or their mobile phones.
6. the 69% believes that laws by Greek governments which are related to national security violate citizens’ privacy. Also the 67% considers that under certain
circumstances, a public service or company may share clients’ private information with other services, governments, companies, while 27% of the participants believes that this should not be done under certain circumstances.
7. For the 82% of the participants the widespread use of security cameras (CCTV)
at public and private places is embarassing. On the use of security cameras
for the protection of the campus, 67% disagrees while 33% of the respondents agree. On the protection of campus exteriors with cameras, 48% disagrees
when 49% agrees, as well as 56% disagrees with the use of electronic cards for
entry and exit from campus and library, when 44% agrees. Additionally, 52%

2. The percentages are rounded to integers upwards and any difference from 100% is due to the
answer “I do not know” or “I do not answer”.
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declares that they would not use security cameras for privacy protection, property protection or company protection, when the 44% would use.
8. the 53% agrees (the 24% totally agree) that cameras of the police for traffic
control could be used for security reasons and public order, when the 45% disagrees (the 31% absolutely disagree). With vandalism and demolition of police security cameras the 26% agrees (the 15% totally agree, students mainly),
when the 70% disagrees (the 45% absolutely disagree, mainly students).
All the percentages which are against security cameras are significantly higher
for male-students comparatively with female-students.
9. the 93% disagrees that employees must have the permission for monitoring
via cameras or other electronic tools employers, and have access to their email
accounts.
10. the 57% disagrees with the use of hidden camera for evidence of illegal action.
11. the 80% of the participants believe that privacy (personality and personal data) is not respected at the airports when they travel, because of the excessive
security measures. The 81% disagrees with the measures mentioned above
related to airport security for members of minority who travel by airplanes.
12. Only the 21% collects points as customers, from markets that offer extra
gifts, privileges and discounts to customers. The 63% disagrees with the creation of customer profile based on the information collected by customers’
selections/preferences without consent.
13. Although the 86% of the respondents/participants worried enough (the 47%
between very and very much) by the scandal of mobile phones in Greece in
2006, the 59% have no influence on the use of mobile phone, while the 41%
of the respondents/participants are badly affected. Also, the 72% really are
scared enough (the 23% very much scared) that their telephone discussions,
especially via mobile phone and their e-mail accounts may be monitored,
while the 24% do not worry so much, and the 2% do not worry at all. Despite
this fear, the 52% of the participants did not take some action to protect their
communications via P/C or phone, while the 48% did take some action.
14. Finally, the 76% of the students do not accept the violation of their privacy and
personal data for reasons of personal safety and health, and the 66% neither on
grounds of national security and public health.
In summary, the findings of these online surveys indicate the students’ general
awareness for their personal data, but a lack of confidence in government-public
institutions that collect personal information, without taking enough measures
to protect privacy, personal data and communications.
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Findings and quality data-correlation
While the anonymous online survey students (more of the female students) declare that they feel somewhat or very anxious when they share personal information via/within Internet of via Facebook about the protection of their personal
data and privacy in ‘cyberworld’, within organized discussions in classroom the
group which really is concerned is reduced to 60%. A large percentage of 40%
indicates that, even if monitoring is done via Internet and mobile phones «do not
have to be afraid of something» (Solove, 2007).
Almost the same reaction could be seen about the issue of security cameras. Although through an online survey it is declared that the widespread use of security
cameras (CCTV) in public and private spaces in a very large percentage of 82%
is embarrassing, during classroom discussions this percentage decreased significantly to 50% when more than half of the students (and more than half of female
students) were not disturbed by the operating cameras in public and private areas
and feel secure.
Although some of the students who believe that in the future, the use of cameras
outdoors and admission cards of entry to the campus of Rethymnon will be very
high, for the campus of Heraklion, we can easily assume that it should be much
higher, because electronic cards are already in use and very often discussions
related to this fact support the use of cameras for the exteriors campus, where
there have been thefts and fraudulent transactions.
Those who are concerned about the violation of their personal data within electronic and telephone communications and are against the use of cameras in general are much more male students than female students, and manifested to be
more politicized and somewhat lean towards the left ideology. Unlike those who
ignore or do not “care” for the monitoring of communications, or tolerate without fear or generally support the use of cameras, high percentage indicate that it
is not politicized or placed in the center-right ideology.
A proportion of students have a negative opinion in classroom on monitoring,
in order to agree with their teacher, who tries to be impartial and make a balanced analysis and does not avoid to support his negative opinion about rampant
monitoring and its consequences for potential discrimination and new exclusions
(Samatas et al. eds., 2011).

Conclusions
Although we do not want to generalize on quantitative and qualitative findings
of our research about attitudes and perceptions of students for the protection of
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personal data, earlier investigations (Samatas, 2004) easily clarify that this issue
as well as monitoring in general is primarily a politico-ideological issue.
This conclusion gives us the chance to be more careful during teaching and research on surveillance in order to avoid any one-sided and biased analysis. We
would like also to confirm that surveillance is a phenomenon of technologically
developed democratic societies in general, and the same holds true for our students, the so-called “paradox of privacy” for the protection of personal data. This
paradox characterizes the end-users of new technologies in general and when
they are questioned, although they express a general concern about the possible
violation and abuse of their personal data, they do not take special measures for
privacy protection (Samatas, 2003).
As we refer to democratic societies of monitoring with developed confidence in
the institutions of the state, compared to past and strict societies of surveillance
such as Greece (Samatas et al., 2011) and irrespective of the different cultures
about these matters, we can easily note a generation gap. For example, in Greece
there is a gap between dispositions and experiences of the generations who have
lived authoritarian monitoring during the dictatorship within profiling and discrimination until 1982 (Samatas, 2004), and the generation of today, that lives
in the “wondrous new world” enjoying new technology without any special precaution. This research confirms that the generation gap between the experiences of older generations, whose representative is the teacher in correlation with
younger generations, whose representatives are the students, and often consider
reservation technophobe and excessive. Are these opinions correct? Are older
generations excessively clinging to phobic and anti-technocentric obsessions
based on the extremely authoritarian past of our country and unable to appreciate the communication and security advantages of new technologies? Probably!
Regardless of positive or negative bias, we must agree that privacy is a human and
democratic right that should be protected by the authorities and also safeguarded by conscious citizens (Margalit, 2001, Flaherty, 1989, Nissenbaum, 1998,
Moulds, 2008). A teacher of the course on privacy and surveillance in sociology is
aware of the impossibility of impartiality, prefers to mention this to students and
refers to the historical experience of surveillance in Greece. Also without ignoring the revolution of the Information Society and the Internet, the teacher should
insist on showing the dangers and the consequences of a new kind of monitoring
based on the informational capitalism framework, as well as on the insufficient
protection of personal data in our country, in order to contribute to an indirect
awareness and treatment (privacy education) of students to protect their privacy.
Awareness of citizens and especially young people about the dangers of privacy
elimination is necessary to a democratic society (Haggerty, & Samatas, 2010).
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Some illustrative charts
of the answers/responds average of our online surveys
About the protection of privacy and personal data, how aware you are when you
are sharing personal information in the internet?

Do you change your private internet code and your credit cards code?
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Is the widespread use of security cameras (CCTV) publicly and privately embarrassing?

no
15%

yes
85%

What do you think about the use of security cameras for the protection of various
places of the campus?

not sure

totally agree
(c1)
16%

(c5)
2%

completely disagree
(c4)
40%

agree

(c2)
17%

disagree (c3)
25%
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Will you agree or disagree with the use of security cameras for the protection of
campus exteriors only?

not sure
3%

totally agree
(c1)
19%

completely disagree
(c4)
36%

agree
(c2)
28%
disagree (c3)
14%

Will you agree or disagree with the use of electronic cards for the entry and exit
from campus and library?

not sure

(c5)
2%

totally agree
(c1)
20%

completely disagree
(c4)
36%

agree

(c2)
25%

disagree (c3)
17%
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Will you use security cameras for the protection and surveillance of your property or your company?

no answer
5%

yes
40%

no

55%

Do you agree or disagree that the police cameras for the traffic control should be
used for reasons of security and public order?

not sure

(c5)
2%

totally agree
(c1)
22%

completely disagree
(c4)
33%

disagree (c3)
14%

agree

(c2)
29%
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Do you agree or disagree with the vandalism of security cameras of the police?
Totally agree
Not sure

(c5)
4%

(c1)
16%

Agree

(c2)
11%

Completely disagree
(c4)
45%

Disagree

24%

Are you afraid that your telephone conversations through mobile phones and
email account could be monitored?

Not at all
2%

Not sure
ʍʀɶʉʐʌʉʎ-ɻ
4%

Very much
22%

Not so much
23%

Enough
49%
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Do you take measures to protect your communications through PC or telephone?

Yes

48%

No

52%

Do you accept the violation of your privacy and your personal data for safety and
health reasons?

Not sure

(di5)
7%

Enough (di2)
19%

Not at all (di4)
46%

Not so much (di3)
28%
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Surveillance, data protection and libraries in Europe
and the US-notes on an empirical data case study
on surveillance and Greek academic libraries
Maria Bottis

1. Academic libraries: values and surveillance issues
Surveillance especially of libraries is a rather unexplored surveillance theme.
Especially in the academic environment, rigid surveillance for security reasons
is not usually considered a priority in libraries. On the contrary, librarians have
been trained to recognize that a library is a place where users enjoy the right
to privacy, the right to read anonymously, freedom of research and freedom of
information (ALA 1939; Greek Librarian Code of Ethics). Thomas Jefferson indicatively wrote “there are rights which it is useless to surrender to the government and which governments have yet always been found to invade. These are
the rights of thinking and publishing our thoughts by speaking or writing . . .
the right of personal freedom’ (CCLE undated). The US Supreme Court has recognized the right to be free from state inquiry into the contents of one’s library
(Stanley v. Georgia, 1969); the First Amendment of the US Constitution protects
the people’s right to read and receive ideas anonymously.
Privacy in the library is, therefore, a presupposition of intellectual freedom to
read and write and expressing thoughts freely. And libraries have a vital role in
the articulation and defence of the fundamental right to intellectual freedom
which is stated in Art. of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Byrne
2000). In this sense, privacy in a library is, if not an intrinsic, at least a functional value. Library and information scientists now have a greater potential of
collecting and storing personal data and need to be vigilant in guarding public
trust (Sturges et al., 2003). Besides, confidentiality is the hallmark of the traditional professions, such as law or medicine and information disseminators are in
an analogous position with lawyers in this sense (Hauptman, 1982).
On the other hand, security of materials and information in a library is quite essential (Ramana, 2007). Patrons have been reported to steal material, usually related to quite common themes such as psychology and sports, but also, ironically,
to law enforcement and criminal justice (Holleman, 2008). Patrons do not only
steal books but also mutilate library items (Βurrows & Cooper, 1992, Foster,
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1995). Libraries, whoever, appear not to strongly penalize offenders (Holleman,
2008), reminding us the Chinese proverb that ‘to steal a book is an elegant offense’ (Alford, 1997). It is also reported that students see book theft as ‘an academic crime’ and not a real crime (Johnson, 1981). Book theft and material mutilation is not the only issue though; vandalisms in a library also happen (Lincoln,
1989). Library vandalism can be classified as acquisitive, tactical, ideological,
vindictive, play and malicious vandalism (Hart, 2009). In Greece, the most important event occurred in 2010, when the whole of the Library for International
and Foreign Law of the University of Athens was totally destroyed by fire in the
center of Athens. The offenders were never caught.

2. The European Data Protection Directive 95/46/1997
Protection of privacy in the European Community is very strict. Article 8 of the
European Convention of Human Rights provides that ‘everyone has the right to
respect for his private or family life, his home and his correspondence. There
shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right
such as in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in
the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the
country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or
morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others’. The European
Court of Human Rights has interpreted this provision on the protection of privacy many times in the past.
Especially on personal data protection, the European Community has implemented ‘the privacy Directive’, the Directive on the protection of personal data
(Fromholz, 2000). The Directive formed a mechanism for the protection of personal data which is not only punitive (protection after the violation of the protection of personal data) but also preventive, as it obliges all member states to
institute a formal authority whose task is especially to oversee the implementation of the Directive. The Directive also encompasses administrative, penal and
civil sanctions for the violation of personal data. More importantly, the Directive
regulates all uses of personal data in any kind of ‘environment’, that is in both the
public and private sector, by any legal and/or natural person for any reason. The
very meaning of personal data, that is any kind of data which can be related to a
physical person (any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person (“data subject”) is, perhaps unsuccessfully, very wide (Viola de Azevedo
Cunha, 2012).
In the same line, the regulation of the ‘processing’ of personal data uses a very
wide concept of what processing is. Processing is the operation or set of operations which is performed upon personal data, whether or not by automatic
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means, such as collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination
or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or
destruction;” (art. 2 b of the Directive). The list is not exhaustive, so in effect,
processing is any kind of act in relation to personal data and as held by the European Court of Human Rights in the Bodil Lindqvist case (ECJ, 2001), the upload
of personal data in the internet is data processing, demanding authorization (for
example, consent by the data subject).
Therefore in Europe, any kind of surveillance in libraries is also regulated by
the data protection Directive 95/46/EC, which provides, inter alia, for the confidentiality of library records and internet searches, email correspondence and
social network contacts. Every member state of the EU has incorporated the Data
Protection Directive and special statues usually regulate data protection in every
member state.
As the Directive dictates, all personal data shall be processed fairly and lawfully,
shall not be processed unless certain conditions are met, shall be obtained for
specified and lawful purposes and not further processed in a manner incompatible with that purpose. Also, data collected and processed shall be adequate, relevant and not excessive, shall be accurate and where necessary up to date; data
shall be kept for no longer than necessary, protected by appropriate security and
shall not be transferred without adequate protection. Also, data shall be processed in accordance with the data subject rights under the Act. The data subject
has the right to be told that the data is being processed, to see the information
that is being held about her and to correct the data if it is wrong. Also, data shall
be held in a secure place, e.g., in locked filing cabinets or in secure IT databases
and data shall be held and disposed of securely. Unauthorised access to records
should be prevented.
Exceptions to data protection under the Directive of course exist and they apply in library settings. One of these exceptions relates to the investigation of
crime and other important public policy objectives. Surveillance cameras can be
installed in a library legally, after obtaining a license from each member state’s
Data Protection Authority and for the sole purpose of protecting the library’s
premises from theft, vandalism and other crimes. The group of national data protection authorities (called group of Article 29) specified in a 2004 opinion that
the member states should evaluate surveillance systems so that an over-proliferation or image-acquisition systems in public and private areas should not result
in placing unjustified restrictions on citizens’ rights and fundamental freedoms,
which would make them massively identifiable in a number of public and private
places; also, it noted that video surveillance techniques should be evaluated, in
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order to prevent the development of software applications based both on facial
recognition and forecasting of the imaged human behavior from leading inconsiderately to dynamic-preventive surveillance (Lim, 2010).
Surveillance in the European libraries, therefore, is strictly regulated and the
right to read anonymously, the right to users’ privacy, the right to informational
determination (rights which have acquired constitutional dimension in many EU
states) are carefully observed. In a library, data about readers should never be
revealed to third parties (friends, parents, landlords, police e.tc.), either deliberately or accidentally (SCONUL, 2000). Simultaneously, CCTV is used for surveillance purposes in many libraries in Europe. For example, a CCTV system is used
in all British libraries, comprising cameras installed in strategic locations (The
British Library 2008); the Library Board considers that the use of CCTV in the library is a necessary, proportionate and suitable tool to help reduce crime, protect
staff and the public and to assist with maintaining the security of the Library’s assets (The British Library, 2008). When third parties request access to CCTV personal data, the library’s system’s manager is responsible to verify the legitimacy
and accuracy of the request. The police, statutory authorities with the powers to
prosecute, solicitors, plaintiffs in civil proceedings, accused persons or defendants in criminal proceedings are amongst the parties who can request access to
CCTV personal data in a library and this access depends upon showing adequate
grounds for disclosure of this data (providing evidence in criminal procedures or
in civil proceedings or tribunals, prevention of crime, investigation or detection
of crime, identification of witnesses) (The British Library, 2008).

3. The US approach: foundations, the PATRIOT ACT and library
surveillance
Privacy protection in the US is different from the European regime. The US
has opted for a piecemeal approach, otherwise called a ‘sectoral’ approach: the
American lawmaker preferred to regulate the protection of privacy in specific
sectors, ‘step-by-step’, and not implementing a rule applicable in every domain
and situation. We could also note that the American lawmaker has mostly regulated after a privacy violation signaled the need to regulate: for example, the
Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (Public Law 100-618) was a legislative
reaction to the revelation that Judge Robert Bork had rented adult videos from
a video store and this information was later on, when he applied for office with
the Supreme Court, conveniently publicized at that time to defeat his nomination
(Williams, 2012).
On the other hand, the right to privacy, nowhere to appear as such in the American Constitution, has gained constitutional dimension starting in 1965 with Gris-
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wold v. Connecticut (1965) and again, in 1973, with Roe v. Wade (1973). States
like California have incorporated a right to privacy in their own constitutions.
In the private law field, the four privacy torts recognized by the common law
(appropriation of name or likeness, intrusion of solitude and seclusion, public
disclosure of private facts, false light) usually occupy a small part of a tort law
handbook (Glannon, 2010). Scholars and judges do not seem to give any particular weight to such torts of privacy violations (Prosser et al., 2010). A possible explanation for this attitude could be that under American law in general, freedom
of speech is considered as one of the most important tenets of the system and
strict/wide privacy protection of a citizen’s informational, at least, determination would not be in line with this, as could be supported, supremacy.
Under the FBI Library Awareness Program, the FBI attempted to engage American librarians to spy on their patrons and report people who seem like they belong to a country ‘hostile’ to the United States (Foerstel, 1991). Almost twenty
years later, in a study by CILIP in 2008, it was also noted that librarians were
asked to report what a Muslin patron was reading (CILIP, 2008).
In the US, ever since the adoption of the PATRIOT ACT in 2001, surveillance in
the American libraries has been formally instituted. The PATRIOT ACT (Uniting
(and) Strengthening America (by) Providing Appropriate Tools Required (to) Intercept (and) Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001) came as a respose to the terrorist
attacks in the States of September 9/11, 2001.
Under sections 215 and 216 of the PATRIOT ACT, the FBI can have access and
seize any library tangible thing (records, books, documents e.tc.) that could be
useful to an investigation of terrorist or intelligence activities, tap library computers and obtain access to all users’ internet searches and emails without a warrant. Key provisions of Section 215 include allowing the FBI to apply for warrants from the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act Court (FISC) to retrieve
library usage records to assist in terrorism and intelligence investigations (Reid
2009). The FBI is not obliged to prove probable cause, only state that it has “reasonable grounds” to suspect that library records are related to an investigation.
FISC search warrants override state and local privacy laws and they contain a
“gag order” prohibiting a library from notifying users under suspicion, the press,
or anyone else that an investigation is underway. A 2009 report from the US Justice Department to Congress states that only one of 2.000 FBI applications for a
warrant in 2008 alone was rejected (Zetter, 2009). This means, necessarily, that
appropriate oversight of the granting of these warrants cannot be proven with
any certainty. Section 505 also, of the PATRIOT ACT authorizes the FBI to ask
for a National Security Letter, by which a library is obliged to grant access to usage records.
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American courts have denied the constitutionality of these sections. For example,
in Doe v. Holder (2010), a lower court ruled that the Natioal Security Letter upon
an internet service provider, under the PATRIOT ACT violated the First Amendment. In Library Connection v. Gonzales (ACLU 2006), a federal court similarly
held that a National Security Letter filed with a library consortium also violated
the First Amendment of the American Constitution). However, it is evident that
the strong opposition of the American Library Association, the American Civil
Liberties Union and other orgnizations (Ramasastry, 2006) should not only help
in the judicial resolution of these disputes, but aim at the general clarification of
the legality, or not, of the PATRIOT ACT surveillance of libraries sections 215
and 216. Twice so far the legislation surpassed the sunset provisions it included
(in 2005 and in 2009) despite severe efforts to to contrary (Reid 2009).
For more than a decade, all efforts of the American Library Association and the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(Reid, 2009) amongst other organizations, to block the application of the law
and annul it have constantly failed. The discussion will be repeated in 2015,
when the new sunset date for these sections is set. In the meantime, resistance
to PATRIOT ACT by American libraries has reached the point where, for example, the King County Library System decided to remove all security cameras, after
the police demanded, without furnishing a court order, the tape of a video from
a crime in the parking lot outside the library filmed by the cameras, (Gilmore,
2011).
In this case, a homeless suspect had assaulted an elderly library patron in the
library’s parking lot and was quickly arrested after the police took hold of the
taped event by the library camera (Nichols, 2011). The police, though, had to
argue with library officials who had refused to surrender the tape without a warrant (Wilkinson, 2011). Actually, cameras were installed in all libraries of the
King County, beginning in 2006 and the yearly cost to maintain them comes up
to 30.000 dollars. Surveillance cameras were installed both inside and outside
the buildings, after specific requests by the librarians themselves, who faced petty crimes, vandalism and graffiti in and out of the libraries. The decision was
justified as protection of intellectual freedom as too important to merit a possible
adversarial relationship with the police every time the police would ask the tapes
for crime detection and prevention (Gilmore, 2011). But it was certainly not met
with universal acceptance (Nichols, 2011). The advice of the American Library
Association on the issue of cameras and police investigation is rather straightforward: “when a library considers installing surveillance equipment, the administrative necessity of doing so must be weighed against the fact that most of the
activity being recorded is innocent and harmless ... and if the library decides surveillance is necessary, it is essential for the library to develop and enforce strong
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policies protecting patron privacy and confidentiality appropriate to managing
the equipment, including routine destruction of the tapes in the briefest amount
of time possible, or as soon as permitted by law” (ALA undated).
In any case, intensified federal monitoring of public libraries is, as it seems, in
fact taking place across the US. A Department of Justice report on surveillance
activities for 2010 revealed a dramatic increase in surveillance of Americans between 2009 and 2010, whereas the PATRIOT ACT section 215 orders were four
times more than those ones in 2009 and the nuber of people surveilled with National Security Letters more than double in comparison to 2009 as the FBI requested 24,287 National Security Letters on 14,212 people (Zaluski, 2011).

4. A survey in Greek academic libraries on surveillance
The questionnaire was divided into two parts. The first part addressed the extent
to which libraries opt for creating a page or profile in a social networking site, for
what reasons, and whether any problems were encountered in using it.
Out of 40 libraries, 18 replied. Among these, only five answered that they actually have a page/profile in a social networking site, i.e. Facebook. One library mentioned that they would promptly create a Facebook page and a Twitter profile
page. One more stated that it was their intention to create a profile on a social
networking site. One library created a Facebook page only for a specific purpose.
All libraries noted that their users considered the creation of such a website positively. The main reasons for the creation of a website included: firstly, interactive
communication with library users; secondly, library presentation in a popular social network; and thirdly, facilitation of communicating with librarians and other libraries. The assessment of whether such targets were actually attained was
rather moderate. Five libraries replied ‘fairly’. One said ‘a little’. There were no
replies on any malicious comments made by Facebook page users.
Subsequently the survey dealt with whether libraries permit access to social networking sites through their PCs and whether they inform their users on the benefits and risks related to the use thereof. According to the replies given, 4/5 of the
libraries permit access to social networking sites through the PCs of both their
personnel and their users. Two of them replied that they did not permit access
of students; one explained that they did not have sufficient equipment to serve
all users. In one case, users reacted; in the other, they did not. Another library
replied that they did not permit access of neither their personnel nor their users
because such pages were considered to be unsuitable for an academic facility and
that they were used too much by their personnel. That is why only limited reac-
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tions were noted by their personnel. One library permits access of its personnel,
whereas some reactions were expressed by its users.
Even though libraries do permit access of their users (12 out of 18), most of them
did not consider it necessary to provide information on the operation of such networks (e.g. risks related to their privacy protection or benefits arising from their
use). Only 5 out of 18 libraries replied that they considered such information to
be necessary.
Unfortunately, from so small a sample, no safe conclusions can be drawn. Nevertheless, on the basis of the results mentioned above, we could say that approximately 1/3 of the survey-participating libraries already have or are about to have
an account in a social networking site. The second conclusion is that most libraries permit access to social networking sites through their open access PCs, but
they do not provide any relevant information on the potential of holding that
kind of information or the risks related to their users’ privacy.
The second part involved whether libraries opt for security cameras and closed
circuit TVs or anti-theft devices or RFID systems, why and whether they have encountered any problems from their usage.
Out of forty (40) libraries, eighteen (18) answered, eleven (11) of which answered that they have anti-theft devices in place. Three (3) answered that they
have anti-theft devices and RFID systems. Two (2) answered that they have antitheft devices and security cameras and two (2) that they do not have any protection system at all. When asked why that system was the most appropriate, only libraries with anti-theft devices and security cameras answered that they best help
them to protect their premises.
Only five (5) answered the question on how long their security systems have
been installed. They reported more than five years. Other questions involved only
two (2) libraries the directors of which have chosen security cameras as their
means of protection. Specifically: at which points of their library were the cameras installed? How were their readers informed on the use of such systems? Who
administers the information collected by the cameras? Whether they had any reactions from users regarding the use of cameras and how they dealt with them.
Whether there were any instances when they decommissioned the systems and
what were the reasons that led them to such a decision. Finally, to what extent
did cameras’ installation attained their original targets?
Unfortunately, such a small sample may not easily lead to the drawing of safe
conclusions. Nevertheless, based on the findings mentioned above, we can safely
say that the majority of the libraries questioned have protection systems in place
at a rate of 90%.
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5. Conclusions
Detailed principles and laws regulate surveillance in academic libraries in
Greece. The Data Protection Directive fully applies to data processed by libraries, data on book lending and data from surveillance cameras as well. Academic
libraries in Greece also have started to participate in social networking sites, receiving a positive reaction from library users. Although risks of participation in
social networking sites are widely known, libraries did not select to notify users on these dangers. A fair number of libraries have installed anti-theft devices,
most probably for more than five years. The sample unfortunately was small and
does not allow for absolutely secure conclusions. From the answers, overall, to
the survey and the comments we received, we can conclude that, although Greek
librarians do see safety as a library policy goal and assume a positive attitude
towards surveillance systems, they generally treasure the protection of users’ privacy, under the laws and their ethical commands. Also, they do not stress the
importance of surveillance in academic settings in comparison to the dedication
of librarians to the values of intellectual freedom and freedom of information.
Greek libraries, lastly, do promote the use of social networking services for the
benefits of their users.
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The use of technical means for the electronic
surveillance of universities
Fereniki Panagopoulou-Koutnatzi

Ι. Introduction
I find myself trying to express my thoughts on electronic surveillance of university campuses, with the memory of a city of Athens ablaze and a university that
served as the base of the design and manufacture of potential “ammunition” still
fresh in my mind. Indeed, I sit by a window overlooking a university courtyard
that has been essentially turned into a heroin hub. I am struggling to reconcile
the floating images of two seeming natural foes: On the one hand, the right to
privacy, academic freedom, the freedom of expression and the right to the free
development of one’s own personality. On the other hand, the protection of public property and our cultural heritage, and the safeguard of public order at large.
The invitation to this truly provocative seminar “Surveillance in Academia”, also
reminded me of my studies in the United States, where most of our lectures were
video-recorded and available to students who were absent or who wanted to
watch them again on the Internet via a password-protected system. I must admit
that, ten years ago, as a student, I was delighted and proud of this option that the
university offered. However, I had not yet experienced being on the “other side,”
in the role of the lecturer and, quite simply, I possessed the frame of mind of a
“hungry student” thoroughly enjoying all the invaluable offerings that the university extended.
In the context of this present paper, I examine the issue of closed circuit television (CCTV) surveillance for the protection of persons and property in public
place, and the prevention and suppression of criminal activities.

ΙΙ. The issue of surveillance through a closed circuit television
(CCTV) system for the protection of persons and property,
and for the prevention and suppression of criminal activities
Α. Legal positions on CCTV
The proposals that have been submitted to date concern surveillance through
technical means of school premises, playgrounds and public spaces in general.
Therefore, the following brief overview of the relevant positions that have been
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put forward to date in these contexts are useful in terms of their relevance to the
surveillance of university campuses.

1. Surveillance of school premises and children’s areas
a. Opinion 2/2009 of Article 29 Data Protection Working Party the protection of
children’s personal data (General Guidelines and the special case of schools)1
According to Opinion 2/2009, there is an increasing tendency to use CCTV in
schools for security reasons. Nonetheless, there is no recommended solution that
could apply to all aspects of school life and for all parts of school premises. The
capacity of CCTV to affect personal freedoms requires special care when cameras are installed in schools. Cameras should be installed only when necessary,
and only when other, less intrusive means of achieving the same purpose are not
available. There are places where safety is of paramount importance, so CCTV
can be more easily justified, for example, at entrances and exits to schools, and
in other places where people circulate, including not just students and staff, but
also people visiting the school premises–parents, delivery personnel, educators,
repair and maintenance staff.
The choice of location of CCTV cameras should always be relevant, adequate and
non-excessive in relation to the purpose. For instance, in some countries, the use
of CCTV cameras outside school hours was considered necessary for data protection. On the other hand, in most other parts of the school, the right to privacy for
pupils, teachers and other school workers, and the essential freedom of teaching, weighed against the need for permanent CCTV surveillance. This is particularly true in classrooms, where video surveillance can interfere not only with
the students’ freedom of learning and their freedom of speech, but also with the
freedom of teaching. The same applies to leisure activity areas, gymnasiums and
dressing rooms, where surveillance can interfere with rights to privacy. These
opinions are also based on the right to the free development of the personality,
guaranteed to all children as well as adults. Indeed, children’s evolving conception of their own freedom can become compromised if they assume, from an early age, that it is acceptable to be monitored by CCTV. This is all the more true if
webcams or similar devices are used for distance monitoring of children during
school time.
In any case where CCTV is justified, children, the school personnel, and rest of
the population who visits or does business with the school, and legal representatives must all be informed of the existence of surveillance, its controller, and its

1. Available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2009/wp160_
en.pdf, last accessed: 1 June 2013.
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aims. The information on surveillance intended for children should be suitable to
their level of understanding. Furthermore, the interests to be considered should
not be limited to those of the pupils, but should include those of teachers, other
school workers and school visitors. In some countries legal rules are in place relating to the use of CCTV to control workers. The justification and the relevance
of the CCTV system should be reviewed regularly by school authorities, who
must decide whether or not the CCTV system should be maintained. Accordingly,
the legal representatives of the children should also be informed of all decisions
by the school authorities on CCTV surveillance.

b. The position taken by the Hellenic Data Protection Agency (HDPA)
ba. The HDPA’s Opinion 1/2011 on the use of video surveillance systems for the
protection of persons and property2
The HDPA has not dealt extensively with the issue of surveillance of university
premises. Accordingly, Article 18 of Opinion 1/2011, on the use of video surveillance systems for the protection of persons and property, issued by the HDPA,
refers to the surveillance of schools and their related areas that involve activities
undertaken by minors. Although particular emphasis is given to the special characteristics of the personality development of children, the HDPA concluded that
no different treatment is required for students who are minors than that for adult
learners or university students. As both groups operate within a learning environment and develop their opinions freely, the employment of any technical means
of surveillance would restrict the development of the very notion of this freedom.
Opinion 1/2001 of the HDPA stipulates the following:
1. The mere existence of cameras in schools and other areas where minors engage
in activities (such as nurseries schools, boarding houses, further study institutes) merits particular caution, as it is not easy to assess the consequences
that such processing could have for the free development of children’s personalities. Specifically, there is a risk of restricting the development of the notion
of this freedom if they are led to believe, from an early age, that it is normal
and acceptable for them to be watched through cameras.
2. Video surveillance systems must only be in operation outside school hours.
The hours during which the system is in operation must be clearly indicated on
the relevant announcement boards and public notices posted throughout the
school so as to fully enable all students, as well as the members of the educational community, to know that they are not being watched during their school
day or at the further study institute premises.
2. Available at: www.dpa.gr , last accessed: 1 June 2013.
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3. By way of exception, it could be possible to allow the operation of cameras
during school hours in cases of particular large scale school properties where
it is not practical or feasible to control the isolated and remote areas of the site
through less invasive means (such as with school guards). Nonetheless, this
can only occur following the Agency’s approval and provided that the cameras
focus exclusively on these remote areas.
4. Data recorded by cameras must be erased on the following work day. In instances where a suspicious incident has taken place, paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of
Article 8 applies. The surveillance system may only be managed by persons
who are authorized to do so.

bb. Decision No. 77/2009 issued by the HDPA on the issue of video
recording of children’s playgrounds by the authorities
of the Municipality of Athens3
The issue of video recording of children’s playgrounds by the authorities of the
Municipality of Athens was raised in the HDPA’s Decision No. 77/2009. The
Agency stressed the danger of restricting children’s freedom through the installation of a CCTV system, if children would be led to believe, from an early age,
that it is normal and acceptable for them to be watched through cameras. Indeed,
th HDPA noted that this danger would exist even if the camera was turned off, as
the feeling of being watched would still persist. On the other hand, Municipality
authorities rightly claim that they are under an obligation to provide the necessary means for the well-being, protection and care of children, and playgrounds
are spaces that contribute towards these aims. Therefore, it would be appropriate to consider these factors in order to determine whether the installation of
CCTV systems in children’s playgrounds, after opening hours and under certain
conditions, could fulfil this aim of providing security to the site without unduly
infringing upon the rights of children and of those escorting them, including parents and caregives.
In view of the above, the HDPA held that setting up CCTV should be allowed,
on a trial basis, in ten playgrounds within the Municipality of Athens. To this effect, following the passing of one year, municipal authorities are required to submit a report containing comparative data demonstrating the effectiveness of the
system in terms of protecting the areas in question, as well as its proportionality. These installations may only take place in playgrounds that conform with the
standards set by the ELOT (Greek Standardization Organization) and under the
condition that all other necessary measures for safeguarding the area have been
taken. Finally, all data recorded may be kept for a maximum of 24 hours.
3. Available at: www.dpa.gr.
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2. Surveillance of post-secondary education premises
a. The case of video surveillance of a College and the relevant position
taken by the HDPA
Following the receipt of a notification sent by Mediterranean College4, the HDPA5 ordered the modification of the closed circuit television (CCTV) system.
Among other requirements, the Agency asked for the removal of the cameras installed in areas where teaching or other educational activities take place (e.g.,
in classrooms, the school library and laboratories). It also asked the adjustment
of camera angles that had been set for capturing images, based on the purpose
of processing. Furthermore, the Agency also requested a new report illustrating
the points where the cameras had been placed following the changes made to
the circuit, as well as a full justification report on the necessity of having cameras to fulfil the purpose of the processing in the first place. In accordance with
the Agency’s requirements, this report should provide explanations as to why the
objective that had been set could not have been achieved through less intrusive
means or in a ‘softer’ way.

b. Use of cameras for identification purposes
The only time when the use of CCTV cameras is allowed is for test-taker identification purposes during a GMAT examination, where the Graduate Management Admission Council (GMAC) is responsible for the processing. Business
schools, universities, institutes and other organizations throughout the world
base graduate student acceptance and scholarship decisions on applicants’ GMAT
grades. Therefore, it is vitally important –for the effectiveness and fairness of the
GMAC– to ensure that people taking the exam around the world are tested under
fair and uniform conditions and that no candidate, in any country, receives an
unfair advantage or suffers a disadvantage vis-à-vis others.
Data recorded by the CCTV shall be kept for a period of 30 days, following which
they will be erased. If a case arises within this time period, or a complaint is filed
with respect to a candidate or in relation to a violation of the examination’s integrity and security, audiovisual data that relate only to this particular complaint
can be kept for more than thirty days. The precise, reasonable time for which
these data can be stored will be determined by special permission that will be issued by the Agency upon the application of the processing controller.

4. ΓΝ/ΕΙΣ/756/14-06-2010 (Notification/Incoming/756/14-06-2010).
5. ΓΝ/ΕΞ/887/22-07-2011 (Notification/Outgoing/887/22-07-2011).
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3. Law No. 3917/2011 on the “Retention of data generated or processed in connection with the provision of publicly available electronic communications services or of public communications networks, and on the use of surveillance systems
that capture or record sounds or images in public places and relevant provisions”.
The first paragraph of Article 14 of Law No. 3917/2011 on “The use of surveillance systems that capture or record sounds or images in public places” sets the
conditions for the installation and operation of such surveillance systems. These
conditions can be summarized as follows: a) the safeguarding of national defense
b) the protection of the constitutional state and the prevention of crimes of treason against the state c) the prevention and suppression of crimes constituting
violations against the public order d) the prevention and suppression of crimes of
violence, drug trafficking, common dangerous crimes, crimes against the safety of
public transportation and crimes against property when, on the basis of factual evidence, there are sufficient indications to prove that such acts have been committed
or are about to take place and e) the management of traffic.
The second paragraph of the same Article stipulates that the installation and operation of surveillance systems in public places can be performed only by public
authorities and provided that the principle of proportionality is respected.
The third paragraph provides the following definition for public places: a) the
areas that, according to applicable legislation and city planning, are intended for
public use b) open spaces, whether they are fenced or not, that are freely accessible to an unspecified number of people and which are available for lawful public
use and c) public transportation passenger stations. On the basis of this definition, a university area that the public has free access may also be considered to be
a public place. Entry takes place following some form of checking, without having set specific conditions for access for those wishing to enter (such as doing so
only in the capacity as a student, for example) but this does not negate the freely
accessible status of the area.
Paragraph four requires the edition of a presidential decree, on the recommendation of the Minister for Justice, Transparency and Human Rights, along with the
responsible appropriate Minister in each instance, following the opinion of the
HDPA on the determination of the appropriate state authorities; the procedure
and conditions for the installation and operation of surveillance systems; the
criteria for ensuring and maintaining proportionality with respect to the means
utilized and the aim being pursued; the nature of personal data that may be processed; the gathering, storage, use, transmission and the prospective recipients of
the data; the duration of storage, the destruction process, the organizational and
technical measures taken for the security of the data processing; the basic functions and the periodic assessment of the effectiveness of the surveillance systems;
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the rights of the natural persons who are the subjects of the relevant data; the
lawful protection, the notification of the processing and the checks carried out by
the HDPA, as well as any other relevant issues in accordance with the fundamental principles of Law No. 2472/1997.
Finally, paragraph 5 states that if the purpose of the processing is the protection of persons and property, then the provisions of Law No. 2472/1997 and the
guidelines issued by the HDPA are also applicable.

3. Draft Presidential Decree on the “Use of surveillance systems
with the capturing or recording of sounds or images
in public places”
Under Article 3, the installation and operation of surveillance systems with the
capturing or recording of sounds or images in public places is allowed, in accordance with Article 14§1 of Law No. 3917/2011 – inter alia – for the prevention
and suppression of acts punishable by law as included in subparagraphs (b) to
(d) of Article 14§1 of Law No. 3917/2011. These crimes mainly encompass the
offences provided in Chapters 6 (acts in violation of public order), 13 (common
dangerous crimes, such as arson, flooding and explosions), 14 (crimes against
the safety of public transportation, telephone communications and against the
premises offering public services), 15 (crimes against life), 16 (crimes against
bodily harm), 18 (crimes against personal freedom), 19 (crimes against sexual
freedom and crimes involving the economic exploitation of sexual life) and 23
(crimes against property) of the Criminal Code, as well as those provided in Article 20 of Law No. 3459/2006, namely the “Code of Laws against Narcotics”6.
However regrettable, the crimes listed above often do take place on university
premises and, in view of this, this provision could apply in relation to video surveillance of university premises.
Under Article 4§2, authorities responsible for the processing of material for the
prevention and suppression of crimes are the General Police Headquarters of Attica and Thessaloniki, each in relation to its prescribed area of jurisdiction, along
with the local police stations across the country. The police are responsible for
the processing of data for the prevention and suppression of crimes, whereas for
the protection of persons and goods (e.g., laboratories, libraries, and auditoriums
projectors) the responsible entity is the university administration. Therefore, it
might be possible for a system to be installed where there will be two entities
responsible for the data processing, namely the police and the university administration. The police will only be entitled to patrol the university’s public spaces,
6. The supplementation of the authorizing provision that refers only to the sale of narcotic drugs
is currently pending.
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whereas the university administration will have jurisdiction over all nonpublic
areas.

Β. Constitutional rights affected
1. The right to privacy
The first issue that needs to be addressed in this respect is whether those present
on university premises, that is in public places, enjoy the protection granted via
the right to privacy as provided in Article 9§1(b) and 9A of the Constitution. The
right to the protection of privacy is not abandoned following the exit from our
private spaces and our subsequent entry into a public place, such as a university.7 Privacy within university premises does not have the meaning that whoever
is situated at the university is to be left alone, nor that he or she can ‘transport’
such rights (i.e., the peace and quiet that is enjoyed in one’s own home) to the
university. What the concept does entail is that a student or an educator may enjoy some sense of space for personal activity, for example, while studying at the
university library. This space of personal activity may well be restricted by the
university administration if it conflicts with the interests of the university, such
as, in university libraries, where thefts of personal items and laptops often occur.
Nonetheless, does the installation of video surveillance systems in public places,
and particularly on university premises, constitute a violation of the right to privacy of those present there, including students, faculty, staff, or members of the
general public? Indeed, this is especially the case if it is done on such a scale that
those present at university come under video surveillance.8

2. Academic freedom
The fundamental concept behind academic freedom is that academics are free
when they lecture: their teaching is immune to any form of policing, surveillance
or intervention and against all controls, given that the university is deemed to be
the sacred temple of intellect and knowledge, akin to an oracle in quest of truth.
Within a university there is no other means for convincing, or separate instrument for facilitating the search for the truth, apart from speech: therefore, speech
ought to be free and unencumbered from any form of control.9 As Alexandros
7. See this consideration of the issue in Opinion 4/2004 of the Working Group on Article 29
on the processing of personal data deriving from video surveillance of 11 February 2004.
8. See Kostas H. Chrysogonos, Individual and Social Rights, 3rd edition, Nomiki Bibliothiki,
Athens 2006. In Greek.
9. See Dimitrios Corsos, The freedoms of the academic teacher when lecturing, in accordance
with the Constitution, in: Studies on the General Theory of Law, of Constitutional and Administrative Law, A. Sakkoulas, Athens-Komotini 1992, p. 103 et seq. (106). In Greek.
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Svolos very characteristically stated on the occasion of the so-called Trial of the
Accents, “alas, if we were to deny scholars their freedom to think in the manner dictated to them by their academic conscience. This would equal the death
of thought. And if the University so desired to be the keeper of some national
treasure, this treasure should be the intellectual and scholarly conscience, which
is more valuable than anything else in existence.”10 The pursuit of knowledge demands unobstructed freedom, which cannot be restricted by the state. Therefore,
the notion of academic freedom encapsulates the right of university scholars to
develop, during their lectures and within the spectrum of their area of academic
expertise, each and every thought consistent with their academic freedom and
conscience. Moreover, the same freedom applies for developing all ideas that,
according to scholars’ knowledge and beliefs, promote the path to the discovery
of truth, on the condition that they are in compliance with the provisions of the
Constitution.11
In view of the above, we are confronted with the question of whether video surveillance infringes on educators’ academic freedom. To examine this question,
we must consider the purpose of the video surveillance. If the aim is to monitor
academic lectures at the university, then scholars’ academic freedom would undoubtedly be violated. If, however, the purpose of the surveillance is the protection of persons and property from crime, or the prevention and suppression of
criminal acts, then scholars’ academic freedom would be violated. Nonetheless,
it would be advisable for video surveillance cameras to be excluded from classrooms, and placed only in areas where criminal acts would likely occur, such as
in public courtyards, walkways and cafeterias.

3. Freedom of expression
Another issue that arises is whether the surveillance of universities through technical means effectively constitutes a restriction upon the freedom of expression
in classrooms in relation to students, given that lecturers are covered by the principle of academic freedom. It is useful to consider the purpose of the video surveillance in this instance, as well. Therefore, if this purpose is to gather information on, or control students, then video surveillance would clearly violate their
freedom of expression in classrooms. If, however, surveillance aims to protect
persons and property or to prevent and suppress criminal acts, then no such violation would exist. Nonetheless, the installation of video surveillance systems
deemed to be necessary should not be placed in classrooms but instead in areas
where illegal or dangerous acts are likely to occur. University areas where gen10. See Alexandros Svolos, The Trial of the Accents, pp. 95 and 214. In Greek.
11. See Dimitrios Corsos, footnote 9 above, p. 108, 113 et seq. In Greek.
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eral meetings take place are also considered spaces of freedom of expression including expression of various opinions and, as such, video surveillance of such
areas constitutes a restriction of this freedom if it takes place with the aim of
monitoring the opinions expressed there. Finally, bill-posting and the writing
of slogans are also forms of asserting one’s freedom of expression12, although it
must also be noted that this freedom is subject to limitations. These limitations
will apply in cases where offensive slogans that infringe upon other constitutional freedoms, such as the protection of public property, of cultural heritage and of
public morality.

4. The right to the free development of one’s personality
Even the mere idea that each and every move of those located in a university
area is under surveillance acts as an obstacle to the free development of one’s
own personality, within the meaning of this freedom as guaranteed under Article
5§1 of the Greek Constitution. Universities are prime examples of spaces within
which the personality of individuals is being shaped and, as such, any actual surveillance of persons, or even a suspicion of the possibility that one may be under
surveillance, may result in the danger of restricting the development of the notion of this freedom.

5. The protection of public property and of public order
Public universities are considered public property, so any measures taken for
their protection constitute measures for the protection of public property. Accordingly, given that the state is called to restore any damage that has been
caused to university premises, it also has the concurrent responsibility (of the
state?) to adopt measures to protect public property. Moreover, instances of riots
and vandalism that occur within university areas are also considered to be cases
of breach of the public order, thus requiring the employment of measures to protect them.

6. The protection of cultural heritage
The protection of university sites also derives from the obligation of the state to
protect cultural public environments, which is also accordingly guaranteed as a
citizen’s right under Article 24 of the Greek Constitution. Historic buildings, such
as that of the University of Athens, form integral parts of our cultural heritage, so
their violation also simultaneously constitutes a desecration of the cultural heritage of Greece. Consequently, the prohibition of writing on or carving words and
slogans on the walls or other surfaces of historic buildings, including those of
12. See Prodromos D. Dagtoglou, Individual Rights, A. Sakkoulas, Athens-Komotini 2010, margin number 629. In Greek.
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university monuments, is permitted by the Constitution13, as is the surveillance
through technical means (e.g., video surveillance) of historic monuments in order to prevent acts of vandalism against them.

C. Consideration of the principle of proportionality with respect
to video surveillance
In balancing conflicting rights the courts employ the principle of proportionality
to determine the maximum permissible limits of restricting individual rights. The
principle of proportionality is a requirement of justice, in the sense that we must
also take into account “the value of the beneficiaries of rights and the diversity
and specificity of relevant circumstances in order to ensure the existence of a
proper relationship, in the Aristotelian sense, comprised of symmetry, equality of
views, exactness of means and the according harmony in legal relationships and
matters (distributive justice).”14
In accordance with the principle of proportionality, the installation of a video
surveillance system on a university premises would be deemed to be constitutionally permissible if this were an appropriate means of fulfilling the purpose of
protecting persons and property, as well as for preventing and suppressing criminal activities and vandalising acts that encroach on public property, public order
and public security and also violate the cultural heritage of Greece. Regardless
of the difficulties involved in reaching a precise prediction on the issue, it is assumed that this measure would be appropriate for the fulfilment of the above
purposes, given that those present within university areas would be under the
shadow of perpetual observation and, as a result, they would be reluctant to engage in vandalising acts. Nonetheless, concerns remain with respect to the suitability of using video surveillance as a means to prevent and suppress criminal
acts, since a camera cannot prevent, in and by itself, rioting, defacing property
and other such acts. This is particularly relevant when the political will for doing so is lacking, or when responsible authorities (e.g., university administrators,
the police) typically tolerate such types of acts. In such cases, most likely, the
cameras would be removed or the film would be destroyed and the acts in ques13. See Supreme Court Decision No. 1241/1976, published in The Constitution, 1977, p. 176
et seq. In Greek. In contrast, the general prohibition on the writing of any slogans, words,
phrases or representations relating to political ideas or the bill-posting of any material of
similar content, enacted through Law No. 942/1946 dating back to the civil war period was
held to be unconstitutional.
14. See Dimitra Kontogiorga-Theoharopoulou, in “Charistirion”, Essays in honour of Georgios
M. Papahatzis, T.T. Papahatzi, p. 889 et seq. (891-892) = in Dimitra Kontogiorga-Theoharopoulou/Evangelia Koutoupa-Regakou, Advanced Issues in Law, Special Issues in Administrative Law, pp. 59-94. In Greek.
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tion would continue. Accordingly, the ensuing analysis herewith is developed on
the basis of the existence of a political will to deal with such condemnable acts.
In assessing whether utilizing such technological means is a suitable option, we
must ask whether the mere existence of cameras could actually provoke the reactions of those entering university areas and, as such, whether cameras, instead
of helping to prevent illegal activities, could actually end up to provoke them.
Therefore, in order to accept that the installation of video surveillance cameras
would be an appropriate measure, surveillance must take place in such a way as
to avoid the incitement of reactions, for example, by ensuring that the student
community consents to this measure and by doing so with the certainty that the
sole purpose of utilizing such means is to help to prevent criminal activities. In
any other case, surveillance via cameras would not be an appropriate measure for
the prevention and suppression of such activities.
Moving on, it is also vital to enquire if such an intervention is necessary; in other words, we must consider whether this aim of preventing illegal acts could be
achieved, with the same effectiveness, with an alternative, ‘softer’ means. In this
respect, we must consider other possibilities that could yield a harmonious balance between the right to private life of those located inside university areas and
the concern of university administrators with regard to the protection of their
property and students’ and employees’ interests. In this case, what needs to be
examined is whether defending university interests could be achieved in a less
intrusive way.
For instance, a ‘softer’ means of surveying university premises could be achieved
by employing a security company. This would be a less intrusive way of pursuing
the same aim but it would not be as effective, given that surveillance by security
guards does not allow the recording of all incidents, in all university areas and
under all circumstances. In order to prevent cheating on exams, a more effective approach to vigilance would CCTV during examinations as a supplementary
means of overseeing the process and to help ensure the examination’s transparency if cheating is detected. Another, more moderate approach, would be to install
an alarm system in libraries and laboratories to help prevent book and IT equipment thefts. Once again, although this would be a ‘milder’ measure, it would still
not be as effective as video surveillance, as it is technically possible to disable the
alarm systems, for example, by removing the special security chips in books by
cutting out the pages that contain these chips.
Moreover, prohibiting entrance to libraries and laboratories to those wearing bulky
outerwear with pockets and carrying backpacks and handbags, so as to eliminate
the possibility of concealing stolen books and other objects, would also be an al-
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ternative ‘milder’ means of trying to prevent theft. Nonetheless, it, too, would have
limited impact during the times when libraries and laboratories are closed.
An additional, less intrusive approach to preventing crimes against university
property or its staff, students, and visitors, would be to monitor the entrance
gates or entry areas to the university, for example, by allowing entry only after
security guards would check the university identification or special card that
shows that the individual wishing to enter is legitimately connected to the university as a student, staff, delivery person or special visitor (who would receive
special university-issued cards confirming their status). Adopting such a measure would bring about a fundamental change in the operation of universities and
the freedom to education, given that the current, established practice is that lectures are free to the public and everyone is allowed to attend them, irrespective
of whether they are registered students. Moving to control entrance to universities might be a ‘milder’ approach but its effectiveness remains doubtful. Also,
most universities have numerous entrances and are not well enclosed, fenced in
or gated, so this ID checking could be impossible for many institutions. Although
it could be used in addition to other measures, it cannot substitute for other technical means, such as video surveillance.
Finally, a ‘softer’ means to achieve the same goal would be to allow entrance
to universities only following the submission of one’s identification card, which
would be returned upon exit, in a similar way to that applied when one wishes to
enter the Greek Council of State, for example. On the basis of this option, people
entering university areas will not be asked to prove their relationship with the
university; instead, their identification details would be kept while they remain
in site. In this way, if an incident involving illegal acts occurs, the university
would know the identities of those on campus at the time of the crime, which
could help them to identify and detain the offenders. As in the identificationchecking option discussed above, this measure would also not be as effective as
video surveillance because it would not work in terms of revealing precisely who
was responsible for each act, in every instance. It may, however, be used in a
helpful way in conjunction with the operation of a CCTV system.
In view of all the above, we can logically conclude that surveillance through a
CCTV system is a necessity, both for the purpose of protecting persons and property and for the prevention and suppression of crimes.
On the other hand, the consideration of the principle of proportionality in
a stricter sense appears to be more difficult. At this point, we move to explore
whether the interference with the right to privacy of those entering a university
area can be placed within the scope of a relationship that is harmoniously balanced with the need to protect the university’s property, the security of those
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entering the university and, in general, the preservation of public order. At this
stage, what is necessary is the strict correspondence of the advantages and disadvantages of the system of geographical determination, as well as the mathematical (but not the numerical) balance sheet of the costs and benefits of this regulation. In other words, we need to find a balance between the various interests at
play or a practical balance between the weight of this purpose and the counterweight of the factual.15
With respect to the aim of avoiding incidents of cheating during university examinations, it is true that the employment of video surveillance is a disproportionate measure towards the achievement of this goal. Indeed, the purpose of avoiding cheating could not, in and by itself, suffice in justifying the encroachment on
the privacy of those present in the examination hall. Nonetheless, in cases where
examinations take place on a worldwide scale, where it is essential to ensure that
the relevant exam occurs in a uniform environment (or closest to a uniform environment), the use of cameras could be allowed. Of course, this would be permissible as a matter of exception, while the use of the video cameras would need to
be restricted to within the examination centre and used solely for the purpose of
helping to ensure the accurate identification of the exam candidates.
With regard to preventing thefts in libraries and laboratories, library visitors and
employees develop various forms of expression of their private life in the library,
such as the way in which they sit in the chairs, relax in the lounge areas, the frequency of the breaks they take the various, quiet conversations they have with
friends and colleagues, and the manner in which they choose and peruse their
books and periodicals. Bearing this in mind, video surveillance of laboratories
and libraries aimed to prevent thefts would have to be limited to working hours
so as not to encroach upon individuals’ right to to developing their own personality. Accordingly, during working hours, a camera monitoring employee who exit
these spaces could be activated in order to promptly detect if someone has committed theft in real time.
When the need to supervise university campuses of extensive size arises, where
it is not possible to monitor remote areas through more moderate means (e.g., by
employing security guards), video camera recorders could be allowed to focus on
those remote areas during working hours, upon the approval of the Data Protection Agency.

15. See Dimitra Kontogiorga-Theoharopoulou, in “Charistirion”, Essays in honour of Georgios
M. Papahatzis, T.T. Papahatzi, p. 889 et seq. (891-892) = in Dimitra Kontogiorga-Theoharopoulou/Evangelia Koutoupa-Regakou, Advanced Issues in Law, Special Issues in Administrative Law, pp. 59-94. In Greek.
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In respect to preventing and suppressing criminal acts, and as the police are authorized to process the relevant data from the video surveillance camera recordings, the use of cameras must be used only in special circumstances, with care
and caution, and their use should be limited to outdoor, communal university
areas and not to indoor spaces. Furthermore, it is also recommended that the activation of video surveillance should only be put in place when acts of vandalism
occur or if valid indicators suggest that future committal of such acts is likely,
(e.g., during commemoration events of the 1973 uprising at Greek Polytechnic
University).
The times during which such a system will be in operation must be clearly indicated on the visible, relevant signage, so as to enable all students and university
community members to be fully aware of the timeframe of the video surveillance
system’s activation.

D. Towards the adoption of fundamental principles on the use
of video surveillance cameras
Monitoring of university sites should not be carried out lightly and without careful deliberation and consideration of individual rights. Given that these are spaces in which the development of personalities takes place, the prospect of students
and teachers being under constant surveillance acts as a barrier to the free development of their personality and of their thoughts and ideas. Consequently, it appears that the monitoring of classrooms, libraries and laboratories via the use of
cameras is disproportionate to the aim of processing the data collected, which is
to prevent thefts and vandalism. Indeed, this aim could be served through other
means, such as monitoring the entrance of university sites and securing identification of students and visitors, the installation of alarm systems in laboratories
and libraries, the reinforcement of security guard staff and so on.
By way of exception, the use of surveillance cameras could be allowed for security purposes outside working hours of the university. Correspondingly, the operation hours of the surveillance system should be clearly indicated in the relevant
informational signage, thus enabling all students and members of the university
community to be aware of the times of operation of the system. As for universities spread across massive grounds, where monitoring of remote areas is not
practically feasible with the employment of more moderate solutions (such as
security guards), the operation of surveillance cameras focusing on remote areas
may be permissible during the university’s working hours, but only following the
approval of the Data Protection Agency. During university working hours, the
activation of video surveillance systems may be in operation only places where
suspicious or violent episodes have occurred on the university premises. Data recorded by the cameras must be erased on the following working day, unless a
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suspicious incident has occurred, whereby it could be permissible to maintain
data for a longer period of time. Accordingly, only duly authorized individuals
should be involved in the management of the surveillance system. Finally, the
video recording of a lecture is deemed to be permissible only if the person delivering the lecture consents to doing so, and on the condition that the camera focuses on the lecturer and not on the students, given that the purpose of the video
recording is to allow students to access the lecture.

ΙΙΙ. In lieu of an epilogue
Times have certainly changed with today’s video technology and, alongside this,
so have we. Even if we do not stand at the edge of current times, we are nonetheless confronted with a reality that we could not have imagined even as a plot of a
science fiction movie fifty years ago. Who could have predicted that universities,
instead of acting as the fertile ground upon which new ideas are be cultivated,
would end up operating –alongside their original function– as ammunition laboratories… Any discussion on the surveillance of university properties through
technical means must always take place within the scope of fulfillment of the
conditions of the principle of proportionality. Therefore, at this point, we should
not overlook that surveillance, on its own, does not constitute an appropriate
measure for the prevention and suppression of acts of vandalism, if a genuine
and sincere political will to confront this problem is lacking.

Surveillance of university (campus)
computer networks
Vagelis Papakonstantinou
Computer networks operated by Universities have, rather expectedly, increased
substantially in importance and volume over the past years, constituting in essence the backbone of research and academic work performed within their respective institutions’ premises. By now it is self-evident that Universities equip
their students, as well as their academic and non-academic staff, with state-ofthe-art computing facilities, both in ‘private’ (for instance, in offices or dormitories) or in ‘public’ (for instance, in computer labs, conference rooms or campus
Wi-Fi). In addition, Universities frequently assume themselves the role of the internet access provider (ISP), in the sense that it is likely that they do not employ
third (private) parties for this task but they either benefit from access to their
respective country’s public sector network facilities, in the same way as public
institutions, or they have developed among them a dedicated network to serve
their purposes.
Universities provide through their computer networks computing facilities and
internet access to thousands of users over usually dedicated networking infrastructure. Despite the intensive use of such facilities by the risers in their everyday routine, surveillance (if any) undertaken by Universities over such networks
and over their users’ actions thereon has attracted to-date very limited attention.
In fact, a primary finding of this paper is that University network surveillance remains a largely unchartered field.
Within the EU formal data protection regime, this finding should come as a surprise. Universities are not exempt from general data protection regulations and
therefore constitute ‘data controllers’ within the EU Data Protection Directive1
meaning (and Member State various implementing Data Protection Acts). From
this point of view, their processing of personal data is governed by the general
data protection principles and compliance ought to be monitored by the respec1. Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on
the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, Official Journal L 281, 23/11/1995, p. 0031–0050 (the ‘Data Protection Directive’).
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tive national Data Protection Authorities (DPAs). Given their significant number
of users and substantial computing infrastructure, university personal data
processing ought to have attracted attention through at least the undertaking of
relevant auditing operations. However, it appears that, not only in Greece but also
in several other Member States, this has not been the case.
Surprisingly, this appears to be a largely neglected field by legal scholars as well.
It invites perhaps thoughts about the application of double standards when placing under close examination the processing executed in other, rather high-profile, fields such as telecommunications, the credit industry, the insurance industry e.tc.
What we are therefore left with when it comes to the issue of university computer networks surveillance and the related personal data processing is mostly
piecemeal, sometimes anecdotal and almost always unconfirmed information
that fails to assemble a comprehensive picture. This paper shall therefore attempt
to approach this issue by mostly focusing on the two obvious, basic functions of
Universities with regard to operation of their computer networks: first, their role
as hosting providers, and, second, their role as internet access providers – the
latter with a particular emphasis on any data retention obligations. In addition,
certain new activities, such as the development and use of online learning tools,
and their potential data protection implications shall be also elaborated. Before
doing that, however, the use of CCTV cameras and the administrative processing
executed by Universities, although not directly connected to the purposes of this
paper, shall be briefly examined in view of providing a complete picture on all,
assumed and confirmed, contemporary University surveillance activities.
Data protection legislation, in fact the relevant Directives, forms the legal basis
for the following analysis. Within EU (and European2) boundaries strict data
protection rules describe how personal data are to be processed. Universities, except from their research-related processing3, are no different than any other data
controller and their processing, particularly whenever implementing surveillance
systems, falls within the Data Protection Directive’s scope. It is therefore from
this point of view that shortcomings and challenges shall be identified, in an attempt to highlight a to-date, apparently unjustifiably, left behind personal data
processing field.

2. As per the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (Convention 108).
3. See, for instance, Article 31.3 of the Data Protection Directive.
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1. The use of CCTV cameras in university campuses
The installation and use of CCTV cameras in University campuses is most likely
what comes to mind first whenever the topic of University surveillance is raised.
Indeed, it appears that in the past few years University administrations increasingly recur to the use of CCTV cameras within their campuses for security purposes. Although it could be argued that this is predominantly an American trend,
with Universities in the USA often willing to experiment with such surveillance
techniques, European Universities either discuss or already have decided to follow (admittedly, such a decision would be unheard of for Greek Universities, at
least for the time being). Anecdotal evidence of human lives that were saved by
data provided to the police by in-campus CCTV cameras, as well as an undoubted
increase in (violent) crime committed within University boundaries supports this
trend at a worldwide scale.
The use of CCTV cameras in University campuses, not making use of the same
Universities’ computer networks, is not directly related to this analysis. Allegedly, the installation of CCTV cameras and their subsequent operation is a highprofile issue that is expected to attract attention, whereas the rules governing
computer networks’ data gathering is a subtle, if not mundane, issue that rarely
causes excitement. CCTV cameras are, usually, visible to data subjects whose actions they record and administrations tend to follow rules while implementing
such a, mostly unwelcome, measure. At any event, here it is merely noted that
the use of such cameras and the related personal data processing unquestionably
falls within data protection regulations. In this context, of particular importance
will be the individual rights to information and access to their data4. CCTV cameras ought also be installed in public places, aiming all and not particular individuals and, evidently, the resulting files ought to be processed as per the basic
data protection principles (particularly, the principles of the proportionality of
the processing, the collection of data only for particular purposes, and the deletion of data after it is no longer useful for the purposes it was collected5).

4. See Articles 11 and 13 of the Data Protection Directive. For a detained analysis of this particular problem see Panagopoulou-Koutnatzi F., The use of technical means for the electronic
surveillance of universities, in this volume.
5. See Article 6 of the Data Protection Directive. See extensive analysis on the use of CCTV
cameras in university campuses by Fereniki Panagopoulou-Koutnatzi, in this volume.
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2. The administrative personal data processing undertaken
by Universities
Although not directly relevant to the purposes of this analysis, because it does
not involve the use of a dedicated (University) computer network, the routine
processing of personal information executed by Universities in the course of their
duties has perhaps remained mostly unexamined for an inexplicably long period of time. Universities are large organisations that process data of thousands of
individuals (students), the majority of which develop of short-term relationship
with them but wish to be able to access their files for as long as they live. This
raises a series of data protection-related issues, mostly pertaining to the exercise
of a right to access data, the maintenance of files for as long as the purposes of
the processing requires, the principle of proportionality of the processing e.tc.
In addition, data collected and processed by Universities often include sensitive
data, in the meaning of Article 8 of the Data Protection Directive, for instance
on students’ health, religion e.tc. Or, they may be connected to other individuals-members of their family, for instance when applying for financial assistance.
Again, several data protection issues are raised here, particularly with regard
to the actual circumstances of the processing (for instance, have DPAs been informed or granted their permit?), the deletion of (part of the) files after graduation, access to data, security of the processing e.tc.
The above analysis demonstrates that a need for data protection clarity exists
when it comes to University-related routine personal data processing. Nevertheless, until now Universities have attracted very limited attention both by Data
Protection Authorities and individuals (at times, misguided to include also access
to examination papers and similar material6), something that needs to be remedied in the future.

3. Universities as Internet hosting providers
Universities customarily offer internet hosting services to their staff and students. Staff members are usually allocated space into their respective department’s web server, onto which they are allowed to upload information relating
to their classes, profiles, research activities, publications, projects e.tc. The same
is not likely to be the case for students, at least not an undergraduate level, but,
on the other hand, they are given email addresses that are hosted in their Uni6. See, for instance, the UK ICO’s relevant webpages (at http://www.ico.gov.uk/for_organisations/sector_guides/education.aspx) as well as the Greek DPA Decision no. 38/2007 (admittedly, concerning University entrance examinations).
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versities’ electronic mail servers. University staff, regardless whether academic
or administrative, is also granted centrally hosted email addresses. In addition
to the above, a typical University computing infrastructure is likely to provide
hosting services to a multitude of interested parties (associations, individual research projects, University-related startups e.tc.) that are in one way or another
connected to it.
In all the above cases, the University will constitute a hosting provider under the
Electronic Commerce Directive’s7 Article 14 meaning: “an information society
service is provided that consists of the storage of information provided by a recipient of the service”. Nevertheless, its role from a data protection point of view
is not equally straightforward: a University could either be a ‘data controller’ or a
‘data processor’ within the meaning of Article 2 of the Data Protection Directive.
With regard to academic staff personal webpages, whenever personal data are
included therein, the University will be the data controller, if it decides upon the
type and the processing particulars, the kind of data uploaded and the purposes
of its webpages. On the other hand, it would appear that as far as email hosting is
concerned, a University will more likely be a data processor, if it merely provides
passive computing infrastructure for the purposes of processing decided by each
account holder.
Surveillance activities in the internet hosting context essentially include the active monitoring of webpages (and emails) hosted within University servers, in order to identify any wrongdoing. Such a legal obligation does not seem to burden
Universities, at least for the time being: “Where an information society service is
provided that consists of the storage of information provided by a recipient of the
service, Member States shall ensure that the service provider is not liable for the
information stored at the request of a recipient of the service, on condition that:
(a) the provider does not have actual knowledge of illegal activity or information and, as regards claims for damages, is not aware of facts or circumstances
from which the illegal activity or information is apparent; or (b) the provider,
upon obtaining such knowledge or awareness, acts expeditiously to remove or
to disable access to the information”8. In addition, “Member States shall not impose a general obligation on providers, when providing the services covered by
Articles 12, 13 and 14, to monitor the information which they transmit or store,

7. Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on
certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the
Internal Market (‘Directive on electronic commerce’), OJ L 178, 17.7.2000, p. 1–16.
8. Article 14.1 of the Electronic Commerce Directive.
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nor a general obligation actively to seek facts or circumstances indicating illegal
activity”9.
This lack of monitoring/surveillance obligations was recently upheld in Greek
case law. A Greek University apparently provided, unknowingly, internet hosting services to the “Athens indymedia” website, where allegedly violence against
the state (and the University itself) was encouraged and facilitated. However,
University authorities were released of any liability for this event, because they
maintained that they did not know and had no duty to know (apparently confirming at the same time that Greek Universities at least do not monitor user pages uploaded onto their servers)10.
This lack of a surveillance obligation probably covers intellectual property issues as well (both when students upload unauthorized files and when academics upload papers that could infringe the rights of others). However, this lack of
a formal obligation does not necessarily mean that Universities actually abstain
from such activities–a formal ratification, perhaps followed by proper auditing
by Data Protection Authorities, would be indispensable from this point of view.

4. Universities as Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
A primary duty of Universities is to provide access to the internet to its students,
staff and visitors. Although this could be achieved through use of a third (private) party (a proper ISP), Universities usually undertake this task by themselves,
either making use of the public/government network for these purposes or forming an alliance with other Universities within the same country and installing
dedicated network infrastructures of their own11. It therefore is to be presumed
that Universities themselves assume the role of an Internet Service Provider with
regard to their affiliated persons (and organisations).
From this point of view, Universities fall under the provisions of Article 12 of
the Electronic Commerce Directive: “an information society service is provided
that consists of the transmission in a communication network of information
provided by a recipient of the service, or the provision of access to a communication network”. Universities in their ISP capacity would probably constitute ‘data
controllers’, within the meaning of Article 2 of the Data Protection Directive, in
the sense that they are expected to store web browsing data in their servers–and
it is exactly at this ‘likelihood’, and not ‘certainty’, where the core problem this
9. Article 15.1 of the Electronic Commerce Directive.
10. See, for instance, the webpages (in Greek) at http://news.in.gr/greece/article/?aid= 1231
109254.
11. See also the eduroam initiative, at http://www.eduroam.org.
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analysis attempts to identify lies. On the other hand, because they normally provide services only to a closed number of users (see however the analysis on data
retention that follows) and therefore not over ‘public’ electronic communication
networks, it appears that the ePrivacy Directive12 is not applicable in their case.
To-date there is little or no evidence at all of University-tracking of internet
browsing information13. Only a handful of Universities across Europe provide
detailed computer network usage policies to their users, regardless whether students, academics or administrative staff (admittedly, UK Universities are the
most elaborate from this point of view14). Equally, there is very little information
on web browsing monitoring in different aspects of University computer networks: for instance, are policies the same in computer labs as in student dormitories or academic staff private offices?
Even when computer usage policies are indeed in place, they tend to leave important questions unanswered. Although they confirm University surveillance over
their computer networks, they usually fail to reveal the particulars of such surveillance, for instance whether they monitor all internet browsing or only visits
to specific websites, whether they monitor visits or also file exchanges, how long
they keep their records, to which purposes they may be placed, to which parties
they may be transmitted, e.tc.
Under normal (commercial) circumstances, users are clearly aware what data
their ISP holds on them, for which purposes and for what amount of time (and
what happens to them afterwards). Also, users by now know whether such collected data may be used for the persecution of copyright infringements (most
likely, no) or for terrorism and other serious crime (most likely, yes). National
Data Protection Authorities may (and actually do) exercise their right to audit
the premises of such commercial ISPs. Apparently, none of the above is true
when it comes to internet access provided by Universities.

12. Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector (Directive on privacy and electronic communications), Official Journal L
201 , 31/07/2002 P. 0037 – 0047, Article 3.1.
13. See, however, Zola E./Barcelo-Arroyo F., A Comparative Analysis of the User Behavior in
Academic WiFi Networks, Proceedings of the 6th ACM workshop on Performance monitoring and measurement of heterogeneous wireless and wired networks, New York, 2011,
available at http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2069087.2069096.
14. See, for instance, the relevant policy from the University of Bath, available at http://www.
bath.ac.uk/bucs/aboutbucs/policies/monitoringpolicy.
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Wi-Fi networks in operation within the premises of a University, ought to be
placed under the same category of internet access services provided by Universities. These are usually treated in the same context as general internet access (cable) services, being usually available as an additional functionality to its students
and staff but otherwise based upon the same technical infrastructure. However,
in this case an important distinction needs to be made with regard to visitors or
the public–Wi-Fi networks operated by Universities may or may not be open to
users outside their, registered in-house accounts, for instance to conference attendants, visitors, or even neighboring non-University users. If these networks
are open, or practically open because the University has undertaken very limited
security measures, then such services could affect its role as a public Internet
Service Provider–a question of particular importance for the analysis that follows
on the applicability on data retention provisions.

5. Is the Data Retention Directive applicable in University
computer networks?
The Data Retention Directive15, a recent security-related addition in the EU data
protection regime, requires electronic communications service providers to keep
communications’ data of their subscribers (location and caller data, evidently not
the content of communications) for a prolonged period of time in the event that
these data are needed by security agencies in the course of their duties. Its provisions are addressed to all electronic communications service providers, including
also Internet Service Providers16; ISPs are asked to keep, among others, records
of browsing data of their users. Although the Data Retention Directive has been
bitterly contested by data protection proponents, and several member States’ Supreme Courts have found it unconstitutional, for the time being it has been transposed into all Member States’ national laws and its provisions are therefore binding and effective.
The Data Retention Directive applies only to ‘publicly available’ electronic communications networks17. Universities normally provide internet access services
only to a closed set of people (students and staff). Therefore it would appear that
its provisions are not applicable in their case (the same has been noted for application of the ePrivacy Directive above). However, in the event that internet
15. Directive 2006/24/EC on the retention of data generated or processed in connection with
the provision of publicly available electronic communications services or of public communications networks and amending Directive 2002/58/EC, OJ L105/54, 13.04.2006 (the
‘Data Retention Directive’).
16. See Article 5.1 of the Data Retention Directive.
17. See Article 3.1 of the Data Retention Directive.
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access is effectively openly provided to an unrestricted number of persons within
their premises (as, for instance, would be the case in the event of open Wi-Fi
networks) it has been held that such “theoretically restricted access” in practice
makes their networks ‘public’ and they are therefore subject to the Data Retention Directive provisions18.
The lack of data retention obligations for Universities, if applicable, ought not be
perceived as reassuring for data protection purposes. In fact, this could prove potentially more harmful than an outright retention obligation. The legal requirements that are missing could conceivably be replaced by others, individually set
and far more harmful from a data subject point of view. It is exactly this lack of
knowledge, whether Universities keep and process browsing data of their students and staff and, if yes, under which conditions, that is the main surveillance
issue this analysis wishes to highlight – unless Universities positively make their
views clear, their users ought to be concerned on the uses their data are placed.

6. The development and use of online learning tools
Over the past few years Universities have apparently enthusiastically embarked
upon the development and use of online learning tools. The operation of online
learning environments, however, necessarily entails the collection and processing of significant sets of data, most likely coming from students but frequently
also from teaching staff19. In addition, the operation of equipment as accessories
to the learning process (such as web cameras) also falls within the data protection regulations’ scope. Although this is a new field, and the actual processing
requirements remain to be established, its nature –the long-distance provision
of educational services– essentially enables the use of surveillance technologies
while in the learning process20. Universities ought therefore establish clear data
protection policies to better handle the use of such data.

18. See DPA Piper UK LLP, Scope and Impact of the European Data Retention Directive, October
2006, p. 7. Admittedly, this would mean that Universities are also subject to the ePrivacy
Directive provisions.
19. See also Dawson S., The impact of institutional surveillance technologies on student behavior, 2006, Surveillance and Society, 4(1/2), 69-84 (http://www.surveillance-and-society.
org, last access June 10, 2013), Land R./Bayne S., Screen or Monitor? Surveillance and disciplinary power in online learning environments, available at http://www.malts.ed.ac.uk/
staff/sian/surveillancepaper.htm, last access June 10, 2013.
20. A relevant incident at the UK (University of Durham) is summarized at SCL’s website, University’s Data Protection Breach, available at http://www.scl.org/site.aspx?i=ne25278&utm_
medium=twitter&utm_source=twitterfeed.
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7. Conclusions
The piecemeal and circumstantial information on University personal data
processing demonstrates that this remains a largely unchartered field. Although
Universities operate vast, autonomous communication networks and despite
they customarily process substantial amounts of personal data, their processing
appears to live in the limelight of data protection regulations. Whether or not
surveillance methods are applied in their computing infrastructures and how information collected is used is still anybody’s guess. To-date there is very little evidence of national Data Protection Authorities audits on Universities processing,
while, at the same time, Universities are themselves very laconic when it comes
to outlining their internal data protection policies.
This finding can probably be explained because in most cases, at least within
the EU, Universities are public institutions whose processing activities are not
bound to create data protection risks for the individuals concerned. However,
this is a misguided argument. Universities in the course of their duties process a
large volume of information, at times sensitive as per data protection standards,
of large groups of data subjects most likely for the term of their life. Their public nature does not mean that they are, formally, exempted from data protection
rules. Most significantly, the lack of audits from Data Protection Authorities and
openness from their own part does not ease data protection concerns–on the contrary, it ought to increase worries that, in the absence of any control over their
processing activities, arbitrariness and prejudice are to be expected.

Academic libraries and social networking sites.
A new concern for surveillance
in academic community
Anna-Maria Piskopani

1. Introduction
In the 90’s, when the World Wide Web was launched, libraries were challenged
to extend library walls and to provide their patrons with a wide range of internet services. Initially they created official websites where their patrons could
be informed about library’s visiting hours, search machines to access library’s
collections and databases. The rise of Web 2.0 the so-called new generation of
internet, that enables users to add content and interact with their connections,
opened new possibilities1. Academic libraries among all libraries are nowadays
challenged to interact with their patrons. Blogs, wikis and mostly the technologically advanced and popular social networking sites enable libraries to respond to
academic community’s complex informational needs and provide more personalised services.
So, amongst thousands persons, enterprises and institutions that today use the
social networking sites, there are also the academic community and academic libraries. The academic community uses these sites as medium to make connections and exchange information. Libraries use those sites as an immediate, costless medium to inform their patrons about new services, activities and academic
issues such as visits of foreign professors, academic new schedules etc.

1. Web 2.0 is a concept introduced by Tim O’ Reilly who argued that newer web platforms support various communication functions and technologies and that they constitute an architecture of participation and rich user experience. O’ Reilly, Tim. 2005. What is web 2.0? http://
www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/ what-is-web-20.html?page=1
(last access 10 February 2013). A less commonly known concept to characterise communication in new platforms of communication as in social networking sites is mass self-communication. As Manuel Castells points out, it is mass communication because it can reach a global
audience and it is self-communication because the production of the message is self-generated, the definition of the potential receivers is self-directed and the retrieval of specific messages or content from the World Wide Web and electronic communication networks is selfselected. Manuel Castells (2009), Communication Power, ed. Oxford University Press, p. 55.
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But this tendency has caused legitimate concern among librarians regarding surveillance risks. They question whether they should participate in those communicational platforms by creating accounts on popular social networking sites as
Facebook. Some deny being associated with websites with controversial privacy
policy but at the same time fear that they will loose an opportunity to build more
direct and vivid communication with their patrons.
In this paper, i intend to investigate whether this new tool of communication
of academic community and this new way of interaction between academic libraries and their users can create new, additional or more intense surveillance
risks in academic environments. Using the example of Facebook that is nowadays
the most popular and influential social networking site worldwide i will examine
some closely intertwinded issues. What are the surveillance risks in Web. 2.0.
in comparison with the Web 1.0.? How did the concept of surveillance change?
What are the benefits and the negative effects from the use of those sites by the
members of academic community? If academic libraries decide to create accounts on social networking sites, how are surveillance risks transformed in comparison with the official academic library’s website? Finally, a core question is
what lies behind the dilemma regarding whether libraries should participate or
not in social networking sites.

2. The use of social networking sites by the academic community
2.1. Surveillance in Web 2.0. communicational platforms
Since the World Wide Web was launched in the 90’s, there was a generalised
concern about the new possibilities of personal data processing. Many feared that
it would enable governments to create totalitarian societies as the ones Orwell
portrayed in his novel Nineteen Eighty-Four, where citizens’ activities were monitored by a Big Brother. Legal scholars warned about the privacy risks. Police and
other state authorities could invisibly process individual’s data, create their detailed profiles and even monitor their activities via internet2.
Soon they realised that not only public sector but private sector entities could
also secretively collect personal data for targeted advertising purposes and could
use them for behavioural monitoring of internet users. Many legal scholars argued that on internet there is not one dominant Big Brother but many invisible

2. Note, Keeping Secrets in Cyberspace: Establishing Fourth Amendment Protection for Internet Communication, 110 Harv. L. Rev. 1591, 1597 (May 1997), Mark Elmore (2000-2001),
Big Brother Where Art Thou, Electronic Surveillance and the Internet: Carving away Fouth
Amendment Privacy Protections, 32 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 1053.
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Little Brothers and Sisters3. Another scholar argued that Big Brother metaphor
is inadequate to capture the problem and suggested that Franz Kafka’s depiction
of bureaucracy in his novel “The Trial” represents better the experience of being
monitored by behavioural targeting companies4. People feel powerless and vulnerable, without any meaningful form of participation in the collection and use
of their information. Personal data are processed within a bureaucratic process
that lacks control and discipline in handling and using such information, scholars of the relatively new field of surveillance studies also attempt to understand
the problem. Those theorists are deeply influenced by the thought of French philosopher M. Foucault. In mid 70’s, he studied prison models and their role in
the emergence of modern techniques of social discipline. He was largely based
on Panopticon, a model prison proposed in 19th century by Jeremy Bentham that
consisted of cells arranged around a central guard tower, from which the prison
authority could observe prisoners’ activities without being seen5. For Foucault,
surveillance should be conceived as a form of disciplinary power, as ‘power exercised over individuals through supervision’6. In his theoretical scheme, the power
is into the hands of the watcher while the watched are more or less passive subjects of control.
Surveillance studies theorists acknowledge that the technological and social
changes demand the reconsideration of this classical concept of surveillance. Especially with the rise of ‘Web 2.0’, some scholars analyse the dominant surveillance practices in the new communicational system having a rather critical political and economical approach7. On Web 2.0. platforms a large population is
monitored via advanced technology (algorithms) by corporations that own most
of the communication-enabling web platforms in order to sort the users into consumer interest groups and eventually provide each individual user with targeted
advertisements. In addition, state authorities worldwide can gain access to open3. Dorothy Glancy (1999), At the Intersection of Visible and Invisible Worlds: United States Privacy Law and the Internet, 16 Santa Clara Computer & High Tech. L.J. 357, 377, Paul M.
Schwartz, (2000) Privacy and Democracy in Cyberspace, 52 Vand. L. Rev. 1609.
4. Daniel Solove (2001), Privacy and power: Computer databases and metaphor for information
privacy. 53 Standord Law Review, pp. 1394-1462.
5. For the classic analysis of the Panopticon, see Michel Foucault, (1975), Discipline and Punish, The Birth of the Prison New York: Random House pp. 200-09. For a critique of the contribution of Foucault see Foucault and Panoptisism revisited, Surveillance & Society 1(3). See
also Mihalis Lianos, Social Control after Foucault, in this volume.
6. Michel Foucault (1994) Power. New York: New Press, p. 84.
7. Christian Fuchs, Critique of the Political Economy of Web 2.0 Surveillance (pp. 31-70) in
Christian Fuchs, Kees Boersma, Anders Albrechtslund and Marisol Sandoval (2011). The Internet and Surveillance. The Challenge of Web 2.0. and Social Media, New York: Routledge.
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ly available personal data or gain access to websites by law. These practices are
facilitated by the monitored individuals themselves. As they interact with each
other, they constantly produce content and at the same time reveal personal data
(user-generated content). These data are provided by the monitored individuals
themselves. So Web 2.0. surveillance is defined as a form of surveillance that
exerts power and domination by making use of specific qualities of the contemporary Internet, such as user-generated content and permanent dynamic communication flows8. Thus, another suggested concept for this form of surveillance is
mass self-dataveillance9.
Both legal and surveillance studies scholars noted that in Web 2.0. platforms users make available personal data not only to private and public sector entities,
but to other users in order to interact with them over the internet. As it is has
been argued, on the internet the separation between ‘objects of information’ and
‘subjects in communication’ that Foucault described for historical forms of surveillance, no longer exists10. The watcher become the watched and vice versa.
Therefore there seem to be a theoretical necessity to reconceptualise surveillance.
The practice of citizens watching one another should not necessarily be considered as a form of surveillance. Under this view, since citizens are informational
equals, there are no political implications as in conventional surveillance11. He
initiated the notion of coveillance. Legal scholars argue that in those cases even
though the watchers might have informational power, can still have the power to
harm the watched in the off line world, p.e. potential employers discriminate applicants for a job based on information they retrieved by googling them12. So this
should be considered as a form of surveillance.

8. Christian, Fuchs, Critique of the Political Economy of Web 2.0 Surveillance (pp. 31-70) in
Christian, Fuchs, Kees Boersma, Anders Albrechtslund and Marisol Sandoval (2011). The Internet and Surveillance. The challenge of Web 2.0. and Social Media, New York: Routledge.
9. For further analysis of the Web 2.0 surveillance see Christian Fuchs (2011) The New Media.
Web 2.0 Surveillance. Sociology Compass 5/2 p.137- The concept of mass self-surveillance has
been largely influenced by the M. Castells’ notion of mass self-communication, supra note 1.
10. Christian Fuchs, (2011), The New Media. Web 2.0 Surveillance. Sociology Compass 5/2 p.
140.
11. Steve Mann, Jason Nolan, and Barry Wellman, Sousveillance: Inventing and Using Wearable
Computing Devices for Data Collection in Surveillance Environments, 1 Surveillance & Society 331, 348 (2003).
12. Julie Cohen, (2008), Privacy, Visibility, Transparency, and Exposure. 75 U. Chi. L. Rev. 181201.
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In order to conceptualise these practices, other surveillance studies scholars introduced the notion of participatory or social surveillance13. Having a critical
studies approach on those issues, they focused on the fact that in Web 2.0. platforms internet users’ role changes from passive to active. Those platforms facilitate new ways of constructing identity, seeking information on political and social matters and finally socializing with others. So they argue that surveillance in
this context can empower internet users and offer social benefits. As it has been
argued, in surveillance studies there is a dispute between cultural studies of web
2.0 surveillance approaches and the critical political economy of web 2.0 surveillance approaches14. The first ones point out the social benefits while the second
ones focused on the risks and harms caused by the new forms of internet surveillance. A similar dispute troubles legal scholars. Some defend the value of privacy
for individuals’ autonomy and freedom and analyse the privacy risks caused by
the use of Web.2.0 platforms while others argue that privacy has a cost to collective interests as safety, internet innovation and benefits of social interaction15.

2.2.1. The use of Facebook by members of academic community.
Benefits and risks of surveillance
Social networking sites are considered as the most prominent example of Web
2.0. platforms of communication16. The American academic community has
been the first community to use the most popular today social networking site,
Facebook.com. and was also the first to experience both the benefits and the
risks from its usage. In February 2004, the site was founded by two Harvard
students. It was originally designed to emulate a school’s yearbook and included
photos of Harvard students. Membership was initially limited to American universities and schools. Only those who had a valid e-mail address of a university
institution could take advantage of the site’s services. As members of the aca-

13. Anders Albrechtslund, (2008), ‘Online Social Networking as Participatory Surveillance.’ Firs
Monday 13(3), Dennis, Kingsley, (2008), ‘Keeping a Close Watch – The Rise of Self-Surveillance and the Threat of Digital Exposure.’ The Sociological Review 56(3): 347–57.
14. Christian Fuchs, (2011), The new media. Web 2.0 surveillance. Sociology Compass 5/2 p.
142.
15. See Julie Cohen, (2012), Configuring the Networked Self, Law, Code and the Play of Everyday Practice, Yale University Press, p. 114.
16. For definitions of social networking sites see danah boyd & Nicole Ellison (2008). Social
network sites: Definition, History, and Scholarship. Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, 13(1), 210-230. Retrieved from http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol13/issue1/boyd.
ellison.html, last access June 10, 2013. Beer, D. D. (2008). Social Network (ing) Sites... Revisiting the Story So Far: A Response to danah boyd & Nicole Ellison. Journal of ComputerMediated Communication, 13(2), 516-529.
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demic community interacted to the site’s new technological features and gave
immediate feedback, they significantly contributed to its quick spread and success. In addition, it contributed to its respectability to the public’s opinion among
other similar sites. The site targeted the academic community and largely reaped
benefits from the community’s interaction with it.
In the site, members of the academic community shared activities, beliefs, preferences. They were able to construct and reconstruct themselves and the communities they belonged. Technologically, the site facilitates them to form connections with members of different universities with similar educational interests,
to be informed about academic issues and be activated when someone asked for
their assistance. The site could contribute to strengthen the bonds of the community. Empirical research showed that it also helped college students to maintain
relationships with the community after their graduation17.
The American academic community was the first to experience the surveillance
risks caused by the new communicational tool. Initially, students considered the
site as a personal space of expression and interactive communication between
communities of students. So they felt free to speak freely as among close friends,
published personal photos, made unflattering comments about academic personnel and reveal even sensitive personal information. They largely showed faith in
the social networking service and trust to the community. Additionally acting as
the majority of their friends did, they did not take any measures to protect their
profiles, by enabling the site’s privacy settings18. Most of them permitted access
to every user, as they had not realised that academic police and other employees
of the university had also access to the site.
Soon they became aware of those risks. After property damage caused by students following a football game between two universities, the academic police
made arrests based on photos retrieved by students’ Facebook accounts19. In other words, the students experienced a conventional form of surveillance. Someone invisible to them was able to watch their activities and exercise disciplinary
17. Nicole Ellison, Steinfield, C., & Lampe, C., (2007), The Benefits of Facebook «Friends:» Social Capital and College Students’ Use of Online Social Network Sites. Journal of ComputerMediated Communication, 12(4), article 1. http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol12/issue4/ellison.
html. Last access June 10, 2013.
18. Ralph Gross and Alessandro Acquisti, (2005), “Information Revelation and Privacy in Online
Social Networks,” paper presented at the ACM Workshop on Privacy in the Electronic Society, Alexandria, Va., Nov. 7, 79, http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/~acquisti/papers/privacyfacebook-gross-acquisti.pdf (last accessed June 10, 2013).
19. Matthew J. Hodge, (2006), The Fourth Amendment and Privacy Issues on the “New” Internet: Facebook.com and Myspace.com, 95 Southern Illinois University Law Journal, 95.
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power upon them for their behaviour. Today, Facebook Privacy Policy has been
ameliorated and the site provides the users more tools in order to control over
what is published and who can access their personal profile. The company and its
partners can still permit public authorities to access users’ profiles in response to
legal requests20. So members of academic community can still be monitored by
state authorities.
In addition, according to Facebook privacy policy, the company and its partners
may collect, store and process users’ personal data and users’ behaviour data for
targeted advertising purposes. The behavioural monitoring of Facebook’s users
can result to discriminations, as price discrimination. Companies may offer different prices for the same services based on users’ purchase habits21.
Not only public and private sector entities but also other internet users can monitor them. Third parties could unlawfully access users’ profiles and use that information for identity theft or other criminal activities. Also, members of academic
faculty could supervise students. During Facebook’s early phase, some universities had even encouraged the academic personnel to create personal profiles in
Facebook so it could be easier to monitor and check whether the students had
inappropriate behaviour. In 2006, in some American colleges students athletes
were asked to remove their profiles from Facebook or otherwise they would
risk losing their athletic scholarships. After a while directors stated that athletes
could maintain their Facebook profiles as long as they consented to being monitored by coaches and academic advisers22.
As Facebook is extremely popular to most American and European academic
communities, most students’ activities are monitored by other students. The site
facilitates access to their photos, preferences and opinions not only by students’

20. According to Facebook Data Use Policy “We may share your information in response to a
legal request (like a search warrant, court order or subpoena) if we have a good faith belief
that the law requires us to do so. This may include responding to legal requests from jurisdictions outside of the United States where we have a good faith belief that the response is
required by law in that jurisdiction, affects users in that jurisdiction, and is consistent with
internationally recognized standards. We may also share information when we have a good
faith belief it is necessary to: detect, prevent and address fraud and other illegal activity; to
protect ourselves and you from violations of our Statement of Rights and Responsibilities;
and to prevent death or imminent bodily harm. http://www.facebook.com/full_data_
use_policy Date of last revision 23 September 2012. Last access June 10, 2013.
21. Neil, Robinson, Hans, Graux, Maarten, Botterman, Lorenzo, Valeri, Technical Report, (May
2009), “Review of the European Data Protection Directive”, p. 2.
22. Stephanie, Vie, (2007), Engaging Others in Online Social Networking sites: Rhetorical Practices in MySpace and Facebook. Dissertation. University of Arizona, p. 60.
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connections, their “friends”, but also by their friends’ friends. So strangers to
them but also members of the same university could have access to their information without them knowing it and reach erroneous or inaccurate conclusions
about them. Students can be singled out from communities on the basis of incorrect assumptions. They could feel restricted to express themselves or to make
choices in fear of being invisibly monitored by others inside the academic environment. Such fear can restrict their academic freedom and create tension or destroy relationships in the geographically bounded community. In other words it
can restrict their moral autonomy. In addition, there is a possibility that personal
information originally posted in students’ personal profiles could be retrieved
and reposted by other students, years after their graduation, and lead to various
harms as discriminations p.e. by future potential employers23.
So students are in front of a dilemma. If they do not participate in the site, they
feel isolated from the community; if they participate, they might experience various privacy harms caused by web. 2.0. surveillance24.

3. Library 2.0 and surveillance
3.1. Surveillance risks raised when academic libraries participate
on Facebook
Among the members of academic community who use Facebook are librarians.
When Facebook became extremely popular to the American academic community, some librarians did not pay any particular attention while others considered
as their duty to attempt to adjust to the new networked environment. Some were
enthusiastic about how it enables them to engage with the whole community and
strongly advocated the use of Facebook by other librarians25. They used all the

23. Analytically see in this volume, Lilian, Mitrou & Maria, Karyda, (2013), EU’s Data Protection Reform and the Right to Be forgotten - A Legal Response to a Technological Challenge?
24. The concequences of internet surveillance practices are harm, coercion, violence, power,
control, manipulation, domination, disciplinary power, involuntary observation, Christian,
Fuchs, supra note 14. A classification of four types of harm that may occur in communicational platforms like Facebook has been proposed: a) Information-based harm, b) Information inequality, c) Information injustice, d) Restriction of moral autonomy. See Jeroen van
der Hoven, (2008), Information Technology, Privacy and the Protection of Personal Data in
John Weckert, Jeroen van der Hoven, (eds.), Information Technology and Moral Philosophy
Cambridge University Press, p. 311.
25. Susan Jennings, and Jamie Price (2008), “’Be My Friend:’ Using Facebook in Libraries.” Tennessee Libraries 58, no.1. Presentation at the Tennessee Library Association Conference. Version of record: http://www.tnla.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=185. Last
access June 10, 2013.
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features which were provided by the site (created «Events» in which they published forthcoming events, participated in «Groups», and supported «Causes»).
But mostly they created «Profiles», personal accounts in which they presented
library’s services and attempted to interact with students. When a student became «friend» with the library, the librarian had direct access to its profile and its
«friends» accounts. Some librarians were impressed as they could process those
information p.e. search for students in a specific course, their interests etc.26.
Others realised how difficult was not to react when they were «witnessing» potential illegal acts as students were discussing attempts of cheating in exams and
assignments and argued that the suitable role for librarians was only to advise
and educate patrons to be cautious when posting personal information on Facebook accounts27.
Although many enterprises and institutions like libraries used this feature, officially Facebook prohibited anyone but persons to create “Profiles”. Eventually
the site responded to enterprises’ demand to promote their services and products
via Facebook and initiated a new feature “Page” which was especially designed
for advertising purposes. “Pages” are better structured than “Profiles”. One significant difference between them is that «Pages»’ connections are called «Fans».
Pages’ administrators cannot have access to their «fans» personal profiles.
Today most libraries use this feature. In «Pages», librarians can post pictures, videos, status updates, host a discussion board, display wall posts, and other features. In other words, by creating a Facebook account, the librarian creates a virtual “office” for the library. In this office the librarian can monitor who is visiting
it by tracking metrics about the number of library’s «fans», their age, language,
gender and location. The library has an additional way to collect its users’ information as they publish content and make personal comments. In addition via
Page a librarian can make requests such as ask from users to send their data in order to participate in a lecture organised by the university. According to Facebook
Page Policy, in that case the librarian is obliged to inform users about the purpose
of processing their data, to secure their consent and create a privacy policy28. The

26. Laurie Charnigo/Paula Barnett-Ellis, (2007), Checking out Facebook.com: The Impact of a
Digital Trend on Academic Libraries. Information Technology and Libraries, p. 24.
27. Susan Jennings, and Jamie Price, (2008), “Be My Friend:’ Using Facebook in Libraries.” Tennessee Libraries 58, no.1. Presentation at the Tennessee Library Association Conference. Version of record: http://www.tnla.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=185. Last
access June 10, 2013.
28. Facebook Pages Terms Date of Last Revision: February 29, 2012 http://www.facebook.
com/page_guidelines.php. Last access June 10, 2013.
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same is true if librarians add applications29. Facebook applications are small programs developed specifically for Facebook. They could be created by third parties or by librarians themselves. Some American libraries have developed library
catalogue search applications on their own for use in Facebook30.
This virtual office differs from a library’s official website. It provides more opportunities for interaction. This is why some libraries tend to place their content
in their Facebook Page rather than in their official website. It also gives opportunities for more personalised services. At the same time a librarian is no longer
the main processor of that information. By creating «Pages», librarians share the
processing of its patron’s data with Facebook Inc. In addition, if they decide to
add applications which are created by Facebook partners, then they share this
information such as book recommendations and reviews by readers with them.
As a consequence, if authorities request to have access to these archives created
by the interaction of libraries with their patrons in Facebook, they will ask them
directly from Facebook. These requests will be examined by trained staff which
will be the one to decide whether to accept or refuse them31. Also, a librarian can
no longer have access to those archives. According to Facebook Pages Terms, the
company reserves the right to reject or remove Pages for any reason. In addition,
it can change the terms of use at any time32. In other words academic libraries
trust private companies to process their patrons’ data and in their good faith reveal those archives to authorities.
By creating Pages, libraries can contribute to the exposure of their patrons’ book
preferences to a large audience. According to Facebook Page Terms the Content
posted to a Page is public and viewable by everyone who can see the Page33.
When a librarian posts a question such as «Which Middle East Book is your favourite?» or hosts a discussion board where books are discussed, Page’s «fans»
often by using their real name reveal their book preferences, opinions, thoughts,
29. Facebook Platform Policies Date of Last Revision: May 10, 2012 https://developers.facebook.com/policy/. Last access June 10, 2013.
30. Susan Jennings and Jamie Price, (2008), “’Be My Friend:’ Using Facebook in Libraries.” Tennessee Libraries 58, no.1. Presentation at the Tennessee Library Association Conference. Version of record: http://www.tnla.org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=185. Last
access June 10, 2013.
31. For further analysis of the procedure of requests in Facebook Ireland Inc see Report of Data
Protection Audit of Facebook Ireland, December 2011 http://dataprotection.ie/viewdoc.
asp?DocID=1182 last accessed 20 February 2013). At p. 99.
32. Facebook Pages Terms Date of Last Revision: February 29, 2012 http://www.facebook.
com/page_guidelines.php. Last access June 10, 2013.
33. Facebook Pages Terms Date of Last Revision: February 29, 2012. See note 32.
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interests. This information is accessible to anyone including the authorities. One
could argue that patrons can at any time delete that information. But that information will be still stored by the company. Another argument is that even if the
library decides not to participate, the patrons could still reveal their books preferences by adding a Facebook application or publicly announcing their favourite
book etc.
By creating a Page, in sum, libraries create a modernised virtual office that it is
friendlier to young students who are usually advanced users of digital technology
but at same time, the library becomes another Little Brother or Sister in the communicational ecosystem of Facebook.

3.2. The dilemma regarding academic libraries participating
or not to social networking sites
Librarians are aware of surveillance risks. There is a legitimate dispute among
them regarding whether they should participate in those communicational environments or not. Some claim that by participating in those sites, they achieve
to stay close to a vivid student community, get feedback for the provided services, gain opportunities to connect more easily with other libraries and publishing
firms and therefore, be immediately informed about new publications, databases
and be able to improve their services34.
Creating a Facebook Page seems to give the opportunity to a library to provide
more personalised services to their patrons. It is a step closer to Library 2.0, a
virtual library, which has customized book recommendations, includes book reviews in the OPAC, makes use of folksonomies and social tagging, creates interactive virtual reference services and allows users to customize library resources
in their own way, using their own tools35.
Some librarians manifest that academic libraries should not participate in the
site. They focus upon the surveillance risks concerning both the librarians and

34. For this vivid discussion see Reconsidering Facebook by Hilary Davis, 26 January 2011
http://www.inthelibrarywiththeleadpipe.org/2011/reconsidering-facebook/ (last access
June 10, 2013) and also David Lee King. 2010. “10 Reasons to not Quit Facebook.”
DavidLeeKing.com blog posting May 4, 1010: http://www.davidleeking.com/2010/05/
04/10-reasons-to-not-quit-facebook/ Last access June 10, 2013. Yoder, Dan. 2010. “Top
Ten reasons you Should Quit Facebook.” Rocket.ly blog posting April 26, 2010: http://
www.rocket.ly/blog/posts/top-ten-reasons-you-should-quit-facebook.html. Last access June
10, 2013.
35. Edward Corrado, (2007), Privacy and Library 2.0: How Do They Conflict? ACRL Thirteenth
National Conference, March 29–April 1.
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patrons36. At the same time they express ethical concerns regarding whether academic community should encourage students to use sites with controversial privacy policy37. Some librarians acknowledge that by participating in those sites,
surveillance risks in academia can increase.
It is not the first time that librarians face such a dilemma. Since the U.S.A. Patriot Act (Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001) was enacted by the U.S.
congress, surveillance in academic libraries received increased attention. The Patriot Act enabled FBI with a court’s order to conduct secret searches to libraries
and universities archives and monitor internet usage in order to protect citizens
against international terrorism and clandestine intelligence activities38.
The American Library Association did fight the law. The government’s interest
in library use reflects a dangerous and fallacious equation of what a person reads
with what that person believes or how that person is likely to behave. Such a presumption threatens both patrons’ privacy and the freedom of access to information39.
Some libraries in U.S.A. have decided to retain less information about patrons
under the belief if they did not have those information they would not have the
obligation to share them with authorities. So they propose the mass deletion of
patrons’ information40. But other librarians objected to that practice arguing that
by erasing data or attempting to minimise data’ collection, libraries are sacrificing targeted and tailored services to their patrons41.
Any attempted response to the dilemma, should be followed by a closer analysis
of both benefits and risks of participating in those sites. As critical political surveillance theorists have analysed those risks are closely related to the complexity
of the terms of use and privacy policies, digital inequality, lack of democracy, the
commercialization of the Internet, the advancement of market concentration, the
36. “Top Ten Reasons you Should Quit Facebook.” Rocket.ly blog posting April 26, 2010:
http://www.rocket.ly/blog/posts/top-ten-reasons-you-should-quit-facebook.html. Last access June 10, 2013.
37. See Appendix. Survey on the use of social networking site Facebook in greek academic libraries.
38. Maria Bottis (2004), Information Law. Athens Nomiki Bibliothiki (in Greek), p. 144.
39. Lynn F. Miller, (2009), Privacy in the public library, 260-OCT NJLAW New Jersey Lawyer,
the Magazine, p.22.
40. Edward Corrado, (2007), Privacy and Library 2.0: How do they conflict? ACRL Thirteenth
National Conference, March 29–April 1.
41. Id.
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attempted manipulation of needs, limitation of the freedom to choose, unpaid
value creation of users and intransparency42.
Those risks could be minimised if Facebook users demanded more transparency
in the informational environment or members of academic community decide to
construct their own communication tool, their own social networking site43. But
the problem of surveillance by other users is not solved.
Cultural studies surveillance theorists pose another question whether surveillance is a necessary condition in all networks of communication, in all human
communities. Thus, they suggest a neutral instead of a negative concept of surveillance44. This question remains open and unresolved. Is surveillance a necessary condition of communication in networked societies or it is a part of technological trend that does educate people to monitor one another?
As it seems, whether libraries and specifically academic libraries should participate in social networking sites, is definitely a complex issue, undeniably a mixture of benefits and also new surveillance risks.

5. Conclusions
Web 2.0. environment and new platforms of communication educates people to
new ways of accessing information and interact with others and thus empowers
them. When the academic community and libraries decide to participate in them,
the risks of being monitored by the authorities, by the private sector and by any
internet user are increased in comparison with using a brick wall library.
Noone can probably deny that there are important benefits from using those
sites, both for members of academic community and librarians. But one must still
have in mind that those benefits derive from human interaction. In the paradigm
of academic libraries, the best personalised services to students are not offered by
a digital office, but by well-educated librarians and academic faculty who care
about the knowledge needs of students.

42. Christine, Fuchs, supra note 14.
43. For further analysis see Anna Maria Piskopani, Informational Freedom in the “Privatised”
Publc Network of Facebook (in Greek) ed. Sakkoulas (forthcoming).
44. Anders, Albrechtslund (2008). ‘Online Social Networking as Participatory Surveillance.’
First Monday 13(3), Kingsley, Dennis (2008), ‘Keeping a Close Watch–The Rise of Self-Surveillance and the Threat of Digital Exposure.’ The Sociological Review 56(3): 347–57.
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Appendix
Survey on the use of social networking site Facebook in Greek academic libraries45.
Although many libraries of Greek municipalities have created accounts and interact with their patrons via Facebook, Greek academic libraries have only recently
started to create accounts on social networking sites. Prompted by the issues arisen by the use of Facebook in American academic libraries and for the purposes
of the LiSS Workshop organised in Athens on 24th February 2012, a small scale
survey was contacted in Greek academic libraries.
In collaboration with the University of Athens Law School librarian, Vasso
Strakantouna, a questionnaire was sent by email to forty academic libraries. Two
different surveys were united in the same questionnaire. The first dealt with
camera surveillance in libraries. The second dealt with the use of social networking sites by academic community and academic libraries. Information was sought
on three main issues: a) whether academic libraries use social networking sites
to inform their patrons about events and services, b) whether librarians have created policies to regulate or block access to the site on the public access computers
and finally Greek librarians’ awareness of privacy and surveillance risks.
Eighteen questionnaires were completed providing a response rate of 18 out of
40 that is a percentage of 45 per cent. Only 27,7 per cent of the respondents reported having an account in Facebook. The rest reported no involvement to any
social networking site. Another respondent reported future plans of her library
to create accounts on both Facebook and Twitter. One individual noted that the
library created (for a short period of time) a Page in Facebook in order to offer
information on the 20th National Academic Libraries Conference.
The majority of the librarians agreed that their patrons did express a positive reaction to the creation of the specific site. As main reasons for creating the site
were indicated the following: firstly, the interactive communication between the
patrons and the librarians, secondly the presentation of library in a popular social
networking site and lastly facilitating the communication between the librarians
across libraries in different regions of the country. To the survey question to what
extent they believe that those original aims have been achieved, most of the librarians seemed dissatisfied. Most of them indicated an average evaluation. Five
libraries responded «sufficient». One individual even reported “a bit”.

45. The results of this survey are also analyzed in this volume, in Bottis, Surveillance data protection and libraries in Europe and the US.
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The second part of the survey concerned the use of social networking sites in
public computers and the awareness of librarians on matters of informational
benefits of this new communicational tool as well as the privacy and surveillance
risks. The majority of the respondents (66,6 per cent) reported that access to social networking sites is allowed both to computers used by librarians and public
computers used by patrons. Only 11,1 per cent reported that access is not allowed due to lack of sufficient technical equipment so as to allow the access of
all users. Only one respondent indicated that the patrons’ computers “reacted” to
such restriction. Another individual reported that access was prohibited to both
the personnel and the patrons, because those sites were considered as inappropriate for the academical environment. He also declared that the personnel reacted.
One respondent also noted that access was prohibited only to the patrons who
reacted to the restriction. Only 27,7 per cent indicated as a necessity to inform
students about the benefits and mainly the risks of those sites.
Unfortunately, in such small scale survey, it is quite difficult to reach safe conclusions. Some first assumptions are the following. Firstly, Greek academic libraries
are reluctant or have just started to experiment with the use of social networking
sites for informing patrons about their services. In addition, Facebook seems to
be the most popular social networking site without any serious rival. Although
there was a Greek social networking site, zuni.com, targeted to the Greek academic community, the most technologically advanced Facebook did not leave
zuni space to develop.
The second assumption is that, although some libraries created accounts on Facebook and the majority of Greek academic libraries did not impose restrictions
upon the access to social networking sites by public use computers, only one out
of five of the respondents have considered it as a necessity to inform students
about surveillance risks. In addition, few librarians ignored that it is unlawful to
restrict access both to publicly available computers and personnel’s computers.
This knowledge raises legitimate questions about the way that the use of public
computers in those libraries may be monitored by librarians. As the social networking site is just beggining, a further survey is required in order to investigate
to what extent Greek academic libraries collect their patrons data in the library’s
Facebook Page and if librarians are aware of surveillance risks.

Privacy and video surveillance in academic libraries
Vassiliki Strakantouna

Introduction
The integration of Information Technology in libraries has resulted in their increased ability to collect and process personal information. Personal information
gathering does not only come from Integrated Library Systems and electronic
services but also from security and surveillance systems. There are numerous
doubts as to whether the use of cameras in academic libraries is beneficial or
jeopardizes academic freedom and the rights to privacy. These concerns are discussed in this paper which focuses on the risks to privacy and of the use of video
surveillance in academic libraries. The results of this small-scale survey, which
was conducted in order to sketch the reality in the Greek academic library environment, are presented in this paper.

Privacy issues in academic libraries
Academic libraries are not only institutions which accumulate and manage written scientific knowledge but simultaneously create an environment in which the
freedom of expression is promoted. Academic libraries undertake to ensure an
environment where unhindered research and free access to knowledge are encouraged. This environment presupposes the elimination of restrictions to access
and use of library resources, and furthermore, the existence of a space in which
users are able to study without any obstruction, judgment or surveillance. Freedom of research requires first of all the respect of fundamental individual rights
connected to academic freedom, among them the right of privacy and the right of
access to information. Through these means libraries have provided unrestricted
access which ensures that choices, reading preferences and other personally identifiable information are not judged by other people, nor used by third (other) parties or in any other different way.
An integral part of the mission of libraries and librarians has long been the protection of privacy which is clearly expressed in many library policies and professional codes of ethics. According to the International Federation of Library
Association (IFLA); “Libraries and library staff should adhere to the principles
of freedom of expression, uninhibited access to information and intellectual
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freedom and recognize the privacy of library user”1. Among the most important
deontological principles of library professionals are privacy and confidentiality
and the American Library Association (ALA) stresses that “In a library (physical
or virtual), the right to privacy is the right to open inquiry without having the
subject of one’s interest examined or scrutinized by others. Confidentiality exists
when a library is in possession of personally identifiable information about users
and keeps that information private on their behalf”2. According to the findings
of a recent ALA’s ‘Office for Intellectual Freedom’ survey on librarians, views on
privacy rights and protecting library users’ privacy, show that librarians remain
concerned about privacy and the individuals’ desire to control access and use of
personal information. It is affirmed also by the librarian’s commitment to the
profession’s long-standing ethic of protecting library users’ privacy 3.

Impact of technology on privacy in Academic Libraries
Personal and confidential information was always collected from library information systems. But never before in human history was it possible to gather such
vast quantities of personal information, and to bring it all together, creating a
detailed profile of each and every individual, as nowadays (Woodward, 2007).
Information and communication technology, computing and internet applications multiply the chances to capture personally identifiable information, available in new forms, to new parties and for new purposes (Rule J./Greenleaf G.,
2010). In conventional libraries privacy protection remained valid, meaning that
personal information was more difficult to be shared and accessed for different
purposes, other than the ones they were initially collected for. However, in the
current hybrid libraries and digital information environment this can become really arduous, since the institutions or businesses that gather personal identifiable
information escape control by a specific institution. Moreover, the problem becomes more acute as many different parties take place in the process of processing information, resulting to a compromise of the secure and “inside the wall”
space of libraries. New information and communication technology in combination with developments in the field of library services have completely changed
academic libraries and consequently academic research and communication. In-

1. FlA/FAIFE “Principles of freedom of expression and good librarianship” Online available at:
http://www.ifla.org/en/faife/mission.
2. ALA “An Interpretation of the library bill of Rights” Online available at : ethttp://www.ala.
org/Template.cfm?Section=interpretations&Template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=8613.
3. http://michaelzimmer.org/2012/05/01/new-survey-confirms-librarians-commitment-toprotecting-privacy-rights/. Last access June 10, 2013.
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tegrated Library Systems (ILS) enable a more qualitative and quantitative collection and processing4 of personal data. Circulation transactions, reservations, interlibrary loan, personalization and customization services demand collection of
personal data, variable in quantity and quality, that can be held in conventional
or computerized library files indefinitely. Such files have potentially sweeping
consequences for the lives of those depicted in them (Rule J., 2010). Nowadays,
more and more libraries offer personalized services which need a process of personal information “sensitive” under the law5, a token that led to a strengthening
of the legislative protection. In addition, scientific research cannot rely on ad hoc
library resources or on information that common search engines offer, but is connected to what is called “deep web” where, evaluated and under arrangement of
copyright context is protected by firewalls and passwords. Furthermore, social
network sites such as library blogs, Facebook, Twitter etc., keep and share data
that divulges details concerning personal habits and preferences.
Even simple access to the library premises demands identification through PIN,
passwords, smart cards, barcodes, microchips and biometric data. Increasing
reliance of academics on electronic databases through means of browser-based
interfaces with rich sources of personal information raises privacy issues that
are beyond the control of Academia (Adams H., 2005). New technology has undoubtedly brought about a revolution in scientific research as well as in libraries. However, there have been concerns over the negative effects on privacy as
rights are being threatened. Processing of personal data could offer the opportunity to lead to a transparent and complete image of personal individuals, users
or employees. It is therefore possible to disclose sensitive information, research
interests, values, political and or religious views, consumer preferences or health
details. One of the most important issue is also the potential sharing of personal
information with third parties (Adams H., 2005).
Furthermore, new technologies for surveillance and security offer additional
abilities of collection and processing personal data. The most common technolo4. By the term “processing”, we mean any operation or set of operations performed upon personal data by Public Administration or by a public law entity or private law entity or an association or a natural person, whether or not by automatic means, such as collection, recording,
organisation, preservation or storage, modification, retrieval, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, correlation or combination, interconnection,
blocking (locking), erasure or destruction (Greek Law 2472/1997 on the Protection of Individuals with regard to the Processing of Personal Data).
5. According to the Greek Law 2472/1997, “sensitive data” are data referring to racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, membership to a trade-union,
health, social welfare and sexual life, criminal charges or convictions as well as membership
to societies connected to the above areas.
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gies in libraries are radio frequency identification (RFID) and closed circuit television (CCTV). RFIDs in libraries mean that chips, put into items or borrower’s
cards identifying one’s reading matter or its location as RFID-tagged objects can
be identified at a distance (Brito J., 2004). In 2006, the ALA’s Intellectual Freedom Committee adopted a set of privacy and confidentiality guidelines on the
use of RFIDs in libraries, informing the library community about the risks of privacy violation6.

Security systems and surveillance cameras in libraries
Electronic security and surveillance systems are available in many countries as a
primary tool to monitor population movements and to prevent terrorism. Covering every kind of human activity, cameras are installed in private places as also
in public ones, independently whether increased systems of security are required
(prisons, banks etc.) or installed in places connected with every day life’s habits (markets, streets, schools, universities etc.) (Leventopoulou Μ., 2010). Many
critics (adversaries?) of surveillance point out that the use of cameras clearly impinges on freedoms and rights leading to situations that constitute a violation of
privacy.
Security technology has been found expedient in libraries, aiming at the security
and protection of people or goods and the prevention or detection of theft and
vandalism. Many academic libraries globally employ video surveillance network
systems to protect library premises, facilities and individuals. Cameras are placed
outside and inside libraries in inconspicuous locations or are purposely placed
where they will be noticed. They can record someone’s entrance or exit, visits in
specific sections as well as the material that someone prefers and loans or returns
of items, while keeping images of all activities. In addition, cameras could record
use of the internet, when and who uses the library meeting or rest rooms. In a
nutshell, both users and personnel are subjects of recording and monitoring.
On the other hand, advances in technology and reduction in costs have made
video surveillance a cost-effective management tool for academic libraries,
gathering many advocates, as it could precipitate and maintain a safe learning
environment, prevent theft and all sorts of miscreant activities and damages to
the books or protect special collections. It could also offer the ability of remote
navigation into the library premises or computers, via internet enabled computers or cell phones (Rajendran L., 2007). But the question remains: do these ben-

6. ALA: RFID in libraries. Privacy and confidentiality guidelines. Online available at: http://
www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=otherpolicies&Template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=130851. Last access June 10, 2013.
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efits provide enough justification to compensate the risks for privacy protection
and freedom?
Constant monitoring in libraries puts its users and personnel under ‘control’,
jeopardizing the right of free development of personality. This is the right that
everyone has to determine his own behavior, to act autonomously, to dispose of
himself freely to the directions that he chooses himself, without specific unjustifiable interventions. When someone becomes an object of constant monitoring,
he modifies his behavior, does not act autonomously and therefore is redefined,
jeopardizing the right of self determination. Cameras could also create an intrusive sense of insecurity and fear. When someone works under the premise of insecurity and fear, the right to free development of personality is affronted (Malagardi A., 2011).

Third parties interest in library personal data
Why so many concerns about privacy in libraries? Why and who is interested in
library’s personally identifiable information? Surveys indicate that governments
and private companies or individuals seek and sometimes pursue access to libraries in order to investigate its files. Private entities such as suppliers, advertising
companies interested in promoting and distributing their products, as well as
publishers and bookstores that want to learn about the public’s reading tendencies or habits. Moreover, governments or law enforcements authorities, intend
to access user’s files for national security or for solving crimes. In the USA, for
example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has many times conducted
investigations using library files in order to find evidence of suspicious or illegal
activities by library users. After the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, investigations became more intensive [Estabrook L.S. (2003), Weiner R.G. (1997),
Airoldi J. (2005)]. The USA Patriot Act7 supports the FBI in more investigations.
This statute gives the FBI the right to investigate libraries and their information
systems as well as the surveillance of electronic messages and use of the internet.
Under article 215, the FBI has the right to confiscate objects that are considered
suspicious, including books or other library materials (Lampson M., 2005). The
application of the USA Patriot Act and its consequences to the freedom of expression and to the secrecy of personal data has caused concerns and reactions
of the librarian community. ALA states that it “opposes any use of governmental
power to suppress the free and open exchange of knowledge and information or

7. USA Patriot ACT Online available at http://epic.org/privacy/terrorism/hr3162.html. Last
access June 10, 2013. See also Bottis, 2004.
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to intimidate individuals exercising free inquiry”8. In addition, the reaction of
the supporters of political freedom or the rights of immigrants and ‘freedom of
expression’ in general, is intense.

Privacy protection in Greece
Personal data processing and protection in Greece is mainly regulated by Law
2472/1997 implementing the Directive 95/46/EC. In connection with the provision of publicly available electronic communication services in public communication networks, the Law 3471/2006 applies implementing of Directive
2002/58/EC. The application of the law of personal data is the exclusive responsibility of the Greek Data Protection Authority (DPA) according to which,
processing data through cameras or closed circuit TV, constitutes processing of
personal data. The DPA has issued the Opinion 1/20119 for the use of CCTV systems for the protection of persons and property. According to the DPA, the legality of using CCTV systems must be examined based on the principle of proportionality in relation to the desired goal.
The law on personal data is a general system of principles, guarantees and rights.
Its application depends on specialization of its general rules in every specific environment, as for example, in libraries. The law sets general principles and professionals specify the legislative needs. The specialization of these rules in combination with professional and scientific deontology could violate privacy policies or codes of ethics (Bottis, 2004). An attempt for a code of ethics for the
protection of personal data in Greek academic libraries was undertaken in 2005
and was tabled for discussion at the 14th Conference of Greek academic libraries
in 2007, where it became acceptable as a tool for privacy protection in libraries (Strakantouna V., Piskopani A.M. & Mitrou L., 2007). This code included:
a) Principles of fair and legal collection and process of personal data, b) General
obligations and rights of both library and user c) Specific commitments and demands of the library d) Legal principles of the collection and processing of data
e) Principles (rules) that have to be followed in case of the demand of third parties to access the archives. f) Principles of security and secrecy of data e) Rights
8. ALA. “The USA Patriot Act in the Library” Online available at: http://www.ala.org/
Template.cfm?Section=ifissues&Template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.
cfm&ContentID=32307 and ALA Resolution on the USA Patriot Act and Related Measures That Infringe on the Rights of Library Users Online available at:http://www.ala.org/
Template.cfm?Section=ifresolutions&Template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.
cfm&ContentID=11891. Last access June 10, 2013.
9. http://www.dpa.gr/APDPXPortlets/htdocs/documentSDisplay.jsp?docid=63,60,238,
149,230,160,188,246. Last access June 10, 2013.
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and obligations of processing manager (Strakantouna V., 2010). Similar codes
have to be adopted in libraries as a tool for the protection of users and employees. Many public schools or academic libraries abroad apply not only general privacy policies but also video surveillance policies10. Privacy policies are necessary
and appropriate nowadays when such academic freedom is being tested. According to my previous survey, the Greek academic library community does not worry
about privacy violations in Greek libraries that are considered as a “safe harbor”
for user’s privacy (Strakantouna V., 2005).

Survey on video surveillance in Greek academic libraries
As video surveillance systems have recently been installed in some Greek academic libraries, a small-scaled survey, was counted important with the intent to
describe the current situation11. To this purpose, a small questionnaire was used,
which was divided into two parts. The first one was on video surveillance in academic libraries that aimed to assess the current situation and to find out to what
degree such systems are being adopted from libraries as also as the reactions of
the scientific community to the surveillance during the procedure of research in
academic libraries. The second was about the use of social network sites by academic communities and academic libraries. This questionnaire was sent to forty
(40) Greek academic libraries but owing to the limited time, was corresponded
to nineteen (19) of them.
According to the answers, only three (3) of them confirmed application of such
systems aiming at a better control and protection. One of them is situated in a
remote place in the university campus and the other two ones take up a floor of
a university building with inadequate internal security arrangements, where lack
of personnel is reported. In both cases, cameras were placed at internal and external places controlling entrances, exits, reading rooms even workplaces. Cameras were programmed to recycle the recording tapes at a set interval, which can
be for a day or more. The guard of the building or the librarian are responsible
for these recordings. Because of some intense reactions by harsh critics of surveillance in academia, the cameras were destroyed and the system is now out of
order. In all cases, the requirements set by the law on the Institute’s obligation to
10. Buffalo State University “Video surveillance policy” Online available at: http://www.buffalostate.edu/offices/hr/video_surveillance.asp and Miami University “Video surveillance
policy” Online available at:http://www.lib.muohio.edu/policies/surveillance.
11. This survey was carried out in the frame of the LiSS Workshop in Athens on February 2012
“Surveillance in Academia” by the Librarian Vassiliki Strakantouna, MSc. and the lawyer,
Dr. (cand.) Anna Maria Piskopani and lasted two weeks. See also Piscopani’s paper, in this
volume, and Bottis’ paper, in this volume also.
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inform users of the collection and processing of personal data were not fulfilled.
Privacy policies did not exist in any case, because library managers and personnel ignored the obligations which come with the law of protection of personal
data. In reality, the use of surveillance systems does not derive from a rigid and
in depth implementation of the law, but from a rather personal estimation based
on an individual approach of each separate case. In fact, each library adapts the
surveillance system to the particular conditions and to the personal conceptions
of the personnel. This survey indicates that protection of privacy in Greek libraries is not considered highly important by Greek librarians.
In Greek jurisprudence there is no case-law of privacy violation in Greek academic libraries. The situation is rather different in Germany. A group of university
students had indeed resorted to justice for violation of their right of protection of
personal data, because Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster library placed
four cameras, aiming not only to protect the premises of the library but also to
use the relevant recordings as evidence. The Higher Administrative Court of
Münster (OVG Münster)12, ruled that, although such an attitude is an intervention to the right of protection of personal data, this measure is nevertheless justified, taken into account the general (or public) interest, consisting in that case in
the protection of the university rights. As held, the principle of proportionality
was also respected, as there was no other burdensome mean that could be taken
in order to avoid the vandalism (MMR, 2009).
In Greece, the Data Protection Authority allows video surveillance only for the
monitoring of a specific space (entrance and exit of a building, etc.) and only if
cameras focus on the property to be protected. In contrast, the use of video surveillance in the workplace is prohibited, unless this measure is justified by the
nature or the conditions of work and is absolutely necessary for the protection of
health and security of employees (banks, high-risk facilities, military plants, etc.)
(Karagianaki, 2011).
Although many advantages may come from the utilization of cameras in libraries, such solutions must be examined, taking into consideration the balance between individual rights and the public good. Individual rights that protect the
worth of people, must surpass rights that protect financial goods or property.
Progressively, the relations in libraries have to be based on mutual respect and
confidentiality. If we do not respect the members of our society, surveillance and
monitoring could become common occurrence and lend probability to a similar
situation to the one described in (1984) of George Orwell.

12. Court decision 8.5.2009/16 A3357/07.
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In conclusion, academic libraries may become the bastions of privacy protection. When rights conflict, librarians and information professionals have to keep
a delicate balance between them. The most effective way to protect privacy in
academia has to be sought in the solutions that will combine law, professional
ethics and privacy tools that technology offers.
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